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THEMATIC INTRODUCTION 

The XXIII World Congress of Philosophy being held in Athens (04 – 10 August 
2013) appeared to be the main philosophical event of the current year. The Congress 
was devoted to the following problem: 

 
“Philosophy as Inquiry and Way of Life” 
 
The sculpture of Aristotle in the entrance of the University of Athens turned into 

the conventional place of meeting of the hosts and the guests – the Greek philosophers 
and thinkers from around the world. This enchanting show of modern philosophical 
thought (more than 3000 participants) certainly displayed the everlasting life of 
philosophy – the blossoming branches of the philosophical tree rooted in great 
achievements of the ancient times. It was indeed the carnival of modern ideas in 
alliance with classical traditions! 

The spirit of creativity has been penetrated into all sessions and workshops of 
the university. The warm, amicable atmosphere of the congress gave the participants 
the feeling that they were gladly welcomed to the city of Athens, the city of beauty, art 
and philosophy. Scientific reports and debates revealed the true essence of 
globalization of cultures while retaining the uniqueness of national traditions and 
values. 

With respect to globalization of culture it is worth noting the contribution of the 
Council for Research in Values and Philosophy (RVP) which was emphasized in the 
Awarding Ceremony of the Global Dialogue Prize 2013 to the Council and to its 
President, professor George Mclean (04 August, 2013). The name of Father George 
Mclean has been highly respected in Georgia. At the end of the 20th century together 
with Georgian philosopher Nico Chavchavadze he established an academic link 
between the Institute of Philosophy of Georgia and the Catholic University of America 
which works up to the present day. 

The important philosophical event of the World Congress was the honorary 
session for Jurgen Habermas (06 August, 2013, section of Cosmopolitism) in which 
the famous German philosopher delivered the lecture about the common constitution 
for the whole world which could serve as a foundation of peaceful interaction between 
the nations. 

The World Congress presented the trends of modern philosophy and wide 
ranges of its practical applications (political philosophy, philosophy of physics, 
mathematics, ethics, aesthetics, philosophy of globalization, philosophy of law, 
bioethics, ontology, philosophy of education, epistemology, philosophy of art, 
phenomenology, etc). 
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The scale of practical usage does not deprive the philosophy of its metaphysical 

status. The practical issue of modern philosophy goes beyond pragmatic attitude. Most 
likely the reason is that phenomenological inquiry reveals the vital essence of 
philosophical thinking which refers to the human experience, but at the same time it 
presents the end in itself since the existential phenomenology unveils the metaphysical 
origin of life. 

The extension of life in immense distance of ‘being in itself’ echoed the major 
topic of the Congress - “Philosophy as Inquiry and Way of Life”, but this topic was 
especially considered in the session of phenomenology of life devoted to the 
philosophical achievements of Anna-Tereza Tymienicka (05 August, 2013, RT70). The 
articles of Daniela Verducci (Italy), Francesco Tolaro (Italy), Francesco Alfieri (Italy), 
Dario Sacchi (Italy), Maija Kule (Latvia), Velga Vevere (Latvia), Carmen Cosma 
(Romania), Salahaddin Khalilov (Azerbaijan), Konul Boniadzade (Azerbaijan), 
Mamuka Dolidze (Georgia) were devoted to the problems of modern phenomenology. 

The President of the Hellenic Organizing Committee Konstantin I. Boudouris in 
his welcoming speech mentioned that the apt theme of the 23th World Congress of 
Philosophy invites philosophers to ponder over the Socratic question – “How is one to 
live?“ – and to explore the diverse types of life of all peoples on Earth, to approach 
philosophy as an art of living, and to return to the crystal springs of philosophy. 

The Georgian philosophical school was represented by the participation of two 
philosophers from Tbilisi State Javakhishvili University – Professor Valeri Ramishvili 
with the article “Explanation of Human Dignity in Heidegger’s Ontology”, where the 
contemplation of being was treated as an essential dignity of man. Professor Mamuka 
Dolidze presented his new book “Developing Husserl’s Ideas in the Contexts of 
Phenomenology of Life and Modern Georgian Philosophy”. He also had the report on 
the section of philosophical anthropology – “Theatrical Transformation, Human 
Condition and Phenomenology of Life“. The act of artistic transformation was 
considered by him as a fundamental law of vital being, as a basis of unity of uniqueness 
and regularity of life. 

 
The Institute of American Studies at Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University 

and the Georgian Association for American Studies held the 14th International Annual 
Conference on American Studies (16-18 May, 2013), organized by professors Vasili 
Kacharava and Elene Medzmariashvili. 

The conference was dedicated to the 150th Anniversary of Abraham Lincoln’s 
Gettysburg Address. This year the annual conference traditionally embraced all fields 
of American Studies: politics, history, education, philosophy, social and women issues, 
arts, literature, economics, law, journalism, medicine, etc.  

The aim of the conference was to: 
 develop Georgian-American relationship study 

 support the development of democratic values in Georgia following the 
examples of the history and contemporary life of the United States 
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 provide scientific and educational activities in the fields of American Studies on 

a professional level  

 popularize this knowledge not only in academic circles but in all parts of 
Georgian society  

 assist young professionals interested in American Studies 

 strengthen links with American Studies programs at other universities. 

There were two conferences in Tbilisi Javakhishvili State University: the first 
was the regional conference dedicated to the classic of Georgian philosophy Sergi 
Danelia, to be held in the institute of philosophy at the department of Humanitarian 
Sciences, which was organized by professor Demur Jalagonia (6 December 2013). 
The second was the international conference dedicated to the famous Georgian 
Philosopher Shalva Nutsubidze, with participation of Georgian and foreigner scolars 
(13,14,15 December, 2013). The conference encompassed the wide range of 
philosophical and scientific problems referring to the creative works of Shalva 
Nutsubidse. It was organized by the rector of Tbilisi State University, academician 
Vladimer Papava and professor Demur Javagonia. 

 
The new issue of the journal is devoted to the memory of Merab Kostava, the 

national hero of Georgia. The Georgian people highly appreciate his great contribution 
to the struggle for independence of our homeland. His philosophical-artistic essay “The 
Freedom” reveals the true existential attitude of contemporary man to go beyond the 
frames of social system which enslaved him and to find himself in the very heart of 
truth and dignity. 

The journal offers to the reader the academic works of Georgian, American and 
Chinese scholars, which have philosophical status of phenomenological inquiry. The 
articles of Judy Shavrien (USA), Mamuka Dolidze (Georgia), Demur Jalagonia 
(Georgia), Anna Meski (Georgia), Dai Xun and Luo Yimin (China), Vasha Nibladze 
(Georgia), Shota Maglakelidze (Georgia), Ketevan Trapaidze (Georgia), Lela Tsipuria 
(Georgia), Kakha Ketsbaia (Georgia), present a wide range of problems of modern 
philosophy and science. 

The special section – Literary Supplement – presents a new translation of 
stories of the great Georgian poet Vasha Pshavela by professor Lali Jokhadse, as well 
as the translation of Mamuka Dolidze’s story “The Lodgers” by professor Maya 
Kiasashvili.  

We try to be loyal to our tendency to maintain and develop our international 
scientific-philosophical contacts and to present the achievements of classical and 
modern Georgian literary art, in order to participate in the process of globalization of 
culture against the background of keeping the uniqueness of our national traditions. 

 

 

 



T a v i s u f l e b a 
 
sakani. senaks magonebs igi, patimari _ 

meudabnoes aranebayoflobiTs. 
ase gansajeT, aq iZulebiT unda da-

vatyvevo Cemsave TavSi usasrulo wyeba sur-
vilebisa, samSvinveliseuli qaosis umisa-
marTo energiiT aRZruli ltolvebi, ro-
melTa dasadaveba, gaTokva da Wkuaze moyvana 
meudabnoeTa, soflisagan gandgomilTa 
sanukvari mizania. 

mec aRar davayovne da umkacresi 
kanonmdebeliviT sanqcia davade Cems abezar 
survilebs, garduvalobis ZaliT saTiTaod 
davatusaRe da Sevudeqi maT ulmobel gan-

kiTxvas. gauCinarda gluvi gvelaZua, nairferad aelvarebuli xateba maTi. 
Sewyda maTi mousvenari, sayveduriT aRsavse sisini. moisvena sxeulma, da 
sadRac, gonebaSi akiafda simSvidis momfeni kandeli sulismieri. 

sarkmlis damxanjlavi sinaTle STenila martooden erTaderT, 
Cauferflav survilad. cis nafleTebi maradisobis lurji iebiviT 
mosdgomian cxauris viwro samzarebs. Tvalbudeebi ZlivsRa amagreben 
amosavardnad gamzadebul, usasrulobis miraJiT datyvevebul Tvalebs. 
Sors, kabadonze, ialqaniviT laplapebs sivrceSi monavarde mtredi. 
ucnaurad enamWevrobs igi, roca fermweris simsubuqiT haerSi avlebs 
idumal xazebs. neta Tu fiqrobs, am farul niSnebs aRmouCinos sadme 
wamkiTxveli. 

amaod, radgan istoriis saTaveebTan aRmarTuli saxe kalxasisa 
Cvenma akademiurma saukunem ara Tu anaqronizmad, balRobis Jamindeli 

“umecari” kacobriobis monaCmaxad miiCnia, rogorc yovelive 
miTologiuri. 

raodeni Tavisuflebaa, saocaro frinvelo, Sens moZraobaSi! 
ganusazRvreli eqstazi sivrceTa STanTqmisa, erTdroulad yvelganyofnis 
survili. Tavisufleba diaxac hgulisxmobs yovlismomcvelobas da Sen 
uTuod hflob mas sivrceSi, romlis sinaklebesac mometebulad ganvicdi 
me, rogorc patimari. magram Sens uboroto guls, Sens umankoebas 
vficav uspetakeso, kidev ufro metad rom daviwrovdes sakani, Tundac 
rom daiZrnen da kubos ficrebiviT SemomeWdon misi kedlebi, Sen mainc 
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ver iqnebi Cemze Tavisufali. Sen sivrceebma gaswavles frena, mzem 
oqros cvarSi amoavlo saSurveli siTeTre Seni sxeulisa. miwamde 
dahyvinTav da wamisyofaze umal didebuli mnaTobis kalTasTan nebierad 
amohyvinTav, firuzovan Tvalsawieris meufev, magram ver momatyuebs eg 
Seni Tavdaviwyebamde daucxromeli navardi. aramc da aramc Sen ara xar 
Tavisufleba, aramed martooden simbolo xar Tavisuflebisa. namdvili 
Tavisufleba aq, kubosdar viwro sakanSi iSvis. aq, SegrZnebaTaTvis 
xangrZliv mowyenilobaSi ibadeba igi. uCinrad isaxeba energiul fiqrebSi, 
daiZvris, rogorc mdinare mexsierebisa da mieSureba Cemive cxovrebis 
saTavisaken. daviwyebis ufskrulidan mouxmobs gardasul saxeebs, aw 
ganvlil cxovrebiseul SemTxvevebs, nafiqr-nagrZnobsa Tu warmosaxvaSi 
aelvarebul suraTxatebs. xelaxla acocxlebs, axleburad warmogviCens 
mtersa da moyvares da SenSi hbadebs axal Tvals, Tvals_msajuls, 
Senive siRrmisaken miqceuls, romelic dawvrilebiT gamowvlilavs mTels 
Sens warsuls, Sens namoqmedars, naTqvams, gulisnadebsa Tu naazrevs, 
adamianisadmi mimarTebas, piruTvnelobis uqceveli sasworiT aswonis 
yovelives, nawevarebs gaamTlianebs, mizezebidan gamoiyvans Sedegebs da 
Sedegebidan kvlav migabrunebs mizezisaken, riTac gaswavlis kiTxvas 
dro_Jamiseul kanonebSi areklili bedisweris wignisas. dro_Jamiseul 
mdinarebaSi gasvlis navards, ise, viT Sen navardob, saocaro frinvelo, 
sindisis cecxlSi gamogawrTobs, sakuTar Tavs, sakuTar WeSmarit arss 
gapovninebs, siqvelis sawyissa da uJamobis samanebs migaaxlebs da maSin, 
am axali simaRlidan, ganaxlebuli suliTa da SemarTebiT gaacnobiereb 
da gadaafaseb nebismier arsebas, nebismier sagansa Tu movlenas da iseT 
umniSvnelo gasaWirsac, rogoricaa patimroba, oTxkedelSua gamomwyvdeva,  
gixsnis da, rac mTavaria, dasabams aZlevs SenSi axal, WeSmarit 
cxovrebas, Sinagani Tavisuflebis SuqiT gansxivosnebuls. maS ase, 
sivrceebis patara binadaro, Sen mxolod mSvenieri simbolo xar im 
Tavisuflebisa, am bnel sakanSi rom iwyo aRmoceneba. odesRac 
mtredisferi daarqves riJraJs, roca kacobriuli cxovrebis gariJraJze 
patriarqTa didma winaparma noem warRvniseul stiqiaTa dacxromisas 
gamogtyorcna kidobanidan, rogorc macne gadarCenili kacobriobis axal 
safexurze aRzevebisa, da Sen maSin cnobierebis gariJraJis simbolod 
iqeci. spetakze uspetakesad gixila zeciT gardmosuli iordaneze wina-
morbedman uflisaman da naTlismcemelma, roca laJvardovani siwmindis 
misaRebad moiwafa kacobriuli goni, da am axali, ganwmedili 
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cnobierebis simbolodac Sen Seiqmen. cnobiereba migvaaxlebs WeSma-
ritebas, xolo WeSmariteba Tavisuflebis Zalumi frTebiT gvaunjebs. 
angelosis ori frTa freskaze maRali cnobieri cxovrebis xatia, xolo 
qerubimis eqvsi frTa, xati ganusazRvrelad ufro maRali cnobierebisa, 
da vin unda gagimarTos mzera Sen, ufalo, romeli yovelgan xar da 
yovelives aRavseb madliTa SeniTa. es Sen mogvivline suliwmindis xatad 
elvare nimbiT mosili patara mtredi, sxeulismieri saknis wiaRSi rom 
aRgvinTebs cnobierebis kandels da gvaziarebs angelosur bunebas Sensas, 
ukvdavebisa da Tavisuflebis sawindars. WeSmaritad arsebobs Sengan 
dadgenili ciT dedamiwamde damavali da miwiT zecamde aRmavali 
angelosuri kibe cnobierebis xarisxebisa, Sengan arCeuli eris nugeSad 
rom ixila odesRac bibliurma iakobma. Sena xar, mtredo, xati 
cnobierebis am simaRliTa erTianobisa. vumzer sivrceSi Sens 
dausrulebel navards, rogorc Cemi sulis proeqcias gare samyaroSi da 
vtkbebi mSvenieri simboloTi, romlis WeSmaritma arsma CemSive iwyo 
aRmoceneba. 

 

 

        

merab kostava 
 

        
1978 weli   
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FREEDOM 

 

The prison cell reminds me of a monk’s cell where a hermit is a 
captive against his will. I have to forcefully capture the endless wishes of 
mine here; they are refugees driven by an aimless energy of spiritual 
chaos that the recluse crave to harness, restrain and bring to reason.  

And I at once applied the sanction to my outrageous wishes, as the 
strictest lawmaker would have done. I have imprisoned each of them by 
force of inevitability and judged them relentlessly. Their flaring, smooth, 
snaky and deceitful images have vanished. Their restless reproachful 
hissing stopped. The body acquired serenity and somewhere deep in 
mind, a spiritual icon-lamp was lit, shedding peaceful light. 

The light breaking through the window is the only unburned desire 
that has remained. The tattered clouds like violets of eternity are 
swarming around the narrow lattice. The eyes captured by mirage of 
infinity can hardly stay in their eye pits. Faraway in the sky’s vault, a 
soaring dove is gleaming like a sail. It is weirdly eloquent when drawing 
mysterious lines in the air with the ease of an artist, perhaps seeking a 
reader somewhere to read these latent signs.  

But all in vain, since our academic century has reckoned Calchas, 
whose image appeared  in early history, not only as anachronism, but also 
as a concocted story coming from the times of infancy of the ‘ignorant’ 
mankind, like all that is called mythology.  

How much freedom there is in your motion, oh, wonderful bird! 
Infinite ecstasy of devouring the heavens, the desire of being 
omnipresent! And yes, Freedom implies omnipotence which you do 
possess up there, which I hugely lack as a captive. But I swear by your 
virtuous heart, your innocence, that even if the cell becomes narrower or 
the coffin walls clutch me tighter, you won’t be freer than me.  Heavens 
have taught you how to fly, the sun has sprinkled the envious whiteness 
of your body with golden dew. You will descend to the ground and then 
in a split second sail up into the sky to rest idly in the lap of them 
magnificent luminary, you, the king of the turquoise horizon, but your 
fervent soaring can’t deceive me. You are no freedom, only its symbol. The 
real freedom is born here, in the narrow coffin-like cell. It is born here in 
the realm of boredom. It is conceived invisibly in vigorous thoughts, and 
it flows back to the beginnings of my own life as a stream of memory. It 
invokes gleaming images of the past from the abyss of oblivion, lifestories, 
thoughts and feelings born in the mind’s eye. It enlivens  and shows friend 
and enemy in  the new light  and gives birth to a new eye in you, a judging 
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eye directed into your own depth, which scrutinizes your past, your 
deeds, your  sayings,  longings  of  your heart,  hidden thoughts or the 
attitude to a human; it weighs everything with an impartial scale, makes 
fractions whole, draws consequences from reason sand again turns 
results into reasons, thus teaching us how to read the book of destiny 
reflected in the laws of eternity; it teaches  us how to soar in  time like 
you, the wonderful bird, forges you in the flame  of conscience, helps  to 
find your own self, your genuine being, and brings you to the borders of  
timelessness and then you,  from these new heights with renewed soul 
and daring  will realize and reevaluate any being,  thing or event and even 
such trifle mishap as imprisonment, confinement to four walls; it opens 
up and what’s more, gives the beginning to a new genuine life irradiated 
with inner light. Thus, the little tenant of the small world, you are the 
beautiful symbol of that freedom which started to emerge in this dark 
cell. Daybreak was once described as dove-coloured, when at the dawn of 
humankind, Noah, the great ancestor of Patriarchs, let you out of the Ark 
when the flood abated, as a messenger heralding the survival of mankind, 
its rise to a new stage and that is when you became the symbol of the 
dawn of consciousness. The Baptist, the predecessor of the  Savior, saw 
you as the most pristine of all  descending from heaven  onto the River 
Jordan, when the human mind matured to accept the azure purity and 
you became the symbol of this new, purified consciousness. 
Consciousness will help us approach the truth, while the truth endows us 
with its powerful wings. The two wings of the angel on the fresco is the 
icon of a higher reason of life, and the six wings of cherubs is that of  much 
higher consciousness and who shall withstand your look, oh  God, who 
are omnipresent, filling  all with your  mercy. It was you who sent us the 
small haloed pigeon in the image of the Holy Spirit who lights the icon-
lamp of consciousness in the depths of the bodily cell and endows us with 
your saintly nature, the promise of immortality and freedom. The saintly 
staircase of degrees of consciousness exists indeed, ascending to heaven 
and coming down to earth, which the biblical Jacob once saw as the hope 
for your chosen nation. Dove, you are the image of consciousness of the 
unity of these heights. I view your endless soar in Heaven as the 
projection of my soul in the outer world and revel in the beautiful symbol 
of yours, whose genuine essence is being born inside me. 

        Merab Kostava 

 

Translated by Maya Kiasashvili, The ILC Director 
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WAR AND NATURE IN CLASSICAL ATHENS AND 

TODAY: 

DEMOTING AND RESTORING THE UNDERGROUND 
GODDESSES 

JUDY  SCHAVRIEN 
Institute of Transpersonal Psychology Palo Alto, CA, USA 

 
A gendered analysis of social and religious values in 5th century BCE 
illuminates the Athenian decline from democracy to voracious empire, through 
pursuit of a faux virility. Using a feminist hermeneutics of suspicion, the study 
contrasts two playwrights bookending the empire: Aeschylus, who elevated the 
sky pantheon Olympians and demoted both actual Athenian women and the 
Furies – deities linked to maternal ties and nature – and Sophocles, who 
granted Oedipus, his maternal incest purified, an apotheosis in the Furies’ 
grove. The latter work, presented at the Athenian tragic festival some 50 years 
after the first, conveyed restoration of respect for female flesh and deity. This 
redemptive narrative placed the life of Athens – democracy and empire – in the 
wider context of Nature. Present-day parallels are drawn. 
 

 

DEDICATION 

 

This study was conceived during spring of 2010, the time of the British 
Petroleum oil spill off the Louisiana coast. One of the most poignant photos from the 
disaster depicts a gull in profile, so drenched in oil it seems locked in a black balsam 
case, its eye impassively confronting the viewer (W. McNamee, 2010). Oddly enough, 
the gull’s dignity outshines its desecration. The Furies are said in Hesiod’s Theogony 
(ll. 186-7) to be daughters of Gaia. They, like other goddesses, have a kinship with 
birds. Their winged pursuit of a perpetrator brings on madness for oaths foresworn and 
the spilling of kin blood. As I watched with horror images from the British Petroleum 
spill, pouring through in the day and revisiting in my dreams, I knew it was time to offer 
this homage – to the Furies and to Gaia desecrated, in hopes of restoration. My study 
concerns itself with two matricides, Orestes and Oedipus (the latter as the indirect 
cause of his mother’s suicide). On a present-day collision course with nature, the 
people of the world risk our own kind of matricide. Let the Louisiana gull, that wake-up 
call personified, serve as the tutelary deity of this study; let it stand in metonymy for 
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the pre-Olympian pantheon – the matristic network of the Furies, Gaia, Demeter, 
Persephone, and more – and for the living beings of the planet. 

 

THE VALUES THAT BROUGHT DOWN AN EMPIRE 
 

This study examines, from a gendered perspective, the history of the Golden Age 
of Athens, from the early middle to the closing of the 5th century BCE, from after the 
great Greek victory at Salamis over the Persians (472 BCE); through the solidification 
of the fledgling democracy of Athens; the rise and fall of its empire; and then the 
skitterish survival of the city-state after the Athenian defeat in the Peloponnesian War 
(404 BCE). The central focus is on the function and character of the goddesses known 
as the Furies, while reference is also included to the mother-daughter deities, Demeter 
and Persephone. Demeter regulated agricultural fertility on Earth or Gaia (Demeter’s 
grandmother); her daughter, Persephone, reigned part-time in the netherworld; both 
goddesses, like the Furies, claimed pre-Olympian incarnations. In contrast with the Mt. 
Olympus, sky-congregating gods, imported by Indo-European invaders,1 Demeter and 
Persephone, along with the Furies, extended back to an earlier pantheon of earth and 
chthonic (pronounced “kthonic”) deities that preceded absorption into what became the 
pantheon of 5th century BCE classical Greece, ruled by the martial Zeus of the 
thunderbolt. Due to this lineage, the goddesses help illuminate the interplays and 
oppositions of war and nature in the Athenian Golden Age, throwing onto them a pre-
patriarchal light. 

There are ongoing controversies about the exact lineage of these goddesses; they 
stretch back indubitably to the Bronze Age or 13th century BCE, and this study will suggest 
that they have roots in the Minoan Crete of approximately 15th century BCE. It will analyze 
the goddesses, however, more locally as they are depicted within two sets of 5th century 
BCE tragedies. One set, The Oresteia, a trilogy by Aeschylus, captured first prize at the 
sacred Dionysiac tragic festival in 458 BCE; the second set, dubbed by critics The Theban 
Plays, has been grouped by them as a Sophoclean trilogy dealing in large part with the 
story of Oedipus. This latter was written over the decades stretching from the 440s BCE 
to the time when the empire saw its destruction in 404 BCE. The last of The Theban Plays 
was not produced until after the death of its playwright, then 90 years of age. By then, 
Sophocles had witnessed the rise and fall of his beloved Athens, and the proud imperial 
navy had been stripped down to two ships by the Spartan victors. Thus The Oresteia 
trilogy and The Theban Plays bookend the Golden Age. 

The key works for examining the goddesses in question are Aeschylus’ last 
trilogy play, The Eumenides, and Sophocles’ last play, Oedipus at Colonus – although 
summaries of all plays in the trilogies will be provided as context. In The Eumenides, 
Aeschylus chose to depict the underworld goddesses, the Furies, as preternaturally 
ugly. In the Coloneus, by contrast, these same goddesses manifested as an uncannily 
beautiful grove, one linking the weathered Oedipus not just to his own magical 
apotheosis but also to these goddesses and their earth-based network. As with 
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Aeschylus, Sophocles lived within a primarily patriarchal religious and social tradition; 
why then did he heal his Oedipus through reconciliation with feminine and natural 
presence, cast him as healing and dying into the Furies? This study proposes that his 
long overview of the rise and fall of the Athenian empire afforded him an augmented 
wisdom about the need to rebalance gender relations – through restoring the status of 
females, both in the flesh and in presiding deity. 

It is fruitful to examine the dynamic between social and religious structures of 

5th century BCE Athens, rather than either the sociohistory or the religion alone. A 

gendered sociopolitical life interacted, in a reciprocal dynamic, with religious beliefs 

and practices. Gender roles in pantheon and society are neither due strictly to 

pantheon’s influence on society – as in Daly’s famous saying: If God is king in heaven, 

then man is king in the home – nor to the projection of social morés onto the Greek 

pantheon (Harrison, 1903/2010). The dynamics reinforced each other. 

The meeting point between the society and the religion is to be found in the 

gendered attitudes and values of Athenian males – as these had bearing on both actual 

women and feminine deities. The work of the two repeatedly prize-winning playwrights 

must have aligned with that of the mostly male audiences at the Dionysiac tragic festivals; 

in return, the plays, as a crucial public media event, did more than reflect citizen views, 

they shaped them (cf. Plato’s assertions in The Republic, c.380 BCE, 410c-412b, 595a-

621d). While such a reading requires inferences and assumptions, e.g. about reciprocal 

dynamics, nevertheless the whole of this inquiry is informed by laws, historical accounts, 

popular religious and civic myths, and the testimonies of archeological remains that led up 

to and paralleled classical times (cited along the way). How did the values and attitudes 

show themselves in history? How did they evolve? What effect did they have on the fate 

of the bold new Athenian city- state, cradle of democracy, and on the maritime empire 

which grew from it? How did the attitudes supply a context or even a dynamus for citizen 

behavior as Athens fell and in its subsequent moment of choice as to whether and how to 

survive the decimation of empire? 

Furthermore, there are likely parallels between the Golden Age and our Western 

contemporary times. David Grene suggested, although along different lines from my 

own, “that our affinity with the political life of fifth-century Athens is … striking” (1950, 

p. vi). I will extend the parallel he draws into the 21st century. 

 
REMARKS ON METHODOLOGY: 

MYTHOLOGICAL DEFAMATION 

PRODUCES AN ATHENIAN CHARTER MYTH 
 

Before entering more fully into the content of the trilogies, one should acquire a 

working knowledge of mythological defamation, the means by which Aeschylus 

promoted the thunderbolt god, Zeus, and downgraded the Furies in his Eumenides. 
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He accomplished this defamation through a reframing of divinity, thereby crafting a 

charter myth that blessed Athens’ newly-flourishing democracy. The Furies, seemingly 

placated, are forced into accepting a name- change – the title of Eumenides2, or Kindly 

Ones. The naïve interpretation would see these older goddesses as having been 

properly re-fashioned at the hands of the newcomer Olympian deities, made gentler, 

re-named accordingly. Yet the re-naming camouflaged subversion. For two and a half 

millennia this story of a proper defeat and makeover of the goddesses has been largely 

accepted at face value. Not until the late 20th century did such views come to be 

questioned, often by the feminist classicists, both female and male, or their 

sympathizers (Komar, 2002; Powers, 2000; Zeitlin, 1978; Campbell, 1991). Rather 

than being inducted into a superior identity within a superior socio-religious 

arrangement, the Furies were demoted – a demotion that functioned to the detriment 

of what became an increasingly belligerent society, cut off from roots in nature and 

bloodline provided by feminine deity. 

There are three Ds that evoke the dynamics of demotion: mythological 

defamation, the demonization that helped to perpetrate it, and the historical distortion 

that ensued. Obviously Aeschylus in The Eumenides was not creating single-handedly 

the demotion of the chthonic goddesses at the hands of Olympians. He pretended only 

to be documenting how such things had occurred 800 years before his own 

contemporary moment (Table 1 clarifies the chronologies). One might picture Charlton 

Heston enacting the Moses tales from the Bible, advocating American values with a 

seemingly ancient and sacred underpinning. The changes in values had of course 

been evolving for millennia before Hollywood seized on the story. Likewise with 

Aeschylus: What he pretended to transmit masqueraded as the actual sacred and 

foundational story but was actually a re-framing driven by agenda. 

Aeschylus was amplifying the effect of demoting influences by constructing The 

Oresteia as a propaganda piece for the increasing masculinization of the Greek 

pantheon; the masculinized religion he presented would do valiant service as a civic 

religion, peculiarly fashioned to the (imagined) best purposes of the newly ascending 

democratic city-state. This theatrical trilogy came to function as what Lillian Doherty 

(2001) has called a “charter myth” (p. 100) – blessing a given arrangement through 

narrating its hallowed founding events. As David Grene has said (L. Doherty, personal 

communication, December 19, 2011): Watching The Oresteia would be like witnessing 

what began in the Garden of Eden and ended with the signing of the Declaration of 

Independence. Aeschylus’ trilogy is thus typical of a charter myth – one which in this 

case made a defaming portrait of feminine deity its stepping stone. 
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Literary Events Dates Historical Context 

Aeschylus in The 
Oresteia, 
Sophocles in 
The Theban 
Trilogy, draw on 
established 
myths and

Written in 
5th century 
BCE 

Myths refer to heroic figures (Orestes, Oedipus) in 
Founding Times culture, 13th century BCE: Bronze Age 
During 6th-5th century BCE: Golden Age 
• democracy solidifies 
• Athenian empire rises and falls 
• late 5th sees emergence and re-emergence of Mystery 
cults – Demeter, Persephone, Dionysus: counters secular/

Homer in Iliad 
and Odyssey, 
Hesiod in 
Theogony, 
coalesce myths 
and pantheon, 
projecting back 
to 13th century 
BCE heroic 
figures of 
the Bronze Age 
and, in Hesiod, 
to Earth as 
creatrix 

Written in 
8th century 
BCE 

Myths and pantheons have sources in pre-Bronze-Age and 
evolve through 5th century BCE Golden Age. May be 
traced through layers and eras: 
• Matrifocal religion – Vestiges from 15th century BCE 
Minoan Crete and earlier, goddesses with a chthonic 
emphasis, earth and underground; Hesiod later absorbs 
them into his pantheon tales, acknowledging they created 
the world 
• Patrifocal religion – 13th century BCE onward, Minoan/ 
Mycenaean syncretic religion forged by Indo-European 
invaders; invaders absorb Minoan goddesses, and other 
deities from East, to enhance the sky-congregating 
Olympian pantheon they bring with them into Greece; 
Olympians divide up the world they conquered, but do not 
create it 
• Patrifocal religion extends into 5th century BCE and 
beyond – Indo-European pantheon of Olympians, with 

Table 1. Chart of literary events with historical contexts, spanning Bronze Age through 
Golden Age 

 

COUNTERING THE THREE DS: 
A FEMINIST HERMENEUTICS OF SUSPICION 

 

In using the acronym of three Ds to represent the dynamics of defamation, I 
extend the work of Joseph Campbell (1991) and Meredith Powers(2000). Campbell’s 
reputation fares better among transpersonalists than among many classicists, due to 
the occasional lapse in detailed accuracy, unsurprising from such a far-ranging 
generalist; his methodological observation, however, serves well in this instance. My 
own study, in the spirit of a feminist hermeneutics of suspicion (Gross, 1993), attempts 
to reverse the historical distortions by undoing the inevitable whitewashings 
perpetrated by a dominant population, those that present history as a tale told by the 
victors. Feminists aim to discover “an accurate and usable past” (p. 30), one which 
undoes androcentric bias. Feminist scholarship is often for women and about women, 
but based on a social vision of bringing women into full respect for the purpose of 
accomplishing the same for all beings. 
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DE-CODING DEFAMATION: UNDERSTANDING MYTH AS CLUSTER 

 
The originating myths from which the relevant Greek tragedies were constructed 

are not uniform narratives. These source myths are instead clusters of variants 
(Harrison [1903/2010] drawing on Durkheim); the tragedian then selects from the myth-
cluster a variant that serves his or her aims, and sometimes even innovates to this 
end. Especially in The Oresteia, both the selections and innovations helped shape a 
city-state religion – to serve as prop and propaganda for a new civic ideology. 

Aeschylus contributed to the coalescence of a religious myth that affirmed new 
and recent institutions in the Athenian polis, or city-state, institutions that expanded the 
evolution into a male democracy while contracting the status and rights of women. 
Solon’s sumptuary laws initiated the confinement of women socially and politically in 
the early 6th century BCE; the Ephialtic reforms of 562 BCE, four years before the 
production of The Oresteia, marked a step forward for the demos men in their 
challenge to aristocratic clans but, again, no advancement for women. The Athenian 
polis, emerging triumphant from a war with the Persians, David to Goliath, was evolving 
its self-affirmations: We won because we are the freedom-lovers and they, those 
Persians, the tyrant-ridden barbarians. From the Zeitlin (1978) identified additional 
binary oppositions in The Oresteia: We Athenians are not just Greek vs. barbarian but 
also light vs. dark, new vs. old, orderly vs. chaotic, reasonable vs. unreasonable, male 
vs. female. In short, the gods are on our side for all these reasons, and not just any 
gods either, but the shiny new patrifocal ones. 

Campbell (1991), to illustrate mythological defamation, discussed the 
Mesopotamian myth in which Tiamat, primordial ocean goddess, decorates the chest 
of her first-born, who is, in the usual early configuration, her son/consort, preparing 
him to war against challengers to her hegemony: 

 
The reader will have recognized here the pattern of the Greek war of the 
Titans3 and gods, the darker brood of the all-mother, produced of her own 
female power, and the brighter, fairer, secondary sons, produced from her 
submission to fecundation by the male. It is an effect of the conquest of a 
local matriarchal order by invading patriarchal nomads, and their reshaping 
of the local lore of the productive earth to their own ends. It is an example, 
also, of the employment of a priestly device of mythological defamation, 
which has been in constant use (chiefly, but not solely, by Western 
theologians) ever since. It consists simply in terming the gods of other 
people demons, enlarging one’s own counterparts to hegemony over the 
universe, and then inventing all sorts of both great and little secondary 
myths to illustrate, on the one hand, the impotence and malice of the 
demons and, on the other, the majesty and righteousness of the great god 
or gods. It is used in the present case to validate in mythological terms not 
only a new social order but also a new psychology. (pp. 79-80) 
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This late work of Campbell portrayed a sociocultural context that evolved in 

contrast with what might otherwise be misperceived as universal truth on the part of a 
religiously believing population. Campbell suggested, by contrast, a context and 
portrayal that morphs the archetypes instead of keeping them static and universal. He 
also discerned the political purposes to which a patrifocal culture supplanting a 
matrifocal one would put its own new narratives. 

 
FURTHER SOCIOCULTURAL SETTINGS: 
THE GENDER WAR IN ATHENS AS PIVOTAL 

 
Frederick Adam Wright (1923) opened his book Feminism in Greek Literature 

from Homer to Aristotle with the following remark: “The Greek world perished from one 
main cause, a low ideal of womanhood and a degradation of women which found 
expression both in literature and in social life” (p. 11). Known through textbooks as the 
cradle of democracy, this city-state evolved, or rather devolved, into a society in 
ruthless pursuit of empire. In short, one might say that the Athenians developed a 
masculinity insufficiently tempered by women’s wisdom, a hypermasculinity. 

In the light of the historical analysis by Thucydides (411 BCE/1951), who was 
equipped with not only the military expertise of a general and the vantage point of a 
contemporary witness, but also, one may assume, a knowledge of at least some 
tragedies at Athenian festivals, Athenian male society lost the Peloponnesian War due 
to its having grown in hubris. The word, often translated to mean insolence or blinding 
pride, describes a trait punishable by law; the trait was understood by some to 
characterize tragic heroes.4 Thucydides treated hubris as an overreaching while acting 
upon a longing for what one covets [3.39.4, 5]; this may be matched with his later 
description of values in Corcyra [3.82-3.83]. Such fatal overreaching manifested in the 
Sicilian Expedition in 415 BCE, which contributed greatly to the empire’s downfall. This 
was reckless risk-taking, against the advice of Pericles before he died, undertaken 
more for the short-term repair of the bruised Athenian ego than for long-term prospects 
of lucre. Furthermore, the mistake was foreseeable; Athenian values had ben 
careening downhill5 (cf. Thucydides, 411 BCE/1951, Melian dialogue [5.17]; Corcyra 
analogous to Athens [3.82-3.83]. 

 
THE ORESTEIA: 
THE OLYMPIANS VS. THE CHTHONIC GODDESSES 

 

What follows are brief plot summaries of the three plays in The Oresteia, with 
commentary both in the process and the wake of the summaries. For the sake of 
vitality, the accounts are in present tense. 
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The Agamemnon 

Clytemnestra and her lover, Aegisthus, have ruled a stable Argos for more than 
a decade; nevertheless, the chorus of old male clansmen, left behind by the Trojan 
War, resent “the man-minded” woman (Aeschylus, 458 BCE/1903, l. 11)6. 
Clytemnestra plans to avenge herself against Agamemnon, upon his return, for his 
having sacrificed their virgin daughter, Iphigenia, to put wind in the sails of the Greek 
expedition. Her paramour carries his own grudge; he is the surviving son of the man 
to whom Agamemnon’s father fed the flesh of his own children. In return, the 
paramour’s horrified father pronounced a curse, bringing the gods into play. Here are 
themes of war versus nature – Agamemnon the hero, returning from his Trojan 
expedition, vs. the bloodline offenses that eventually enlist the Furies to execute kin 
justice. There are complexities regarding Clytemnestra’s motives: jealousy as 
Agamemnon brings home a war booty mistress; lust for her own paramour, and so on. 
Which motives are uppermost? Aeschylus has underplayed a motive that affords her 
the greater dignity, her intent to avenge her daughter’s sacrifice. Nevertheless, she 
holds the stage as the most charismatic and complex character in the drama. She and 
Aegisthus kill Agamemnon, with the Queen taking the lead; she assures Aegisthus 
that they will rule and thrive. 

 
 
The Libation Bearers 

Electra, Clytemnestra’s daughter, discovers that her exiled brother, Orestes, 
has returned in secret; they can now avenge the murder of their father. Most of the 
play occurs at Agamemnon’s grave. The chorus of female slaves helps the children 
gain resolve through drumming up with characteristic mourning, uncanny in its 
ululations, the angry ghost of the unavenged father (Holst-Warhaft, 1995). To say 
characteristic is to highlight that this resembled the way much mourning was handled 
in the purported era of The Oresteia, through the hiring of professional women (for 
which the slaves stand in), women trained to lament with vehemence. This custom 
served in addition as part of the old justice system, the one for which the Furies were 
a cornerstone; the angry ghost once roused was the initiator of retributive actions, 
including the Furies’ maddening pursuit of a kin murderer. In the trilogy, there will soon 
be the depiction of a transition in the justice system – addressing purgation from 
pollution and the redressing of blood-debt; that is to say, The Eumenides will institute 
new deities and sociopolitical institutions, due to Olympian reframing, for presiding 
over purgation and justice. Clearly, however, in this second play of the trilogy, the old 
system prevails. Orestes manages, in the wake of the ghost rousing, to kill both 
Aegisthus and his own mother. But the end of the play sees him – having, by way of 
revenge, held at bay the father’s Furies – nevertheless unable to reclaim the throne, 
beset instead by the mother’s Furies, who attack his sanity.  
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The Eumenides 

The third play, The Eumenides, focuses directly on these underworld 
goddesses, still known, when the play begins, as the Erinyes, the furious ones7. As 
mentioned earlier, it tells the story of their forced conversion into subordinate and tamer 
powers, the Eumenides or Kindly Ones, under the new Olympian patriarchs. The play 
opens at the Delphic oracle, with the priestess soon entering the inner sanctum and 
then recoiling in horror from what she has seen, crawling out. She stammers: 

 
A dreadful troop of women. / No, I won’t say they were women, but Gorgons. 
/ No, not that, either; their shapes did not seem to be / like Gorgons’ shapes. 
... These I saw now / were wingless, black and utterly repulsive. / They 
snored, the smell of their breaths was not to be borne, / and from their eyes 
there trickled a loathsome gum. (Aeschylus,458 BCE/1989, ll. 47-55; Greek 
ll. 47-54) 

 
Aeschylus has conjured the Furies – indefinite in number though tradition would 

later curtail them to three – as a stunning and memorable theatrical premise; he even 
himself invented their horrific masks (Verrall, 1908). Snakes for hair completed the 
picture, which Orestes had perceived as they pursued him, at the close of The Libation 
Bearers. Aeschylus, I contend, was here stacking the cards against the old female 
gods and, by implication, the theacentric goddess network, including Earth, Demeter, 
Persephone, and all those, above and below earth, interconnected with the Furies. (I 
will eventually argue the relevance of the network.) 

After the scene at the Delphic Oracle, Orestes, with the Furies in pursuit, arrives 
to stand trial at Athens, even though, as he argues, he murdered his mother in 
obedience to Apollo. His motives, in truth, had been multiple, as were Clytemnestra’s; 
he aimed not just to obey Apollo and take vengeance but also to claim a patrimony. 
He and the goddesses are to undergo adjudication over which Athena – portrayed as 
an Olympian (cf. note 1) – will preside. The Furies seem to give consent rather than 
collide with the new set of gods, holding back on what is usually their immediate and 
implacable retribution for kin murder, whatever the motives or circumstances. 

Athena will submit the issue to a jury, her novel invention for city-state life, but 
will make up the rules as she goes along; she warns that a tie means she casts the 
deciding vote. The jury, naturally, ties. She votes to pronounce Orestes free and clear8, 
partly due to extenuating circumstances; but due, most of all, to what is newly declared 
in the course of the trial, the preeminence of the male over the female, even in bloodline 
matters9. 

In response to his vindication, the Furies threaten to blight the Athenian earth 
and wombs, as is within their power and purview. Athena musters all her persuasive 
charm, in a ritual back-and-forth with them, to reassure that they are not being insulted; 
they really and truly have received recognition – after all, the vote was tied, and they 
shall, any minute, find themselves well recognized and recompensed if only they relent. 
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She will grant them a localized shrine by the Areopagus, the now newly founded law 
court for homicides, with an underground portion, as would please them; she will grant 
them ultimate authority as guardians of the oaths taken in the court, of the oaths taken 
in marriage as well, and of womb and land fertility. In fact they will soon be seated in 
some metaphorical sense right next to the ascendant Olympian Zeus, glorying in their 
power, for they will preside over Fate (all the gods, even Zeus, shrink from overriding 
Fate; cf. the Homeric epics). They will enjoy this new description of themselves: “They 
bring to perfection for all to see / what they have provided; / for some, occasions for 
song; / for others, a life rich in tears.” (2010, ll. 952-954; Greek ll. 954-955). They need 
only relent. 

They only seem to assent without coercion, perhaps, because of the quantity of 
argument, as if they were already transported from the 13th century BCE heroic setting 
of this drama into the world of 5th century BCE Athenian law court and assembly 
debate (Ober & Strauss 1990, p. 238). The play ends with their shedding old black 
garments for new red ones and accompanying an honorific procession, mostly female, 
out through the theater audience toward their new sanctuary. To convert to their new 
status they need only leave to languish the ghost of Clytemnestra, who had appeared 
to them at the Delphi sanctum, spurring them on as proper avengers of matricide. Her 
matricide – its importance, its cry of blood for blood – is now consigned to pre-
patriarchal history, for the patriarchy has eclipsed her mother-right.  

 
Olympic vs. Chthonic: 
Shiny and Civilized Over Dark and Irrational? 

Aeschylus made choices. There was not just one myth to dramatize but – and 
this is worth re-emphasizing – a cluster of variants, from which he selected and upon 
which he even innovated (e.g., creating the horrific masks for the Furies, or portraying 
them as wingless [cf. Jane Harrison’s assertions, Prolegomena, 1921/1962, pp. 221-
232 that this too-human form made them all the more contemptible]). The Eumenides 
seemed to tell the tale of the triumph of the new young Apollonian and sunlit 
Olympians, advocates of reason, over the old haggish underworld goddesses. The 
Olympians promised to bring with them a new system of purification (Grene,1989), and 
a new subtler set of legal considerations as to guilt and innocence, one that would 
acknowledge, quite rationally after all, extenuating circumstances.  

 
Example of a Variant Construction: The Furies 

Just as Aeschylus had chosen from variant descriptions of Clytemnestra – 
Homer’s, for instance, gave her a role as accessory rather than prime mover in the 
killing of Agamemnon, and afforded her stature by way of her landed background – so 
Aeschylus made choices as he characterized the Furies. To demonize is to exercise 
certain creativity. The Furies need not have been cast as first and foremost promoters 
of vendetta. They might instead have been viewed as circuit-stoppers (Visser, 1980). 
In actual practice, a family could, by making suit to them at their shrine, lay the 
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responsibility for retribution at their door; the family could thereby abstain from 
perpetuating a tragic intra-familial feud, like the one recounted in The Oresteia – among 
the brothers that spawned Agamemnon and Aegisthus, extending down through 
Orestes, the avenging son of Agamemnon. 

Also, were the Furies properly presented as embedded in their matrifocal 
network, rather than isolated as if they were a sheer monstrosity, they would disprove 
Apollo’s portrait of them as pariahs (cf. his attack: “To such a flock as you, no god feels 
kindly” [1989, complete version, l. 196; Greek, l. 197]). Implied throughout, The 
Oresteia is the battle between the new he-gods and the old she-gods. The Furies, in 
the history and myth implied but mostly suppressed by the trilogy, are networked in the 
old pantheon with the well-loved Demeter, who tracks back to her grandmother and 
their mother, the oldest goddess, Gaia or Earth. The underworld extension of the 
network would include the maid as well as the mother, Kore / Persephone, daughter 
of Demeter, and include netherworld spirits such as the various keres (ghosts of the 
dead, with their roots likewise back in Minoan religion), whom Harrison (1903/2010) 
viewed as transmuting and expanding into the Furies. The Erinyes or Furies 
sometimes had reciprocal resonance with Demeter, in, for example, the worship of 
Demeter Erinys of Megara, so characterized because of her fury in the wake of 
Poseidon’s having raped her while she desperately sought out her abducted daughter. 
Demeter is also called Demeter Chthonia. The old chthonic goddesses, in short, 
embedded Athenians in an earthly and netherworld existence – and much of that 
existence had roots to be found in the matrifocal culture of Minoan Crete (cf. notes 17, 
18). Such figures as Earth (Gaia, Ge) and her granddaughter Demeter were, in the first 
instance, the very ground itself, giving birth to Titans, or were otherwise conflated with 
what found root in the ground, given that Demeter presided over agriculture; such 
figures as Demeter’s daughter Persephone, the Furies, and the Fates, lived part- or 
full-time below. 

The Olympian gods, those sky invaders, most likely arrived in the train of 
invaders-in-the-flesh, pastoral warriors from the North and Northeast, the Indo-
Europeans. Their gods never pretended to have created existence as Earth had 
created it. They were instead invading hunter-warrior gods, who divided up the spoils 
(Burkert, 1991). Zeus took heaven for himself, distributing the waters to one brother, 
Poseidon, and the underworld to the other brother, Hades. The gods raped and 
plundered in the spirit of the human crew who carried them into the conquered 
territories; some critics would interpret their celebrated rapes as metaphors for 
conquering and absorbing goddesses into their pantheon, one after the other, 
sometimes by offering a pretense of marriage, sometimes not; frequently propagating 
by the indigenous goddesses to enhance the new pantheon (Campbell, 1991; 
Spretnak, 1992). 

In their old incarnations within the chthonic network, the Furies had already 
possessed the powers Athena pretends to award them in The Eumenides. She 
catalogues consolations should they yield to the shift in status. But they, like Earth and 
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Demeter, had already been accustomed to affecting the fertility of womb and land. If, 
for instance, unredressed kin blood polluted the earth, sterility in the land and womb 
would in fact result; so too would plague. One sees such consequences in Sophocles’ 
Oedipus Tyrannus: unredressed patricide issues in plague. There is a sleight-of-hand, 
then, in the seeming generosity of Athena, who awards to the Furies thosepowers of 
preventing or fostering fertility that they already possessed. There is mythological 
defamation as well in denying them both their place in the theacentric network and 
their own power to offer sanctuary (Visser, 1980); in The Oresteia only Apollo or 
Athena, in their sunlit generosity, offer the sanctuary that the Furies grant when 
Sophocles has later restored them to dignity. The sanctuary they come to offer 
Sophocles’ Oedipus was one they could also offer in the historical religion (Visser, 
1980). 

As to their sheer primitive ugliness, this too is a choice Aeschylus made. Pindar 
preceded him in this, but Aeschylus might have relied instead on a very different 
version bequeathed by his predecessor Heracleitus. Heracleitus portrayed the Furies 
as august enforcers of justice who exercised their power throughout what one might 
call his natural philosophy universe. The Furies are that force which keeps each aspect 
of the universe in its proper path, confines it to its proper function. Said Heracleitus: “If 
the sun were to stray from its course, the Furies would put it right” (B94). 

In some sense, then, Aeschylus was innovating, not just by creating horrific 
masks for the Furies but by associating the goddesses with the monster crew –  
Gorgons and Harpies and so forth. After his horrific portrayal, vase painters 
nonetheless chose to portray them as lithe and beautiful young women with wings on 
their shoulders or on their hunting boots – aiding in their swift pursuits – sometimes 
with snakes for hair but not necessarily repulsive ones. Goddesses were often 
accompanied by snakes, those self-regenerators, especially in the old networks; this 
was the case even in the immigrating healing cult – to which Sophocles attached 
himself – which had Asklepius as a healing (male) deity. The Asklepian cult had a live 
tutelary snake which Sophocles was said to have hosted during a transition period, 
while the shrine was being moved to Athens. In the 2nd century CE, Pausanius (c.143-
177 CE/2001), touring Greece, remarked: He saw the Furies’ statue with snakes for 
hair, but the latter were not a perturbing sight (1.28.6). In the 4th century BCE, a 
ceramicist portrayed Orestes, with Apollo and Athena flanking him, and Furies both 
above and to the side of Apollo; there is no hint of the ugliness suggested by 
Aeschylus. 

 
How rational is rational? There are at least three arguments used by Athena 

and Apollo to beat down their chthonic opponents. One is slyly ensconced in Athena’s 
more civilized blandishments and has been missed by too many critics: Athena lets the 
goddesses know that she herself is the only deity to have inherited the thunderbolt of 
Zeus her father (Aeschylus, 458BCE/1989, ll. 827-829, complete version; Greek, ll. 
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826-828). All the appearances of rational persuasion pale beside this threat against 
them, veiled but decisive. 

Beyond this, having set up a juried court, Athena makes the rule that if the jury 
ties, she breaks the tie. They do and she does. She explains her tie-breaking vote in 
favor of Orestes as follows: I was born from Zeus’ forehead and have no mother; 
except for marrying one, I’m all for the male. Therefore it matters less that Orestes 
killed his mother than that he was taking vengeance on his father’s behalf. I will vote 
for the male because that is what I do.10 

Apollo drives the nail home. He says: Furthermore, the mother only nurses the 
seed; the real parent of the child is the father alone. This purports to be a presentation 
of the latest scientific certainties. It establishes that the mother has no rights because 
the child is not hers. In addition, he rebuts the Furies’ argument that their job is to 
redress the violation of blood bond, not marital bond. He pronounces that there must 
be a primacy of the woman’s bond to her husband, the marital bond, over her blood 
bond to the children (Aeschylus, 458 BCE/1989, ll. 657-671; Greek ll. 667-666). 

The legal arguments are on the whole taking place in abstraction. Some 
concrete questions would be preferable. One might well ask why Clytemnestra should 
feel bound to Agamemnon, a man assigned to her and not of her choosing, a man 
who, as myth had it (though not one selected for The Oresteia), had killed both her first 
husband and infant before claiming her in marriage. Agamemnon is a husband who 
sacrificed their virgin daughter, then went off to war for 10 years at a time and returned 
with his war booty, the young Cassandra, in tow. What could possibly attach her to 
such a man more strongly than to her child? Woman’s basic nature ismasochistic: This 
would be Freud’s unpersuasive response (1924). 

Apollo’s arguments ignore the fact that a woman risks her life to give birth. 
Adding salt to the wound, he maintains that the child’s obligation, first and foremost 
and without hesitation, should be to the father. Apollo’s foundational argument for this 
is that the womb is no generator, but a mere nursery; he purveys this notion as if it 
were the latest incontrovertible scientific discovery. In fact this argument and its 
counter-arguments were a living controversy of the times, with different philosophical 
and medical writers chiming in for or against the mother’s role in reproduction; at the 
heart of this controversy was the issue of whether Athenian women should have full 
citizenship (Wiles, 2002). Instead, Athenian women would continue to watch as each 
new layer of men, from aristocrats to oligarchs to common men, received voting rights, 
but neither full citizenship nor voting rights came to women. The intensified foreign 
exchanges that accompany war, as demonstrated in Aristophanes’ Lysistrata, would 
make accessible the knowledge that women in most Greek city-states other than 
Athens (and the rest of Ionia) enjoyed greater rights. By contrast, the one-third of the 
population who were male Athenian citizens rested their great freedom on the backs 
of the one-third who were women and one-third who were slaves and metics (resident 
aliens). The women’s growing frustration with exclusion, with the men’s misogyny and 
with their sheer incompetence in governing as they brought on increasing ruin through 
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war, would eventually surface in Aristophanes’ three plays, Lysistrata,  
Thesmophoriazusae (Women at the Festival), and Ecclesiazusae (Women at the 
Assembly); similarly, it appears in the last Greek tragic play that survives from that 
time, Euripides’ Bacchae. This foregrounding of the feminine resonates with what 
Sophocles had to say in his Oedipus at Colonus, at about the same time as The 
Bacchae – 50 years after Aeschylus helped celebrate and shape the newly triumphant 
city-state. 

The Sophoclean view on gender differed significantly. It not only rehabilitated 
and even foregrounded feminine deity – in the personae of the Furies and the 
Eleusinian earth deities of Demeter and Persephone – but also rehabilitated figures 
like the daughters of Oedipus, who brought their wisdom, courage, and support to the 
aged Oedipus, receiving praise from the same father who excoriated their brothers. 
One daughter, Antigone, had even earned, in an earlier Sophoclean play by the same 
name, her own place in heroic history. 

Returning to The Eumenides, Apollo’s crowning argument is this: Athena stands 
before the jury as child of no mother, sprung from her father’s head – therefore mothers 
are superfluous. This is reasoning by way of fairy tale. No reader revisiting such 
arguments can honor the pretense that they usher in a bold new age of rationality. 

There is, however, one new thought-provoking argument by Athena: The justice 
system should retain the Furies, in however subordinate a manner, because fear is a 
necessary cornerstone to civic life; otherwise citizens run amuck. In this way the Furies 
remain both in fiction and in fact guardians of Areopagus oaths taken to abstain from 
perjury. 

 
A new era of judicial rationality. Here, by the way, is a real-life note on the 

leap of progress implied by the founding of the court: Recent archeology has turned 
up an area near the court filled with masses of carved shards inscribed with the names 
of defendants, and pronouncing curses on them and their dear ones (Hughes as 
historian-narrator in Copestake, 2007). The curses, it seems, hedged the plaintiffs’ 
bets; one might obtain results even should the rational prosecution fail, through 
enlisting divinities. It was also the case that prosecution of murder remained outside of 
the state’s jurisdiction. A family member of the murder victim still had to initiate a lawsuit 
in the court; this indicates that, first and foremost, the unavenged kin blood was at 
issue. It was true that the crime could threaten the society; the pollution, which could 
be contagious, must be stemmed. This risk of contagion might be why the Areopagus 
murder trials were not held indoors but rather outdoors. At the same time, if the victim 
pronounced forgiveness before dying, the family could refrain from prosecuting and 
the state need not take action. Thus, if one follows the drama out into the streets of 5th 
century BCE Athens, the notions regarding pollution and the setting right of a cosmic 
upset had not changed all that much. 

The positive development reflected both in The Eumenides and later in 
Sophocles’ Coloneus, is that extenuating circumstances pressing on the suspect were 
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gaining relevance. For example, Orestes was merely obeying Apollo, and Oedipus was 
unaware of parental identities. The relevance of both circumstance and intention were 
surfacing in the new justice system. The negative impact was that the sophists, 
itinerant educators delivering philosophical perspectives and pragmatic tips that, 
together, comprised political education, had troubling lessons for the young men who 
would rise in Athenian politics, argue in the assembly, and prepare argumentation for 
plaintiffs in the law courts; these lessons were about the persuasive argument, and not 
at all about scruples or truthfulness. An example of this can be found in Plato’s 
Republic (380-360 BCE/2008):  The sophist Thrasymachus argued throughout in favor 
of unscrupulous manipulation of the populace (cf. Thucydides, 411 BCE/1951, 3:82–
3:83). Socrates’ incessant campaign against the sophistic teachers entailed 
addressing this destructive tack of theirs. Oddly enough, the Athenian populace 
prosecuted and ultimately executed Socrates because they mistook him for a sophistic 
type rather than a dedicated enemy to such ruthless doctrines. 

How rational then was the new leap into rationality? Was one instead leaping 
into an increase not in reasoning but in rationalizing? If something may have been 
gained by transition to the new order, certainly something was being lost. The great 
new approach using the logos, the argumentation, entailed misusing it more often than 
not. What arguments persuaded the male demos to vote for military action during at 
least every other year throughout the 5th century empire (Hughes, 2010, p. 139)? The 
much-touted cradle of democracy had instead become a warocracy, addicted to 
calculative reasoning in the service of self-furthering. Granted, an expanding Athens 
seemed to need ever more grain – and land to grow it on. The challenge was to discern 
between real need and sheer appetite, and to refrain from reading opportunity and 
seeming need as license to exploit. 

 
Chthonic Goddesses, Women, 
and the Political Use and Abuse of the Dead 

In the middle play of Aeschylus’ trilogy, The Libation Bearers, one sees an old 
social dynamic that, in real life, was succumbing to a gradual suppression – one 
associated with treatment of the dead and observance of the demands of underworld 
divinity. With their lamentations, the foreign women drum up Agamemnon’s angry 
ghost, rouse him to play his role in the redress of his spilled blood. Solon’s 552 BCE 
legislation (Holst-Warhaft, 1995) began to confine women’s mourning to less loud, less 
public displays, in keeping with his eliminating women more generally from public life 
(Wiles, 2002). Eventually what replaced the lavish displays of grief was the kind of 
funeral eulogy given by Pericles during the Peloponnesian War (Thucydides, 411 
BCE/1941, 2.35.1-2.43.1, if this re-construction of Pericles’ speech may be believed). 
The eulogy was best suited for recruitment of new soldiers into ever-new military 
actions. In it Pericles praised the fine citizens and their fine city, uniquely worthy of 
defense; and the Athenians’ ability, though living a life various in its pursuits, to take 
resolute military action in search of renown. He then assigned to women their proper 
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nature and role. Their nature was to remain silent; their best behavior to earn 
commentary neither for ill nor for good. If those who were listening had lost sons in the 
war, they had best bear more sons to sacrifice11. In short, women of the Golden Age 
suffered a corrosion of their rights and role – as guardians not just of birth, but also of 
death.  

 
Additional Oresteian Examples 
of Mythological Defamation 

While not every instance of defamation in Aeschylus’ trilogy can be named, the 
following examples round out the evidence presented here. 

Example 1: Genealogy of ownership at the Delphic Oracle. The last play, 
The Eumenides, relies throughout on the authority of the Delphic oracle; as the play 
opens, before she enters the inner sanctum and views the Furies, the priestess of the 
oracle recites its ownership history.12 

 
First, in my prayer, I give to Earth first place / Among the gods; first 
prophetess was she. / Second, Eternal Law – second was she / To sit on 
her mother’s oracular seat, as the story goes. / In third allotment, one more 
Titan / Daughter of earth sat there, / Phoebe – a willing successor, not 
perforce. / She gave the oracle to Phoebus, / A birthday gift –  his name, 
too, echoed hers. (Aechylus, 1989, ll. 1-9; Greek ll. 1-8) 

 
The priestess asserts that Phoebus Apollo came into possession of the oracle 

through voluntary and amicable transfer from Phoebe. A feminist such as Spretnak 
(1992), or a mythologist with Campbell’s (1991) insights, might well infer, from historical 
patterns and the myths that justify them, that the oracle was not gifted to Phoebus but 
rather conquered by him: Phoebe was a Greek Titan – and the matrifocal Titans were 
overcome by the patrifocal pantheon, as recounted in Greek genealogies. This re-
framing of charter myth, through replacing the female with the male, occurred also in 
the Mesopotamian tales of Tiamat (Campbell, 1991).Phoebus acquired the Delphic 
Oracle not as a birthday gift but rather through conquest; this is the likelier story. 

Example 2: Clytemnestra defamed and demonized. Clytemnestra was 
demonized in Aeschylus’ telling of the tale in the trilogy’s first play: She was the 
princess of a wealthy, landed family; her sister, Helen, was half-divine by birth and had 
a history, before patrifocal cooption, as a goddess in her own right. These women were 
established royalty, not the nouveaux riches to which Clytemnestra disdainfully refers 
in the course of The Agamemnon. 

It is a great paradox that at a time when women’s rights were at their nadir, 
playwrights were creating very large female figures such as Clytemnestra, Medea, 
Antigone, Hecuba, and Electra (cf.  Zeitlin, 1990).What explains this paradox? In the 
case of Helen and Clytemnestra, by Sarah Pomeroy’s interpretation (1975), the 5th 
century BCE figures carried traces of women from the Bronze Age, 13th century BCE; 
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these were women of greater stature, with their feet planted in a society more 
hospitable to their power. Their stature survived even in the 8th-7th century Homeric 
epics (see Appendix A), in which the brothers Menelaus and Agamemnon seem to 
have gone to the realms of their prospective brides in order to claim Helen and 
Clytemnestra. This would suggest a matrilocal, even matrilineal system. It is possible 
that Menelaus had acquired lands and kingship through marrying Helen and then 
launched the Trojan War so as to retain them (Atchity & Barber, 1987). In other words, 
the Bronze Age times seem to have included matrilineal as well as patrilineal varieties 
of marriage (Powers, 2000)13. These mixed social structures may have characterized 
Greek society as it evolved from the 13th to the 5th century BCE, not just in 
Clytemnestra’s Mycenae, but also in the environs of Athens. Foley (2002) has noted 
that “in [such] narrowly oligarchic, aristocratic, or monarchic states, women who 
belonged to the elite have often wielded considerable power, even if illegitimately” 
(p.78). Athenian legislation gradually reduced the power of the landed aristocratic 
families (e.g., 462 BCE laws diluting their power in the Areopagus), diminishing at the 
same time the rights of such women. 

An additional but very different approach to this paradox – women towering on 
stage but constricted at home – can be inferred from The Glory of Hera by Philip Slater 
(1968). His version was psychological, but he addressed also a 5th century BCE social 
situation that had “legalized social stratification by gender and class” (Powers, 2000, 
p. 91). The following description by Powers makes a good introduction to Slater: 

 
The social position of women in Athens had reached its nadir. Respectable 
women, the mothers of Athenian citizens, lived in Oriental [sic] seclusion. 
They were allowed only limited social interaction, and had few legal or 
political rights. …They were married prematurely [ages 12-16] into 
patriarchal families to husbands twice their age, cut off from their own kin, 
and subject to a system in which they could visit relatives only when veiled, 
could not remain in the main room of the house when their husbands 
entertained other men, could not even appear in the windows of their own 
homes. (p. 91) 

 
Women’s wombs could be re-deployed if needed by their family of origin, and 

along with the ability to perform menial labor, were their primary recommendation to 
the families that acquired the women – provided the wombs engendered sons, of 
course. Despite these contributions, women were characterized in the tradition of 
Hesiod and Semonides as parasitic. 

If aspects of Slater’s (1968) psychoanalytic analysis of 5th century society were 
correct, one may infer the following: The women, left behind in the locked quarters, 
with their men out for years at a time to war, would have both admired and resented 
inordinately the gender, the literal sexual equipment, of their sons; in the psyches of 
those same sons might well be the looming figure of a mother too accessible with no 
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rival around, too needed as support, and too dangerous as well – too large altogether. 
This, then, is a second possible explanation for the large figures on stage14. 

In sum, although the development of the newly ascending democracy in Athens 
should be assigned to a progress spanning 6th through 5th century BCE, with notable 
landmarks of military and legislative victories in the decade preceding the plays, still 
the Aeschylean formulation of a charter myth for the following developments gave them 
impetus: He asserted that a “necessary” subordination of the female figures had 
occurred, making obsolete not only the rights of flesh-and-blood women but also the 
autonomous powers of the goddesses. The latter were still to be honored as 
goddesses in the patrifocal religion – but as vestige goddesses; they would make way 
for the ascent and ascendancy of the polis. 

 
From The Oresteia Through The Theban Plays:  
The Historical Transition Toward Sophocles’ Last Play 

The Periclean eulogy for the fallen in the Peloponnesian War reflected the 
transition from newly fledged victors in a defensive war against the Persians to rulers 
of an empire. Its focus was on an expansive pursuit of renown; few pretensions were 
made to being in the right. Here is where a hermeneutics of suspicion must questions 
a textbook view of Athens. How just and fair was it as a culture? Surely it was admirable 
in some ways: admirable for the brilliant initiating of philosophy, the beginnings of 
science (some of it, such as Democritus’ atoms, quite sophisticated); the development 
of the various arts as well as of legal and political theorizing and experimentation. Yet 
inquiring into the dark half of the Athenian history serves an important purpose, 
contributing to a truer comprehension of democracy then and now. 

For instance, was the Peloponnesian War necessary? As Thucydides portrayed 
in his best approximation of deliberations between Corinthians and their Spartan allies 
(411 BCE/1951, 3.36-50), the Corinthians were arguing that the decision to make war 
should not hang on minor Athenian provocations. The decision should focus on the 
fact that Athenians had become a people who gave neither themselves nor anyone 
else any rest. Only from the outside could they be stopped. 

The question here of the Athenian character bears centrally on my argument. I 
cite Thucydides and Sophocles to demonstrate that the increasingly distorted notion 
and embodiment of virility at the secular and sacred level, and a deficit as well of a 
counterbalancing female perspective and contribution, sent Athenians into a downward 
spiral. They certainly did not appear to advantage in the dialogue between their own 
envoy and the Melian rulers, as re-created by Thucydides (411 BCE/1951, 5.17). The 
rulers of the little island of Melos were protesting as follows: You never have had any 
claim on us; you cannot just barge in and take us over; this would be unjust. The 
Athenian envoy replies that justice plays no role whatsoever between a big power and 
a little one; it barely plays a role between two big powers – only when all other factors 
are equal. Melos must surrender or be decimated. (There has been dispute about how 
typical such a ruthless aftermath of conquest was for the Athenians: Bettany Hughes 
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[2010, pp. 223-224] contended that the harsh treatment, either decimation or 
enslavement of males, and enslavement of women and children, was characteristic.) 
What is interesting about the envoy’s argument is that it lacks the usual political patina 
of respectability; it is bald-faced and brutal and speaks to an Athenian real politik 
evolved, or devolved, beyond all concern for appearance.  This is reason taken down 
to sheer calculation, without an ounce of alignment with virtue – very much along the 
line of the most up-to-date 5th century sophistic teachings, as Plato portrays them in 
(380-360 BCE/2008) the Republic. 

It is important to view the breakdown in morals as Thucydides (411 BCE/1951) 
examined it on Corcyra, for he meant this breakdown to apply to what was happening 
among Athenians as well. One can infer this from reading the text as a whole. The 
reader will notice that Thucydides himself gendered these developments. His analysis 
portrayed virility gone wrong, associating this also with the denigration of kinship ties 
(often sanctified by the female divinities): 

People altered, at their pleasure, the customary significance of words to suit 
their deeds: irrational daring came to be considered the “manly courage of 
one’s loyal to his party;” prudent delay was thought a fair-seeming 
cowardice; a moderate attitude was deemed a mere shield for lack of virility, 
and a reasoned understanding with regard to all sides of an issue meant 
that one was indolent and of no use for anything. Rash enthusiasm for one’s 
cause was deemed the part of a true man; to attempt to employ reason in 
plotting a safe course of action, a specious excuse for desertion. One who 
displayed violent anger was “eternally faithful,” whereas any who spoke 
against such a person was viewed with suspicion... Indeed, even kinship 
came to represent a less intimate bond than that of party faction, since the 
latter implied a greater willingness to engage in violent acts of daring without 
demur. (411 BCE/1951, 3:82–3:83) 

 
A Psychospiritual Version of Gender 

Campbell (1991) traced these behaviors not just to their historical and 
sociocultural sources but to their roots in the psyche. The characterizations need not 
be taken as absolute portraits of each gender for now and all time, but are nevertheless 
useful ones: 

 
The battle ... as though of gods against Titans before the beginning of the 
world, actually was of two aspects of the human psyche at a critical moment 
of  human history, when the light and rational, divisive functions, under the 
sign of the Heroic Male, overcame (for the Western branch of the great 
culture province of high civilizations) the fascination of the dark mystery of 
the deeper levels of the soul, which has been so beautifully termed in the 
Tao Te Ching, the Valley Spirit that never dies: 
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It is named the Mysterious Female. 
And the Doorway of the Mysterious Female 
Is the base from which 
Heaven and Earth sprang. 
It is there within us all the while... (p. 80) 

 
The Theban Plays of Sophocles 

While The Oresteia was written in 458 BCE, the authoring of the three Oedipus 
plays spanned from Antigone, in 441 BCE, through Oedipus Tyrannus, presented in 
426 BCE, to Oedipus at Colonus, written circa 408-406 BCE (shortly before the death 
of Sophoclesat 90) and staged by his grandson in 401 BCE. Antigone, though written 
first, would, narratively, have happened last. In sum, Oedipus Tyrannus would go first 
in terms of the narrative; then the Oedipus at Colonus, about the old man dying in a 
sacred grove in an Athenian suburb; then the Antigone in which his daughter, after his 
death, survives to address the miseries left behind at Thebes.  

 
Who Was Sophocles and Why His Vision? 

Sophocles had lived to see the victory over the Persians and the consequent 
strengthening of the fledgling democracy mid-century. He watched the maritime 
alliance, supposedly in defense against possible return of the Persians, grow into the 
tribute-collecting and, eventually, brazen empire of the Athenians; he watched the 
venture of the Peloponnesian War turn fatal with the overextension into Sicily, and the 
loss along the way of leaders such as Pericles and Alcibiades; he eventually witnessed 
the arc toward defeat. Now, as he wrote near his 90th birthday, all could see that 
Athens was doomed at the hands of the Spartan Alliance; soon after his death, the 
surrender treaty of 404 BCE was indeed signed. After that, at the tragic festival of 401 
BCE, his last testament to Athenians was played posthumously, in the form of Oedipus 
at Colonus. 

Sophocles was in a position to view matters from a fresh and original 
perspective. He had been elected as a general for one of the expeditions but joked to 
his co-general, Nicias, about his own mediocre talents in this regard; he was perhaps 
less than enthusiastic about exercising military leadership. He had a reputation, on the 
other hand, as a bon vivant. He had room to view and re-view gender matters since, 
in addition to his wife and family, and a courtesan consort who gave him illegitimate 
offspring, he enjoyed his beloved young men. He was clearly quite serious and devoted 
to his playwright’s craft. He was likewise devoted to his position in the cult of Asklepius, 
with its sacred snake, a figure of regenerative healing, that, as mentioned earlier, he 
hosted for a while in his own home. After his death, and after that last play about the 
Oedipus hero (and so, implicitly, about the Oedipus cult as worshipped in the actual 
grove of the Furies), the Athenians made Sophocles himself into a hero and instituted 
a cult. This extraordinary life renders us an extraordinary perspective – not a woman’s 
perspective yet, given its incomparable scope, a crucial one. 
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Oedipus Tyrannus 

Oedipus attempts to evade the Delphic Oracle’s prediction that he would kill his 
father and marry his mother. He changes venue from Corinth to Thebes and must solve 
the Sphinx’s riddle, a foreshadowing of his urban career as king and his scripted 
rendezvous with the cosmos as prophet. One might interpret the healing of Oedipus to 
have begun at the same moment as did his terrible self-discoveries: There is the 
encounter of the young Oedipus with the feminine as devouring mother, the Sphinx – 
he must conquer or be devoured. There are the victory prizes he receives: They prove 
near- fatal because, accompanying the vacated throne, is the widowed queen. He 
assumes the kingship and mates with a woman who, unbeknownst to him, is his 
mother. He encounters feminine energies, not only by sleeping with that queen but 
again, years afterward, by coming into conflict with the prophet Teiresias. Oedipus the 
King ends up cursing the revered prophet as blind, old, weak, and suborned to pretend 
to paranormal powers in the employ of some political faction. In outraged response 
Teiresias gives Oedipus what he has demanded and the prophet dreaded delivering; 
he points to the identity of a polluting murderer, the one who causes disease to ravage 
the King’s city: Teiresias delivers the clues to the unfortunate King’s own real identity 
as unwitting patricide and incestuous lover to his mother. “Before long,” replies 
Teiresias, “you too will be old, blind, and weak, traits you mock in me.” Teiresias fails 
to mention that along with the debilitation will come paranormal powers, genuine rather 
than fake ones. Oedipus will be a prophet like Teiresias himself. Teiresias, as told in 
myth well-known to the Athenian audience of the play though not mentioned in the play 
itself, had spent adulthood in an uncanny alternation: 7 years as a man and 7 as a 
woman. So Oedipus adds to his old encounters with feminine energies a new one: the 
present encounter, both external and internal, with effeminacy. 

These encounters precipitate the fall of Oedipus. They are portrayed on stage 
during the middle period of Sophoclean production, well before Athens loses her nearly 
30-year war with the Spartan-Theban Alliance, but after, in real life, a decimating 
plague; the Athenian plague most likely suggested the staged one, that Oedipus insists 
on curing through his inquiries into the cause of pollution. In mid-life, then, Oedipus 
falls like an oak and the universe seems to collapse with him. In the late years of 
Oedipus, however, and of Sophocles, who would tell the old king’s story in The 
Coloneus, there is the king’s healing as it actualizes in his dying, death, and afterlife. 
The healing of Oedipus, including the augmenting of the hero to his destined size, had 
begun paradoxically with the seeming miseries, including those three encounters – 
Sphinx, mother, prophet – with the feminine. 

The tyrannus in the play’s title poses the question of how far the politically 
expedient purposes and actions of the despot can go – given actions which challenge 
divinity’s pre-eminence (Grene, 1991/1994). What is too much mastery, too much 
virility? On the other hand, Jocasta, the King’s older wife gives advice on relating to 
the feminine: “Before this, in dreams too, as well as oracles, / many a man has lain 
with his own mother” (1991/1994, ll. 980-982; Greek ll. 981-982); you must take this 
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matter less seriously, leave off inquiring. Of course Oedipus disregards her warning, 
with perhaps too much masculine recklessness, perhaps too much attraction to the 
taboo feminine. He pursues instead, as he feels he must, the truth. She commits 
suicide. He plucks out his eyes. 

What follows is a summary of Antigone, and finally of Oedipus at Colonus, 
which, written last, distilled the long retrospective of the Sophoclean vision. According 
to some, Oedipus Tyrannus paralleled Oedipus in his pride with Athens in her own 
heyday, towering above the other city-states, but then struck with a decimating plague 
(Grene, 1991/1994, p. xxii; Knox, 1998; L. Doherty, personal communication, 
December14, 2010). Oedipus at Colonus depicted an exhausted and battered 
Oedipus, perhaps resembling Athens near her fall after repeated Spartan invasions. 
Grene went on to observe that nevertheless old Oedipus is “possessed of a mysterious 
inner strength and a spiritual power that receive ultimate recognition from the gentled, 
if still terrible, goddesses of the grove” (p. x). Oedipus at Colonus portrayed a kind of 
survival – for protagonist and polity both. The Furies bear witness to it; and more, they 
are somehow benevolently implicated.  

 
Antigone 

The Antigone is noteworthy because so frequently misinterpreted by critics. 
Granted, as critics say, the plot bears somewhat on individual conscience as it holds 
out against state dictum. Antigone’s brothers have fought for the throne of Thebes in 
the wake of their father’s exile and have killed each other, in accord with Oedipus’ 
curse on them. Creon, brother of Oedipus’ late royal wife and mother, inherits; he 
declares one dead brother a criminal and lays him out to fatten the vultures. Antigone 
instead defies Creon’s law, throws dirt on the body. The point, however, is this: Her 
action, rather than primarily an individuating one, is taken in compliance with the 
chthonic pantheon and their family-affirming burial customs. Antigone clarifies this: 

 
Yes, it was not Zeus that made the proclamation [Creon’s against burial];/ 
nor did Justice, which lives with those below, enact / such laws as that, for 
mankind…/ These are the laws [the proper religious ones] whose penalties 
I would not/ incur from the gods, through fear of any man’s temper.” 
(Grene,1991, ll. 494-503; Greek ll. 450-460) 

Here, as in the Oedipus Tyrannus, a person, though he or she be head of state, 
may not concoct religious procedures, violating what the gods have stipulated, just as 
no king may fly in the face of the prophet Teiresias, aligned in Sophocles with both 
Olympians and the old gods. Creon brings punishment down on his own head. Thebes 
has its laws, says Antigone, “not of today and yesterday; / they live forever; none knows 
when first they were” (ll. 500-501; Greek ll. 456-457). The ruler’s hot temper – 
challenging the gods through challenging Teiresias – issues in his inability to put a 
timely stop to Antigone’s decreed death: Creon’s son then replicates the suicide of his 
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beloved Antigone, preemptive in her case, bereft in his; and Creon’s wife follows suit. 
The curses on the house of Oedipus, some of them self-levied, have worked their way 
through the family from top to bottom.  

 
Oedipus at Colonus 

I will deliver the synopsis, interspersing commentary along the way – pointing 
out the visibles and the invisibles, the social dimensions and the sacred, that both ran 
through the play and put it in a larger context. Oedipus at Colonus provided a 
retrospective on the birth of democracy in Athens, and also on the polis’ rise and fall 
as the hub of an empire. It did so in seeming parable, in fairy tale, rather than in a 
history like that of Thucydides. But this was no simple parable; it was a late vision, 
coming from the 90-year-old playwright Sophocles, seen, in accordance with late style, 
in the light of death (Schavrien, 2009). It was likewise a late vision in terms of a culture’s 
apogee and decline: It had the many earmarks – a piece that tended to look backward 
and inward, in terms of historical foundations (being set in the Athenian Bronze Age of 
the 13th century) and of depth psychological foundations; at the same time it took a 
long look forward, prophetically, since the outcome of the plot supposedly offered 
Athens invulnerability in war into the foreseeable future. 

It offered a true archetypal grasp as does many a late vision – in this particular 
instance, it offered the archetype of the hero in Oedipus and of the good leader in 
Theseus. It also left in place the seemingly irreconcilable threads in the fabric of life. In 
the Sophoclean vision, there was Oedipus’ astounding precision and accuracy in 
cursing his blood relations, who were nevertheless, as he rightly guessed, planning 
treachery; there were on the other side, the most intimate exchanges, with their 
poignant details, between Oedipus and Antigone: “Lean your old body on my arm,” 
says Antigone, “it is I who love you” (Grene, 1954, ll. 200-201). Both the acerbic and 
the tender gave naturalistic touches to the fairy tale, making this, again, a peculiarly 
late vision, in which imagination and daily reality mixed as almost equal partners. The 
irreconcilables, expressed in Oedipus’ difficult character and reflected in his terrible 
prior treatment at the hands of the gods, intersected with a mood of sweet serenity 
often found in late vision; Oedipus’ loving benevolence toward his daughters and 
Theseus, and the great blessing he bestowed on Athens, amplified a mystery attached 
to the grove in which he died. 

He died in the grove of the Furies, with its nightingales that never stop singing, 
a grove as timelessly beautiful as nature could ever be; he died having seemingly 
outwitted a terrible outcome should his trespassing have proven taboo, and having 
aligned with the grove’s blessing instead. His alignment with the Furies, and through 
this with the feminine, ushered in a certain serene assurance for the Athens of the play. 

The Athenians would identify: There were strands in the play that put the 
imperiled Oedipus into a parallel with the actual fin de siècle Athens; the latter would 
die, soon after the play was written, as an empire. As a city-state, when in 401 BCE 
the actual population came to view the play, Athenians would be enjoying a momentary 
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stabilization but would still suffer the threat of an outburst from internal factions – 
having recovered their democracy after oligarchic takeover in 411 BCE and, again, 
after the oligarchic installation by their conqueror, in 404 BCE. Such parallels would 
surely have been appreciated by those who sat to watch the Sophoclean last 
testament. 

In sum, as to the late vision of the play, personal and cultural, it mixed the 
cantankerous with the serene: It was not purely a serene vision, as some late visions 
are, but did and does offer a potentially serene vision in which to dwell, as one might 
dwell in the timeless grove; nor was the vision purely focused on the irreconcilables as 
are some other late visions. In this paradox Sophocles’ vision might be compared to 
that in Shakespeare’s The Tempest: sophistication, even life-weariness, paired in both 
plays with a post-pollution return to innocence (Schavrien, 2009). There was the Eden 
that lived in the mind and it was no mere fantasy but a real force in human living. Both 
visions matched great sophistication with magic at the root. 

To convey that actuality and that magic, Sophocles brought the sacred invisibles 
and the secular visibles together; he intermixed them. This is, then, the venue for my 
ongoing exploration of a dialectic between facets of society and of the pantheon, as 
the former projected onto the latter and as the latter shaped the former. 
 
What are the Beings and Doings of Oedipus at Colonus? 

The play was and is too strange to yield to a conventional plot summary. 
Although very much embraced by audiences at the time, it has been less popular since 
then; probably, as Markantonatos (2007) suggested, because moderns find it too 
episodic. The unifying threads are not really those of plot. In his excellent book, 
Oedipus at Colonus: Sophocles, Athens, and the World, Markantonatos ventured the 
following about the grove which received Oedipus: “The sacred precinct of the 
Eumenides [Furies] has been aptly recognized as perhaps the most evocative of 
meaningful connections with fifth-century Athens in the context of Greek tragedy” 
(2007, p. 74). He went on to say: 

 
Apart from the settings of Sophocles’ Philoctetes and the disputed Rhesus, 
which, we should think, present an unequal match to the shifting succession 
of awe-inspiring images of landscape simplicity and tranquility evoked in the 
last play of Sophocles, the setting also gradually shows itself to be another 
exceptionally important strand, woven as it is in the complex thematic web 
of the play. As the action unfolds, it will unpredictably prove to be extremely 
redolent of contemporary associations with foremost Athenian institutions. 
(2007, p. 39) 

 
In his view, the play highlighted two sets of institutions: the leadership of Athens; 

through Oedipus’ death in this grove, the moderate and decent, yet valorous leadership 
of Theseus was confirmed; furthermore, though a king, Theseus nevertheless seemed 
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to collaborate with citizens. (There is, in The Odyssey for instance, similar consultation 
by a king: The kingly designation, basileus, associates in Linear B tablets with 
“chieftain” and that sense carries over into Homer, perhaps into Aeschylus.) Rule by 
Theseus, one may infer, would serve as a model for Athenian handling of polis factions 
as it moved forward, stripped of its empire, but needing to regain stability as a city-
state. The other set of institutions cited by Markantonatos (2007) was the Eleusinian 
Mysteries, in which most if not all Athenian citizens were inducted once in their lifetime. 
These were Mysteries accenting the story of Demeter and her daughter Persephone – 
the daughter’s abduction by Hades, the mother’s search and partial success in 
demanding her return from the underworld for most of the year; thus, the mournful 
sterility in one season and the regeneration in another. (There are controversies over 
what season is the setting for regeneration; desolation may have been in the heat of 
Summer and regeneration in Autumn, in keeping with agricultural cycles, rather than 
desolation in Winter followed by a fruitful Spring). Some have described the Mysteries 
as having involved the baby Dionysus, and the Eleusinian Mysteries intersected in 
Athenian religious life with Dionysiac and Orphic Mystery institutions as well. 

The present study emphasizes instead the Eleusinian Mysteries’ intersection 
with the goddesses of the grove, the Eumenides/Furies. Oedipus dies into these 
goddesses, while Persephone as the Dread Goddess is invoked to guide him; he is 
received on the whole by the older matristic pantheon: The Furies’ grove and a kind of 
psychospiritual locus of the Eleusinian Mysteries (in real life celebrated by processions 
between Athens and Eleusis) join as one setting, hosting the death of the hero. In such 
a context, the Furies are ineffably beautiful: 

Indeed, the graduated, suspense-filled series of landscape descriptions, 
which for all their apparent specificity rebuff completely intelligible 
coherence, hassled an otherwise discerning critic [Dunn, 1992] to put 
forward the rather flamboyant claim that: in a sense the drama is stripped 
down to a single aspect of stage convention: from the beginning to the end 
we are occupied in discovering what the scene represents. (Markantonatos, 
2007, p. 77) 

 
A short and very selected version, of what “happens” in the play is that Oedipus, 

old, blind from his self-punishment, and in the midst of a long beggarly exile relying on 
the guidance of his daughter, Antigone, discovers himself in this mysterious setting. A 
local citizen informs the pair that he may not stay where he stands – it endangers him 
and everyone; he stands in the grove of those referred to as “the Kindly Ones” (for fear 
it may be inferred, that they should show their face as the Furies). This new name for 
them builds on the turnabout supposedly documented in the Aeschylean tragedy of 50 
years earlier. (Aeschylus may not have been so much inventing the new name, as 
turning to his own uses the people’s habit of cautious euphemism). One hears in the 
citizen’s words the underlying terror of offending the goddesses that all still carry. 
Oedipus is not yet revealed to the citizen as Oedipus indeed, but one would think that 
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he above all should be terrified to set foot in the grove, patricide that he is and, 
indirectly, matricide. On the contrary, Oedipus replies that, now that he knows where 
he is, he most certainly will remain in place. The rest he promises to explain when 
Theseus, the leader of Athens and its suburb, Colonus, arrives. 

Oedipus himself knows that old oracles and new ones would have him die in 
this grove to bestow, with his bones, protective blessings on Athens, his newly adopted 
home. Athens would enjoy as his legacy invulnerability in war. The action develops 
with visits from Creon, his brother- in-law, and Polyneices, his son, who aim to induce 
him to return to Thebes or even, in Creon’s case, to kidnap him so as to claim this 
same blessing of invulnerability. These visitors, especially Creon in his violent 
overreaching, serve as counterfoils to the good and moderate leader, Theseus. This 
does not mean, however, that only Thebes, whom they represent, is the bad city. Were 
Athens to behave this way, and in fact she had been behaving this way, she too would 
be condemned to defeat at the hands of her betters; it was a common theatrical device 
in the tragedies to use other cities to make indirect reference to Athenian woes and 
misbehaviors. In any case, the outcome of the plot sees Oedipus embracing Theseus 
as benefactor and heir. Replacing the rejected son, Polyneices, is this equivalent of a 
newly adopted son. Oedipus embraces as well a new city-state – not Thebes, the 
scene of his attainments and subsequent ordeal – but Athens. 

It is important that Oedipus also shifts, in his own perception and that of 
audiences old and new, the position of his daughters. It speaks to his own 
cosmopolitan learning, as one who has lived in Egypt, wandered through Greece, and 
to Antigone’s excellence as a guide as well, that he says, “Like the Egyptians, I have 
daughters who go abroad on behalf of their father and sons who sit at home.” Yet, to 
reiterate, the hero’s sophisticated relativism cohabits comfortably with his own – and 
the playwright’s – attunement to mystery and magic. 

The episodic plot culminates in the old hero’s death by apotheosis; it is secretive 
death not witnessed directly but recounted by a messenger. The secretiveness of the 
death ties it in with the Athenian Eleusinian institutions highlighted by Markantonatos 
(2007). The Demeter and Persephone of the Mysteries matter here; throughout, the Furies 
matter. The threads of doing and being intersect in the choral song praising the grove. The 
song illustrates the setting’s central importance, illuminates the contention that “from 
beginning to end we are occupied in discovering what the scene presents” (p.75): 

 

In the god’s untrodden vale 
Where leaves and berries throng, 
And wine-dark ivy climbs the bough,  
The sweet, sojourning nightingale  
Murmurs all day long. 
No sun nor wind may enter there 
Nor the winter’s rain; 
But ever through the shadow goes 
Dionysus reveler, 
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Immortal maenads in his train. 
Herewith drops of heaven’s dews  
At daybreak all the year, 
The clusters of narcissus bloom, 
Time-hallowed garlands for the brows 
Of those great ladies whom we fear. 
(ll. 668-685; Greek ll. 670-684) 
 

There is even an odd set of lines in a later scene (odd as they are translated by 
Fitzgerald [1954], though not by Grene [1991/1994]). The lines provide provocative 
psychological insight. Fitzgerald (1954), as a poet-translator, took telling liberties when he 
translated this set of lines; they characterize the people of Athenian Colonus, who “honor 
the god of the sea, who loves forever/The feminine earth that bore him long ago” (Sophocles, 
441-406BCE/1954,ll.1070-1071; Greek ll.1070-1073). The rhythms suggest lovemaking: 
Note the waves-of-the-sea rhythms, with accents for the choral dancing on “god,”“loves,” 
and the “ev” in “forever, “earth,” “long”; the wave rhythms are also the thrust rhythms of a 
graceful lovemaking. The poetry, then, invokes the (not infrequent) incest among the oldest 
gods, for whom the Mother pairing with son-consortis standard, as are incestuous versions 
of the Poseidon/Earth myth.15 (Sophocles used Rhea rather than Earth [Gaia] as the 
goddess paired with Poseidon, but Rhea andGaia are often conflated). These lines 
juxtapose in a thought-provoking way with the drama at hand of purification and 
rehabilitation from an unwitting incest, as if, when the action is translated to divine realms, 
as Oedipusis about to be translated, such a primal coupling implies no pollution 
(Schavrien, 1989). The sea, embracing his mother the earth (Poseidon as gaienokhos, 
Earthholder [L.Doherty, personal communication, December19, 2010]), makes love 
forever to her. The Edenis one of safety and loveliness, as the citizen chorus says, and one 
of an unstainable innocence. 

 
The Hero and the Multivalent Goddess 

There is a Greek morality that diverges from that of contemporary Western 
culture. Oedipusat Colonus portrayed the transformation of the much-despised former king 
into not just a prophet but also a daemonic hero – still worshipped in the 5th century BCE 
Athens (Grene, 1991/1994, xxvi) though his story occurred in founding times. Many 
critics have attempted to explain away Oedipus’ horrific temper, not so much when it 
triggers his downfall in middle age – he would not yet have learned his lesson – but when 
as an old man he is about to transfigure into a demigod. He then displays this same 
horrific rage toward both Creon and his own son; Oedipus sees through them at once 
and verbally eviscerates them, each in turn. His accuracy should be acknowledged, yet 
there is no explaining away the temper. Grene’s (1991/1994) definition of a hero lays out, 
instead, a uniquely Greek gestalt of the sacred, one which accommodates such a tension: 

 

Sophocles here draws on the complex of Greek religious notions of hero-cult… 
He himself received such a cult after his death. “Heroes,” in this technical 
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sense, are mortal high achievers whose life-story is generally embedded in 
old myths or legends. Their extraordinary force and passion lead them to 
actions beyond the limits of normal humanity and often bring them into 
conflict with human and divine laws. Hence they perform great outrages as 
well as great benefactions. They generally come to a violent and mysterious end 
in which the paradoxes of transgression and greatness are enacted in a 
supernatural eventlike sudden disappearance or some other intervention by the 
gods. 

(p.xxvi) 
 

Oedipus’ life comes to a mysterious end. The drama in the grove may have 
threatened violent destruction for him, what with the attempts at intervention from Creon 
and Polyneices; but all of these are blocked by Theseus on the physical side and by 
Oedipus himself psychologically. After the victorious battles, the blind old Oedipus enacts 
his fate by leading his party of Theseus and daughters into the grove; he is for the first 
time unguided and unsteadied by any arm. He then finds, through his own prophetic 
knowledge, the designated spot for his transformation; hears his name called out by a 
deity impatient of delays; disappears either into the gaped earth or else into the arms 
of some god; and finally, transmutes in the course of the transport into a daemonic hero. 

In the play ending the Oedipal narrative, though it was the first one written, Antigone 
followed her father to become a heroine. What helped her qualify was the same terrible 
stubbornness, which nevertheless did not disqualify her from claiming hearts or having 
right on her side. She too aligned herself with chthonic deities when they were least in 
favor. 

This point matters because, as the reader gains insight into the old order 
goddesses, and especially the Furies, she should notice, even appreciate, their 
multivalence. They are feminine in the round – curse, blessing, and all. To know them 
fully, one should know them in the context of their entire network. They are a remedy to 
the much diminished and disempowered goddesses of the present-day, such as Mary, 
sweet, a sexual, forgiving, willing to intercede humbly with the greater masculine powers, 
and actually no goddess at all but merely human, as the Catholic Church officially 
maintains. In such a form, these goddesses bearthe marks of a divide-and-conquer 
strategy, not just external but also internal: They are amputees, fragments of their former 
selves.16 

These amputated versions of the female misrepresent figures that lived a more 
rounded life in their older forms (Spretnak, 1992): Hera, Athena, Artemis, and Hecate, 
for instance, had been chopped and diced for co-optation by the Olympian pantheon. 
The preceding pantheon had been presided over by a Great Mother, with Demeter 
perhaps most related to that figure, and a network of near-related figures such as the 
Minoan Lady of the Beasts (who eventually translated into either Artemis or Gaia), the 
Lady of the Mountains, and so forth. The frescoes and statuettes, plus correlations 
drawn with early Anatolian and Baltic pantheons, have provided the basis for suggestions 
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that the Olympian goddesses found their roots in the Bronze Age culture and earlier, as 
did Demeter and Persephone (Stallsmith,2008).17 

 

Athens, the Compassionate City of Refuge 
Oedipus specifically holds Athens to its reputation as a city of refuge (Grene, 1994, ll. 

271-76). When the citizens find out his actual identity, they want only to rid the place of him. 
He reproaches them with reneging not only on the promise they had made to host him, 
before they knew his name, but also on their age-old reputation for compassion to the 
injured stranger. Fortunately, Theseus, their leader, overrides their rejection. This is 
significant because one way to define a polity is by promises made to each other by 
its folk in founding days. Perhaps the real-life evolution of Athens from welcoming 
democracy to bully empire has been targeted by Sophocles: He has reinvoked the once-
famous Athenian hospitality. 

 
The Glaring Paradox of the Sophoclean Bequest 

As Oedipus was leaving his bones, so Sophocles was leaving to the Athenians the 
bequest of this play. He left it in a time when the Athenians had overextended, having lost 
too large a fleet by sending out the Sicilian expedition (415 BCE). There were ups and 
downs to come after that, but when Sophocles was writing, the pending defeat was clear. 
How, then, could he write a play, set in founding times, that marked the bestowing of a 
hero’s grave that granted invulnerability to Athens? Was the play meant as a magical 
amulet, as suggested by D.Grene (personal communication, 1 973)? Was it simply escapist, 
in the manner of the Busby Berkeley musicals on which Americans feasted during the 
Great Depression of the 1930s? In either case, one can comfortably argue that it gave 
this message to the public: If Athenians could rewind and re-do, they might have kept 
the brightest promises they had made to themselves as a folk, and their most grateful 
and pious promises to the deities. In fact the choruses portray an Athensin which there 
are not even competitions among the gods, as there are in myths such as the one that 
sets Poseidon against Athena in a competition for tutelary deity of the city. The play, as 
Grene (1991/1994) described juxtaposed chthonic and Olympian religions and thereby 
joined areas of family andcity inexploring the larger theme of the human relation with 
nature and the gods (pp.xviii-xix). They all had their contribution to make to the Eden 
which was the Athenian Colonus: Old and new, male and female, sturdy olive tree, fish 
a plenty, sky, sea, and earth, all dwelt in harmony and balance. This may well have been 
an equivalent of the Eden myth, but not as sheer fantasy; instead the Colonus myth 
conveyed an attitude of remembrance and attunement.18 

Finally, to home in on the political dimension: Athens had certainly departed from 
its own charter promises ofr espectful governance and compassion. The extraordinary way 
in which the Erinyes were showcased, however, and made beautiful while retaining their 
potency, celebrating the fertile features of their grove and surrounding land, 
accomplished the following: It embedded the story in an intimacy with nature and a 
gratitude for the land, offering antidote to the cynical impiety and ambition of the times. 
There was, then, a political significance to this grateful acknowledgement of natural setting. 
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Thepolitical seconded what was clearly a personal significance as well. The play was a 
lovesong, from aS ophocles facing his death, to Colonus, the land of his birth. Personal 
and political motives dovetailed. 

Although contemporary Westerners may owe great cultural gratitude to Athenians 
for their questing spirit, their actualized ambitions were just one side of a double-edgeds 
word: As the Corinthians warned their hesitant Spartan allies, Athenians had to 
bestopped; their ambition was unquenchable, as indicated by their incessant imperial 
expansions. The contrasting drift of Sophocles’ last play might be expressed in the words 
of a Dorothy weary o fOz: There’s no place like home; there’s no place like home. Home 
was embedded in the dear land and sea that gave host toAthens. 

 
Finding Crete in Colonus: 
The Significance of the Goddesses’ Lineage 

For the purposes of this study, most crucial and astonishing in Sophocles’ final 
play was the reassertion of the sacred power and importance of the Furies themselves. 
At the same time, there was the reactivation of their chthonic “Old Girls’ Network” that 
included most notably Demeter and Persephone, central to the Eleusinian Mysteries 
and thereby to Athenian well-being. But the Mysteries had demanded utter secrecy from 
their many Athenian initiates; this enabled the patriarchal Olympian pantheon to remain in 
the limelight. The Athenian women were, in fact, conducting many festivals dedicated 
to maintaining fertility of land and womb throughout thes easonal phases of the year 
(Zweig, 1993, p.167). Still, given the secrecy surrounding the Eleusinian Mysteries, this 
relative invisibility bears on the feminist search for “an accurate and usable history” (Gross, 
1993, p.19; cf.pp.19-22). Sophocles offered some remedy by assembling a myth that 
linked potential Athenian healing to a foregrounding of the chthonic goddesses. 

 
The Three S’s: Secrecy, Survivals, Syncretism 

To characterize  historical developments stretching from Creteto Athens, one 
might assemble three elements and dub them the three S’s: secrecy, which backgrounded 
Demeter and Persephone until they were, at least in terms of polis destiny, quietly 
foregrounded in the last Sophoclean play; survivals, which made their appearance as 
vestiges of the old religion in the new, such that, even if one tried to be at down the 
ancient goddesses, they inevitably sprang up elsewhere; and, finally, syncretism, which 
could be found in the respectful solution to Athenian tensions, as Sophocles harmoniously 
combined the chthonic with the Olympian pantheon. It is true that Aeschylus had made 
his own version of such an integration, but it had entailed a contemptuous subordination. 
Sophocles, instead, restored all due respect. 

The Sophoclean Dynamic: 
Restoration of the Feminine to Stabilize Athens 

Since Sophocles, a comprehending witness of the Golden Age, its evolutions 
and devolutions, saw restoration of the feminine (indeity, energy, creature) as crucial to 
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the stabilizing of Athens, it makes sense to follow his lead. Markantonatos (2007) went 
far in teasing out the threads from a dynamic skein. The present analysis adds to his 
agendered perspective. He has argued that the play alluded vividly – at least for the 
sensibility of a 5th century Athenian who would catch the references – to the Eleusinian 
Mysteries; the play in some sense echoed such a rite. The play’s hero, after encounter 
with a dark and frightening set of experiences (as some as sign to the process of the 
Mysteries) meets then with the salvific vision: In the time between, such portents as 
thunder and lightning (heard by Oedipus the hero as well as by the real-life initiate) keep 
the initiate thoroughly awake. There may be a few witnesses, but secrecy prevails. It is 
understood that the vision smooths the way to both are generated life and, most notably, 
after-life to come. 

Demeter and Persephone have been alluded to in several places (e.g., Grene, 
1991/1994, l. 1766, l. 1786) either by name or by an epithet both pointing to and 
disguising the nether world daughter. Many of her gods have appeared as well, all spread 
throughout the local landscape although, in this instance, all arranged in an implied 
relationship to the Furies, since these goddesses have been dominating the setting. In 
Oedipus’ preparation for death in the grove, Markantonatos (2007) has deftly identified 
syncretic threads of burial rites, purificationrites, and sacrificial rites; they variously 
combined in those last moments of Oedipus’ self-preparation for his transmuting death, 
and are extended after that by the mourning from his daughters. The entire play would 
have invoked a syncretic pantheon and a syncretic participation-by-proxy in its ongoing 
ritual: It would concoct a potent brew needed to address the terrible circumstances in 
which the actual polis members, the viewing audience, found themselves. 

How does the analysis of Markantonatos (2007) lay out a path for redemption? 
The point would be, first of all, the point made in those Mysteries. An Athenian would 
very much need an alternative, offered by the Mysteries, to the Olympian view of death: 
In the Olympian underworld one has neither joy nor light nor vitality.19  As to the 
alternative: The Eleusinian Demeter and Persephone trace back to Minoan times in 
Crete (Kerenyi, 1976). Both mother and daughter are implied in the title of Demeter 
Thesmophoros (Stallsmith, 2008), the dual goddess; while the Erinyes most probably 
trace back to Minoan ancestors (the keres or death-spirits) as well. That Minoan 
underworld, in which Demeter, Persephone, and the Erinyes have a stake as earth and 
underworld goddesses, exists in analogy to the incubation phase in the farming cycle; 
in such a cycle, the seed has a hopeful dormancy in the earth. This cycle, then, plays 
a central role in Minoan culture and religion (Gimbutas, 1999, p.136). Along the lines 
of a Minoan sensibility represented by survivals – vestiges of deities and their rituals 
into the Golden Age – the last scene in the Mysteries themselves entails the holding 
up of a cut ear of corn (or a sheaf of wheat): From seeming death in the earth comes 
regeneration. (For resemblances between Minoan and Eleusinian rituals, cf. Gimbutas, 
1999, p. 136). The mystical insight of the initiate may or may not be aided at such a 
moment by drug enhancements from the kykeon brew downed in the process; was it 
psychedelic? This is afacet that might also link the Mysteries with the Minoan poppy 
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goddess (Kritikos & Papadaki, 1967). With or without the literal mystical chemistry of a 
potent kykeon, the insights would still be along these lines – regenerative – after dark 
encounters and death, comes the salvific vision and life. The Mysteries’ earthy, 
renewing orientation would have been desperately needed by the down-and-out 
Athenians; they needed both to believe in and accomplish such a renewal for 
themselves and their polis. 

Most crucial are the gender modification and rebalancing required, on the 
secular and divine levels. Markatonatos (2007) framed matters without a gendered 
reference. His insights, nevertheless, harmonize well with my own view. He added that 
this play tutors Athenians in returning to an old view that there can and should be traits 
and tendencies such as moderation, decency, and keeping one’s word, even and 
especially in political leaders. This rings a salutary change on Thucydides’ (411 
BCE/1951 description of virility gone wrong (cf. 3.82-3.83). Theseus served, then, as 
a model for the good leader. His mythical biography, interestingly enough for the 
argument of this study, intersected him with Minoan culture: Athenians, watching 
Oedipus at Colonus, would have had Minoan Crete at some level in their 
consciousness due to Theseus’ having encountered Ariadne there. References then, 
to the various earth- network deities, the Furies, Demeter, and Persephone, would 
have implied if not carried explicitly the long ago and far away overtones, extending 
the temporal telescope by yet another segment, from contemporary Athens back to its 
founding days, from founding days back to the Minoan pre-history of its chthonic deities 
(cf. notes 17,18). 

To return to Athenian politics: In fact, the democratic restoration (403 BCE), 
after an oligarchic interlude, showed much more restraint than had the previous 
administration; as if they were led by that mythical exemplar of moderation, Theseus. 
Athens herself managed to moderate, rebalance, and have her own kind of continuity 
into the 3rd century BCE and beyond. Perhaps Sophocles’ message, by way of the 
401BCE staging of the play, impressed itself on the citizens? Perhaps he was simply 
prescient. In any case, Athens, though dying as an empire, escaped death as a city-
state from fractiousness and faction. 

 
Parallels with Contemporary Challenges: Retrieving a Home 

There was a crucial female component in the syncretic pantheon of the 5th 
century BCE; the pantheon remained part Olympian, as imported by invaders, and 
part chthonic. At the same time, the earth-based and underworld figures absorbed 
by the Olympian pantheon were defamed, as were the Furies, or downplayed, as 
were Demeter and Persephone. The defamation and downplaying contributed to a 
faux virility which turned citizen against citizen, husband against wife, son against 
father. The chthonic pantheon subsumed by Olympians, then, stood to benefit 
Athens through being both exhumed and foregrounded. Sophocles understood this, 
and the milder version of chthonic advocacy that appeared in his earlier play, 
Antigone, he threw into high relief in Oedipus at Colonus. His ability to root such 
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advocacy in a psychology both deep and wide, spiritual yet also embodied, caused 
his sociopolitical critique to coincide with a psychospiritual and even 
psychoecological one. Such a foregrounding of the feminine held promise for Athens 
then deep in crisis. Likewise, it could come to the aid of the West today. 

Politics, socioeconomics, ecology and psycho-spirituality are threads in a 
skein. Both the United States and many multinational companies share traits with 
male Athenians. There is the questing spirit unlikely to stop unless some outside 
force bridles it. There is the theory undergirding what has become rogue capitalism, 
a capitalism that advocates incessant expansion to new markets, questing likewise, 
with only the thinnest semblance of morality, for unlimited acquisition of natural 
resources. As the Athenians felt there was no end to their need for wheat and the 
fertile ground that grew it, so modern forces seek access to oil with regard for nothing 
but the bottom line. It is cliché to say that greed dominates the markets and, 
according to relatively unquestioned theory, greed makes the markets thrive: Greed 
is good. How could such a premise provide for the upbringing of decent citizens, in 
the United States or abroad (L. Vacca, personal communication, April 11, 2011)? 

Like the Athenians, Americans and others may find some counterbalance in 
the first and best promises that we, as various folk, made to ourselves at founding: 
For citizens of the United States, these would be the promises of those bent on 
hospitality, extending as well a reciprocal hospitality to the people and environment 
that have hosted us. Other folk might cultivate their own remembrances of their first 
best intentions. The caveat is that charter myths may be misused; they must be 
properly used, both to offer a home and to retrieve a home. 

In his last play, Sophocles wrote for his chorus songs of reverence and 
gratitude – to both the ocean and the earth that held and sustained the culture. 
Likewise, this study bears witness on behalf of the oil-slicked gull of the Louisiana 
spill, who has served as its tutelary deity. The earth calls for both a revived gratitude 
and a concerted commitment to turn away from destroying and toward sustaining. 
Such a solution, of course, is simple but not easy.  

There would be, in addition, a psychospiritual benefit to executing such good 
intentions: When Oedipus is finally a healer rather than a polluter, he is 
simultaneously healing himself. How so? The mancut off from the womb that first 
offered him a home, through his unwitting matricide, now finds his home in a healed 
city-state and in the earthy cosmos as a whole. Ancient initiates into the Mysteries, 
and modern-day mystics, the grounded kind, seek intimacy with the whole. Their feet 
walk the ground not as strangers on the earth but as those who belong. They have 
both retrieved and returned to a home. They have assuaged a longing to recover 
what might be called the primal intimacy. A mystic’s belonging need not be 
characterized as “the opiate of the people,” regression, or a lesser level of 
experiencing, as Marx, Freud, or Wilber (1995; addressing the indigenous brand) 
would have it. It may issue instead from a long and arduous healing, entailing 
commitment to the well-being of the whole. 
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May my voice join the chorus – gardener, citizen, artist, scholar, scientist, 

legislator – of those who promise the earth and its inhabitants both to cultivate and 
retrieve the sanctity of such a home. It is a cosmic home, so far and yet so near, to be 
discovered not only at the furthest reach of imagination, but also as the dear ground under 
foot. 
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NOTES 

 
1.   Apollo and Athena are not so new as they would seem to be. They too have lineages that are pre- 

patriarchal. But, for the sake of simplicity, I take Aeschylus at his word regarding his binaries of 
these two as not the old gods but the new ones, coming from the he-god pantheon rather than from 
the she- god pantheon, as Tony Harrison’s (1981) translation would have it. Aeschylus relied upon 
the revisionist portraits of them as Olympians, chronologically and personally young. 

2.   The Erinyes in this play are renamed the Eumenides. Another title used, along the lines of avoiding 
specificity and thereby a provocation of the deity’s dark side, is the Semnae or Venerable Ones. 
There is some disagreement as to whether the Semnae are identical with the Eumenides/Erinyes 
but Harrison (1903, pp. 239-253) mostly does link them, as does Sophocles in his last play 
(Harrison, p. 254 as she quoted Sophocles’ l. 486, her translation). Visser (1980) in her dissertation 
seconded the view as have others. Harrison linked the Semnae to the Erinyes and to matriarchal 
roots as well. At another point she linked the Erinyes to Demeter, as in the Demeter Erinys (p. 240) 
and she rooted Demeter in Minoan Crete (p. 564). These links support the argument that the 
goddesses are pre-patriarchal, with roots in both Arcadia (for Demeter) and Crete. 

3.    Here the Campbell parallel is inexact because partially inaccurate: The Titans were not produced 
parthenogenically (according to Hesiod’s theogony) as Campbell is asserting; one can view them 
as such only by conflating them with the Gigantes (as the Greeks sometimes, in fact, did); the births 
of Ouranus and others, preceding the Titans, were parthenogenic, with Gaia only as the source. 
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Nevertheless, Campbell’s point about defamation still carries. In the wake of defeat, the early 
broods of both Tiamat and Gaia suffered defamation in the tales of the conquerors. 

4.   Aristotle attributed to the tragic heroes instead hamartia, or an error in judgment; so it is the 
Thucydidean reference to hubris that is relevant here. 

5.   Despite flare-ups of strength in the wake of the Sicilian expedition, the same factioning – both intra-
city and intra-psychically, paralleling inter-city battles as well –  would make its appearance during 
the Sicilian expedition and the years that followed. There was, for the expedition, the confusing recall 
from battle of Alcibiades, its youthful inspiration and general, over his supposed mockery of the 
Hermes statues, protectors of new enterprise; Alcibiades purportedly perpetrated a round of phallus 
mutilations on these statues, distributed throughout the city, during the eve before the launching of 
the expedition. There were rumors too that he had been mocking even the Eleusinian Mysteries, 
conducting them in his home with friends, perhaps downing the kykeon. He was ordered by the 
populace, as the great Athenian naval expedition was nearing Sicily to do battle, to turn his ship 
around at once and head for Athens to stand trial. Instead he fled to Sparta, soon aiding and abetting 
the enemy; both the recall and subsequent betrayal debilitated the expedition to Sicily, which suffered 
a disastrous defeat. The recall of Alcibiades issued from a factioning one can examine with gender 
in mind, phalloi of the Hermes statuettes and all. 

6.   Because I do not read the Greek itself, I compare translations and consult experts. I studied classics 
in translation during 5 formal years with the classicist, David Grene, and was mentored by him 
informally for decades. Describing Grene’s expertise, the Nobel Laureate, Saul Bellow said, “He was 
on a first-name basis with Sophocles and Aristophanes, that was how he made you feel.” My excuse 
for conducting a study with inevitable flaws in expertise, in this one among five fields I cover, might 
come from the mouth of any interdisciplinarian:  “It’s a dirty job but somebody’s got to do it.” On the 
other hand, I welcome constructive critique. 

For The Oresteia I consult mainly two sets oftranslations, the one in 1953 and that in 1989. 
One should additionally consult Peter Hall’s production employing Tony Harrison’s (1981) rather free 
stage- oriented translation to get the closest to my own interpretations of the trilogy. 

7.  In scholarly articles and elsewhere, one repeatedly comes upon the translation of erinys, the 
adjectival version of the Erinyes, as “furious.” Demeter Erinys is angry or furious Demeter as well. 
This is probably an early Indo-European word rather than a word from the maturity of the Greek 
language; some consider it Arcadian. Further discussion of translations is in footnote 4, p. 251 of 
Johnston, 1999. 

8.  He had already gone through many purifications so as not to carry pollution, but the retribution – 
blood for blood – was still to be taken (Visser, 1980). 

9. Orestes seems cleared in The Eumenides but a future play by Euripides portrayed him as 
nevertheless continuing to suffer pursuit by the Furies until such time as he performed yet another 
expiation. The end of his story, then, is not captured in one simple version. 

10. Athena, it may be noted, did have a mother, Metis, but Zeus upstaged his consort by swallowing 
Metis and giving birth to Athena from himself. Aeschylus bypassed these complications. 

11.  Speaking of rational or rationalizing: This is an odd stance for Pericles to take – if indeed he did 
take it rather than Thucydides who puts the words in his mouth – since Pericles had a notably 
unconventional relationship with the well-educated courtesan (hetaera) Aspasia: She is rumored to 
have helped write his speeches and he, rather scandalously, having divorced to live with her, 
regularly included her in his symposium evenings with the best of Hellenic male artists and 
intellectuals. 

12. It is relevant that Aeschylus and others believed in this genealogy, giving feminine divinity primacy 
in ownership of the Oracle; there is recent debate as to whether the truth of something such as the 
genealogy can be justified (cf. Christiane Sourvinou-Inwood’s work, 1991). 

13. Ever since Schliemann dug up the walls of Troy, previously considered a  fictional city, scholars 
have felt some justification for using Greek myths as clarifying lenses for otherwise undocumented 
history; such a use however, is tricky at best; it goes in and out of fashion. 
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14. Slater’s unfortunate views – both that the mother’s overweening influence on the son, and only this, 

issued in an Athenian homosexuality which, in turn, was necessarily pathological – may be assigned 
to more than one unexamined attitude and interpretation that prevailed during the 1960s. His other 
insights remain illuminating. Orestes was brought up in exile but most men of the Athenian Golden 
Age were not. So the insights still indeed bear on the paradox that women loomed large on stage 
(and in archetype?) in an age when real women seemed, by contrast, constricted. 

15. “Fitzgerald’s translations of Homer are full of metaphors he imported into the text” (L. Doherty, 
personal communication, December 14, 2010). Some find this passage too loose a translation in its 
suggestion of lovemaking between Poseidon and Rhea. Nevertheless, despite Hesiod’s clear 
separation of Rhea (Gaia’s daughter) from Gaia, Greek mythographers sometimes conflated them; 
modern researchers have cited conflation as well, such as Kerenyi, or Ruck and Staples, who viewed 
Demeter, Persephone, and Hecate as split off from an original great goddess figure, Gaia or Rhea. 
Poseidon did in fact have children by Gaia; this might have been Fitzgerald’s rationale for his song 
to the mother-son love affair between Poseidon and the sometimes-conflated daughter of Gaia, 
Rhea. 

16. Two additional points are relevant here: Mary, even in her diluted form, remains a light in the lives of 
millions. Also, in the polytheistic Olympian pantheon even the men are multiple, as if fractioned – but 
none are either confined to celibacy or incapable of a potent anger (L. Doherty, personal 
communication, December 19, 2010). 

17.  Gimbutas (1999), in a posthumously published work, based Anatolian inferences on Mellaart’s 
archeological work; see note 18 in defense of Gimbutas; see Berggren &  Harrod, 1996, for rebuttals 
of characteristic attacks on Gimbutas. 

18. A quote from Doherty (2001) communicates scholarly views of the unique Minoan society: 
Gimbutas from a lifelong study of female figurines, tombs, and  ‘temples’ of  Neolithic cultures 

of the Balkan region (Bulgaria, Greece, Hungary, and her native Yugoslavia), arrived at the 
conviction that goddess worship in these cultures was related to a higher status for women in a 
peaceful, egalitarian, and environmentally stable form of society. In her view, the cultures of “Old 
Europe,” which flourished from roughly 7000 to 3000 BCE, were partly destroyed and partly 
assimilated by the Indo-European invaders, who brought with them a male-dominated pantheon of 
gods to match their patrilineal and hierarchical social structure. (Doherty, 2001, p. 111) 

Gimbutas brings specifically Minoan freedom from invasion – due to its being an island, difficult 
to access by the invaders who were horsemen – down to a date even closer to us than 3000, down 
to circa 1450 BCE. Doherty adds a review of recent skeptical rejections of the pax Minoica, the 
great Minoan peace, which Gimbutas and many feminist scholars maintain was prevalent for 1500 
years or more, but scholarly counter-refutations include a consensus, at the archeological  
conference in Liège, Belgium,1998 (Rencontre égéenne internationale Université de Liège, 14-17 
avril 1998), that the actual existence of such a pax remains likely; scant evidence has been 
uncovered to disprove it. 

That there was human sacrifice has been the latest scandal about Minoan Crete, but, of the 
three sites that might have seen the sacrifice (nine bodies in all), only one might survive rebuttal 
(Gimbutas, 1999, p.140; “Extended definition: Minoan Civilization,” Webster’s Dictionary Online, 
n.d.). In any case, perfection need not be claimed for the society, just a noteworthy cultural 
accomplishment of Minoan balance and peace. 

19. In another way, the play may be aetiological, explaining the coincidence, in actuality, of these many 
gods, of especially of the hero Oedipus and the Eumenides – at this actual place of sanctuary in 
Colonus. Grene’s (1991/1994) thinking bears on Oedipus in the Eumenides’ grove, see his p. xxvi. 
My own thinking bears on the coinciding of theothers as well, Poseidon, Athena, etc.(See my 
Beings and Doings section and The Three S’s). Characterizations of the play as portrayal of Eden 
and as provider of an aetiological explanation can comfortably coexist. 
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SUMMARY  IN  GEORGIAN  
 

judi Savrieni  
amerikis SeerTebuli Statebi  

 

omi da buneba klasikur aTensa da TanamedroveobaSi. hadesis 
qalRmerTTa dacema da aRorZineba 

 

reziume 

 

amerikeli mecnieris es vrceli, fudamenturi gamokvleva Se-

exeba erTgvar analogias Tanamedrove amerikis socialur-poli-

tikur-kulturul viTarebasa da antikuri periodis qalaq-saxel-

mwifo aTenis demokratiul wyobilebas Soris. qristesSobamde me-5 

saukunis aTeni da berZnuli civilizaciis oqros xana, ipyrobs avto-

ris yuradRebas, Tumca ufro Soreul, me-13-e saukunis brinjaos 

periodsac wina-patriarqaluri Strixebi Seaqvs antikurobis am 

vrcel, istoriul xedvaSi. mopovebulia gamarjveba sparselebze, mag-

ram aTenis damarcxebam peloponesis omSi frTebi SeaWra Tavisuf-

lebis frinvels. demokratiis idealis msxvrevam xelaxla da kidev 

ufro mwvaved gaaJRera antikur xelovnebaSi adamianis miusafrobis, 

bediswerasTan misi unayofo, imTaviTve ganwiruli SebrZolebis Tema. 

oqros xanis berZnulma dramaturgiam uxsovari drois miTologiur 

qmnilebebs adamianuri gancdis, tkivilisa da tragediis 

individualuri saxe SesZina. naSromis avtori Tavis mxriv anviTarebs 

miTosidan aRmocenebuli yofierebis individuaciis motivs da 

antikurobis adamianur problemaTa gamoZaxils XX da XXI saukunis 

amerikis socialur-kulturul cxovrebaSi xedavs. ase exmianeba 

odisevsis miTi ojaxuri simyudrovis ZiebaSi sivrceebis gadalaxvis  

sicocxliT savse  swrafva,  amerikis, rogorc demokratiuli qveynis 

aRmocenebis istorias. bediswerasTan  brZolis da mogzaurobis 

mizania ojaxSi dabruneba _ erTguli qalis molodinia kacis 

mizidulobis Zala da SemTxveviTi araa, rom am metad saintereso, 

fundamenturi naSromis avtori swored genderul planSi ganixilavs 

Tanamedrove amerikuli cxovrebis paralels aTenis oqros xanasTan. 

saintereso da damajerebelia mosazreba, rom swored qalis  

dakninebis da moqalaqeobriv uflebaTa SezRudvis gamo ganicada marcxi 

aTenis demokratiam. am istoriuli gakveTilidan avtors gamoaqvs 

daskvna, rom dRes, amerikul demokratiaSi gansakuTrebuli yuradReba 
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unda daeTmos  qalTa uflebebis dacvas. istoriuli wiaRsvla antikuri 

miTologiis samyaroSi, nayofierebis qalRmerTTa _ geas, demetras da 

hadesis dedoflis, persefones gansakuTrebuli roli berZnul 

panTeonSi, cxadhyofs qalis, rogorc sicocxlis sawyisisa da 

maradisobasTan wilnayari faseulobis arsebiT mniSvnelobas. naSromSi 

gatarebuli analogia antikurobasa da Tanamedroveobas Soris, kidev 

erTxel gamokveTs qalis ideals, rogorc Seucvlel Rirebulebas 

kacobriobis SemoqmedebiTi ganviTarebis perspeqtivaSi. 
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CHRISTIAN BELIEF AND PHENOMENOLOGICAL LOGIC 

 
"I am the way and the truth and the life; no one comes to 
Father but through Me" (John 14, 6) (1) 
"I and Father are one" (John 10.30) (1) 

 
Christ's words about indivisibility of Father and Son mean the unity of way and 

purpose of Christian belief. Because of such integrity, consideration of the purpose of 
belief as the absolute truth means recognition of the way, leading to it as well, and this 
implies all other possible ways of beliefs to be false. If, according to the words of Christ, 
the way and purpose of belief are the same, consequently it is impossible to suggest 
the existence of other ways, thus it would logically mean the opposition and non-
acceptance of a person to other religion, as to the false way.  

It can be proposed that this kind of logic cannot be in correspondence with 
Christian tolerance. If my existence in faith implies the doubtless truth of my purpose, 
and my purpose is the only undoubted truth, then consequently any other religion is 
exposed as false, and the tolerance, as the general principle of Christian life, which is 
considered so even in regard to other religions, cannot be logically derived from such 
a position of non-compromise and principle viewpoint. 

We suppose that the only way to solve this problem is to reject the ordinary 
logic, according to which one suggestion is derived from another, still the other from 
the latter and so on... This is the sample of formal, or consequence logic, which we 
apply not only to the daily life but also to science and philosophy. In the context of our 
problem the formal-logical link would be the following: 

If the A (Christianity) is believed to be the truth by me, I must admit, that non-A 
(Islam) is the untruth. In this case the antithesis, derived from the initial thesis leads us 
to non-adaptability and fight but not to tolerance, or, in other words, non-adaptability 
and tolerance toward another religion are set as contradictory and mutually exclusive 
points. Of course, it causes a gap in the unity of Christian world-perception.   

To avoid this, we must destroy the logical link according to which the argument 
about false nature of antitheses can be on its own and formally derived from the thesis 
of belief the truth. 

During the process of rejecting the formal logic and searching for the new 
process, it would be worth to refer to the transcendental logic, established within the 
philosophy of Edmund Husserl (2). The basis, upon which the transcendental or 
phenomenological logic is founded, is ignored on the level of formal logic, particularly 
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the relation of things and events or, to be more precise, the meanings and essences 
of these events to the consciousness of human being. The consciousness, as vital 
phenomenon, is a permanent stream, the so-called ‘river of Heraclitus’, which cannot 
be entered twice.  It  means,  that  although the stream of consciousness flows in the 
bed of the structure of general logic, each drop of this stream, each movement is 
unrepeatable; and if we consider the world events in connection with the unrepeatable 
stream, it becomes impossible to systematize the world and include it in the net of 
logical ideas and perceptions; because such a systems requires periodical repetition, 
knowledge of general rules, whereas the relation to the stream of consciousness 
awards to the world event the meaning of unique phenomenon which constantly slides 
away from the net of logical system. 

The formal logic is based on the postulate stating the general nature of the law 
and recurrence of the event. If the event is not repeated, neither law, generalizing it, 
nor formal logic will exist – the methods of formal logic, induction and deduction are 
based namely on homogenous character of facts.  

In this homogenous system, the world, on the one hand, as the unique life 
stream vanishes, and, on the other hand, the consciousness, as a unique 
phenomenon, is lost. 

Consciousness, as a living essence, is a unique phenomenon, where the 
process of creation and changes of the meaning of things and events are constantly 
ongoing; everything takes place just once and in a special way. Such integrity of the 
soul and the world exceeds any logical perception and requires to be perceived, that 
is, a special way of thinking, which helps one to observe the object as a unique and 
self-determined, as being just once and in a special way. The phenomenon of 
perception cannot be derived from the content of cognition through the formal logic, on 
the basis of a general law or a statement. The phenomenon of perception occurs and 
exists on its own. On the one hand, it is a kind of revealed content, while on the other 
hand it ‘holds’ the movement of the cognition, which makes this content revealed. 

In other words, the phenomenon expresses not only the object of perception, 
but also the subjective process of perception and personification. That is why it is 
impossible to abstract from this content in order to make a formal-logical conclusion. 
Abstraction is impossible when dealing with the event of unique nature. And an event 
is unique when it reflects not only the objective fact, but also a live subjective process 
through which this event became a phenomenon of the soul. The logic, which is 
concerned with this unique phenomenon, cannot use formal rules and laws of thinking. 
In this case logic is only a means of outlining some general methodological directions, 
those symbols and rituals which create favorable conditions to explore and reveal the 
given unique content. This is the phenomenological logic which takes into account not 
only the rational relationship of the events, but also the content of the event and internal 
concentration needed to perceive it. 

We think this is the logic that operates in the field of beliefs. Christianity, as the 
religion of the live God, should appeal to life, to the unique phenomenon.  The 
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phenomenon of life includes free will of a human being, as well as the idea of survival 
of mankind, which is relevant to freedom. 

The divine idea implies not only the support of our Savior of people, but also the 
responding action of human beings while expecting rescue. Without the free will of a 
person the process of survival would be an enforcement implemented by external 
forces, in order to entirely determine the object under affection; i.e. it would lose the 
meaning of moral act and thus could not be connected with the idea of kindness. 

The belief is not given to a human being only from the supreme world. The belief 
is the result of the harmony between his inner freedom and the divine intention. The 
human being entering the eternal stream of Christian religion, acts according to his 
own will, the self-movement of his soul, which, as we have already seen, is the flow of 
live and unique contents of the consciousness. Consequently, the statements 
regarding the field of beliefs could not be subordinated to the formal logic. In this case 
the word is the symbol of the unique phenomenon, the content of which is not derived 
logically from another content, but is rather expressed with the help of intuition.   

During the expression not only the object of the belief - whole and supreme 
essence - but also its subject is revealed; namely the act, performed by the human 
being in order to obtain belief. 

Such integrity of subject and object causes a specificity of the religious content, 
thus making it impossible to generalize from this content in order to draw any logical 
conclusion. That is why a false nature of other religions could not be derived through 
the formal-logical way from the absolute truth of the way and purpose of the believer. 
When I try to enhance my belief, my way and my purpose, I act not only in an abstract 
way in the logical sphere, but also by my whole essence, by integrity of my heart and 
ratio. I am entirely involved in this process, consequently no soul energy remains to 
approach negatively any other religion.  

Being fully concentrated on the purpose of my faith, I do not exist beyond this 
concentration. My ratio, my logical comprehension cannot extend the limit of my 
existence and consequently cannot judge anything that goes on beyond my soul 
concentration in the sphere of any other religion. 

Thus, on the one hand, I cannot enter the stream of live faith, unless I strongly 
believe the truth of my way and my purpose but, on the other hand, I cannot follow this 
stream, being bound with the logical chain and, according to my truth, draw any 
conclusion of the false nature of another religion. 

The suggestion stated above does not imply that a Christian cannot be opposed 
to any other possible form of religious consciousness. We only try to confirm that such 
an opposition cannot have a formal-logical basis. From the fact of my being in faith 
cannot be derived, naturally and formally, the rejection of another religion. Such a 
rejection-opposition is possible only in case the other religious thinking disturbs my 
inner concentration to the way and purpose of faith. This reason is entirely informal 
and has a contextual nature in order to contradict an alien stream, making the pure 
stream of my faith stained. In this case I am fighting against the force which is trying to 
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hinder my ecclesiastical life, but not with the logical statement which is opposite to my 
truth in the sphere of formal-speculative thinking. I am fighting with the force that 
hinders my creative work in determination of the essence of my own existence, which 
merges with the Christian dogma through acquiring the church rituals. This dogma is 
determined by God once and forever, but not enforced, or given to me directly, 
mechanically. My free will, my creative work has to be involved in the action from my 
side that will make me to re-create the already determined meaning by the help of the 
Holy Spirit. This is a personal act of adoption of moral teaching, which through free 
individuation merges with the ritual, creating the meaning of the whole congregation, 
the whole church; this ritual is subordinated not to the formal, but to the 
phenomenological logic - the logic of consciousness, which is necessary for intuitional 
vision and phenomenon. 

If the alien force invades this ritual and destroys it, it will meet opposition from 
my side. But let me repeat it once more: I defend the purity of my faith and vital integrity 
of the church, and not the formal statement regarding the advantage or superiority of 
my own truth over another religion. 

Thus, the phenomenological logic is the logic that considers psychological 
aspects as well or, to be more precise, that unique part of human's consciousness 
which determines meanings of logical contents. It implies the general-structural form 
of thinking, where the unique phenomenon is expressed. Such logic can be used only 
toward the content which, at the same time, involves a subjective process, determining 
the given content and we have to deal not with a system of already established 
meanings, but with the live, creative process of searching and defining these 
meanings. 

As we have shown, this is the very process that takes place during the rituals in 
the Christian church. The Christianity, despite its dogmatic character, better to say 
because of this specific dogmatism, is the creative process of approaching the divine 
truth, when the moral teaching of Christ is not passed to the soul of a human being, 
instead, the free movement of consciousness occurs through the rituals and by 
inspiration of the Holy Spirit in order to recover the truth once again, to determine it 
and to merge with it. Without personal freedom the chain of logical thinking cannot be 
destroyed and the faith, as a moral phenomenon implying kindness, cannot arise, as 
a coincidence of the human will with the divine idea of Messiah's appearance (3). 

But don't we lose our freedom while orienting the personal creation to the 
religious dogma? The result of creative work is a unique, diverse phenomenon. That 
is why it can be related to the religious moral teaching not by its subjective, psycho-
emotional content, but on the basis of its idea and meaning. A person builds within the 
faith free and unique phenomenon of his own spiritualism, and awards to it the meaning 
of a dogmatic moral teaching through the common church ritual. In this difficult process 
of meaning-awarding two sides are involved - freedom, as far as the unique psycho-
emotional content occurs and, on the other hand, common, superindividual ritual of 
communion with the truth. These two different processes of generalization and 
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individuation are carried on simultaneously in the Christian ceremony. Individuation 
takes place due to the Holy Spirit, while generalization and communion with the 
common truth - with the help of Christ who established the unity of believers and live 
integrity of Church.  

Thus, the resurrection of Christ and appearance to the disciples have 
established unity of the believers and united Church through the Pentecost (when the 
fire of the Holy Spirit directly and individually passed on the disciples), as well as 
personality of believer and orientation of his freedom toward the unity of faith. 

As far as Trinity is united, and the Holy Spirit and Christ are indivisible, 
consequently, these two processes should take place simultaneously. The personality 
of a Christian cannot be formed without love to neighbor, when, at the end, the church 
integrity of all Christians is being established. God has given grace to the human being 
undeserved and the person is obliged to pass the grace as a gift to someone else. His 
personality, as well as his superindividual essence, exists in the permanent process of 
getting and giving the grace, while love is the free merge of these two general and 
individual aspects. Thus, the phenomenological logic, the logic that works in the sphere 
of faith, on the one hand, is related to the unique stream of consciousness, which gives 
meaning to the world. On the other hand, through this unique process of individuation 
one gets closer to the truth established by God once and forever on the basis of 
common moral teaching. In the process of individuation and generalization the formal 
logic is destroyed, because the moral teaching, which can be expressed regarding 
everybody and everything, is not a general or formal judgment, but is rather addressed 
to me, exists only for me and that is the very reason of its existence and worth to others 
as well. 

As far as this common truth does not exceed the limits of my personality, I am 
not able to judge a way and purpose of any other religion. Something that does not 
enter the integrity of my personal faith cannot be evaluated by me as a negative event. 
I can analyze it in general, but this general conclusion will not be either its acceptance 
or rejection. I cannot apply the free process of individuation toward it, the process 
which, for me, as for a Christian, is the only way to reach the general perfection. 

We think this is the reason Christianity has an internally non-compromising 
character while externally it is non-aggressive and tolerant toward other religions. Its 
living force, its once and forever established orientation, essentially contradicts the 
logical way of stating the problem - if it is truly so, it cannot be other way - such a formal 
conclusion is not relevant to the personal free strife that must stimulate his belief in the 
live God.  

Thus, driving out of formal logic and establishment of phenomenological logic 
in the world of religion (or, in other words, creation of corresponding circumstances 
and mood for intuitional thinking in order to mobilize the forces of soul for the mystical 
phenomenon) means at the same time tolerance toward another religion, as far as the 
soul being sacrificed to one way and one purpose cannot judge the falsehood or the 
truth of another way or purpose. 
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From this point of view, the basis of tolerance is not the most general essence 

around which the logical synthesis of all religions is possible, but, on the contrary, the 
cause of such tolerance is the unique nature of religious thinking, demanding full 
concentration of spiritual forces of a person. The entirely diverse and special content 
of the Christian faith is determined by the dogma of Trinity, where the integrity of the 
principles of generalization and individuation raise a person to the supreme level. The 
aim of phenomenological logic is to perceive this very unique generality within the limits 
of personal concentration in order to reject an opposition or aggressiveness beyond 
these limits toward another religion. We can conclude that by passing from formal to 
phenomenological logic, the Christian faith becomes tolerant not through losing its own 
positions, but specifically because it maintains the unique nature of its dogmatic 
system and internal non-compromising attitude toward any other form of religious 
consciences. 
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mamuka doliZe 
Tbilisis javaxiSvilis saxelmwifo universiteti 

 

qristianuli rwmena da fenomenologiuri logika 
 

gafarToebuli  reziume 

 

„me var gza, WeSmariteba da sicocxle, mamasTan  

veravin miva, Tu ara CemiT“ (ioane, 14, 6). (1) 

„me da mama erTni varT“ (ioane, 10, 30. ). (1) 

 

macxovris sityva mamisa da Zis ganuyoflobis Sesaxeb, qristia-

nuli rwmenis gzisa da miznis erTianobas amtkicebs, magram Tu rwmenis 

mizani sruliad WeSmaritia da misi gzac, Sesabamisad simarTlis er-

TaderTi gzaa, maSin ar arsebobs RmerTTan miaxloebis sxva SesaZ-

lebloba, rac qristianuli rwmenis dapirispirebas da Seurigeblobas 

unda niSnavdes sxva sarwmunoebis, rogorc araWeSmariti gzis mimarT. 
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sainteresoa, rogor xdeba am Seurigeblobis SeTanxmeba qristianul Se-

mwynareblobasTan. Tuki rwmenaSi yofna Cemi miznis uryevi WeSmaritebis 

da aqedan, sxva sarwmunoebis simcdaris naTeli dasabuTebaa, maSin 

mimtevebloba, rogorc qristianuli cxovrebis zogadi mcneba, romelic 

kerZod sxva sarwmunoebis mimarTac ZalaSi rCeba, logikurad aRar 

gamomdinareobs aseTi Sinaganad ukompromiso da principuli 

poziciidan.  

gamosavali aq isaa, rom uari vTqvaT im Cveulebriv logikaze, 

romlis Tanaxmad erTi debulebidan gamomdinareobs meore, meoridan 

mesame da a. S. es gaxlavT formaluri, anu gamomdinarebiTi logika, 

romelsac uneburad mivmarTavT rogorc yofa-cxovrebaSi, aseve 

mecnierebaSi da filosofiaSic. Cveni problemis WrilSi formalur-

logikuri jaWvis rgoli aseTi iqneba: 

Tuki mwams, rom WeSmaritia A (qristianoba), maSin unda vaRiaro, 

rom araWeSmaritia ara A (islami). sawyisi Tezisidan gamomdinare, lo-

gikuri antiTeza am SemTxvevaSi mibiZgebs Seurigeblobisa da brZoli-

saken da ara Semwynareblobisaken; ufro swored, sxva sarwmunoebis 

mimarT Seurigeblobas da Semwynareblobas erTmaneTis sapirispiro da 

urTierTSeuTavsebel momentad saxavs. am momentma ar SeiZleba 

ganxeTqileba ar Seitanos qristianuli msoflgancdis mTlianobaSi.  

es rom ar moxdes, unda davamsxvrioT is logikuri jaWvi, romlis 

Tanaxmad WeSmaritebis rwmenidan TavisTavad da formalurad gamo-

mdinareobs mtkiceba sapirispiro antiTezis mcdarobis Sesaxeb. logi-

kuri antiTeza unda ganidevnos rwmenis mizanze mTlianad koncen-

trirebuli cnobierebidan, radgan yoveli msjeloba, gamoTqmuli am 

sapirispiro Sinaarsis mimarT, aris ara cnobierebis realuri kon-

centraciis Sedegi, aramed formaluri daskvna logikis zogadi wesebis 

safuZvelze, romelTanac araferi esaqmeba qristianuli rwmenis 

fenomens.  

formaluri logikis uaryofisa da axali logikis Ziebis 

procesSi, vfiqrobT, SesaZlebelia mivmarToT transcendentalur 

logikas, romelic edmund huserlis fenomenologiur filosofiaSi 

Camoyalibda. (2). transcendentalur, anu fenomenologiur logikas 

safuZvlad udevs is, rac ugulvebelyofilia formaluri logikis 

doneze; kerZod, samyaros sagnebisa da movlenebis, ufro zustad ki am 

movlenaTa mniSvnelobebisa da sazrisebis mimarTeba adamianis 

cnobierebasTan. cnobiereba, rogorc cocxali arsi, aris uwyveti 

nakadi, e. w. „heraklites mdinare“, romelSic orjer SeuZlebelia 

Sesvla. es niSnavs, rom Tumca cnobierebis nakadi azrovnebis zogad-

logikur kalapotSi mimdinareobs, TviT am nakadis yoveli wveTi, 
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yoveli Wavli, yoveli moZraoba ganumeorebelia da Tu samyaros 

movlenebs am ganumeorebel nakadTan mimarTebaSi ganvixilavT, maSin 

SeuZlebelia movaxdinoT samyaros sistematizacia, misi logikur 

ideaTa da sazrisTa qselSi moqceva. aseTi sistema moiTxovs 

ganmeorebadobas, periodizacias, zogad kanonzomierebaTa codnas, 

maSin, roca cnobierebis nakadTan mimarTeba samyaros movlenas 

ganumeorebel, unikalur fenomenad aqcevs da es fenomeni gamudmebiT 

xelidan usxlteba logikuri sistemis bades.  

formaluri logika movlenis ganmeorebadobis postulats 

eyrdnoba. Tu movlena ar ganmeorda, maSin verc misi ganmazogadebeli 

kanoni iarsebebs da veRarc formaluri logika imuSavebs – misi 

meTodebi: induqcia da deduqcia, swored faqtebis erTgvarovnebas 

efuZneba. am erTgvarovan sistemaSi xelidan gviqreba erTi mxriv 

samyaro, rogorc ganumeorebeli sicocxlis nakadi, meore mxriv ki 

cnobiereba, rogorc unikaluri fenomeni; fenomeni, sadac gamudmebiT 

mimdinareobs saganTa da movlenaTa mniSvnelobebis Seqmnisa da 

cvalebadobis procesi, sulieri sicocxlis procesi, sadac yvelaferi 

erTxel da gansakuTrebulad xdeba. sulisa da samyaros es mTlianoba 

aRemateba logikur Semecnebas da moiTxovs wvdomas _ gansakuTrebuli 

saxis azrovnebas, romelic sagans damanaxebs, rogorc unikalurs da 

TavisTavads, mxolod erTxel da gansakuTrebulad arsebuls. wvdomis 

fenomeni ar gamoiyvaneba Semecnebis Sinaarsisgan formalur-logikuri 

gziT, zogadi kanonis an debulebis safuZvelze. wvdomis fenomeni 

Cndeba da arsebobs TavisTavad. is, erTis mxriv, raRac gacxadebuli 

Sinaarsia, meores mxriv ki „iWers“ cnobierebis im moZraobas, romelmac 

es Sinaarsi gaacxada. aseTi fenomeni gviCvenebs rogorc Tavis obieqts, 

aseve misi wvdomisa da gansaxierebis subieqtur processac. ai, ratomaa 

SeuZlebeli am Sinaarsisagan abstraqcia formalur-logikuri daskvnis 

gamotanis mizniT. abstraqcia SeuZlebelia iq, sadac saqme gvaqvs 

unikalur movlenasTan. movlena ki unikaluria imitom, rom is asaxavs 

ara mxolod obieqtur movlenas, aramed gviCvenebs im cocxal, 

subieqtur processac, romelmac es movlena sulis fenomenad aqcia. 

logika, romelic am unikalur fenomens Seexeba, ver isargeblebs 

azrovnebis formaluri wesebiTa da kanonebiT. logika aq mxolod 

gvisaxavs im zogad-meTodologiur miTiTebebs da wesebs, im simbolikasa 

da ritualebs, romelic qmnis xelsayrel situacias, raTa moxdes am 

unikaluri Sinaarsis gaxsna da gamocxadeba. es aris fenomenologiuri 

logika, romelic iTvaliswinebs ara mxolod movlenaTa racionalur 

urTierTkavSirs, aramed TviT movlenis Sinaarss da am Sinarsis wvdomis 

sulier Zalisxmevas.  
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vfiqrobT, swored aseTi saxis logika moqmedebs rwmenis sferoSi. 

qristianoba, rogorc cocxali RmerTis religia, apelacias sicocxlis 

unikaluri fenomenis mimarT unda axdendes. sicocxlis fenomenSi 

Caqsovilia rogorc adamianis Tavisufali neba, aseve am Tavisufle-

basTan Tanaziari idea kacobriobis xsnis Sesaxeb. es RvTaebrivi idea 

gulisxmobs ara mxolod mxsnelis Semweobas adamianis mimarT, aramed 

adamianis Semxvedr, sapasuxo moZraobas xsnis molodinSi. adamianis 

Tavisuflebis gareSe xsnis procedura iqneboda garedan Tavsmoxveuli 

iZuleba, zemoqmedebis obieqtis sruli determinirebis mizniT, anu igi 

dakargavda zneobrivi aqtis sazriss da maSasadame, veRar daukavSir-

deboda sikeTis ideas _ saxier da kacTmoyvare RmerTs.  

rwmena adamians ar eZleva mxolod zemodan. rwmena misi Sinagani 

Tavisuflebisa da RvTaebrivi ganzraxvis harmoniis nayofia. (3) 

qristianuli rwmenis maradcocxal nakadSi Sesvla xdeba sakuTari 

nebiT, adamianis sulis TviTmoZraobiT, romelic rogorc vnaxeT, 

cnobierebis cocxal da unikalur SinaarsTa mdinarebaa. amitom rwmenis 

sferoSi gamoTqmuli debuleba aRar eqvemdebareba formalur logikas. 

aq sityva unikaluri fenomenis simboloa, misi Sinaarsi logikurad ar 

gamoiyvaneba sxva Sinaarsidan, aramed intuiciurad cxaddeba. gamocxa-

debaSi naTdeba ara mxolod rwmenis obieqti _ sruli da uzenaesi 

realoba _ aramed misi subieqtic; ufro zustad, adamianis mier 

Catarebuli subieqturi aqti rwmenaSi Sesvlis mizniT.  

subieqtisa da obieqtis es erToblioba qmnis religiuri Sinaarsis 

ganumeoreblobas da SeuZlebeli xdeba am Sinaarsisgan abstragireba 

logikuri daskvnis gamotanis mizniT. amitom rwmenaSi myofi 

adamianisaTvis sakuTari gzis da miznis absoluturi WeSmaritebidan 

TavisTavad, formalur-logikurad aRar gamomdinareobs sarwmunoebis 

sxva gzaTa simcdare. rodesac me vaxden Cemi rwmenis, Cemi gzisa da 

miznis srulyofas, amas me vaxden ara abstraqtulad, mxolod logikis 

sferoSi, aramed mTeli Cemi arsiT, Cemi gulisa da gonebis mTlianobiT. 

me mTlianad Cavaqsov Cems Tavs am procesSi da aRar mrCeba sulieri 

energia, rom uaryofiTad ganvewyo sxva sarwmunoebis mimarT. mTlianad, 

amomwuravad koncentrirebuli Cemi rwmenis mizanze, me aRar varsebob 

am koncentraciis miRma. Cemi goneba, Cemi logikuri azrovneba ver 

gadascdeba Cemi sulieri arsebobis sazRvars da amitom veRar gansjis, 

ver ganikiTxavs imas, rac xdeba am sazRvris miRma, sxva sarwmunoebis 

sferoSi.  

amrigad, erTi mxriv me ver Seval cocxali rwmenis nakadSi, Tu 

bolomde ar virwmune Cemi gzisa da miznis sruli WeSmariteba, magram 

meore mxriv, me ver gavyvebi am nakads, Tu logikuri jaWvis borkili 
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davide da Cemi WeSmaritebidan gamomdinare, gamovitane daskvna sxva 

sarwmunoebis mcdarobis Sesaxeb.  

naTqvami sulac ar niSnavs, rom qristiani ar SeiZleba daupi-

rispirdes religiuri cnobierebis sxva SesaZlebel formas. Cven 

mxolod imas vamtkicebT, rom am dapirispirebas ar SeiZleba hqondes 

formalur-logikuri safuZveli. rwmenaSi yofnis faqtidan TavisTavad 

da formalurad ar gamomdinareobs sxva sarwmunoebis uaryofa. aseTi 

uaryofa-dapirispireba dasaSvebia mxolod im SemTxvevaSi, Tu sxva 

religiuri azrovneba xels uSlis Cems Sinagan koncentracias rwmenis 

gzasa da mizanze. es ukve sruliad araformaluri, Sinaarsobrivi 

mizezia, raTa winaaRmdegoba gavuwio rwmenis siwmindis amamRvrevel 

ucxo Senakads. am SemTxvevaSi me vebrZvi eklesiuri cxovrebis Sema-

ferxebel Zalas da ara Cemi WeSmaritebis sapirispiro logikur debu-

lebas formalur-spekulatiuri azrovnebis sferoSi. me vebrZvi Zalas, 

romelic xels miSlis SemoqmedebaSi _ sakuTari arsebobis sazrisis 

dadgenaSi, rac eklesiuri ritualis gziT erwymis qristianul dogmas; 

dogmas, romelic erTxel da samudamod daadgina RmerTma, magram Tavs 

ar momaxvia ZaliT, pirdapir da meqanikurad ar gadmomca me; Cemi 

mxridan dauSva Tavisufali neba, Semoqmedeba, romelic ukve dadgenil 

sazriss, suli wmindis SemweobiT, Tavidan Semaqmnevinebs. es gaxlavT 

mcnebis gaTavisebis pirovnuli aqti, romelic swored Tavisufali 

individuaciis gziT erwymis mTeli mrevlis, mTeli eklesiis mier 

WeSmaritebis wvdomis rituals; rituals, romelic eqvemdareba ara 

formalur, aramed fenomenologiur logikas _ intuitiuri xilvisa da 

gamocxadebisTvis saWiro cnobierebis logikas.  

Tuki ucxo Zala SemoiWreba am ritualSi, Seaferxebs da daarRvevs 

mas, is Cemi mxridan winaaRmdegobas waawydeba. magram vimeoreb: me vicav 

aq Cemi rwmenis siwmindesa da eklesiis cocxal mTlianobas da ara 

formalur debulebas sakuTari WeSmaritebis upiratesobis Sesaxeb sxva 

sarwmunoebis mimarT.  

amrigad, fenomenologiuri logika, logika, sadac gaTvaliswine-

bulia fsiqologiuri momentic, ufro sworad, adamianis cnobierebis 

is ganumeorebeli, cocxali nakadi, romelic daadgens logikur 

SinaarsTa sazrisebs, aris azrovnebis is zogad-struqturuli forma, 

romelSic xdeba unikaluri sulieri fenomenis gamocxadeba. aseTi 

logika gamoiyeneba mxolod im Sinaarsis mimarT, romelic amave dros 

moicavs am Sinaarsis ganmsazRvrel subieqtur processac, sadac gvaqvs 

ara sazrisTa da mniSvnelobaTa ukve Camoyalibebuli sistema, aramed am 

mniSvnelobaTa Ziebisa da dadgenis cocxali, SemoqmedebiTi procesi.  
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swored es procesi xdeba qristianul-saeklesio ritualSi. 

qristianoba, miuxedavad Tavisi dogmaturi xasiaTisa, ufro sworad, am 

Taviseburi dogmatizmis ZaliT, RvTaebriv WeSmaritebasTan misvlis 

SemoqmedebiTi procesia, sadac pirdapir da formalurad ki ar 

gadmodis qristes mcneba adamianis sulSi, aramed mistikuri ritualis 

gziTa da suli wmindis SemweobiT Cndeba sulis  Tavisufali moZraoba 

WemSaritebis Tavidan aRmoCenis, dadgenisa da masTan ziarebis mizniT 

(3). adamianis Tavisuflebis gareSe ver daimsxvreva logikuri azrov-

nebis jaWvi da ver aRmocendeba rwmena, rogorc zneobrivi, sikeTis-

momcveli fenomeni, rogorc adamianis nebis Tanxvedra mesiis 

ganxorcielebis RvTaebriv ideasTan.  

fenomenologiuri logika, logika, romelic moqmedebs rwmenis 

samyaroSi erTi mxriv, dakavSirebulia pirovnebis cnobierebis 

unikalur nakadTan, romelic azrsa da mniSvnelobas aniWebs samyaros, 

meores mxriv ki, swored am unikaluri individuaciis gziT uaxlovdeba 

RmerTis mier erTxel da samudamod dadgenil WeSmaritebas zogadi 

mcnebis safuZvelze. individuaciis da ganzogadoebis am erTianobaSi 

irRveva formaluri logika, radgan zogadi mcneba, romelic yvelasa 

da yvelafris mimarT gamoiTqmeba, ar warmoadgens uzogades da 

formalur msjelobas, is amave dros, gamoTqmulia piradad Cems mimarT, 

arsebobs mxolod CemTvis da swored amitomac arsebobs da Rirebulia 

sxvebisTvisac. radgan es sayovelTao WeSmariteba amave dros ar gadis 

Cemi pirovnulobis gareT, me veRar ganvikiTxav sxva sarwmunoebis gzasa 

da mizans. uaryofiTad ver ganvewyobi imis mimarT, rac aranairad ar 

Semodis Cemi pirovnuli rwmenis mTlianobaSi. zogadad SeiZleba 

gavaanalizo is, magram am zogad daskvnas ar eqneba arc mtkicebis, arc 

uaryofis Zala; mis mimarT me ver ganvaxorcieleb individuaciis im 

Tavisufal process, romelic CemTvis, rogorc qristianisTvis, 

uzogadesi srulyofisaken mimavali erTaderTi gzaa.  

vfiqrobT, swored amitomac qristianoba Sinaganad ukompromisoa, 

garegnulad ki araagresiuli da Semwynarebelia sxva religiis mimarT. 

misi macocxlebeli, erTxel da samudamod orientirebuli mimdinareoba 

Tavisi arsiT ewinaaRmdegeba sakiTxis logikur dasmas _ Tu es 

WeSmaritad asea, maSin sxvagvarad ver iqneba _ es formaluri daskvna 

SeuTavsebelia pirovnebis im Tavisufal mizanswrafvasTan, romelic 

unda asazrdoebdes cocxali RmerTis rwmenas.  

amrigad, formaluri logikis gandevna da religis samyaroSi 

fenomenologiuri logikis damkvidreba, anu intuiciuri azrovnebi-

saTvis saWiro situaciisa da ganwyobilebis Seqmna, raTa moxdes sulier 

ZalTa mobilizacia mistiuri gamocxadebis mizniT, niSnavs, amave dros 
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Semwynareblobas sxva sarwmunoebis mimarT, radgan erT gzasa da mizans 

mTlianad Sewiruli suli veRar ganikiTxavs sxva gzisa da miznis 

WeSmaritebas an simcdares. am azriT, Semwynareblobis safuZvelia ara 

uzogadesi arsi, romlis irglivac SeiZleba moxdes yvela sarwmunoebis 

sinTezi, aramed piriqiT _ Semwynareblobis mizezia religiuri 

azrovnebis unikaluroba da TavisTavadoba, rac pirovnebis sulier 

ZalTa srul koncentracias moiTxovs. qristianuli rwmenis sruliad 

gansxvavebul da gansakuTrebul Sinarss samebis dogmati qmnis, sadac 

ganzogadebis da individuaciis sawyisTa erTianobas, pirovnebis 

unikaluroba uzogadesi arsis doneze ahyavs. fenomenologiuri logika 

mowodebulia Cawvdes swored am unikalur zogads, pirovnebis sruli 

koncentraciis sazRvrebSi, raTa moixsnas yovelgvari dapirispireba da 

agresia am sazRvrebs miRma, sxva sarwmunoebis mimarT. aqedan Cans, rom 

formaluridan fenomenologiur logikaze gadasvliT qristianuli 

rwmena xdeba tolerantuli ara sakuTari poziciis daTmobis xarjze, 

aramed swored imitom, rom inarCunebs Tavisi dogmaturi sistemis 

unikalurobas da Sinagan ukompromisobas religiuri cnobierebis sxva 

SesaZlebel formaTa mimarT.  
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PHENOMENOLOGY OF THE UNCONSCIOUS AND CHRISTIAN 
RELIGION 

 
1. What Unconscious Is 

In philosophical interpretation of Freud's teaching there is an opinion regarding 
analogy between Freud and Kant (2). The analogy implies that on the one hand, 
according to Kant, the world, existing independently from consciousness is ‘an object-
in-itself’ and it cannot be identified with the reality given to consciousness, while, 
according to Freud, the unconscious sphere is an independent world as well, not 
connected with the internal reality of consciousness. The unconsciousness cannot be 
referred as something that was or might become conscious. The essential difference 
between consciousness and unconsciousness, as well as the difference between 
Kant's object-in-itself and the reality given to a human being, is insuperable. 
Unconsciousness, as the ‘object-in-itself’, is principally incognizable. Within the frames 
of analogy to Kant, we cannot suggest, what precisely the unconsciousness is. The 
only thing we say is that Freud, as well as Kant, assumed the existence of 
unconsciousness, as far as he discovered the trace of its influence in the world of 
consciousness. 

But the development of philosophy did not terminate with the teaching of Kant, 
so we consider it possible to continue and deepen the given analogy. 

We think the existentialistic phenomenology has tried to overcome agnosticism 
of Kant by synthesizing object-in-itself and the reality given to consciousness. Such a 
synthesis resulted in the reality, as a phenomenon, the self-existing feature of which is 
the ability to be given to consciousness, its ‘openness’ toward perception and 
cognition. The world, as a phenomenon, is open toward consciousness. Nothing is 
covered in it that cannot be revealed and attained by sense and ratio, but the 
‘openness’ itself, the ability to be given for perception, is the self-existing feature that 
is unattainable for cognition. The phenomenon can be cognized and conceived from 
any point of view, but the existentialistic root of its cognisibility is incognizable. The 
reason why it becomes attainable and visible, how its self-existence is established in 
its ‘openness’, why it is independent from consciousness, toward which it is open, is 
hidden under a veil of secrecy. 

Thus the phenomenon is entirely open for consciousness. On the one hand, it 
can be drawn into the sphere of perception and comprehension, but on the other hand, 
as the object-in-itself, as the existence within the ‘absolute openness’, permanently 
remains beyond consciousness and is conceptually unattainable. 

Let me emphasize once more that, according to Kant, judgment about self-
existing, incognitive object is always antinomous. We can bring pro and con 
arguments: the same is true regarding our case, as far as interpretation of the 
phenomenon is contradictory. On the one hand, the phenomenon is entirely 
comprehensible, but on the other hand, it is absolutely an incognizible essence. An 
ability to be cognizable and incognizable does not reflect two opposite sides of the 
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phenomenon, but constitutes its unity; the more phenomenon becomes conscious, the 
more it slides away from consciousness, the more it enters the frames of perception, 
the more sensible is the merge, beyond which it is encircled with eternal darkness. The 
very reason of its elusiveness is its openness, its ability to be cognized. 

Just like the above mentioned, we can say, that the phenomenon, as an object-
in-itself, is free from any kind of determination, but as far as it has a conscious essence, 
which, at the same time, implies full determination by cause or motivation, we can 
assume that freedom and necessity are mutually existing within a single whole 
phenomenon. 

It would take us too far to discuss these antinomous descriptions of the 
phenomenon. Thus, let us draw back to our analogy. 

Suppose that unconsciousness - something, that lies beyond consciousness, is 
an independent and self-existing essence. If we consider it as a phenomenon, we must 
conclude that the self-existence of unconsciousness implies its ‘openness’ toward 
consciousness. Unconsciousness cannot exist independently, without consciousness, 
unless it realizes its openness toward its existential feature - the cognition. In this 
process of self-realization, it is revealed as an object of perception and entire 
comprehension; but as far as by this self-exploration it actually hides itself and 
establishes its incognizable essence, the entire process remains imperceptible as well. 
The unconscious part retains independence and self-existence through losing self-
existence and independence from consciousness. That is why the process of passing 
to consciousness is potentially endless. This process does not annihilate 
unconsciousness, but rather establishes it more strongly.  

Thus, if we assume that being the phenomenon open to consciousness is an 
independent, self-existing process, creating endless stream of recovering the covered 
and passing to perception-thinking, we can consider unconsciousness to be a horizon, 
toward which the stream of consciousness is eternally striving.  

It is worth mentioning that although this merging in inaccessible, nevertheless it 
belongs to consciousness, because the existence of this phenomenon-in-frames is 
possible only through endless process of its perception and interpretation. We mean 
that consciousness contains unconsciousness, as inexhaustible source of its 
conscious movement. The wholeness, openness, uniquity and freedom constitute it. 
What might such a self-existing phenomenon be, which establishes its originality, its 
independence from consciousness by entering into the latter? This phenomenon is the 
consciousness itself, taken into its phenomenal integrity, as totally free and unique 
essence. In the process of self-cognition (of any spiritual event) consciousness comes 
into collision with its own self - its united, free and unique ‘me’. This free uniquity is 
unconsciousness, which always exists through its realization in consciousness and 
thanks to this eternal life, remains, in the main, independent from consciousness. 

Now we can answer the question: "What is the unconscious?" The 
unconscious is the same as the consciousness, but taken in its existential unity, as a 
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free and unique phenomenon, an endless source for the processes, taking place in 
consciousness.  

II. The Oedipus Complex  
Does such a definition correspond to Freud’s opinion that the Oedipus complex 

is an expression of unconsciousness? It is, only in case we consider the problem from 
phenomenological point of view. 

According to the phenomenological method we must consider the Oedipus 
complex  not as existing in reality, but as being isolated, within its ideal essence. The 
instance when we ‘exclude’ the Oedipus complex from determination of real existence 
is the method which helps to interpret the meaning of the true essence of this complex. 
Such a surpassed and indifferent position toward reality means that the Oedipus 
complex is not considered due to its causative origin; it means as well, that it is not 
evaluated from the moralistic point of view; because both of these moments - physical-
effective and ethical – are external factors of the given complex, they cannot be derived 
internally from its essence, but determine it externally. 

Thus, phenomenology requires consideration of the Oedipus complex in its pure 
essence, as existing within itself, without any ethical evaluation or perceiving its 
psychophysical origin. But what else should we consider? If we do not observe it as a 
real event which can be explained through causal relations and judge according the 
moral, then the Oedipus complex is an idealistic phenomenon, which includes the 
basis and the idea of its own existence. Consequently, on the level of idea, the Oedipus 
complex must be considered as a sign system, as reflection of an inner meaning, which 
gives an existence to the complex itself. 

Sexual aspiration toward mother may mean the idea of self-essence of being, 
in other words, a human being strives to become a source of his own self. 

This aspiration comes into collision with the conflict with the father, who, 
actually, is his real source. 

A human being, as an ideal creature, as a spiritual phenomenon, strives to avoid 
his causative determinants and thus achieve the existence not externally, but 
internally, on the basis of his own self. 

Thus, according to our interpretation, the Oedipus complex is nothing but 
conditional-symbolic personification of phenomenological judgment, when the real 
event is ‘excluded’ from the necessary relations of reality and is changed into ideal 
phenomenon, carrying its own source in itself. 

But the question is that the Oedipus complex does exist in reality. Not only as a 
physical strive or a fatal conflict, but also as an ideal content, which obviously cannot 
be limited by the frames of the real event. So, the question emerges – can any event, 
existing in reality, exceed this reality by obtaining a conditional-symbolic layer, thus 
becoming a hieroglyph, which, due to its symbolic nature, goes beyond the real 
existence? The the Oedipus complex is the very real-unreal phenomenon. We cannot 
perceive or evaluate it directly, but rather indirectly. Two mutually exclusive layers 
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coexist within its frames; the layer of reality, when the strive of Oedipus becoming his 
fate is opposed to the norms of life and bound with an objective determination; while 
the conditional-symbolic layer – with the complex being the sign of unreal aspiration of 
the human being – gets free from determination of external world and becomes source 
of its own self. The real complex is phenomenologically reduced and changed into a 
pure phenomenon within itself... 

The above-mentioned supports Freud’s assumption that the Oedipus complex 
is the symbol of the unconsciousness. We define unconsciousness as binatural, 
antinomous entity – something independent from the consciousness and, at the same 
time, being open toward it. 

The ‘openness’ is the very feature that brings this double nature into the frames 
of one essence; the openness itself is the absolute, unattainable essence and, 
simultaneously, is perceptible and cognizable. The Oedipus complex meets these 
requirements. The strife toward mother indirectly means unreal aspiration to envelope 
its own source, or, in other words, an ideal existence in itself. But as far as this strife is 
quite real, we can conclude that potential of self-existence is simultaneously open 
toward cognizable reality. By entering the reality and becoming determined, it 
establishes itself as an unreal, undetermined phenomenon. 

The Oedipus complex is ‘attached’ to the reality of a human being  as a totally 
different  essence, just in the same way, as unconsciousness enters consciousness, 
still remaining different, independent nature. Due to such dualism, the Oedipus 
complex, as the symbol of unconsciousness, conquers those spheres of reality where 
the neglect of determination, with the ‘sign of freedom’, is possible. One of such 
spheres is a dream – when the reality is distorted, functioning and giving meanings as 
free associations. 

A similar situation occurs during ‘banishment’ when consciousness banishes 
determinants of a physical event from its internal reality to unconsciousness, so, the 
Oedipus complex lies at the root of such a spontaneous physical event. 

Thus, the Oedipus complex is the symbol of unconsciousness, as far as the first 
one internally includes and expresses the antinomity and entity attached to the latter. 
There is difference and similarity at the same time, between the existence of 
unconsciousness and its symbol. The difference occurs because an unattainable 
essence of unconsciousness is only played up through the Oedipus complex, thus 
becoming only its conditional sign. The similarity occurs as far as the unconsciousness, 
as a phenomenon, does not exist without such a conditional transformation in 
consciousness. The very act of transformation and symbolization implies its 
phenomenal existence. So, the conclusion is the following: the Oedipus complex differs 
from unconsciousness and due to this difference becomes a phenomenon similar to it. 

Both, the difference and similarity, between unconsciousness and its complex, 
mean that the Oedipus complex is not the only symbol of unconsciousness, that there 
might exist some other symbols of unconsciousness or other complexes as well. They 
supplement the Oedipus complex, which, to some degree, implies them in its 
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unconscious entity, as its pure opportunities. But these very complicated (even 
paradoxal) relations can be admitted only if we consider each complex (including the 
Oedipus complex ) as a pure phenomenon, in other words, being ‘excluded’ from the 
reality, free from external determinants. 

Due to such phenomenological approach we are made to free the Oedipus 
complex from everything constituting its determination from the side of reality. First of 
all, this is the motive of sexual strive, or, to be more precise, physical-real aspect of 
this motive, which gives the Oedipus complex a sign of determination. 

Thus, the Oedipus complex is unconsciousness in its pure, symbolic being, 
without sexual motive, which, otherwise, narrows, externally determines and even 
destroys the phenomenon. 

 
III. The Experience of the Fall 

The next step in phenomenological discussion is opening the horizon of 
opportunities. 

As we have seen, the Oedipus complex - the symbol of unconsciousness - is 
related to other conditional complex. That is why through its phenomenological 
analysis we can discover other opportunities of the hieroglyph of unconsciousness. 

The Oedipus complex includes some internal opposition - the eminent 
aspiration of a human being to embrace his own source and become like a God - in 
real life is transformed into a sexual strive that belittles him. Why does it happen? Why 
does the movement toward perfection become distorted in the context of the Oedipus 
complex? There is only one reason - to show how incompatible the real and unreal 
worlds are, to expose the vanity of the mundane world in contrast to the kingdom of 
Heaven. The fate of Oedipus implies a conflict between soul and body and that is why 
the eminence of the soul toward the absolute source may transform into carnal passion 
and aggression, belittling the human being. So, the way to perfection starts with the 
feeling of imperfection and is revealed in the endless fight with this feeling. The 
heaviest sense of sin troubles Oedipus and makes him wonder from town to town. This 
sense cannot be framed by the horizon of one country; it is rather directed toward 
everybody and everything, toward the ideal world. 

The experience of the Fall, as a stimulus of perfection, is a new variation, implied 
in the Oedipus complex as one of the opportunities. If the major motive of Oedipus is 
the fate, which, according to Freud’s interpretation, is simultaneously the cause and 
the result of unconsciousness, the motive of the Fall is freedom, when the New 
Testament discovers possibility to defeat the fate in the experience of the Fall. This 
new horizon of opportunity can be discovered through the experience of regret. Regret 
is endlessly stretched backward into the past, regret about the lost perfection; it joins 
the presence as recognition and the experience of the Fall and is directed toward the 
future, as belief and hope of the God's support on the way of perfection. 

Let us discuss these three forms of confession separately. 
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Regret, being stretched backward into the immemorial past mourns over the 

lost paradise. But this nostalgia is not enforced directly - it is transformed into some 
other feeling. If regret were directly connected with its roots, there would exist some 
fatal necessity, incorporated into the infinity of the past and regret itself would not be a 
result of creative work of the soul; but confession is a free action in all three phases. 
That is why the aim of the metamorphoses of confession is making regret free from 
fatal determinism of the Fall, passing it to other relations. Thus, the experience of the 
Fall is transformed and attached to the real life of a human, but it starts to idealize its 
object because it cannot be framed by the reality. 

This is the way of idealizing the past; the nostalgia of Marcel Prust toward his 
past is boundless, although it is impossible to reconstruct in the memories his 
childhood in such a subtle, detailed way. As Merab Mamardashvili, the Georgian 
philosopher, notes the writer does not memorize his childhood, but rather creates a 
new reality, equivalent of the past (1). No doubt, each memory, as an artistic 
phenomenon, is the work of creation; it does not reflect the past, but, as a self-existing 
phenomenon, conditionally comes as its consequence, but Marcel Prust destroys even 
this consequence between his memories and the past. So, the relation exists and at 
the same time does not exist. It exists according to the narration, but if we talk about 
the style of the narration - particularly the endless, detailed description and infinite 
reflection of the relations - we might suggest existence of some other spiritual 
phenomenon. Perhaps, our mind constructs an event that has never taken place? We 
give particular meaning and attraction to the past only from the viewpoint of the 
present, through the process of searching back, and if this search is endless, the world 
of the past can also be endlessly widened. 

This  is  the  process  that  takes  place  in Marcel  Prust's  works (3). The writer 
considers the process of searching the past to be endless, when the merge between 
memory and creation disappears. The search is endless, because the past is like a 
river, which passes only once; it is impossible to reproduce it in the words, but the 
writer strives toward it in order to change the memories into phantasy during the search 
of the vain times and the memory determined by the past to transform into free creative 
process of a new past. 

As we see, this is the same process of the transformation of the soul, as it is 
during the confession when the regret, resulting from the Fall, becomes free from 
determination and is carried to another particular experience. The past being excluded 
from the time-stream, gets free from its own reality and becomes revealed as a sign, 
an idea about some other past. 

But what is this other past? This is the paradise lost in the result of the Fall; the 
unconscious memory about it composes the feeling of regret for the immemorial 
perfection and happiness. 

The incarnation of Christ destroyed the necessity which made the regret to be 
determined by the fact of the Fall. The idea of the regret has remained but the feeling 
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has changed into undetermined, self-existed phenomenon; this freedom required its 
transformation, symbolization into some other experience. 

The same kind of transformation takes place on the second stage of confession. 
The lost paradise is conditionally transformed into idealization of a particular past. The 
same is true regarding the experience of the first fall, which is subject of symbolization 
through admission of particular sins of a human being. This ritual of symbolization 
destroys any kind of determination. 

In the process of confession a man does not try to justify himself; he does not 
consider himself to be a victim of circumstances - as if fate has thrown him into the sin. 
On the contrary, the person under confession becomes privately responsible for 
everything that burdens his soul and takes place because of his fate. Only the person, 
free from the fate, can become the subject of the supreme divine court to get amnesty 
of his sins and enter the third, the most important phase of confession - the freedom 
of belief. 

The phenomenon of belief, as original, superconscious part of the soul, exists 
in total freedom. It can be determined neither by external force, nor by internal 
necessity. The belief differs from other unconscious phenomenon of the soul when an 
anonymous determinant acts, although secretly. Such determinant cannot be admitted 
toward the belief. However, in its pure essence, it is the belief of absolute substance; 
but the freedom of relation between God and a human being does not allow us to 
suggest any determined connection between belief and its object. Belief prevents any 
of its motivations. I believe not because I am afraid of God, or I hope for a mystery, but 
I have hope and fear because I already believe in God. They did not believe in Christ 
because of his miracles. On the contrary, Christ did miracles because they believed. 
Although the basis for the belief is internal necessity of consciousness, its very first 
seed, its energetic root exists beyond any necessity, unconditionally and is not 
subordinated to any kind of determinism. 

As we see, in all three phases of confession – regret, confession and belief – it 
is essential to overcome determinism and establish freedom in order to transform 
symbolically the original sin and obtain belief in the absolute. 

 
IV. The Phenomenon of Unconscious and the Holy Trinity 

Thus, two possible variations of unconsciousness – experience of the Fall and 
the Oedipus complex – are revealed on the second stage of the phenomenological 
discussion. 

Let us pass the third stage and define the invariant between the two different 
variations of the phenomenon. 

What might be an invariant of the Oedipus complex and experience of the Fall? 
What is the common point which units these two into one general essence? 

The phenomenological approach requires definition of this generality through 
the difference of its elements; in other words, the perception of the idea of unity through 
every special essence of each variation. 
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So, what is the difference between the Oedipus complex and the experience of 

the Fall?  Both variations imply aspiration toward perfection and comprehension of their 
own sources, but the ways to achieve this purpose are principally different. 

In case of Oedipus this aspiration is transformed into fatal, sexual-aggressive 
strive, which shows that the mundane reality does not correspond to the ideal world. 

On the other hand, the experience of the Fall raises regret and free strive toward 
the divine perfection. Confession and receiving communion with the perfect substance 
constitute a free choice of a human being in his real life. Thus, the act of confession 
implies an idea of comparability of real and unreal, soul and body, an idea of freedom, 
which is not transformed into fate anymore. 

The phenomenon of Christ unites these two oppositions through maintaining 
the mentioned differences. The Redeemer neither avoids nor obeys his fate; it is his 
free choice, as correspondence of his life to the prediction of the Old Testament. The 
personal responsibility for the fate means that one is ready to burden as his own sins 
the malice of fate. Christ fully admitted his fate and by this act the fate lost its necessity. 
Everything which was fatal became a free choice of the way of the truth. Consequently, 
even the death changed its meaning – being the end of life it became the process of 
transformation into a new life. 

In the garden of Gethsemane Christ defeated the human fear of death, made 
his choice according to the supreme will. Thus, he accepted the crucifixion beforehand, 
stepped out of the frames of his fate, making it free from internal necessity – from the 
fear of a martyr’s death. 

This crucial step performed the act of establishing unconsciousness – 
determinism was destroyed by the total freedom, both externally and internally. 

We are not going to comment the well-known fact that Christ expiated Adam's sin 
and made human beings free from the Fall. But his sacrifice means that he annihilated 
the Oedipus complex as well. The phenomenon of Christ involves the idea of the 
Oedipus complex on its pure stage – as an aspiration toward the own source. Christ, 
indivisible part of Father, simultaneously carries the source of his own self; this idea is 
given to him without motivation, from the very beginning. Being the pure idea of 
originality, Christ annihilated the Oedipus complex and made a human being free from 
capture of the fate and located his sinful nature in the perspective of divine perfection. 

Thus, we have finished the third stage of the phenomenological discussion and 
discovered an invariant of the two different variations of the complex. 

As far as these complexes are symbols of unconsciousness, the mentioned 
invariant can be attached to unconsciousness, as its entire phenomenon. 

But what is the phenomenon of unconsciousness? What is consciousness in its 
phenomenal entity? This is the Trinity – Father, Christ and the Holy Spirit. This 
indivisible entity that exists in Christian consciousness corresponds to the 
phenomenological concept of unconsciousness. 

The entity of Father and Son is expressed in the indivisible entity of self-existing 
essence and the phenomenon (openness toward the world). The feature of openness 
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is carried by the Holy Spirit – through his blessing the self-existing essence is opened 
toward the world created by him. 

This is how we learn about unconsciousness in the phenomenological 
interpretation; it is the essence existing beyond consciousness, independent from it, 
which, on the other hand, is consciousness taken in its absolute entity. This is an 
absolute substance, self-existing, endlessly opening as a phenomenon, toward life. 
The very model of the above-mentioned way of interpreting the unconsciousness is 
the absolute model of Christianity – the Holy Trinity. 
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mamuka doliZe 
Tbilisis javaxiSvilis saxelmwifo universiteti 

 

aracnobieris fenomenologia; qristes moZRvreba rogorc 
oidiposis kompleqsis daZlevis gza 

 

gafarToebuli  reziume 

 

naSromSi mocemulia aracnobieris fenomenologiuri interpreta-

cia kantis moZRvrebasTan SedarebiTi analizis safuZvelze. naCvenebia, 

rom “oidiposis kompleqsi” warmoadgens aracnobieris simbolos da misi 

fenomenologiuri analiziT irkveva aRniSnuli kompleqsis ideuri 

Sinaarsi. am kompleqsis Semavsebel variaciad miCneulia codviT dacemis 

gancda. orive fsiqikuri fenomenis gamaerTianebeli safuZvelia 

qristianuli msoflaRqma, romelic, faqtobrivad, saSualebas gvaZlevs 

movxsnaT oidiposis kompleqsi da SevaCeroT adamianis sulieri rRvevis 

procesi.  

fenomenologiuri meTodiT SesaZlebelia ganvWvritoT es Sefa-

ruli kavSirebi da davadginoT problemis gadaWris axali gza.  fenome-

nologiuri analizis Tanaxmad, oidiposis kompleqsi unda ganvixiloT 

ara realobaSi arsebobis TvalsazrisiT, aramed ganyenebulad, Tavis 
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idealur arsSi. realuri arsebobis gansazRvrulobidan oidiposis 

kompleqsis „amorTva“ warmoadgens meTods, raTa gavarkvioT am komp-

leqsis WeSmariti arsebobis azri. aseTi zeaweuli da ganurCeveli 

pozicia sinamdvilis mimarT niSnavs kompleqsis arganxilvas 

mizezobrivi warmoSobis mixedviT; aseve mis arSefasebas moralis 

TvalsazrisiT, radgan orive momenti _ fizikur-mizezobrivica da 

eTikuric _ mocemuli kompleqsis mimarT gareSe faqtorebia, isini 

Sinaganad ar gamomdinareoben sakuTriv am kompleqsis arsidan, isini 

warmoadgenen mis gansazRvrulobebs garedan, gare samyaros mxridan.  

fenomenologia moiTxovs, rom oidiposis kompleqsi ganvixiloT  

e.w. wminda saxiT, Tavis TavSi, misi fsiqofiziologiuri warmoSobis 

Semecnebisa da eTikuri Sefasebis gareSe. raRa gvrCeba? Tu Cven ar 

gvainteresebs is, rogorc realuri movlena, romelic mizezobrivad 

unda avxsnaT da moralis mixedviT ganvsajoT, maSin iodiposis 

kompleqsi yofila idealuri fenomeni, romelic Tavis TavSi moicavs 

sakuTari arsebobis safuZvelsa da ideas. maSasadame, ideis doneze 

oidiposis kompleqsi unda ganvixiloT, rogorc niSanTa sistema, 

rogorc Sinagani azris gamoxatuleba, romeli azriTac es kompleqsi 

arsebobs.  

dedis mimarT seqsualuri ltolva SeiZleba gamoxatavdes ideas 

arsebobis TavisTavadobis Sesaxeb _ rom adamiani miiswrafvis, TviTonve 

iyos sakuTari Tavis sawyisi.  

am miswrafebis gzaze xdeba konfliqti mamasTan, romelic misi 

arsebobis gareSe, realur sawyiss warmoadgens.  

adamians, rogorc idealur arsebas, rogorc sulier fenomens, 

surs, Tavi daaRwios Tavis realur-mizezobriv gansazRvrulobas, raTa 

mas arseboba mieces ara garedan, sxvis mier, aramed Signidan, Tavisive 

Tavis safuZvelze 

amrigad, oidiposis kompleqsi Sinagan winaaRmdegobas moicavs: 

adamianis amaRlebuli swrafva _ eziaros sakuTar sawyiss da esgavsos 

RmerTs _ realur cxovrebaSi gardaiqmneba mis damamcirebel, seqsua-

lur ltolvad. ratom xdeba ase? ratom iZens srulyofisaken moZraoba 

aseT maxinj saxes oidiposis konteqstSi? erTaderTi mizniT; aCvenos 

realur da idealur samyaroTa SeuTavsebloba, cxadhyos wuTisoflis 

amaoeba caTa sasufevlis mimarT. oidiposis bedisweraSi Caqsovilia 

konfliqti suliersa da sxeulebrivs Soris, ris gamoc sulis amaRleba 

absoluturi sawyisisaken mis damamcirebel xorciel ltolvad da 

agresiad SeiZleba gardaesaxos adamians. amitom gza sisrulisaken 

arasrulyofilebis gancdiT iwyeba da am gancdasTan gamudmebul 

brZolaSi gamoikveTeba. codvilobis umZimesi gancda ar asvenebs 
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miTiur oidiposs da daatarebs qalaqidan qalaqSi, radgan es gancda ver 

Semoifargleba am qveynis TvalsawieriT da mimarTulia yvelasa da 

yvelafris miRma, idealuri samyarosaken.  

codvilobis gancda, monanieba,  rogorc stimuli sisrulisaken, 

ai, is axali variacia, romelsac oidiposis kompleqsi SesaZleblobis 

saxiT moicavs. Tu oidiposis mTavari Tema bedisweraa da am bedisweris 

avtorad froidi misive msxverplis aracnobiers miiCnevs, codvilobis 

motivi Tavisuflebaa da codviTdacemis kompleqsSi axali aRTqmiT 

gaxsnilia bedisweraze gamarjvebis SesaZlebloba. SesaZleblobis es 

axali horizonti ixsneba sinanulis gancdiT. sinanuli usasrulod 

ukufenilia warsulSi, rogorc sinanuli dakarguli sisrulis mimarT, 

uerTdeba awmyos, rogorc codvilobis aRiareba da gancda da 

warmarTulia momavlisaken, rogorc rwmena da RmerTis Semweobis imedi 

srulyofisaken.  

qristes fenomeni am ori sapirispiro poziciis erTianobaa maTive 

gansxvavebis SenarCunebis gziT. macxovari arc gaurbis da arc eqvem-

debareba, aramed Tavisufali nebiT irCevs sakuTar bedisweras, rogorc 

Tavisi cxovrebis Sesatyvisobas wminda werilis winaswarxedvasTan. 

piradi pasuxismgebloba bedisweris winaSe niSnavs sakuTar codvad 

itvirTo bediT Tavsdatexili siave. qristem nebiT miiRo is, rac mas 

ewera da amiT aucilebloba daukarga bedisweras. is, rac iyo saSiSi da 

gardauvali, WeSmariti gzis arCevanis Tavisuflebad iqca. amiT 

sikvdilsac Seecvala azri _ sicocxlis aRsasruli, axal cxovrebaSi 

gardacvaleba aRmoCnda.  

is, rom macxovarma gamoisyida adamis codva da gaanTavisufla 

adamiani codviT dacemisagan, cnobili WeSmaritebaa da Cveni mxridan 

komentars ar saWiroebs.  

magram qristes Sewirulobam oidiposis kompleqsic moxsna. 

qristes fenomeni amaRlebuli, ganwmendili saxiT moicavs oidiposis 

kompleqsis ideas _ miswrafebas sakuTar sawyisad yofnisaken. qriste, 

zeciuri mamis erTarsi, TviTonvea sakuTari Tavis sawyisi. sawyisad 

yofna mas winaswar, aramotivirebulad aqvs mocemuli. rogorc 

TavisTavadobis wminda ideam, macxovarma ganwminda da moxsna oidiposis 

kompleqsi, raki samarcxvino bedisweris tyveobidan ixsna adamiani da 

misi codvili buneba RvTaebrivi sisrulis perspeqtivaSi ganaTavsa.  

qristes moZRvreba gvaswavlis, rom miswrafeba sisrulisaken 

realur samyaroSi ar SeiZleba ganxorcieldes pirdapiri gziT, aramed 

mxolod eklesiis pirobiT-simboluri ritualis safuZvelze; romelic 

locvis, monaniebis da ufalTan ziarebis saSualebiT aTavisuflebs 

adamians codviT gamowveuli determinizmis tyveobisagan da 
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fsiqologiuri kompleqsis moxsniT, misi darRveuli cnobierebis 

aRdgeniT, adamians sulier gamojanmrTelebas moutans.  

 

 

fenomenologia da aracnobieri 

 

 ra aris aracnobieri? 

froidis moZRvrebis filosofiur intepretaciaSi arsebobs 

Tvalsazrisi kantisa da froidis analogiis Sesaxeb. (2) analogia 

gulisxmobs, rom Tu kantis mixedviT, cnobierebisgan damoukidebeli 

samyaro aris e. w. „sagani Tavis TavSi“ da ar SeiZleba misi gaigiveba 

cnobierebisTvis mocemul realobasTan, froidis mixedviT aracno-

bieris sferoc TavisTavadi samyaroa da ar SeiZleba misi dakavSireba 

cnobierebis Sinagan realobasTan. aracnobieri ar aris is, rac iyo an 

SeiZleba cnobieri gaxdes. arsebiTi gansxvaveba cnobiersa da aracno-

biers Soris, iseve, rogorc gansxvaveba kantis TavisTavad sagansa da 

adamianisTvis mocemul realobas Soris, gadaulaxavia. aracnobieri, 

rogorc „sagani Tavis TavSi“ principulad Seucnobia. kantis mimarT 

analogiis farglebSi ver vityviT, ra aris aracnobieri.* SegviZlia 

mxolod is vTqvaT, rom froidma iseve, rogor kantma, mxolod dauSva 

aracnobieris arseboba, raki dainaxa misi zemoqmedebis kvali cno-

bierebis samyaroSi.  

vfiqrobT, rom egzistencialurma fenomenologiam scada kantis 

agnosticizmis daZleva, moaxdina ra TavisTavadi sagnisa da 

cnobierebisTvis mocemuli samyaros erTgvari sinTezi. am sinTezis 

Sedegad miviReT realoba, rogorc fenomeni, romlis TavisTavadi 

Tvisebaa cnobierebisTvis mocemulad yofnis unari, misi „Riaoba“ 

aRqmisa da Semecnebis mimarT. samyaro, rogorc fenomeni, Riaa 

cnobierebis winaSe. araferia masSi dafaruli, rac ar SeiZleba gaxdes 

gaxsnili da misawvdomi grZnoba-gonebisaTvis, magram TviTon „Riaoba“, 

aRqmisaTvis mocemulad yofnis unari, is TavisTavadi Tvisebaa, 

romelic miuwvdomelia SemecnebisTvis. fenomeni yovelmxriv aRqmadi 

da Semecnebadia, magram misi Secnobadobis egzistencialuri Ziri 

Seucnobadia. saidumloebiTaa moculi, Tu ratom aris is xiluli da 

azriT misawvdomi, rogor mkvidrdeba mis `RiaobaSi“ misi TavisTavadi 

arseboba, misi damoukidebloba im cnobierebisgan, ris mimarTac is aris 

Ria.  

amrigad, fenomeni, erTi mxriv sruliad gaxsnilia cnobierebis-

Tvis, is SeiZleba Semovides aRqmisa da gaazrebis sferoSi, meore mxriv 
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ki, rogorc sagani TavisTavad, rogorc arseboba „absolutur RiaobaSi~ 

mudmivad rCeba cnobierebis miRma da principulad miuwvdomelia.  

gavixsenoT, rom kantis mixedviT, msjeloba TavisTavad arsebuli, 

Seucnobeli sagnis Sesaxeb yovelTvis antinomuria. mis Sesaxeb Tanabrad 

SegviZlia vamtkicoT Tezac da antiTezac. aqac, Cvens SemTxvevaSi, 

fenomenis interpretacia winaaRmdegobrivia; erTi mxriv, fenomeni 

sruliad Semecnebadi movlenaa, meores mxriv ki Seucnobadi arsia. 

Semecnebadoba da Seumecnebadoba fenomenis ori gansxvavebuli mxare ki 

ar aris, erTi ganuyofeli mTlianobaa. rac metad cnobierdeba 

fenomeni, miT ufro gaurbis is cnobierebas xelidan, rac metad Semodis 

is aRqmis farglebSi, miT ufro vejaxebiT im zRvars, romlis iqiTac is 

maradgaufantavi wyvdiadiTaa moculi. swored Tavisi Riaobis, Tavisi 

Secnobadobis gamoa is mouxelTebeli da miuwvdomeli. 

aseve SeiZleba vTqvaT, rom fenomeni, rogorc TavisTavad 

arsebuli, Tavisufalia yovelgvari determinizmisgan, magram raki misi 

arseboba cnobierad yofnaSi mdgomareobs, rac srul mizezobriv an 

motivaciur determinacias niSnavs, gamodis, rom Tavisufleba da 

aucilebloba erTmaneTiT arsebobs erTi, mTliani fenomenis sistemaSi.  

fenomenis es antinomiuri aRwerebi Sors wagviyvans. davubrundeT 

Cvens analogias. davuSvaT, rom arsebobs aracnobieri _ is, rac 

cnobierebis miRma, misgan damoukideblad da TavisTavad arsebobs. Tu 

am aracnobiers ganvixilavT, rogorc fenomens, maSin gamodis, rom ara-

cnobieris TavisTavadi arseboba mdgomareobs „RiaobaSi“ cnobierebis 

mimarT. aracnobiers ar SeuZlia cnobierebisgan damoukideblad, Ta-

visTavad yofna, Tu man ar moaxdina Tavisi egzistencialuri Tvisebis 

_ Semecnebis mimarT Riaobis realizacia. am TviTganxorcielebis 

procesSi is aRqmisa da gaazrebis sagnad aCvenebs sakuTar Tavs, magram, 

raki am TviTCvenebiT is, faqtobrivad, „Tavis Tavs malavs“ da Tavis 

Seucnobad arss amkvidrebs, amdenad, mTlianobaSi es procesi Seumec-

nebadi rCeba. cnobierebisgan damoukideblobisa da TavisTavadobis da-

kargvis faqtiT inarCunebs aracnobieri TavisTavadobas da damouki-

deblobas. amitom misi cnobierebaSi gadasvlis procesi potenciurad 

dausrulebelia; es procesi aracnobiers ki ar spobs, ufro da ufro 

amkvidrebs. am dausruleblobidan Cndeba iluzia, rom TiTqos aracno-

bieris samyaro cnobierebis sferosTan Seufardeblad didia, imdenad 

didi, rom faqtiurad amouwuravic ki. sinamdvileSi ki aq araviTari 

raodenobrivi mimarTeba ar gvaqvs. ubralod, cnobierebis sferos Sev-

sebis xarjze inarCunebs aracnobieri Tavis damoukidebel da iracio-

nalur arsebobas da rac metad eZleva cnobierebas, miT ufro metad 
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gaurbis mas xelidan da es mojadoebuli wre qmnis usasrulobis 

iluzias.  

ase rom, Tu davuSvebT rom cnobierebisTvis Ria fenomenad yofna, 

misgan damoukidebeli, TavisTavadi procesia, rac dafarulis gaxsnisa 

da aRqma-azrovnebaSi gadasvlis dausrulebel dinebas qmnis, maSin 

aracnobieri gvesaxeba, rogorc Tvalsawieri, romelsac usasrulod 

eswrafvis cnobierebis nakadi.  

sagulisxmoa, rom Tumca es zRvari principulad miuwvdomelia, is 

mainc cnobierebis kuTvnilebaa; radgan am zRvruli fenomenis arseboba 

misi dausrulebuli wvdomisa da gacnobierebis gziT aris SesaZlebeli. 

anu cnobiereba, Tavis TavSive moicavs aracnobiers, rogorc Tavisi 

SemecnebiTi moZraobis dauSretel wyaros. misi Tvisebebia: mTlianoba, 

„Riaoba“, unikaluroba da Tavisufleba. ra SeiZleba iyos aseTi Tavis-

Tavadi fenomeni, romelic Tavis TviTmyofadobas, cnobierebisgan da-

moukideblobas, cnobierebaSive Semosvlis gziT amkvidrebs? aseTi ara-

cnobieri aris TviTon cnobiereba, aRebuli Tavis fenomenalur mTlia-

nobaSi, rogorc sruliad Tavisufali da unikaluri arsi. cnobiereba 

sulier movlenaTa TviTSemecnebis procesSi ejaxeba sakuTar Tavs, 

Tavis mTlian, Tavisufal da unikalur „me“-s. swored es Tavisufali 

mTlianoba aris aracnobieri, romelic sul mudam „cocxlobs~ cno-

bierebaSi realizaciis xarjze da am maradiuli sicocxliT inarCunebs 

Tavis principul damoukideblobas cnobierebisgan. ase gagebuli 

cnobierebis mTlianoba vfiqrobT SeiZleba daukavSirdes misi obieqtis 

imanenturobis da transcendenturobis problemas.  

axla SegviZlia, gavceT pasuxi kiTxvaze „ra aris aracnobieri?“ 

aracnobieri aris igive cnobiereba, aRebuli Tavis egzistencialur 

mTlianobaSi, rogorc Tavisufali da unikaluri fenomeni, romelic 

warmoadgens cnobierebaSi mimdinare procesTa dauSretel wyaros.  
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PHENOMENOLOGY OF QUANTUM MEASUREMENT IN THE LIGHT 
OF MANY-WORLD THEORY 
 

The entity of physical situation which obtains the meaning of inseparable 
integrity can be observed in the quantum reality. Due to this integrity, the quantum 
particles acquire some kind of freedom from the physical causality revealing the 
probable nature of atomic events. 

Considering the quantum probability in phenomenological manner, we cannot 
avoid explaining it beyond the physical reality. Eventually, the physical reality has been 
shown in mode of openness towards the consciousness. The latter penetrates the 
reality as an act of measurement, expressing the subject-object integrity through the 
device-particle interaction. George McLean in his work The Role of Imagination 
remarks that “…in the new experience called globalization we found ourselves at the 
juncture of objectivity and subjectivity” (1). 

Because of such juncture, a quantum object does not have a physical meaning 
unless the measurement is made. The quantum measurement presents what Robert 
Sokolowski calls ‘the internal measurement system’ (2). The distinction between the 
external and internal measurement is that in external measurement the units used in 
measuring are brought to the object measured from outside the object. In internal 
measurement, however, one part of object is used as a unit to measure some other 
part. Making the physical sense, quantum measurement uses it to determine and 
hence to create the object. (Here we have a resemblance with the phenomenology of 
life when the process of description is at the same time the act of making the being). 
A quantum situation plays a part of consciousness providing that the latter is 
considered on the basis of the phenomenology of life as an act of creation of existential 
meaning (9). 

According to the phenomenology of life by Anna-Tereza Tymienecka, the matter 
has a sense as an accompanied feature which is not reduced to the physical structure 
of matter and provides the self-interpretation and self-development of the nature to 
destroy the previous structure and to create a new synthesis.   

It seems that the phenomenology of life falls short from quantum situation. The 
effect of diffraction of atomic particles succeeds in discovering the ability of self-
interpretation of matter,   so that the way of consideration actually changes the behavior 
of the quantum objects. It is worth noting that such an important result of the ‘orthodox’ 
quantum theory echoes with the phenomenology of life. The sense as an accompanied 
feature provides the process of self-interpretation of matter.                                       

The viewpoint assumed could be associated with the concept of modern physics 
of Jim Baggot. In his book Beyond Measure (3) the author, sharing the position of 
Robert Penrose, suggests that in quantum physics one could identify the reduction of 
wave function with conscious events (3, p.274). This seems to fit, he argues, because 
the non-computability of consciousness is traced back to the basic non-computability 
of reduction process. This is going much further than von Neumann and Wigner, who 
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pointed to consciousness as the outside agency not describable in terms of physical 
laws, which is responsible for the collapse of the wave function. Following Penrose, 
Jim Baggot is turning this on its head and suggests that the collapse of wave function 
is itself responsible for consciousness. 

So, if Jim Baggot’s suggestion is interpreted according to the phenomenology 
of life, it would entail the following results: 

1. Consciousness inherits the incompatible nature. It is not reduced to the 
deterministic basic system. 

2. Every physical event (including the collapse of wave function) which has 
indeterminable nature of principle goes beyond the objective reality of 
matter into the sphere of intersubjective consciousness. 

For the argument’s sake let us assume the opposite: if the indeterminism existed 
in the objective reality of the matter, the existence of being beyond the causality woud 
be clear. Consequently, the matter has an ability to create on its own the new form of 
being which is not derived from its previous causal structure. If the mentioned ability 
stemmed from the new material structure which is incompatible with the previous form, 
this new structure also would face the danger of being destroyed by a new ability and 
so on. Eventually, it seems that the ability to destroy any causal links is the sword of 
Damocles hanging over every actual structure of the matter, therefore it exists beyond 
the matter, in spiritual world which is the intersubjective basis of consciousness. 

Thus, instead of my primordial assumption, I cannot help thinking that the ability 
to destroy any causal links within the structure of the matter goes beyond the objective-
physical reality. Such an ability turns the physical facts into conscious events. 

Inasmuch as the quantum measurement causes the loss of causality and splits 
the physical reality into two mutually exclusive branches, this process is said to be the 
conscious event – the interaction between a subject and an object. 

Essentially, the quantum measurement is the reduction of wave functions. 
Hence, the collapse of wave function is itself responsible for consciousness. 

What is implied under the concept of probability of physical nature? If causality 
appears to be presenting an inevitable principle of reality, there would be no room for 
probability, unless it expresses the lack of knowledge. To solve this problem it will not 
come out without mentioning the ‘contextualism’ of Merleau - Ponty, namely of what 
he called ‘the truth within a situation’ (4). Such a viewpoint is compatible with an idea 
of S. Avaliani about the pseudo-absolute value, which shows the relative character of 
truth (5). 

In the quantum reality the probability encourages considering some causal links 
lying between two mutually exclusive (wave - particle) realms. In case of the contextual 
truth, if the poles of causal link – the cause and the result – were in different (wave or 
particle) spheres, it would challenge the loss of existential meaning of one of them. 
The result is said to have no reason, if the latter lost its physical meaning in a new 
situation. Hence, the quantum probability shows that the cause exists beyond the limits 
of a new truth, which determines the physical meaning of the result. 
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The loss of the existential sense within the causal links of the quantum 

interaction is reminiscent to the situation in psychology, namely in psychological 
therapy; it is better for a patient to talk about the starting point of his illness, but he 
cannot go back to the reason of his spiritual disruption – not because of a poor memory, 
but because of losing the existential sense within the causal link – while resulting in 
the illness, the cause lost its meaning in a new state of  the psycho-emotional 
disturbance. 

It is said therefore, that the cause would have been beyond the given state of 
consciousness and the psychoanalytical method seems to have restored just this 
causal link. 

Why not try to use something similar to the psychoanalytical method in quantum 
sphere in order to reveal the disappeared cause of probable errors?  And vice-versa, 
can we refer to the principle of quantum complementarity to enrich the method of the 
psycho-analytical therapy? 

One could object that there is a crucial difference between the external reality 
of quantum physics and the inner sphere of psychology and separation of the internal 
content of consciousness from the external world is just a way of the phenomenological 
approach. However, the phenomenology of life makes us overcome such a difference 
by stating that the act of bracketing or the act of phenomenological description, which 
separates the phenomenon from the being, is at the same time the process of making 
the being. 

Despite this, the phenomenology of life has not claimed to ignore the principal 
differences between the consciousness and physical being. The dichotomy of 
Descartes has been kept, but it undergoes [as I guess] a phenomenological 
modification. 

Phenomenological bracketing gives the opportunity of making such a 
modification. Having bracketed the physical reality, we transform it into the idea of 
‘being for others’ as far as relativity seems to be the major principle of the external 
world. The same process of bracketing towards the consciousness points out the 
metaphysical idea of ‘being for itself’ due to the self-existence of spirituality. 

There is no contradiction and mutually exclusive relation between the idea of 
physical reality and the idea of consciousness. Therefore, Descartes’ spirit-matter 
(internal-external) duality is overcome by an act of phenomenological bracketing. 
Being elevated to the transcendental level, mind-body contradiction does not create 
hardships to connect the idea of phenomenological openness (being for others) with a 
metaphysical idea (being for itself). 

Consequently, the connection of the ideas succeeds in considering the 
phenomenon in metaphysical sense as that modus of phenomenological openness 
merges with essence and seems to be the ‘being in itself’. 

Eventually, the phenomenon has been contemplated in the light of essence - 
openness in itself, in its purity without referring to the existence of an object. 
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Our point of view is that, intentionality as a primary concept, anticipating the 

existence of a subject and an object, just expresses the metaphysical essence of 
phenomenon. Here we have a mystery or darkness at full light. 

Pure intentionality as an integrity of phenomenological and metaphysical ideas 
implies the idea of difference as a source of manifold existence. Only the idea of 
difference is able to explain how the perceptual, definite giveness of the reality stems 
from two indefinite sources - from the general concept of external being and 
uniqueness of internal ‘ego’. If the reality has been considered in the phenomenological 
manner, it would be shown as a result of difference and separation of internal (ego) 
from external (being). The act of bracketing has expressed just this. But the concept 
of an external, spatial-temporal being implies the continuity and endlessness of its 
perception, hence the cognition referring to an absolute, omnipotent mind, while in 
internal sphere, because of uniqueness of ego, there are discrete acts of cognition. 

The definite reality as a phenomenon is a mystery of coexistence of internal and 
external, which is based on mutually exclusive coexistence of continuity and 
discreteness, so that we have an absolute mind unfolding endlessly through the 
continuity of spatial-temporal world, and on the other hand, from the discrete 
uniqueness of the subjective ‘ego’. 

Using such a phenomenological approach and some issues of many world 
theory (Hugh Everetset, the author of the theory, set out his interpretation in his book 
The Many-world  Interpretation of Quantum  Mechanics), we can successfully try to 
resolve the problem of wave-particle duality in quantum physics. According to the 
many-world interpretation of quantum theory, the act of maesurement splits the 
physical reality into separate branches. As the measurement refers to the perception 
which has a discrete nature, the measurement develops continuity of wave picture into 
discrete quantum reality. The wave-particle duality limits the coexistence of some 
physical quantities. For instance, the exact meanings of coordinate X, and impulse - 
P, do not correspond to one another, but thanks to many-world interpretation, they both 
keep the physical (existential) sense simultaneously, providing that each of them 
belongs to different branches of the world. But the problem is that P and X 
measurements are mutually exclusive, hence in order to maintain both physical senses 
(P and X) we cannot help introducing the psychological concept of memory in its 
existential dimension - memory out of consciousness as a feature of device-object 
interaction. Contemporary research in computer technology makes us think that the 
existential memory is able to correspond to mutually exclusive quantum values, 
namely, we would like to emphasize the work of Panchvidze (6). Thanks to the memory 
of physical system, we have the quantum measurement keep the previous given value 
X and combine it with the successive data P from the exclusive branches of the 
physical reality. The memory restores the split senses X and P through the different 
branches of one universe.  But the memory refers to the fact which was in past and 
does not exist now. So it involves simultaneously imagination and perception. Memory 
is the imagination in mode of perception, imagination in its integrity with external object.  
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Hence, if the quantum measurement used physical memory to maintain the 

conjugated values X and P, it would be connected with the subjective phenomenon of 
imagination which attaches to the existential memory the shade of subjectivity. To 
examine the symbolic character of imagination, we would like to ephasize the work of 
George McLean The Role of Imagination (1).        

But the existential memory or the memory of physical system was thought not 
to be the subjective phenomenon. The memory was connected with well known effect 
of recording the physical signs (like a tape-recorder), which were mechanically inserted 
in the machine. Sharing the idea of the phenomenology of life, that the matter has a 
sense providing its freedom and self-creativity, I believe that physical memory, 
although it exists beyond consciousness, has some kind of subjectivity, for it can freely 
recreate the past, which is lost at present. Only the subjective memory is able to keep 
the existential sense of the previous data without recording it. Hence, if the many-world 
theory kept both mutually-exclusive values X and P, it would imply the subjective 
memory of device-object measurement system. Instead of recording the previous data, 
which, according to quantum uncertainty is incompatible with new experiment, the 
memory keeps its physical senses potentially. Thanks to the subjectivity of the 
quantum measurement system, it could be possible to embody two different (wave-
particle) branches of the atomic world. One branch would be realized through the 
actual measurement process and the other would exist potentially beyond measure 
and the objective reality. 

To sum up, if the quantum measurement objectified one branch of the atomic 
reality, the other branch would exist intersubjectively as a field of possibilities. We 
would fail to extend subjectivity beyond consciousness if we did not search for 
something similar to the psychological concepts in the physical reality. Using the terms 
like memory, imagination, perception, etc. we have the quantum system connected 
with the psychological sphere. This is the phenomenological way of searching the 
subjective essence in the objective existence.                                                   

In studying the new achievements to connect the quantum theory with 
psychology, we have emphasized the works by Dana Zohar and Ian Marshall The 
Quantum Self (7) and The Quantum Society (8). The authors successfully integrate 
modern physics not only with the consciousness, but also with the individuality of the 
human being within the context of society. Here we do not intend to completely observe 
these insightful books rooted in modern interpretation of the quantum theory, 
nevertheless we would like to touch upon some problems which are important for our 
analysis. 

Let us begin with an example of what the physicist Ilya Prigogine calls a ‘self-
organizing system’. Such systems exist throughout the physical world. The simple 
everyday example of the system is a whirlpool in our bathroom; the force of gravity 
urges water down into the hole, but by doing so, the molecules of water rotate round 
the hole. Although the molecules change, the pattern of whirlpool persists. Physically, 
such an effect is unexplainable. As an ideal structure, it seems that pattern exists 
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independently from its physical composition. Thus the ideal pattern is responsible for 
a self-organizing action of the physical system. 

In the same way, according to pregiven structure, my mind puts in order the 
chaotic external information; my body arranges the disorder of external impulses to 
maintain its internal living process and although the cells of the body change 
completely, I keep my self-organizing system throughout life. 

The example of a whirlpool shows that the appearance of an ideal pattern is not 
the advantage of a human being, but is observed in physical systems as well.   

From our point of view, the structure of the matter embodies the ideal pattern 
not only to arrange and organize the definite system, but to make a disorder within it. 

Having interpreted the many-world theory in the phenomenological manner, we 
seem to conclude that despite my existence in both mutually exclusive worlds, such as 
geocentric system and the world of heaven, I am aware only one of them. Namely, if I 
have found myself as a part of the geocentric system, my existence in other world (as 
I revolve round the sun and participate in the star motion) would be expressed beyond 
the objectivity of the earthly world. Therefore, my subjective ‘ego’, with its internal 
sphere of thoughts and feelings, stems from the other, cosmological world and, as a 
subject, as a spiritual being, I confront the objective reality of the terrestrial world. The 
aim of phenomenological thinking is to separate this subjective essence from the 
objective existence. 

Thus, although the other world does not objectify itself, it is expressed beyond 
the objectivity as an unobtainable point of subjectivity which permanently resists the 
process of arranging and determining events according to the objective laws. 

Such phenomenon is thought to be the unobtainable and superindividual center 
of  intentional life of consciousness, which is responsible for the disturbance and 
uncertainty of conscious events, but inasmuch as the disorder, having essential-ideal 
pattern goes beyond the accidentality, the intersubjective center, through the freedom 
and the disobedience to the  objective truth,  constitutes the unique, individual integrity 
of human consciousness. 

Such unconscious source of freedom and indeterminacy is thought to overcome 
the personality to express the archetypical and superindividual integrity of the spiritual 
world. 

These questions encourage us to extend the subjectivity beyond 
consciousness, to discover its sign in the physical reality, through freedom, probability 
and uncertainty of the quantum events. On this way, we would like to appeal once 
more to the work The Quantum Society (8, p.106). 

Dana Zohar treated the physical disorder on the basis of many faces of the truth. 
To illustrate how the manner of consideration determines the behavior of quantum 
particles, she refers to the famous ‘two-slit experiment’, the diffraction of the stream of 
photons through the crystal lattice (7, p.22). 

In this experiment a stream of photons is emitted from a source. The 
experimenter erects a barrier with two open slits in it which can allow the photons to 
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pass through. Beyond that are placed either two particle detectors or a wave detector 
(a screen) with which to observe the photons as they strike. If the experimenter selects 
the particle detectors (measure the photons separately), they travel through one of the 
two slits and sound a click in one of the detectors. If a screen (which measures the 
photons collectively) is selected, the photons travel through both slits and leave a 
wave-interference pattern on the screen. 

The two-slit experiment is used to illustrate the creative relationship between 
the observer and the observed in the quantum reality. Before the photons are observed 
there is no way of saying whether they are real waves or real particles, but when we 
observe them, the type of observation we use evokes one or the other of the underlying 
possibilities. 

We have seen that here is revealed the unity of the quantum situation so that a 
simple photon, expressing the wave or the particle nature ‘feels’ the changing of means 
of observation. Causality does not exhaust such unity, therefore the ‘two-slit’ 
experiment embodies some unclarity and disorder providing the ‘free will’ of the atomic 
particles. 

It is not coincidental that Dana Zonar insists on considering the quantum unity 
and freedom in the light of conscious events. The physical basis of consciousness is 
‘Bose-Einstein condensate’ (so called because its properties were first suggested by 
Einstein and the Indian physicist Bose), the system of the quantum particles with the 
order and high degree of unity.  "The order arises from  non-local relations between 
the indeterminate elements in the original parts, the unity arises from the ability of some 
quantum particles (bosons) to overlap and combine in such a way that they share an 
identity" (7, p.51). 

It is because we have evaluated the quantum system according to the ideal 
patterns creating the order and disorder within. Such a unity of the objective reality and 
the subjectivity does not exclude the ‘free-will’ of the atomic particles. 

Ian Marshall compares this system with society as a free form of a dance 
company, with each member a soloist in his or her own right, but moving creatively in 
harmony with the others. This is the new way he describes in his book The Quantum 
Society (8, p.1). 

It is my conviction that the mentioned ideas are connected with many-world 
theory. The quantum unity of individual freedom and statistical order are thought to be 
simultaneously in two worlds - in the world of the physical reality (according to the 
objective truth of the physical laws) and in the world of ‘subjectivity’, which making the 
disorder, creates a new kind of unity beyond the physical world. Because of such 
subjectivity, ‘Bose-Eistein quantum condensate’ plays a part of physical basis of 
consciousness.   

What I suggest here is that if the quantum disorder also has its ideal pattern (or 
sense) which stems from the other world, the ‘free form dance company’ of atomic 
particles, each taken separately expressing the new sense beyond the objective truth, 
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will show the unity of the physical and spiritual worlds and such unity is worth 
considering essentially as an element of knowledge of the quantum phenomena. 

These problems are at the heart of both modern philosophy and quantum 
physics. Phenomenological philosophy holds subjectivity responsible for disturbing the 
quanto-physical order, while existential phenomenology considers the subjectivity to 
carry consciousness into the physical world. (Therefore, the quantum probability which 
stems from the existential disorder, instead of expressing the lack of knowledge, shows 
the nature of physical reality.)     

It is time we connected phenomenology with the many-world theory. If the 
quantum system exists in two worlds, the quantum subjectivity will have an existential 
basis. It is an implication of uncertainty, indeterminacy and probability of atomic 
particles rooted in wave-particle duality of quantum physics. 

Finally, to conclude, I would like to arrange my thoughts following the idea of 
connecting the many-world theory with the quantum psychology. 

Although I simultaneously exist in two worlds that form the geocentric system of 
the terrestrial world and the cosmological world of the heaven, I succeed in realizing only 
one of them. That is why my unconscious subjectivity, as a free phenomenon appears to 
be standing up to the objective reality and roots in the other, cosmological world. 

Supposing that this kind of duality was not the privilege of human beings, we 
approve of considering the polyphonic picture of the physical reality. More precisely, 
the theory of relativity destroyed the basis of monophysical knowledge. As regards the 
quantum sphere, there is a duality of wave and particle realms. Drawing the analogy 
between macro and microphysics, we encounter something similar to the subjectivity 
which is expressed through the ‘free will’, probability, uncertainty and ‘the memory’ of 
the quantum particles. 

Uncertainty is supposed to be the result of the mentioned duality. In particular, 
if following the particle realm, some physical phenomena objectified and arranged itself 
through the measurement process, the other wave world (like a cosmological source 
of subjects’ consciousness) would disturb the causality and objective order resulting in 
the uncertainty and probability of the quantum events. 

I think therefore that in the light of the quantum phenomenology, certain issues 
of the many-world theory, The Phenomenology of Life by Anna-Tereza Timieniecka, 
Internal Measurement System by Robert Sokolowski, The Quantum Self and The 
Quantum Society by Dana Zohar and Ian Marshall carry significant importance.  
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mamuka doliZe 
Tbilisis javaxiSvilis saxelmwifo universiteti 

 

kvanturi gazomvis fenomenologia  “mravali samyaros” 
Teoriis Suqze 

 

reziume 

 

Tuki gaviazrebT kvantur fenomenologias “mravali samyaros” 

Teoriis Suqze, SeiZleba davsaxoT gza atomur fizikaSi arsebuli e.w. 

“ganuzRvrelobis problemis” gadasaWrelad. 

me, Cemi fsiqo-emociuri ganwyobiT CarTuli var geo-centriul 

sistemaSi, magram amave dros vimyofebi am sistemis gareT, radgan 

dedamiwasTan erTad vmonawileob kosmiur moZraobaSi.  

vimyofebi ra erTdroulad geocentriuli sistemis SigniT da 

gareT,  me ver vaxden orive ganzomilebis obieqtivacias Cems fsiqikaSi.  

rogorc miwier arsebas maqvs mdgradobis gancda, magram ar gamaCnia  

mzisa da varskvlavebis garSemo,  usasrulo trialis SegrZneba. Cems 

cxovrebiseul realobaSi, Cemi kosmiuri arseboba Sinaganad ar aris 

gansazRvruli da determinirebuli. iqneb amitomac zeciuri samyaro 

Cemi subieqturi varaudebis, spekulatiuri ideebis, ocnebebisa da 

warmosaxvis sferoa. varskvlavTa moZraoba zemoqmedebs Cems subieqtur 

arsebobaze, gansazRvravs Cems sulier cxovrebas.  

vfiqrobT, rom subieqt-obieqtis es gaoreba ar xdeba mxolod 

adamianis fsiqikaSi. mravlad gaxleCili da polifoniuria mTeli 

samyaro. kvanturi fizikis dualizmi niSnavs imas, rom atomuri sferos 

korpuskularuli da talRuri aspeqtebi ori gansxvavebuli samyaroa. 

es samyaroebi erTdroulad ver obieqtivirdeba. roca gazomvis 
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procesi afiqsirebs kvantur realobas nawilakTa saxiT, ikargeba 

mikromovlenaTa talRuri suraTi da piriqiT. magram aq ar xdeba sruli 

dakargva. obieqturi realobidan gandevnili samyaro inaxeba subieq-

turi yofierebis saxiT, rac ra Tqma unda scildeba adamianis fsiqikis 

farglebs da fizikuri sinamdvilis gardasaxvas gulisxmobs. 

rogor SeiZleba gavigoT kvantur-fizikuri realobis subieqti-

vacia? aq xom adamianis gareSe arsebul, TavisTavad realobasTan gvaqvs 

saqme? es gamoixateba mikromovlenaTa albaTur xasiaTSi, indeter-

minizmSi, ganuzRvrelobaSi. Kkvantur nawilaks TiTqos gaaCnia Tavisu-

fali neba, igi sul mudam xelidan usxlteba obieqtur  mizezobriobas, 

rac Cveni azriT mis erTdroul arsebobas adasturebs or _ kor-

puskularul da talRur samyaroSi. 

ufro metic: fsiqikuri cxovrebis fenomenebi, aRqma, warmosaxva 

da mexsiereba SeiZleba gavitanoT adamianis gareT da erTgvarad gar-

davsaxoT mikrofizikur realobaSi. es saSualebas mogvcemda subieqti-

vaciis gziT SegvenarCunebina im parametrebis sazrisi, romelnic 

SeuTavsebelni arian da obieqtivacias ver ganicdian konkretul 

kvantur eqsperimentSi. ocnebaSi rom warmovidginoT iseTi kompiuteri, 

romelic Tavis mexsierebaSi SesZlebda mikrogazomviT “gandevnili” 

sidideebis aRdgenas da maT variacias subieqturi yofierebis  mixedviT, 

ganuzRvrelobis problema gadaWril iqneboda atomur samyaroSi. 

es momavlis saqmea da vfiqrobT, filosofiam da mecnierebam 

erToblivi ZalisxmeviT unda monaxos axali meTodebi da gzebi, 

obieqturi realobidan gandevnili, subieqturi yofierebis aRdgenisa 

da gacocxlebis mizniT. 
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THE STREAM OF CONSCIOUSNESS AND THEATER 
 

The problem stated in the title of our article implies an essential difficulty in itself. 
Since the act of expression disturbs and changes the object of expression, the stream 
of consciousness is inexpressible directly through the work of art. In the process of 
aesthetic conversion, the primary condition of consciousness is lost and the attempt of 
its reconstruction is unsuccessful. 

Thus, we collide with impossibility. There is no way to reproduce what is really 
happening in the consciousness, since the act of reproduction hinders and disturbs the 
original mental process, proceeding spontaneously. 

Nevertheless, the technical means of the stream of consciousness is used in 
modern literature and art. 

To explain this contradiction we suggest that in such case the stream of 
consciousness is implied not directly, but rather in conditional manner. Surely, we do 
not consider the mental motion as outstripping thinking and speech, but see it as a 
secondary result which is considered as a primary process. We mean not a real stream 
of consciousness but its conditional sign, the sign of thinking and creative work, which 
does not coincide with its original source. 

Obviously, we present the stream of consciousness figuratively. But the very 
process of attaching the figurative sense is a real mental process which we exercise 
directly. The stream of consciousness, as a primary mental act, is directly 
inexpressible, thus we mean it figuratively, but this very figurative sense, as an act of 
getting the sense, is realized directly and, consequently, coincides with the stream of 
consciousness. 

It is certain that the figurative sense, as a result of alienation, differs from its 
primary source, but the process itself, the process of getting the sense in its infinite 
perspective coincides with its object. Hence, the stream of consciousness is given as 
an act of attaching the meaning. 

So, we can conclude the following: 
Due to its inexpressible nature, the stream of consciousness is given as an act 

of attaching the figurative sense. This implies some alienation from the primary stream, 
but the very act of alienation in the figurative sense is directly given as a primary 
stream. 

To express the stream of consciousness, the act of alienation constantly passes 
the infinite series of figurative senses, because only in the infinite perspective the 
alienation, as a perpetual process, coincides with its primary object – the stream of 
consciousness. 

So, the expression of the stream of consciousness creates a sphere of 
uncertainty, as an infinite perspective of perpetual alienation in a series of figurative 
senses. 
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* * * 

To illustrate our current understanding, let us consider the effect of alienation in 
theatrical art. 

Berthold Brecht mentioned that the alienation is the way of rejecting the principle 
of illusive theater – an appearance of reality* (14). As a result, a conditional character 
of play supplants the illusion of objective reality and creates the sphere of uncertainty 
– the sphere of play on words and meanings, which stimulates the mental process of 
getting and changing the symbolic senses of artistic events. As it was noted, this 
process infinitely strives to coincide with the stream of consciousness. So, to express 
the latter, the work of theatrical art receives some uncertainty, as an open space of 
infinite process of play on words and getting the figurative senses. Thus, the existence 
of such works of art is accompanied by the question: What is it? An invention or a 
reflection of life? The anti-illusive theater raises the question but gives no answer to it, 
because the work of art exists as a theatrical reality, when it hesitates and remains 
uncertain, as a transitory condition between two answers, when it is neither an 
objective reflection of the reality, nor a subjective invention, simultaneously being both 
of them. 

The situation of uncertainty inflames a spectator's interest, stimulating his 
creative perception. Creative work offers him various interpretations, keeping the 
consciousness eternally on the verge of a choice, selecting no particular answer to the 
general question. 

In the total, a performer, as well as a spectator, is passing all the time from the 
points of understanding into the area of uncertainty. 

Instead of simply understanding the play, the spectator feels that he tastes 
something vital, which is unexhausted from the point of interpretation. So, through the 
play on words and equivocal senses, an experience of vital flow of the stream of 
consciousness arises. 

Thus, the permanent searching of the sense creates an existential basis of anti-
illusive theater, since this perpetual, infinite process keeps it in a vital condition of the 
stream of consciousness. 

Most probably that is why Berthold Brecht requires from the actor not to create 
a full illusion of an imaginary personage. The actor, as a narrator, tells about his hero 
from his own viewpoint. The actor's transformation takes place at that degree which is 
necessary to present the personage, but he does not need to create the full illusion of 
his personal absence. 

To be more precise, the point of our observation is neither a personage nor a 
narrator, but the actor in the so-called ‘third position’, the position of alienation from the 
object of the story, as well as its subject. 

We observe someone who discards both, the personage's and the narrator's 
masks. He is dropping hints of his presence all the time, but his allusions change, 
supporting a questionable situation, because the main thing is to stir some doubt in the 
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spectator, appealing to no definite answer, to keep all the variations of the answer, to 
keep the stream of consciousness vital. 

The Georgian theatre director Robert Sturua realizes this essential point of 
effect of alienation. In his performances the narrator hesitates between the object and 
the subject of the story. Sturua holds the spectator in doubt; the narrator, wearing the 
mask of the author, simultaneously discards all the masks and is nothing else but the 
current doubt, creating a questionable situation on the stage for the critical attitude of 
the spectator, in order to stimulate the human being's vital process of the stream of 
consciousness. 

SUMMARY IN GEORGIAN 
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Tbilisis javaxiSvilis saxelmwifo universiteti 

 

cnobierebis nakadi da Teatri 
 

gafarToebuli reziume 

 

cnobierebis nakadis teqnikis mizans literaturasa da xelovne-

baSi azrovnebis pirvel-impulsuri moZraobis, misi cocxali, jer 

mouwesrigebeli mdgomareobis gadmocema Seadgens. 

problema aq imaSi mdgomareobs, rom SeuZleblobis winaSe 

vimyofebiT; 

SeuZlebelia uSualod gadmovce is, rac Cems cnobierebaSi xdeba, 

radgan gadmocemis procesi (Tuki es aris realuri aqti) Seucnoblad 

cvlis da asxvaferebs imas, rac unda gadmovce. Tuki Cems gonebaSi 

TavisTavad miedineba asociaciaTa nakadi, rogorc ki Sevecdebi mis 

Semecnebas an gamoxatvas, me ukve varRvev mis spontanur dinebas da 

Semaqvs masSi Seuqcevadi cvlilebebi. am cvlilebebs me ver gavTvli da 

ver gamovricxav, cnobierebis Tavdapirveli mdgomareobis aRdgenis 

mizniT, radgan azrovneba rogorc yofierebis aqti iracionaluria da 

misi zemoqmedeba, mis mier Setanili SeSfoTeba cnobierebis velSi 

kontrols ar eqvemdebareba.  

gamodis, rom SeuZlebelia imis miRweva, rac davisaxeT miznad. 

SeuZlebelia uSualod gadmovce is, rac Cems gonebaSi xdeba. miuxedavad 

amisa, literaturasa da xelovnebaSi arsebobs „cnobierebis nakadis 

teqnika“; faqtia iseT nawarmoebTa arseboba, sadac asociaciis nakadi 

cocxlad aris daWerili. 
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vfiqrobT, am paradoqsis axsna ase SeiZleba: 

rodesac vlaparakobT cnobierebis pirvel nakadze, Cven 

pirdapiri azriT ar vgulisxmobT mas. ra Tqma unda, yovelive is, rac 

win uZRvis Cems sityvasa da gaazrebas, is, rac Cemi sulieri arsebobis 

safuZvels Seadgens, iracionaluria da Seucnobeli zemoTganxilul 

mizezTa gamo. amitom aq igulisxmeba ara is, rom me rogorRac Sevdivar 

SeucnobelSi da vwvdebi imas, risi wvdomac ewinaaRmdegeba Cemi sulieri 

arsebobis princips. ara! rac ar unda mivuaxlovdeT azrovnebis pirvel 

impulss, mainc yovelTvis saqme gveqneba ukve gaazrebul da sityvaSi 

gamoxatul SedegTan, saidanac SeuZlebelia sawyisi elementis 

gamoyofa. amitom, aq laparakia ara cnobierebis pirvel nakadze, aramed 

meorad Sedegze, romelic mniSvnelobs CvenTvis rogorc raRac 

pirveladi. aris Tu ara sityviT gamoxatuli asociaciaTa jaWvi 

marTlac is, rac uSualod xdeba adamianis gonebaSi? – sakiTxi ase ar 

dgas. mTavaria, rom me vaniWeb mas cnobierebis uSualo nakadis 

mniSvnelobas. me ganvicdi mas rogorc Cemi sulis sawyiss, TavisTavad 

moZraobas. saqme mniSvnelobis miniWebis aqtSia, Rirebulebriv 

SefasebaSia da ara namdvil viTarebaSi. imas, rac xdeba scenaze me 

vafaseb rogorc cnobierebis nakads, Tumca is, rogorc Semoqmedebisa 

da gaazrebis Sedegi (am procesebis gareSe is ver SeiZens mxatvrul 

Rirebulebas) ukve aRar emTxveva mas.  

aSkaraa, rom Cven aq warmovadgenT cnobierebis nakads ara 

pirdapiri, aramed gadataniTi azriT. magram TviT azris es gadatana, 

anu azrovnebis procesisTvis cnobierebis nakadis mniSvnelobis micema 

savsebiT realuri aqtia, romelsac me uSualod viWer azris aseTi 

gadatanis dros. anu, roca mTel rig qmedebebs me ganvicdi ara 

uSualod, aramed rogorc simboloebs, romlebic aRniSnaven imas, rac 

am qmedebebs uswrebs win, maSin TviTon es gancda, simbolizaciis aqti 

uSualod da realurad xdeba; amrigad, raRaca namdvils me Cems 

cnobierebaSi vvwdebi am namdvilisgan gaucxoebisa da misi 

Rirebulebrivi gadafasebis dros. me vici, rom SeuZlebelia 

cnobierebis nakadis uSualo gadmocema, amitom me mas gadmovcem 

gadataniTad. azrovnebis ukve kristalizebul Sedegs vaniWeb 

cnobierebis nakadis mniSvnelobas, ganvicdi mas rogorc simbolos, 

ufro zustad rogorc niSans, romelic gaucxoebulia sakuTari 

Tavisgan da sul sxva process aRniSnavs. am gaucxoebis, mniSvnelobaTa 

gadatanis dros xdeba TviTon gadatanis aqtis pirdapiri realizacia, 

anu raRac namdvilis gadmocema, rac marTlac xdeba Cems azrovnebaSi. 

es aqti gaxlavT cnobierebaSi arsebuli erTaderTi sinamdvile, 

romelsac pirdapir, uSualod vwvdebi gaucxoebis procesSi. swored 
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amitomac SegviZlia vTqvaT, rom azrovnebis pirveli, Zireuli 

yofiereba, anu cnobierebis pirveli nakadi Cven gveZleva rogorc 

mniSvnelobis micemis, an mniSvnelobaTa cvalebadobis procesi, 

romelic Tan axlavs gaucxoebis process.  

amrigad, miviReT aseTi Sedegi: 

azrovnebis elementi unda gaucxovdes sakuTari Tavisgan da iqces 

sxva arsis aRmniSvnel simbolod, mxolod am gardasaxvis dros vlindeba 

is rogorc arsebuli da uSualod gvaCvenebs Tavis sinamdviles, 

rogorc sulier realobas.  

aqedan, azrovnebaSi, xelovnebaSi, maT Soris TeatrSic, yvelgan, 

sadac amocanad visaxavT gavarRvioT fizikuri Tu mxatvruli 

obieqtebis wre da vwvdeT sakuTriv fiqrisa da Semoqmedebis process, 

rogorc raRac cocxalsa da egzistencialurs, gvWirdeba gaucxoeba, 

gardasaxva, simbolizacia, mokled rom vTqvaT, gvWirdeba rituali.  

ritualis kanonikuri ganmarteba aseTia: istoriulad an 

specialurad Camoyalibebul qmedebaTa sistema, uSualod moklebuli 

mizandasaxulobas, azrs, magram datvirTuli rogorc simbolo, 

romelsac moaqvs garkveuli socialuri mimarTeba, Rirebuleba, 

avtoritetis gancda da ase Semdeg.  

Tuki rituals SevxedavT, rogorc azris egzistencialuri 

dinamikis niSans, maSin rituali iqneba ara simbolo, aramed 

simbolodqmnadobis gamoxatuleba; radgan azrovneba arsebobs ara 

rogorc sagani, aramed rogorc procesi da am procesis pirdapiri 

transliacia xdeba ara simboloTa uZravi qselis gziT, aramed im 

ganusazRvrel zolSi, sadac iqmneba Rirebuleba, mniSvnelobebi 

gadadian erTmaneTSi, sadac xdeba simboloTa TamaSi. mTavaria ara 

mniSvneloba, aramed mniSvnelobis micemis aqti. am procesSi feTqavs 

azrovneba rogorc cocxali arsi.  

amitom ritualis saboloo ganmarteba aseTi iqneba: qmedebaTa 

sistema... procesi, romlis Sedegadac iqmneba simbolo da yalibdeba 

garkveuli Rirebulebrivi mimarTeba.  

imisaTvis rom xelovnebis nawarmoebma Segviyvanos cnobierebis 

nakadSi, unda Sesruldes rituali, romelic ar daiyvaneba mTel rig 

simboloebze da maT Sesatyvis Sinaarsebze, aramed warmogvidgeba 

rogorc erTgvari ganuzRvreloba, rogorc am simboloTa gaCenisa da 

maTi Semdgomi cvalebadoba – TamaSis Ria perspeqtiva. mxolod 

ritualis am srul RiaobaSia SesaZlebeli SevcuroT cnobierebaSi da 

movaxdinoT namdvili azrovnebis aqti (ki ar gamovxatoT, aramed 

movaxdinoT is).  
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brexti grZnobs amis aucileblobas. brextis Teatri „Ria“ 

Teatria, sadac rituali ar amoiwureba im simboloebiTa da 

mniSvnelobiT, rac nawarmoebis mixedviT unda Seiqmnas. rituali Riaa 

am mniSvnelobiTa aRqmis mimarTac. is mayurebels gaurkvevlobaSi 

amyofebs. scena mas pirdapir ki ar awvdis saTqmels, aramed gzas uxsnis 

Tavisi sakuTari ZalebiT mivides iqamde, rac avtorma Seqmna. aRmqmelis 

mier gaweuli Sroma aq iseTive Semoqmedebaa, romlis Sedegad adamiani 

ganicdis sxvis nawarmoebs, rogorc sakuTari azrovnebis unikalur 

Sedegs da swored am TviTgancdiT modis erTianobaSi avtorTan.  

„gaucxoebis efeqti“, romlis Sesaxebac gvesaubreba brexti, (10) 

aris gza gavarRvioT Teatris iluzoruloba da raRac realuri 

SevTavazoT darbazs. Cveni mxridan davamatebdiT, rom laparakia ara 

cxovrebis sinamdvileze, aramed azrovnebis realobaze, rac sazrisis 

SeZenisa da mniSvnelobis miRebis, mokled, Rirebulebrivi qmedebis 

namdvilobaSi mdgomareobs. mayureblis aRqma da mayurebelTan 

kontaqti nawarmoebis elementia, nawarmoebs TiTqos aRar sjera im 

gamonagonis, romelic avsebs mis striqonebs da scenebs, marTlac 

momxdaris saxiT, Tumca arc imaSia darwmunebuli, rom is mxolod 

cnobierebis TamaSia da sxva araferi.  

es eWvi gaaucxoebs da kritikul mimarTebaSi amyofebs nawarmoebs 

sakuTar TavTan. mxatvruli nawarmoebi gaurkvevlobis zRurblze dgas. 

ra aris is, pirobiToba, gamonagoni Tu cxovrebis sarke? nawarmoebi 

aris ara romelime pasuxi am SekiTxvaze, aramed Tavad es SekiTxva 

sakuTari Tavis mimarT. dekartes eWvis poziciidan SeiZleba iTqvas, rom 

mxatvruli arsis yoveli calsaxa gadawyveta aris saeWvo, magram TviTon 

es daeWveba sakuTar TavSi aris ueWveli da namdvili. mxatvruli 

qmnileba maSin ixsneba rogorc sinamdvile, rogorc yofiereba, roca ar 

aris gadaxrili arc gare samyaros da arc avtoris cnobierebis mxares, 

aramed TamaSobs am or poluss Soris, inarCunebs Sua, gardamaval 

mdgomareobas, arc cxovrebis asaxvaa da arc avtoris subieqturobis 

gamoxatva, erTic aris meorec, radgan erTaderTi garkveuli da 

namdvili, rac azrovnebidan da kerZod mxatvruli azrovnebidan 

SeiZleba movides CvenTan, es gaxlavT mudmivi daeWveba sakuTar TavSi, 

romelic yvelafers kiTxvis niSnis qveS ayenebs da amdenad cxadyofs 

sakuTar Tavs, rogorc daeWvebis namdvilad momxdar faqts.  

gaurkvevlobaSi yofna, sulisa da gare samyaros mniSvnelobebs 

Soris TamaSi, aRagznebs mayureblis kritikul interess, biZgs aZlevs 

mis SemoqmedebiT aRqmas. nawarmoebi ise unda iqnas mowodebuli, rom 

darbazi sul mudam arCevanis zRurblze idges. mayurebeli ar unda 

Caiketos teqstis erT interpretaciaSi. rogorc ki is moaxdens arCevans 
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da garkveulad gaigebs gagonilsa da nanaxs, simboloTa momdevno nakad-

ma kvlav eWvis qveS unda daayenos is, gagebis axali SesaZlebloba SesTa-

vazos mas, am SesaZleblobis Semdgomi uaryofis perspeqtiviT da a. S.  

saboloo jamSi Semsrulebelic da aRmqmelic sul mudam gadadis 

Secnobis wertilidan SeucnobelSi. nawarmoebi ar aZlevs mas romelime 

gagebaze SeCerebisa da sulis moTqmis saSualebas. axal variants cvlis 

variaciaTa axali SesaZlebloba, ris Sedegadac adamians ver uyalibdeba 

erTi, garkveuli azri nawarmoebis Sesaxeb, samagierod uCndeba gancda, 

rom is SexebaSia raRac cocxalTan da yofierTan, romelic amouwuravia 

gagebisa da interpretaciis TvalsazrisiT. am gancdis gziT is realuri 

yofiereba, romelsac mxatvruli nawarmoebi Seicavs Tavis TavSi, 

gadadis scenidan darbazSi, avtoridan mayurebelSi. am yofierebis 

gaxsnisa da realizaciis saSualebaa nawarmoebSi gamoxatuli ironia da 

eWvi im warmodgenili samyaros mimarT, romelic sinamdvilis 

pretenziiT gamodis scenaze, Tumca es eWvi miuRebladac ar scnobs am 

pretenzias da nawarmoebs rogorc mxolod warmodgenasac kiTxvis 

niSnis qveS ayenebs.  

ase rom „Ria“ mxatvruli nawarmoebis egzistencialuri sazrisi, 

am sazrisis gamudmebul Ziebasa da dadgenaSi mdgomareobs, radgan 

mxolod am Ziebis dros vlindeba is, rogorc arsebuli, rogorc 

cnobierebis cocxali nakadi. iqneb amitomac ase xazgasmiT moiTxovs 

brexti, rom msaxiobi mxolod nawilobriv Sevides rolSi, radganac is 

ki ar ganasaxierebs, aramed mxolod mogviTxrobs Tavisi gmiris Sesaxeb. 

gardasaxva xdeba imdenad, ramdenadac es esaWiroeba mTxrobels, 

warmogvidginos Tavisi personaJi da ara imdenad, rom man Segviqmnas 

iluzia, TiTqos TviT aris is, vis Sesaxebac mogviTxrobs.  

ufro zustad rom vTqvaT, scenaze ar gvevlineba arc personaJi 

da arc mTxrobeli. scenaze gvevlineba msaxiobi, romelic dgas e. w. 

„mesame poziciaSi“. es gaxlavT gaucxoeba Txrobis rogorc obieqtisgan, 

aseve subieqtisagan. Cvens Tvalwin viRac metyvelebs da moqmedebs, 

romlisTvisac aSkarad viwroa rogorc personaJis, aseve avtoris 

niRabi. mas ara aqvs arc saxe, arc saxeli (Tumca es usaxoba garkveuli 

mxatvruli saxiT SeiZleba iqnas warmodgenili). is wamdauwum migva-

niSnebs viRacis an raRacis Sesaxeb, magram miniSneba sul icvleba, eWvi 

eWvadve rCeba, radgan mTavaria SekiTxvis dasma da ara konkretuli 

pasuxi, romelic erT mniSvnelobas daadgens, sxva SesaZleblobebs ki 

mospobs. „mesame pozicia“ SekiTxvis mdgomareobaa, gaurkvevlad yofnaa 

gmirsa da mTxrobels Soris. aq eWvi amsxvrevs nebismier niRabs da 

namsxvrevebs iqiT xedavs TavisTavs, rogorc eWvs, rogorc azrovnebis 

aqts.  
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robert sturua zustad grZnobs am arsebiT niuanss brextis 

TeatrSi. piesis wamyvani masTan gamudmebiT TamaSobs mTxrobelsa da 

personaJs Soris. orazrovneba, erT polusze ar SeCereba, amZafrebs 

Cvens interess da sul SekiTxvis qveS gvamyofebs; „aris es marTlac is, 

visac warmogvidgens?“ wamyvani. romelic araa Caketili Tavis TavSi, 

Riaa nebismieri rolis mimarT. igi sxva araferia Tu ara moaruli eWvi, 

romelic darbazSi kritikuli azrovnebis atmosferos qmnis, scenaze 

momxdar gancdas ki TamaSis simsubuqes da azris sinaTles aniWebs.  

msjelobam Sors gagvitaca da iqneb kidevac davSordiT 

cnobierebis nakadis Temas. Tumca isic gvefiqreba, rom cnobierebis 

nakadSi mxolod gaucxoebis gziT SeiZleba moxvedra. ucnauria, magram 

dasaxuli miznis miuwvdomloba, misi SeuZleblobis aRiareba, misi 

miRwevis SesaZleblobas warmoSobs. aseTi ram SesaZlebelia mxolod iq, 

sadac is, vinc mizans isaxavs, TviTon warmoadgens Tavisive mizans. aseTi 

viTareba mxolod cnobierebis samyaroSi SeiZleba Seiqmnas. cnobierebam 

„icis“, rom is Ziris Ziramde ver Cayveba Tavis arsebobas da zustad ver 

daemTxveva Tavis spontanur dinebas, amitom uars ucxadebs amgvar 

mcdelobaze, Sedis Tavisi arsebobis mdinareSi pirobiTad, gadataniTi 

azriT, magram swored aq irkveva, rom TviT es uaris Tqma, azris 

gadatana, gaucxoeba da mniSvnelobis pirobiToba, azrovnebis is rea-

luri procesia, romelic misgan miuwvdomeli nakadis SemadgenlobaSi 

Sedis.  

amrigad, roca vaRiarebT cnobierebis nakadis miuwvdomlobas, 

Cven viwyebT mis mentalur procesTa pirdapir realizacias. swored 

amitom gaucxoeba da azris gadatana warmogvidgens cnobierebis nakads 

ara marto pirobiTad (Sinaarsobriv planSi), aramed uSualodac 

(formis TvalsazrisiT). aqedan gamomdinare, ritualic erTi mxriv 

cnobierebis nakadis simboloa, meore mxriv ki (rogorc formis 

cvalebadoba da simboloTa TamaSi) uSualod emTxveva mas. amitomac 

moviTxovT, rom rituali iyos ara garkveul simboloTa sistema, aramed 

erTgvari ganuzRvreloba, rogorc simboloTa TamaSis Ria perspeqtiva, 

romelic gamogviyvans pirobiTobis plastidan da azrovnebis cocxal 

dinebaSi Segvagdebs. 
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The paper offers a new vision on the features of Sumerian and Egyptianii writing 
regarded as the foundation for their distinction. Graphic design, the principle of 
linguistic notation, divine insignia, and the names of Sumerian and Egyptian Gods 
of Writing are those heterogeneous items that at close inspection, contrary to our 
knowledge of the subject, unite the mentioned systems. The retrieval of this 
concealed information rests on the “key word” relationship between the archetype 
and its derivatives, and additive, complementary, and interpenetrating ties uniting 
their lexical meanings. The two factors build a unique linguistic mechanism capable 
of generating not only linguo-paleographic, but also historico-cultural and religious 
information about the divine will of creation attested in ancient sacred literature. 
The unprecedented linguoculturological unity of the dead Sumerian and the living 
Kartvelian suggests a key role of the latter in the Near Eastern Studies or Historical 
Linguistics – something that has been unjustly neglected to-date. 

 
In light of the universally acknowledged view, Sumerian and Egyptian writing 

systems are regarded as independent developments. If anything, the Egyptians are 
believed to have adopted only the idea of writing (the Idea Diffusion theory; Foreman, 
Quirke, 1996:12), which Egyptian priests molded into a hieroglyphic system in 
accordance to the peculiarities of their mother tongue. Despite this recognized view, 
the linguoculturological analysis of the differences existing between Sumerian and 
Egyptian writing (to say nothing of their similarities) reveals them as parallel categories 
of the same qualitatively higher system with concealed ties. This paper discusses five 
levels of similarities and dissimilarities of the systems under scrutiny (Table 1):  

Table 1 
Similarities and Dissimilarities of the Sumerian and Egyptian Writing Systems 

Dissimilarities Similarities 

1. Graphic 4. Religious 

2. Phonetic-Notational 5. Linguistic 

3. Symbolic  

 
Graphics. Today’s grammatology recognizes graphic similarity as one of the 

main criteria in determining the genetic ties of the systems compared. In this respect 
Sumerian and Egyptian writing systems differ drastically. From the very start of the 
pictographic stage, the Sumerian “script” displayed a clear-cut tendency to abstraction 
which turned the geometric principle of writing into an inner moving force of the 
graphic development of the system. In terms of expressing the bilateral nature of the 
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language, writing based on linear-square (geometric) graphics establishes 
conventional relationships between the designated (object) and the designator (word), 
or between form and content (think of any alphabetic script). Differently put, there are 
no “natural” ties binding the object and the form of the word.iii Therefore, it is much 
easier to read pictographic signs of Sumerian or any picture-writing system than their 
abstracted analogues. 

Thus, Sumerian writing can be characterized as a system whose driving force 
on both stages of its development – pictographic and cuneiform – were abstract 
graphics, a form which found its final realization in the linear-square design of 
cuneiform signs. 

Contrary to Sumerian, Egyptian hieroglyphs rest on the principle of artistic 
expression and try to retain maximum similarity between the designator (hieroglyph) 
and the designated (object). As a result, logical and natural relations are established 
between the form of the word and its content. It is interesting to note that on the first 
stage of Egyptian writing, i.e., during the First and Second Dynasties, the hieroglyphic 
system had numerous instances of geometric signs that created favorable conditions 
for its development along the principles of abstraction (see H. Petrie, Egyptian 
Hieroglyphs of the First and Second Dynasties, 1927). Despite this, the Egyptian 
writing oriented on the form of a concrete object failed to utilize this opportunity. 

It follows that the Sumerian and Egyptian writing systems are based on two 
opposite principles: Sumerian is based on abstraction, and hence, geometric graphics, 
while Egyptian rests on the concrete, and thus, art graphics. Abstraction and 
concreteness are two opposite modes of thinking (same as induction and deduction or 
convergence and divergence). The first (abstract thinking) is a phenomenon of a higher 
order, while the second (concrete thinking) is an attribute of a lower category.  

Consequently, the Sumerian abstraction-oriented “script” possessed a larger 
potential for development (which it exploited) than the Egyptian writing which focused 
on the realistic image of an object, was inflexible, and remained “loyal” to its principles 
until the death of the system.  

Phonetic Notation. Representation-Notation of language items shows the next 
essential paleographic difference between the systems under discussion. Sumerian is 
a logo-syllabic writing, while Egyptian is logo-consonantal. In the first case, a syllable 
is either an independent ideogram or part of another lexical unit, which loses its 
independence or becomes a purely phonetic element (the rebus principle), for 
example, Sumerian a (water), a2 (arm, work…), da (bird), ma2 (ship), etc. The Egyptian 
words are shortened by eliding vowels and keeping only consonant sequences of the 
notated word, e.g., ntr (god), ntrt (goddess), sn (brother), jtj (father), etc. 

It is clear that Sumerian and Egyptian writing systems are built on the cardinal 
differentiation within the phonetic system of any language, i.e., qualitatively different 
phonemes (vowels and consonants). For the Sumerian writing a vowel is a necessary 
component of a syllable, while for Egyptian, the dominant sound is a consonant. The 
Sumerian writing orients on a vowel, while Egyptian focuses on a consonant. Vowels 
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and consonants, as is well known, are the two physical entities to express language 
and thus, the only prerequisites of its (language) existence. The polar methods of 
language notation are complemented by similar graphic principles – abstraction in 
Sumerian and concreteness in Egyptian – which, in turn, represent two opposite forms 
of thinking. 

Religion. Despite the mentioned differences, the two writing systems are 
marked with certain common features often regarded as non-credible, hence, left 
outside the scope of “paleographic” examination. One such shared characteristic is the 
divine nature of both “scripts.” Sumerians as well as Egyptians believed in the divine 
creation of writing; it was a gift given to people by God and protected by God himself. 
In Sumer it was god Nabû, the Mesopotamian scribe god, the divine scribe of the 
destinies who was also a scribes’ god and patron of writing (Black, Green, 1992:133). 
Nabû was “the inventor of writing, and letters, and every kind of learning, and the Lord 
of “Houses of Tablets” (or books), i.e., libraries” (Budge, 1925:199). A wedge-shaped 
stylus depicted as a divine symbol was used not only as Nabû’s attribute, but also as 
his independent symbol (ibid. 185). “Because so much learning was transmitted in 
writing, he (Nabû, A.M.) later joined Ea (Enki) and Marduk as a god of wisdom” (ibid. 
133).  

The same picture is observed in Egyptian. Thoth, who was the Lord of the moon, 
was also the god who invented writing, and protected scribes. He was the god of 
scriptures and science, and master of knowledge. His attributes were a writing palette 
or a palm leaf.  

The knowledge guarded by Nabû in Mesopotamia and Thoth in Egypt was holy, 
and therefore, was securely kept in sacred libraries that could be accessed only by the 
ruling elite.iv The knowledge of Sumerian and Egyptian priests was highly regarded by 
the greatest Greek thinkers who considered them as the home of knowledge and 
source of civilization, and arts. It was their learning, wisdom and knowledge that made 
Sumer and Egypt renowned among the nations of the ancient civilized world.  

The next feature that brings the Sumerian and Egyptian divine writing systems 
together is the symbols of writing implements used by Nabû and Thoth. As referred 
earlier, Nabû’s symbol as a god of writing is a stylus, while Thoth’s, a pallet or palm 
leaf. Outwardly (looks, clothing, divine attributes), the two deities are disconnected, but 
in fact, two inseparable faces of a single whole. The unity of the Sumero-Egyptian 
writing gods is based on their functional identity on the one hand, and on the other, 
their inability to perform their basic responsibility of writing with the instruments in their 
possession. Therefore, neither Nabu nor Thoth should be regarded as perfect gods of 
writing and should be viewed in a broader context.  

With such an approach, Nabû and Thoth cannot but merge into a single God of 
Writing symbolized by their writing attributes: the stylus, an instrument to write with, 
and the pallet/palm leaf, the board or material to write on. As a result, despite the fact 
that Nabû and Thoth represent two concrete gods of two different civilizations on the 
basis of their attributes, symbolism, and Sumerian and Egyptian beliefs: they are two 
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facets of a Single or One God of Writing who had selectively granted them their own 
writing instruments. 

In light of the traditional view where Sumerian and Egyptian writings are 
disassociated entities, the surprising accuracy of the distribution of writing graphics, 
writing methods, and writing instruments without any traces of confusion or overlap 
suggests more than a mere coincidence. It is exactly these two instruments that the 
god of writing (and any human, for that matter), would need to accomplish a writing 
task. Therefore, it is logical to assume that behind Nabû and Thoth there stands a true 
Writing God, a Writing God per se, who is the sole owner of the stylus and the palette. 
If this generalization is true, the Sumerian and Egyptian divinities represent nothing 
more but two different ethnic hypostases of the One and Only God of Writing who 
accurately allotted his own writing implements to his Sumerian and Egyptian 
incarnations, determined the graphic fixation of language signs (abstract – concrete) 
and the principles of their codification (vowel – consonant). 

Moreover, due to the sacred, divine and concealed nature of writing, the 
unraveled harmonious merger of the Egyptian and Sumerian deities may point to a tip 
of the iceberg, whose real body is submerged in the darkness of passed millennia. A 
perfect agreement in functions and a harmonious “allotment” of writing methods and 
implements may be a lead to an ancient enigma representing a visible segment of an 
invisible whole. It must be remembered that anything concealed from direct 
observation belongs to the sphere of esoterism. The latter is a codified system created 
with a certain target in view and can be opened with the help of the key, used to write 
the code. Therefore, if Nabû and Thoth are a part of the code, then the divine pair 
should be hiding some such information that has been kept intact for at least 5,000 
years.     

Research shows that the secret of orderly distribution of writing methods and 
implements (stylus and palette) does indeed hide a secret and represents a cipher 
aimed at bringing the names of the Sumerian and Egyptian writing divinities – Nabû 
and Thoth – to their Kartvelian origin. 

Comparative Linguistic Analysis of the Sumerian Nabû 

There are two homonymous common nouns besides the name Nabû in 
Sumerian: 

I nab – god  

II nab – settlement (Deimel, 1950:168).v 

Comparing the two common nouns with the divine name Nabû, reveals a single 
difference in their sound composition, namely, the form nab lacks the final vowel û. 
Semantically, the god’s name Nabû – ‘God of Writing’ – and I nab (further used as 
nab), ‘god’ are identical and coexist in metonymic relations: nab=divinity → 
Nabû=concrete divinity. The mentioned semantic relation is supported by the 
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linguistic tenet declaring proper names to be derivatives of respective common nouns. 
As a result, the divine name Nabû must have originated from I nab, i.e., Nabû < nab.  

Kartvelian languages feature an identically sounding lexeme neba: 
Kart.: neba – a choice from good or evil intentions (Saba, I, 1991:588);   
Neba – will, desire (Abuladze, 1973:326); 
Megr.: neba – will, desire, freedom, to grant permission, be empowered to do 

something (Kipshidze, 1994:288); 
Svan: näb (ZS)vi, neb Lshkh., a-nab, näb Lnt. – will, desire (Topuria, Kaldani, 

2002:624).  
The cited dictionary articles make it clear that Kartvelian neba has several 

phonetic variants:  
Root forms in e (Kart., Megr., neba, Svan., neb) 
Root forms in a (Svan., a-nab)  
Root forms in ä (Svan., näb). 
The dictionary material supplies rich evidence for the establishment of relations 

between the Kartvelian neba and Sumerian nab-Nabû. First and foremost, let us 
determine a comparative-chronological picture of the phonetic variants of the 
Kartvelian neba. To attain this goal, we must establish the initial form, whose 
determination is not tied up with great difficulties. The fact that all the Kartvelian 
languages (Kart.: neba, Megr.: neba, Svan./Lshkh./ neb) have forms containing the 
vowel e, it must be concluded that the original form must have been with the same 
sound, i.e., neba, while the forms with a and ä (näb, anab) must be regarded as 
subsequent formations. 

What was the later development like? 

Can it be reconstructed? 

I think it can. The phonetic diversity of the root neb preserved in the Svan 
dialectal material reflects the diachronic changes that have occurred in the language 
during its development. It is a matter of great significance that Svan dialectal material 
has preserved, not only the variant with the initial e (Lshkh. neb), but forms containing 
a and ä sounds as well. Moreover, the Lentekhian anab suggests a different structural 
pattern for the initial a and points to its affixal status. Hence, if anab is derivative, its 
structure corresponds to a+nab. Indeed, Kartvelian, and first and foremost Svan, has 
the prefix a, which has semantic similarities with two other homonymous affixes. If nab 
is a verb, then the prefix a may either equal: (a) the Svan a-5 or ä denoting neutral 
voice (Topuria, Kaldani, 2000:19) or (b) the prefix a-6 or ä denoting an action “above, 
over”; e.g., adgäri (BZ. (he) kills (smb./smth.), äski (ZS. (he) does (it)) or kh-adgri (ZS. 
(he) kills (smb./smth.), kh-aira (Lshkh. written over (Ibid. 19). 

A similar picture is found in Kartuli (Georgian) where a-4 is the marker of the 
neutral voice; e.g., a-ketebs (he does), a-shenebs (he builds), etc.vii Georgian a-3 and 
Svan a-6 are also similar because, like Svanuri, the Georgian counterpart contains a 
seme of “above, over”: 
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a-3 verbal prefix (a phonetic variant of the prefix agh;viii in modern Georgian a- 

is the basic form:  

1. It denotes a movement from below up, and shows that 
a) The movement is directed from a lower to the upper point in space: a-

hkavs ((he) takes him up), a-tsotsda ((he) crawled up), a-khta ((he) 
jumped up), a-dzvra ((he) climbed up). 

b) The action is directed to the Indirect Object located above: a-sdzakhis 
((he) is calling a person who is spatially up or above), a-h-kviris ((he) is 
shouting to a person who is spatially up or above), etc. (Jorbenadze et 
al., 1988:10).  

Correspondingly, as a verb anab may either be a neutral voice form 
(nebavs=s/he desires) or a form designating an upward movement. When the root neb 
is regarded as a noun, it denotes a possessor of a desire, wish (Cf. a-chrdili (ghost, 
i.e., having a shadow), a-dgili (having a place), etc., (ibid. 10).  

Having discussed the prefixal status of the element a- in anab, we must conduct 
a diachronic examination of Svan (ZS. näb, Lnt. a-nab, näb, Lshkh. neb) and 
Georgian-Megrelian forms (neba). The differences between Kartul-Megrelian neba 
and Svan dialectal forms are easily explained through the phenomenon of backward 
assimilation, i.e., when e becomes broader and de-palatalized in the position e+a 
(Kaldani, 1969:25-26): thus, neba > näb > nab. 

The presented stages of a phonetic change fix all the levels of an assimilative 
process: the initial e- (neba), the stage of partial assimilation (näb) when the 
assimilated sound has already lost some of its original phonetic nature but has not yet 
assumed all the features of the assimilating sound (ZS. and Lnt. mäb), and the final 
phase when the process of acquiring the entire nature of the influencing sound is 
complete (Lnt. a-nab). The latter form (Lnt. a-nab) is the only instance of complete 
assimilation. 

At this point it is hard to definitively assert the starting, medial or final phases of 
the mentioned process. Nevertheless, the existing forms of initial (neba), partial and 
complete assimilation provide an answer to the raised question. Before entering upon 
the analysis of palatalized variants, it should once again be underscored that the 
discussed changes are attested only in Svan, while Kartuli and Megrul-Lazuri show no 
traces of similar changes. This allows us to compute the relative chronology for 
Kartvelian forms, which (relative chronology) is one of the main tasks of diachronic 
linguistics (Benvenist, 1955:26). 

The Svan evidence at our disposal today has existed almost unchanged for 
nearly 4,000 years (2200-2100 BC; Klimov, 1944:14) and the process of assimilation 
is not yet complete.ix It is only the anab (Lshkh.) form that has reached complete 
assimilation; the assimilation process seems to have frozen in the other three variants 
containing the palatalized näb (ZS., and Lnt.). Also, it looks quite unusual that out of 
two forms of the same Svan dialect (Lentekhuri), one form completed the phonetic 
change while the others stopped midway. Discernable logical ties start to emerge when 
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Svan forms are examined through the entire time span, i.e., the period from the start 
of the differentiation of Common Kartvelian up till now.  

Due to the fact that Lashkhuri neb is identical with the Kartuli and Megruli forms, 
its existence is supposed before the split, while Lentekhian anab is located at the other 
pole of the chronological axis, a fact confirmed by its assimilative form. In between 
there are the partially assimilated näb forms (ZS., Lnt.) which outnumber the forms of 
initial and final stages (3-1-1 respectively), and thus belong to such language items 
that started differentiating Svan from Common Kartuli and aided the split of the proto-
language. Consequently, partially assimilated forms can be tentatively dated by 2200 
B.C., i.e., the time when Svan is believed to have split from Common Kartvelian (CK). 
The process can be expressed in the following diagram (Table 2). 

 
Table 2 

Kartvelian neba’s First Stage of Assimilation  
CK    ZS. 
neba    →  näb  

2200 B.C. 
 
The presented scheme does not include the form of complete assimilation a-

nab, whose emergence must have been preceded by a long period of time for the 
process of assimilation is still in progress. All these facts considered, we have to allow 
at least 2,000 years for the emergence of a-nab. Differently put, it might be assumed 
that the form a-nab appeared at least around the beginning of our era. If we allow 
another 2,000 years for the development of the first stage of assimilation, the starting 
point of the process goes back to unimaginable antiquity – V millennium B.C. (Table 3).  

 
Table 3 

Relative Chronology of Kartvelian neba   

CK   ZS, Lnt.   Lnt. 

neba    näb   anab 

4,200 B.C.  2,200 B.C.  A.D. 1-2,012 (Total: 6,212 years) 

According to the accepted scheme of language differentiation of the Kartvelian 
family, the information in the table reads as follows: the original Kartvelian form had 
the root vowel e – neba. Around 4,200 B.C. the auslaut back vowel (a) starts affecting 
the root vowel which opens the way to the assimilative process of changing e into a. 
By the end of the third millennium, the root vowel e had covered only half the way and 
had shifted to the palatalized ä. This is the time when as a result of accumulated 
phonetic changes Svan starts branching off as a separate language. 

Phonetic alterations and näb’s assimilative “advancement” proceeded slowly 
but steadily resulting in the coexistence of two – näb and a-nab – forms in Lentekhuri. 
This is the situation which is still observed. Such length of an assimilative (or any other) 
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phonetic process, which is the cornerstone of language stability, cannot be found in 
any known language of the world. 

Conclusion. The diachronic development of the Kartvelian neba enables us to 
assume that the initial form of neba already existed in the fifth millennium B.C. At the 
end of the mentioned period, an assimilative mechanism of auslaut back vowel begins 
which still continues today. 

Let us go back to the Sumerian pair.    
Traditional linguistics declares Sumerian to be an isolated language devoid of 

any ties with existing languages. This holds true of the Sumerian and Kartvelian 
interrelationship. Nevertheless, the comparison of Kartvelian and Sumerian material 
demonstrates that the assimilative changes of the Kartvelian neba > näb > a-nab 
represent the formula of the phonetic change that explains the sound form of the 
Sumerian nab/Nabu: nebu > nebû > nabû > nab. 

The last two members of the chain are identical with the name of the Sumerian 
God of writing (Nabû) and a general vocabulary lexeme denoting “god” (nab). The 
latter is identical with the Lentekhian anab without the prefix. Differently put, Nabû and 
nab relate to the final stage or phase of complete assimilation. The worship of Nabû 
is assumed to have come from a foreign country (Syria) to Babylonia in early second 
millennium (Black, Green, 1992:133). This time (early second millennium B.C.) 
collaborates well with the branching off of Kartvelian languages (end of the third 
millennium B.C.), but goes contrary with the Sumerian material, because nab and 
Nabû are connected through metonymic relations of part and whole. Three problems 
come to the fore: 

 If Nabû is a foreign (Syrian) borrowing, we have to determine the reasons 
that have brought about its phonetic and semantic similarities with the 
Sumerian nab. 

 If Nabû originates from nab then we have to examine its foreign (Syrian) 
origin. 

 A third possibility is also plausible, namely, that both units (Nabû, nab) 
entered Sumerian and Syrian languages from a third source.  

The Kartvelian material meets the requirements of the third problem as neba’s 
assimilative chain conjoins both items (Nabû, nab) in a natural way (Table 4). 

 
Table 4 

Sumerian nab-Nabû’s Incorporation into Kartvelian 
CK   ZS, Lnt.  Lnt.   Sum. 
 
neba    näb   a-nab   nab, Nabû 
 
The presented scheme demonstrates that Sumerian nab and Nabû, which 

record the stage of complete assimilation of the Kartvelian neba, are in contradictory 
chronological relations with the Lnt. a-nab because the Sumerian members belong to 
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a much earlier epoch than the 2,000 year-old-age of a-nab concluded at the end of the 
analysis of the Kartvelian material. Accordingly, the position of the Kartvelian material 
on the suggested time line should be corrected according to the Sumerian data. The 
correction throws Lentekhian a-nab into the past by at least 1,800-2,000 years, i.e., to 
the period of divergence of the Kartvelian language family (2,200 B.C.). Consequently, 
we get such a linguistic picture of Kartvelian material, where all the phonetic stages of 
neba (initial, partial, full) coexisted when Svan was in an actual process of branching 
off from Common Kartvelian. As a result, neba’s II and III stages of assimilation rush 
to such remote past that their chronological determination becomes practically 
impossible. If an average of a 2,000-year interval supposedly elapsed between the 
stages of assimilation, we will get the following scheme (Table 5):  

 
Table 5 

Corrected Chronology of Kartvelian neba  
CK   ZS, Lnt.  Lnt.    Sum. 
 
neba    näb   a-nab   nab, Nabû 
 
6,200 B.C.  4,200 B.C.     2,200 B.C. 
 
The analysis throws light on a much older age of the Kartvelian neba in 

comparison with Sumerian, for its nab and Nabû coincide with the third and last stage 
of the assimilative process in the Kartvelian data. By occupying the last “niche” together 
with the Lnt. a-nab, every sound change undergone by the Kartvelian neba receives 
additional quantitative and qualitative support. Moreover, the Sumerian member, 
according to our present knowledge, should initiate the entire linguistic chain but holds 
the last position. Otherwise, the Sumerian evidence gives the “prerogative” of nab and 
Nabû’s origin to Kartvelian, the language considered to be much younger – a fact that 
excludes similar chronological relations between them.  

Do not lose sight of the fact that the scheme of the Kartvelian neba incorporates 
the Sumerian words as if they were an integral part of the system. On the other hand, 
the Sumerian nab and Syrian (?) Nabû join the Kartvelian group with the ease 
characteristic of the elements of the native system. Clearly, the uncovered unity of the 
Kartvelian and Sumerian neba – nab completely defies the expected disconnection 
and unmatched phonetic combinations demanded by the traditional view. 

The on-going discussion points to the fact that Sumerian nab (god) and the god 
of writing Nabû originate from the Kartvelian language depth; therefore, if indeed 
Nabû’s worship came to Sumer from Syria, it must have been previously adopted from 
Kartvelian. The suggested view is supported by historical and linguistic evidence. A 
good case in point is the theory on genetic relations between Kartvelian (in general 
terms, Caucasian) and languages of ancient civilizations which was quite popular at 
the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth centuries. It was believed 
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that these languages (Caucasian) represented one of the branches of the language 
family spread in Asia Minor and the Mediterranean coast (Chikobava, 1946:227-233; 
Tsereteli, 1912; Gabashvili, 2001).x  

Furthermore, Kartvelian people belong to the ancient and autochthonic 
population of the Near East. They populated the area which spread from the Near East 
to the West, North Africa, and South Europe (Berdzenishvili, Javakhishvili, Janashia, 
1946:16; Maskharashvili, 2006:10-32). Constant trade or military contacts with 
neighboring and newly-arrived tribes turned their highly developed culture, attested in 
numerous historical facts and archaeological artifacts, into a rich, constant source of 
linguistic and cultural borrowing. Therefore, despite the difficulty of exactly stating the 
date or the manner or the place of borrowing of Nabû into Sumerian, its ties with the 
Kartvelian nab and Kartvelian material are very clear. 

Kartvelian language features are also visible in the interchange of final -a and -
u vowels. The correspondence can be explained through the so-called non-syllabic u 
(written û), which could occupy initial, medial or final positions. At the end of the word, 
it usually occurred after a consonant: nadzû (fir tree), tagû (mouse) and the like 
(Shanidze, 1976:20-21).xi The word under discussion, the Kartvelian neba could easily 
join the group modifying its spelling to nebû. 

The form nebû which could have been the result of the mentioned change would 
have obeyed the assimilation process in the same manner as Kartvelian neba, i.e., 
nebû > näbû > nabû > nab. Obviously, the Kartvelian material does explain the final 
vowel of Nabû. This is additional evidence that sheds light not only on the formation of 
the name of the Sumerian god Nabû from Kartvelian lexemes, but refutes the 
traditionally assumed Assyrian origin of the name. 

Indirect confirmation of the Kartvelian dominance over its Sumerian counterpart 
comes through another feature of the group – word-length.xii Historical Linguistics has 
demonstrated that word length and its age are directly proportional relations: the longer 
the word, the older its age. Applying the tenet to the analyzed material produces a 
picture of chronological precedence of the Kartvelian forms as the Kartvelian neba and 
a-nab are longer than the Sumerian nab, and therefore, earlier. Moreover, the Svan 
näb (BZ., BK.), neb (Lshkh.), näb (Lnt.) are equal to the Sumerian nab in length, which 
once again stresses a later emergence of the Sumerian form. To be more exact, the 
Sumerian form (nab) originated when Svan forms had already completed their 
transition from partial to complete assimilation.  

Applying the same principle (word-length) to the Sumerian nab - Nabû pair 
reveals that illogical relationships exist between them. Being a word of general 
vocabulary, nab is older than the proper name Nabû, while with the word-length and 
word-age relation in view, Nabû should be recognized to be an older item. Regulation 
and explanation of the described irregularity and confusion is eliminated by Kartvelian 
neba, whose variants contain forms equaling nab and Nabû in length. All this points 
to the Kartvelian origin of both words; it becomes obvious that in the course of the 
development of the language, the general vocabulary item (nab) lost its final vowel like 
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the Svan forms, while the proper name (Nabû) which underwent the same assimilative 
process retained the final vowel û. The cause should be sought in the specific features 
of divine names because people believed that corruption of divine names could incur 
God’s anger and punishment. The discussion enables us to modify the previous table 
(Table 6). 

 
Table 6 

Chronological Incorporation of Sumerian nab and Nabû into Kartvelian   
 
CK    ZS, Lnt.  Lnt.    Sum. 
 
neba     näb    a-nab  nab  Nabû 
 
Based on the presented examination, the above suggested view receives 

plausible confirmation on the third source-language for the Sumerian nab and Nabû. 
The conclusion is so serious a declaration in Sumerological studies that its verification 
on the semantic level is both necessary and desirable. Indeed, if the Sumerian nab 
and Nabû derived from the Kartvelian language depth, further linguistic analysis should 
throw light on the semantic ties binding the Sumerian lexemes and their Kartvelian 
archetype. This, in turn, should account for the reasons of borrowing the Kartvelian 
neba into Sumerian. The key to the posed problems is offered by a chronological 
sequence of the words under scrutiny (Table 7). 

 
Table 7 

Kartvelo-Sumerian Chronological and Semantic Chain 

Kartvelian Sumerian 

neba > näb > anab    nab  Nabû 

“will, desire, freedom, to grant 
permission, freedom of doing 
something” 

 “god”  “God of Writing” 

 
The presented etymological chain of the Kartvelian and Sumerian neba – Nabû 

makes it obvious that their semantic ties do not reflect regular patterns of borrowing 
found in the development of languages. Rather, it is a series of key words selected 
from a text with the help of “super-linear” analysis, a method applied in modern Text-
Linguistics. Such sequence allows the reconstruction of the original message or 
information through reconstructing their syntactical ties. Reconstruction of the simplest 
ties of predication with the help of the verb “to be” restores the following sentence: The 
Sumerian God of Writing is a deity born through WILL or DESIRE. 

The ancient knowledge restored through the conducted study and the 
information about divine will of creating the universe and divine will on the cultural 
development of mankind preserved in sacred literature reconfirm each other. Consider 
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the following: “You are worthy, O Lord, to receive glory and honor and power; for You 
created all things, and by Your will they exist and were created.” (Re. 4:11; emphasis 
added). Enoch the Prophet also reminds mankind of the divine will of creation: “At that 
time I glorified and extolled the name of the Lord of spirits with blessing and with praise; 
for he has established it with blessing and with praise, according to his own good 
pleasure” (The Book of Enoch the Prophet, 2000, 39:9). Footnote 3 on the same page 
informs that the word pleasure is used instead of will: “according to the will of the Lord 
of spirits” (ibid. emphasis added).  

Flavius Josephus supplies the same information: “We see his (God’s, A.M.) 
works: the light, the heaven, the earth, the sun and the moon, the waters, the 
generations of animals, the productions of fruits. These things hath God made, not with 
hands, nor with labor, nor as wanting the assistance of any to cooperate with him; but 
as his will resolved they should be made and be good also, they were made, and 
became good immediately” (Josephus, Against Apion, ii, 192; emphasis added). It is 
obvious that the suggested reconstruction is correct and the method of using key words 
to retrieve information (and not lexical meaning!) is entirely justified. 

The use of research methods (reconstruction of syntactic ties between key 
words) different from those applied in Historical Linguistics points to the existence of 
hidden or concealed information within and between the words under scrutiny. The 
proposed view is strengthened by the retrieved contacts bridging the Kartvelian and 
Sumerian neba-nab-Nabû with the informational load concealed in each member. 
These pieces of information exist in complementary and additive relations which make 
ancient beliefs on the divine will of creation more exact and concrete through the 
meanings of the Kartvelian neba: “to grant permission, to give freedom of doing 
something.” Quite unexpectedly, the Kartvelian evidence names the unmentioned 
creator through the decoded hidden message: the existence of the Sumerian god 
nab and the god of writing Nabû of Syrian (?) are the expression of the Kartvels’ 
will.  

The divine elevation of the Kartvelian neba is also confirmed by its structure. 
Let us recall the Lentekhian form a-nab where the prefix -a indicates not only an 
upward movement, but also the possessor of the movement. The same cryptic 
information is codified on various levels: the word level, the syntactic, and sacred 
books’ level.  

On the word level, the semantic and structural characteristics of every individual 
member, the entire Kartvelian chain (neba > neb > näb > anab) transmit the 
knowledge about the will of the Kartvelian civilization to grant Sumerian culture 
divine power of writing. 

The syntactic level formed by Sumerian and Kartvelian items with the help of 
different forms of their diachronic development envelop the same information, while 
sacred literature speaks about it in an open text (Holy Bible, The Book of Enoch the 
Prophet, Josephus, Against Apion). It is this literature whose protective deity was the 
same God of Writing according to the knowledge of ancient sages. The codification of 
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the same information with the help of various methods in temporally and geographically 
separated civilizations (Kartvelian, Sumerian, Hebrew) allows us to be more insistent 
on the correctness of the obtained results. 

Phonetic, grammatical and structural identity of the Sumerian and Kartvelian 
neba – nab are reinforced by semantic characteristics. The latter rely not on expected 
patterns of lexical derivation (metonymy, metaphor, etc.), but on concealed syntactic 
ties which help generate complementary, interpenetrating and inter-determining 
relationships. Therefore, borrowing in this concrete instance should be understood not 
in its accepted terminological meaning, but as informational expansion of archetypical 
semantics. Consequently, the genetic relations of Kartvelian and Sumerian languages 
are based not on familiar linguistic patterns of borrowing, but on “built-in” language 
formulas with completely different relations.  

The obtained results go contrary to both mainstream Assyriology and Historical 
Linguistics. They mold a completely different picture of the genetic relations between 
languages and their development. The dead Sumerian considered an isolate today 
and the living Kartvelian exhibit the kind of phonetic closeness that can exist only 
between sister languages. Moreover, the results demonstrate the existence of such 
phonetico-semantic complexes that aim at generating not familiar language contacts, 
but esoteric information of historical nature. The harmoniously united Sumerian and 
Kartvelian evidence construct unique cultural information transmitted through sacred 
books. The analyzed nab-Nabû case is not an isolated instance. Lots of similar 
evidence is discussed in my monographs “Kartvelian-Sumerian-Egyptian 
Linguoculturology” and “Kartvelian and Sumerian Language Similarities”. The study of 
the evidence retrieves not only highly intimate ties binding the Kartvelian civilization 
with the cultures long dead, but also confirms the view on the astounding stability of 
Kartvelian languages frequently referred to in scientific literature by scholars. 

Due to the dramatic significance of the newly painted picture, the verification of 
the validity of obtained results is crucial. The area for such a re-examination is 
suggested by a unified image of the Sumero-Egyptian God of Writing and the 
harmonious unity of their writing implements (stylus and pallet). Therefore, the next 
step in the search of the hidden writing god takes us to the Egyptian language which 
is the topic of the following paper. 
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NOTES 

 
i  In 2009, the article was presented at Rencontre Assyriologique Internationale (RAI-55) in Paris. It is a 

part of the author’s monograph Kartvelian-Sumerian-Egyptian Linguoculturology published in 
Georgian in 2011. 

ii Egyptian Thoth is not discussed in the article. 
iii Onomatopoetic words are not taken into account. 
iv Egyptian history reveals the fact that in certain instances even royals were not allowed to enter these 

libraries and partake the sacred wisdom, let alone the mundane and the profane. Consider: “The 
Seventeenth Dynasty had no access to the ancient centres of learning at Memphis and Heliopolis. 
Deprived of those sacred libraries, they would have required a new edition of the texts for surviving 
death” (Foreman, Quirke, 1996:114). 

v The present article does not discuss II Nab. 
vi ZS – Upper Svan, Lshkh. – Lashkhuri, Lnt. – Lentekhuri dialects. Also, BZ – Upper Bal; BK – Lower 

Bal. 
vii a-4 has other meanings as well. 
viii gh stands for a velar fricative; Georgian ღ. 
ix There is no unanimity among Kartvelologists on the issue of divergence of the Kartvelian language 

family (T. Gamkrelidze, G. Machavariani, H. Fähnrih, Z. Sarjveladze, Al. Oniani, M. Kurdiani, G. 
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Kartozia, I. Chantladze…). The chronological frame of the divergence of Kartvelian Languages is 
made younger, which does not favor diachronic research in this field. Moreover, the material at my 
disposal shifts the date of language differentiation (if such a phenomenon did indeed occur) to a 
much deeper past.  

x Kartvelian languages were directly connected with Sumerian by F. Bork, I. Trombeti, A. Sayce, N. 
Marr, I. Meschaninov, M. Tsereteli, R. Gabashvili, etc. 

xi For problems connected with the final û, see Chantladze I., 1998. Studies in Kartvelology, I, pp. 2-
24.  

xii Only simple and derived words are meant.  

SUMMARY IN GEORGIAN 

 

ana mesxi 
sruli profesori, goris universiteti 

 

uZvelesi sadamwerlobo sistemebi, maTi mcveli RvTaebebi da 
qarTveluri enebi  
(Sumeruli da egvipturi sadamwerlobo sistemebis  

lingvokulturologiuri analizi) 

reziume 

winamdebare statia Sumerul da egviptur damwerlobaTa im 

Tvisebebis axleburi xedvaa, romelTac tradiciuli orientalistika 

maTive ZiriTad ganmasxvavebel faqtorebad asaxelebs. grafikuli 

forma, enis notaciis principebi, RvTaebrivi insignia da aseve, Sumerul 

da egviptur damwerlobaTa mcveli RmerTebis saxelebi, es yovelive, 

heterogenuli maxasiaTeblebis is jgufia, romlis Semadgenlebi siRr-

miseuli Semowmebisas, aRniSnul sakiTxze arsebuli codnis sawina-

aRmdegod, Sumeruli da egvipturi damwerlobebis gamaerTianebel 

faqtorebad yalibdebian. magaliTad, Sumeruli damwerlobis ganviTa-

rebis orive etapze, suraTxatovanze da lursmulze _ misi grafika 

geometriuli formebisken swrafvis did tendencias avlens. abstraq-

ciaze damyarebuli geometriuli monaxazi, Sumeruli damwerlobis 

Sinagani mamoZravebeli Zalaa. amitomac, xazovan-kuTxovani formebis 

fleqsiuroba-kombinirebis unari enobrivi gamoxatulebis yvelaze 

moxerxebul formad iqca. Sedegad, damwerlobis sistemis ganviTa-

rebisTvis saWiro uzarmazari resursi warmoiqmna, rac Sumerulma 

“anbanma” gamoiyena kidec.   
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Sumerulisgan gansxvavebiT, egvipturi damwerloba mxatvruli 

gamoxatvis realistur principebs eyrdnoba. igi saganTa garegnuli 

formis maqsimalurad zust gadmocemas emsaxureba. sagnis realisturi 

saxis SenarCunebaze zrunvam egviptur ieroglifebs ganviTarebis unari 

“gamoacala”, ris gamoc aTaswlovani arsebobis Semdeg, ieroglifuri 

damwerloba imave formiT “mokvda”, rogorc Seiqmna. Sesabamisad, aRniS-

nuli damwerlobebis grafikuli saxe, romelic maTi ZiriTadi ganma-

sxvavebeli Tvisebaa, azrovnebis or _ abstraqtul da konkretul mo-

dels efuZneba da maTive gamaerTianebel faqtors warmoadgens. 

Sumeruli da egvipturi sadamwerlobo grafikis polarobis princips 

fonetikuri notaciis analogiuri, ormxrivi modelic aZlierebs. enis 

gamosaxvis Sumeruli logo-silaburi da egvipturi logo-konso-

nanturi principebi bgerebis xmovnebad da Tanxmovnebad dayofis fun-

damentur klasifikacias aireklaven, maSin, rodesac maTi (xmovnebisa da 

Tanxmovnebis) erToba nebismieri enis arsebobis qvakuTxeds qmnis. 

amitom, Sumeruli da egvipturi weriTi sistemebis es Tvisebac maTi 

gamaerTianebeli ufroa, vidre gamyofi.  

aRniSnuli civilizaciebis damwerlobis RmerTebis insignia kidev 

erT ganmasxvavebel faqtorad aris miCneuli. amis dasturia Sumeruli 

nabu stilusiT, xolo egvipturi ToTi paletiT an palmis foTliT 

xelSi. es uknaskneli (paleti, palmis foToli) saweri dafis simboluri 

gamoxatulebaa. amitom, saweri instrumentebis ganawileba imave or-

mxriv opozicias imeorebs, romelic grafikasa da notaciaSi iqna dafiq-

sirebuli. Sesabamisad, aucilebelia, aRniSnuli sistemebis mTlianobis 

aRiarebac, vinaidan RvTaebrivi atributikis erToba nebismieri weriTi 

samuSaos erTaderT winapirobas warmoadgens. aqedan, geografiulad da 

kulturulad gansxvavebul civilizaciebSi, damwerlobis Seqmnisas, 

identuri polaruli modelis gamoyeneba, am movlenis SemTxveviT 

xasiaTs gamoricxavs da mis nacvlad, frTxili dagegmvisa da 

aRsrulebis procesze miuTiTebs. 

Semdegi ori Tvisebac imave damwerlobaTa Semkvreli da 

gamaerTianebelia. amaTgan erTs _ damwerlobis RvTaebrivi warmoSobis 

Sesaxeb uZvelesi civilizaciebis rwmenas _ Rrmad hqonda fesvebi 

gadgmuli; meores ki _ Sumeruli nabusa da egvipturi ToTis identur 

qarTvelur warmomavlobas, _ naSromSi warmodgenili analizi adastu-

rebs. kerZod, qarTveluri (“neba, neb, nçb, a-nab” _ survili, ndoma, 

uflebis micema) da Sumeruli (“nab” _ RmerTi, “nabu” _ damwerlobis 

RvTaeba) leqsemebis SedarebiTma kvlevam gamoavlina ara mxolod maTi 

fonetikuri igiveoba, aramed, rac ufro sainteresoa, arqetipsa da mis 
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derivatebs Soris arsebuli sruliad axali da moulodneli 

urTierTobebi.* 

es axali kavSirebi or svets eyrdnoba: a) arqetipisa da misi 

derivatebis “gasaReb sityvebad” funqcionirebas; b) maT leqsikur 

mniSvnelobebs Soris gamovlenili urTierTdamatebiTi, urTierTganma-

pirobebeli da urTierTSemavsebeli damokidebulebebis arsebobas. 

aRniSnuli principebiT xdeba unikaluri enobrivi meqanizmis Camo-

yalibeba, romelsac ZaluZs ara mxolod lingvo-paleografiuli, ara-

med, agreTve, istoriul-kulturologiuri da religiuri informaciis 

warmoqmna im RvTaebrivi nebis Sesaxeb, romelic Zvel wminda 

werilebSicaa naxsenebi (flaviusi, wigni enuqisa). mkvdari Sumerulisa 

da cocxali qarTveluris uprecedento lingvokulturologiuri 

erToba qarTveluris im mniSvnelovan rolze miuTiTebs, romelsac igi 

orientalistikisa da istoriuli enaTmecnierebis sferoebSi asrulebs 

da romelic aqamde usamarTlod aris ignorirebuli.   

 

*SeniSvna: egvipturi ToTi statiaSi ar ganixileba. 
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Abstract: The modernization of Chinese Aesthetics is a process of selective 
westernization. In other words, the selective Westernization is the sinicization of 
the western aesthetics. The modernization of Chinese aesthetics is an interactive 
process between the selective westernization of Chinese aesthetics and the 
sinicization of western aesthetics in China. This results in a fusing of Sino- and 
occidental aesthetics. On the one hand, poetry has been more important than 
religion in China. Thus the Confucian political-moral conscious theory and their 
practice of art was the dominant aesthetic attitude in ancient China. The 
Confucianized version of Marxist aesthetics later played a leading role in modern 
and contemporary China. And on the other hand, Taoist aesthetics advocates 
nothingness and emptiness, and emphasizes non-utilitarian values. This 
resembles Kantian aesthetics. The Taoist approach contradicts Confucian 
aesthetics and as a result has been marginalized. Chinese landscape painting is 
finally adapted by Maoism in contemporary China. A non-utilitarian aesthetic 
attitude has encountered the same fate in both artistic and theoretical fields. 
 

Chinese culture took its shape and became characteristic in pre-Qin Dynasty 
period. Religion was unimportant while poetry as a symbol of literary art had a 
prominent position and yet the two held a close internal connection. At that time 
science was underdeveloped. Confucius, the founder of Confucianism, “never talked 
of prodigies, feats of strength, disorder or spirits”, he argued that only when one has 
“learnt to serve men” can he serve ghosts and only when he is able to know about the 
living is he able to know about the dead. Confucius dealt with the idea of ghosts in the 
unique Chinese way of wisdom; he thought it was too difficult a question to answer. In 
Confucius’ view, we should work hard without seeking help from ghosts and gods; we 
should focus on life more than death, which is a clever and down-to-earth approach. 
As Confucianism later dominated Chinese culture, this belief became a complex, 
profound and lasting influence. It not only checked the full progress of religious 
consciousness, but also provided a special ground for the growth of Chinese poetry. 

In most countries and areas other than China, the West included, religion played 
a major role in moral education. For example, “…many people get their ethical beliefs 
from their religion.”1 Consider the Ten Commandments of The Bible: many of the 
precepts of Buddhism and Islam played a similar role so that it was not necessary to 
burden literary art with too much moral baggage. Generally, the religious 
consciousness of Chinese people is weak because they have Confucian teachings 
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instead. This way of thinking takes the place of religion in moral education. 
Confucianism was the dominant thought controlling ancient China, “its focus is 
primarily on secular ethics and moralities as well as the cultivation of individuals which 
in turn would contribute to the establishment of a civilized society.”2 Confucius insisted 
on teaching and ruling the country by virtue and he said, “Govern the people by 
regulations, keep order among them by chastisements, and they will flee from you, and 
lose all self-respect. Govern them by moral force, keep order among them by ritual and 
they will keep their self–respect and come to you of their own accord.”3 In his mind, 
people generally have good behavior because of legal punishment and external 
authority; however, he thought, people cannot understand why such things are done. 
To achieve morality, external authority is much more effective than personal 
understanding. 

According to Confucianism, governing a state is governing its people, and the 
best way is to educate and train its people to comply with social norms. Morality and 
rites are sufficient for regulating the society. School education was at that time not well 
developed and there was no news media as we have today, thus literary art was the 
vehicle of moral education. The development of literary genres was unbalanced. 
Poetry matured early on and functioned as a sort of “religion” in ancient China, Only 
recently was poetry replaced by fiction and drama. In ancient China poetry occupied 
the position held by religion in other cultures. Lin Yutang agreed to the same point.4  

The Great Preface to the Book of Odes, a general outline of Confucian poetics, 
summarized this idea, “to correct (cheng) [the presentation of] achievements (te) and 
failures, to move Heaven and Earth, to stir the goods and spirits, there is nothing more 
apposite than poetry”.5 Confucianism as mainstream intellectualism promoted this 
program for moral education in China. During the process poetry attained its lofty 
religion-like status, and influenced all other kinds of art. Wen Yiduo wrote to further 
clarify this point, “It seems that poetry has played such an important role in China…that 
as soon as poetry was born, it has become religion, politics, education, communication, 
and every possible aspects of life. … Poetry dominated various cultures of the feudal 
times”.6 

 

Ⅱ 

 
Plato claimed that artists are imitators.7 Therefore, art is at best useless 

because art serves no valuable purpose in society. As an “imitation of Nature” it adds 
nothing to our knowledge of the world or to the society. Furthermore, art is politically 
dangerous, irrational, emotional, destructive and leads to serious damaging behavior.8  

In sharp contrast, according to Record of Music of ancient China, music and 
other arts are the production of the modulations of the voice, and its source was in the 
affections of the mind as it is influenced by external things. This theory of the origin of 
art emphasized that the interaction between mind and nature focuses on the heart. In 
The Literary Mind and the Carving of Dragon, an unsurpassable classic of literary and 
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artistic theory, Liu Xie wrote, “They……applied coloration (tsai) and match sounds, 
lingering on about things with their minds.”9 Chinese poetics is more subjective and 
expressive. Su Shi the great master of literature once wrote that “if one emphasizes 
appearance while discussing painting, he is as naive as children”.10 Even in the field 
of plastic arts such as painting, Chinese art neither focused on meticulous and 
elaborate facsimile of objective things, nor developed artistic skills such as proportion, 

perspective and anatomy. On the contrary，the role of moralistic and political art was 

the center of aesthetic concerns. “The Poem (shih) articulates what is on the mind 
intently (chih).” “Literary works (wen-chang) are the supreme achievements in the 
business of state, a splendor that does not decay,”11 and “literary works are vehicles 
for moral instruction.”12 

Confucianism emphasized the political-educational function of poetry in early 
times. From the  Pre-Qin Dynasty times on, Chinese poetics as the actual aesthetics 
of the nation concentrated on the utilitarian nature of art. Chinese literature was secular 
with political and ethical concerns. However, it is quite different from western chivalry 
literature which is also secular literature but more erotic. As the founder of 
Confucianism in Pre-Qin Dynasty ages, Confucius and his fellow thinkers held ideas 
that profoundly influenced later thinking in China. Basic concerns included morality and 
the socio-political role of art. The two are naturally linked through a common 
standpoint: the strategies of Confucianism about how to rule a state thus fostered the 
trinity of art, morality and politics. From the viewpoint of aesthetic consideration, 
Confucians attach heavy importance to the intrinsic relations of art and personal 
beauty, emphasizing the moral character of the artistic subject, advocating “the 
fostering of boundless and surging ch’i”.13 And sometimes beauty was directly 
identified with goodness. Their emphasis on the content of morality neglected the 
significance of the artistic form and thus resulted in the moralization of aesthetic 
appreciation. 

As is quoted above, Confucians advocate that “poem (shih) articulates what is 
on the mind intently (chih)”.14 By “Chih” here they suggest political ideals and 
aspirations rather than various personal thoughts and emotions. Mainstream Chinese 
literature has usually been more politically conscious and less entertaining. Zigong 
asked, “Gentleman must observe water, why?” Confucius answered: “Because water 
is the symbol of gentlemen.”15 That means, when someone watches water, they get 
aesthetic pleasure, but not what Aristotle claimed to result from imitation and 
knowledge. Instead they derive pleasure by realizing the metaphoric morality 
suggested by water. Thus they come to understand what a gentleman’s morality was 
like. Confucius talked about the appreciation of natural beauty by observing the 
changes of external shapes of water which, he argued, signify moral implications. He 
approached both from a moralistic perspective. He said, “The wise man delights in 
water,/The Good man delights in mountains.”16 He found analogies between the “wise” 
and “good” of morality and the natural scenery of “water” and “mountain.” Confucius 
added, “Only when the year grows cold do we see that the pine and cypress are the 
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last to fade.”17 His metaphor of pines and cypresses that stand proudly in cold winter 
suggests human bravery against oppression and violence. This concept dramatically 
influenced later generations of Chinese poets and painters, and gradually shaped a 
basic way of appreciating natural sceneries. The famous phrase “three gentlemen in 
winter (pine, bamboo and plum blossom which contain plenty of moral contents so as 
to have become the symbol of gentlemen)” is an example of this influence. 

 

Ⅲ 

 
The mainstream discourse of Chinese society transformed rapidly after entering 

the modern age. With the May Fourth Movement – a rebellious new culture movement 
that began in 1919 – communists tried to overthrow Confucianism and replace it with 
Marxism. However, the Confucian aesthetic attitude was soon mixed with Marxist 
aesthetics and retained a hegemonic position. In modern revolutionary opera “Sister 
Jiang (Jiangjie)” the plum blossom was portrayed to be a hero facing biting-cold winter: 
“What bitter wintry cold to fear? Her singing awakens the sweet spring!” Marshal Chen 
Yi wrote a famous poem eulogizing the pine:  

 
The heavy snow suppresses the pine, 
It stands upright and smiles fine. 
When to know the loftiness of the tree? 
Just wait till the snow sets it free. 
 
There are prevalent images in Red Book – the so-called Revolutionary Works 

like the examples mentioned above – which reflect the old Confucian tradition of taking 
natural objects as moralistic symbols for the virtuous person. 

Marxist aesthetics holds a more political aesthetic attitude about art works. Marx 
wrote in his Theses on Feuerbach, “The philosophers have only interpreted the world, 
in various ways; the point is to change it.”18 Classic Marxists observe the world from 
class difference perspectives and advocate that artists should reflect class struggles, 
challenge the prevailing social order, play an active role in the struggles for proletariats 
to overthrow the bourgeoisie, and finally destroy the Capitalist world in order to 
construct the Communist world. Marxist aesthetics, travelling from Germany to Russia, 
and then to China, experienced a metamorphosis as described by Rene Wellek, 
“Russian literary criticism is seldom strictly literary, that it has been mainly a general 
criticism of society…criticism almost totally a weapon in the struggle against Tsarism 
and for the emancipation of the serfs”.19 

After the October Revolution of 1917 Marxist aesthetics was modified and as a 
result became more political in Russia. It was suitable for China during the struggle for 
national independence, and also suited Confucian aesthetic’s politically-conscious and 
political purposive tradition. Confucians considered art as a tool of politics. When 
Confucius talked about the role of poetry, he argued that “For the Songs will help you 
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to incite people’s emotions, to observe their feelings, to keep company, to express your 
grievances”, and he particularly stressed that “they may be used at home in the service 
of one’s father, abroad, in the service of one’s prince.”20 In the beginning of The Literary 
Mind and the Carving and Dragons, Liu Hsieh forwarded three suggestive section 
titles: “On Tao, the Source,” “Evidence from the Sage,” “The Classics as Literary 
Source”. They also serve as suggestions. That is, first, to trace back to Tao, then to 
follow the saints, and lastly, to learn from the classics. And these are the unchangeable 
tenets to observe, and never to violate. In modern China various thoughts from foreign 
countries rose and fell like a gust of wind while only the Confucianized version of 
Marxist aesthetics persisted and became the hegemonic discourse. In the unequal 
exchange between foreign and Chinese aesthetics, China’s native Confucian tradition 
still plays a leading role in modern Chinese aesthetics.  

 

Ⅳ 

 
Classical Chinese aesthetics developed in an unbalanced way. In the poetical 

field the Confucian aesthetics was the major voice; however, it had a much fainter role 
in the art of painting. Within the genre of landscape painting (mountain and water 
painting) especially, Taoism prevailed over Confucianism and laid emphasis upon 
“non-action” stillness, naturalness, emptiness, and detachment. Such concepts proved 
more suitable for inspiring Chinese landscape painting, which stayed far away from 
politics. In such cases how can landscape paintingthey be relevantated to politics? In 
“Preface to Landscape Painting”, Zong Bing summed up this kind of aesthetic attitude 
as “cleansing…mind to taste image.” This landscape painting approach used to for the 
detached appreciation of nature was different from the Confucian perspective that 
makes “an analogy between nature and human morality.” Taoism requires one to 
“cleanse the mind”, that is, to assume a non-utilitarian attitude toward nature, to keep 
psychological and emotional distance between nature and the viewer. Then the viewer 
is able to enjoy and “taste the image,” which applies to a different way of using 
concepts and logic, political-moral point of view, for watching the human-hearted 
mountains and the wise rivers, the bright moon and the clear breeze to obtain Tao. 
This attitude conflicts with Confucianism and as a result landscape painting became 
decentralized and consequently marginalized. Even so, it was supported by the 
tradition of Taoist aesthetics. Long ago Lao Tzu advised to “wipe and cleanse … vision 
of the Mystery”, he wrote:  

 
Can you keep the unquiet physical-soul from straying, hold fast to Unity, and never quit it? 

Can you, when concentrating your breath, make it soft like that of a little child? 

Can you wipe and cleanse your vision of the Mystery till all is without blur?21  
 
“Mystery” means that the human mind is deep and to “wipe and cleanse your 

vision” is a metaphor suggesting that the human mind is like a mirror and should be as 
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clear as a mirror. How can  one achieve this goal？Lao Tzu takes a baby an analogy. 

He said that the baby requires the union of the mental and the physical: a baby is pure 
and without desire. The Taoist seeks to remove the dirty desire and selfish wishes 
leaving a spotless mind so that the human can see and understand Tao. This non-
utilitarian approach to aesthetics had a drastic effect.  

Chuang Tzu’s thought is clearer and more systematic in this sense. He argued 
that “heaven and earth have their great beauties but do not speak of them, …The sage 
seeks out beauties of Heaven and earth and masters the principles of the ten thousand 
things,”22 “You must fast and practice austerities, cleanse and purge your mind, wash 
and purify your inner spirit, destroy and do away with your knowledge.”23 Chuang Tzu 
further elaborated an accessible way to the “fasting of the mind” and “sitting down and 
forgetting everything”, further pointed it out by saying, “Make your will one! Don’t listen 
with your ears, listen with your mind. No, you don’t listen with your mind, but listen with 
your spirit. Listening with stops with the ears, the mind stops with recognition, but spirit 
is empty and waits on all things. The Way gathers in emptiness alone. Emptiness is 
the fasting of the mind.”24  

Chuang-tzu metaphorized the riots of the State of Wei to the conflicts of the 
world. He believed that “fasting of the mind” was a good way for resolving all conflicts. 
In his view, the pursuit of fame and wealth causes conflict, therefore forgetting 
everything is the “fasting of the mind” which is necessary and effective to inner peace. 
Here Chuang-tzu argued that “the spirit is empty and waits for all things.” By “empty” 
he suggests an important feature of this non-utilitarian aesthetic attitude, that is, the 
detachment from interest and being without purpose. Chuang-tzu talked about how to 
empty the body of all things and activities: “I smash up my limbs and body, drive out 
perception and intellect, cast off form, do away with understanding, and make myself 
identical with the Great Thoroughfare. This is what I mean by sitting down and 
forgetting everything.”25 This means that one should remove physiological desires and 
give up the analytical, conceptual pursuit of knowledge. Indeed Chuang Tzu captured 
some essential aspects of aesthetics and established an aesthetic attitude based on 
Lao Tzu as an alternative to that of the Confucians. He enlightened and inspired the 
aesthetic attitude of naturalness, emptiness, detachment in Chinese landscape 
painting.  

 

Ⅴ 

 
There have been other traditions in Chinese aesthetics that are distinct from 

one another and possibly even contradictory. The Taoist-based aesthetic tradition 
gave rise to another approach to Chinese art aesthetics. Although it differed or even 
was opposite to the Confucian mainstream, it laid an alternative basis for Chinese 
aesthetics. This approach incorporated another branch of foreign aesthetics different 
from the political-utilitarian attitude of Marxist aesthetics. That is the Kantian non-
utilitarian and formalistic school of aesthetics. As mentioned above, Kant’s aesthetics 
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is obviously contradictory to the Confucian political-moral attitude, whereas Taoist 
aesthetics is analogous in some aspects to the non-utilitarian Kantian approach. These 
factors fundamentally determined the main direction of Kantian aesthetics and merged 
with other schools of Chinese aesthetics to establish a role in modern China. 

The distinguishing feature of Kantian aesthetics is its clear distinction of 
aesthetic judgment from logical judgment. According to Kant, “a judgment of taste is 
not cognitive judgment and so is not a logical judgment but an aesthetic one,”26 which 
suggests that aesthetic activity is not cognitive, hence art is not cognition. According 
to this logic, scientific activity is also distinguished from artistic activity as he wrote in 
his Critique of Judgment, “we refrain from calling anything art that we can do the 
moment we know what is to be done.”27 This to say that art is not scientific, rational 
activity. Furthermore, Kant also distinguished beauty from goodness. Beauty, in his 
eyes, is “as object of a liking devoid of all interest,” and “a liking for the good is 
connected with interest,” and art is free while all kinds of art are similarly games. “Art 
is likewise distinguished from craft. The first is also called free art; the second could 
also be called mercenary art. We regard free art [as an art] that could only turn out 
purposive (i.e., succeed) if it is play, in other words, an occupation that is agreeable on 
its own account.” “Agreeable arts are those whose purpose is merely enjoyment. …the 
whole point is entertainment of the moment…making time go by unnoticed.”28 What 
Kant held as true and correct is discordant with Confucius who insisted on rationalism, 
the unity of beauty and goodness. However, the Kantian theory is similar to Taoism in 
believing that aesthetic activities are detached from interest. 

There are also differences between Taoist aesthetics and Kantian aesthetics. 
Zhuang Tzu was an aesthetic relativist and lacked boundaries between beauty and 
ugliness, as he said in his book, “The beautiful one is only too aware of her beauty, 
and so we don’t think of her as beautiful. The ugly one is only too aware of her ugliness, 
and so we don’t think of her as ugly.”29 It is not surprising that “the ugly one was treated 
as a lady of rank, while the beautiful one was treated as a menial.” Nevertheless, Kant 
believed that “all interest ruins a judgment of taste and deprives it of its impartiality”, 
and “beautiful is what, without a concept, is liked universally”.30 Lao Tzu and Zhuang 
Tzu were not formalists, instead they argued that “the five colors confuse the eye, the 
five sounds dull the ear,” and “true words are not fine-sounding; Fine-sounding words 
are not true;” “The greatest skill seems like clumsiness;”31 “Of unwrought simplicity, 
your beauty will be such that no one in the world may vie with you.”32 The aesthetic 
standard of Taoism is advocates naturalness and simplicity. However, Kant believed 
otherwise, stating, “beauty should actually concern only form.” “It pertains only to form,” 
“merely what we like because of its form.”33 That is why in the history of western 
aesthetics “Kant…has been seen as the main source formalism,” as was said in 
Encyclopedia of Philosophy (2006).34 

We can easily understand that from Wang Guowei to Zhu Guangqian, several 
generations of Chinese scholars were mainly concentrated on the aesthetic judgment 
in the scope of non-utilitarianism when they interpreted Kant’s aesthetics. This was 
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possibly because the traditional aesthetic attitude of Taoism was similar and shared a 
common point of detachment from interest and lack of purpose that Kant also 
proposed. Other aspects of Kantian aesthetics, compared with the traditional Chinese 
Confucian or Taoist aesthetic attitude, differ and sometimes even conflict with Kantian 
aesthetics, and as a consequence they were neglected or refuted. Kant’s aesthetics 
was discordant with the aesthetic attitude of traditional utilitarian and rationalism that 
was fused with Marxist aesthetics and finally formed hand in hand the left-wing ideas 
of aesthetics in modern China. These factors ensured that the Kantian non-utilitarian 
aesthetics cannot play a major role in contemporary Chinese aesthetics, even if some 
aspects are merged with Taoism.  

Traditional Chinese landscape painting influenced by Kantian non-utilitarian 
aesthetics and Taoism encountered dramatic changes in 1950s-1970s. On the one 
hand, landscape painting keeps its own characteristics as much as possible, on the 
other, in order to survive, it has to change its content and form so that it is able to come 
close to the new Chinese political publicity affected by the former Soviet Union. In those 
years typical works of landscape painting, such as those that praised Jinggang 
Mountain as the cradle of which was a red, holy place for the modern Chinese 
revolution. Meanwhile other artists created art works directly derived from images of 
Mao Zedong’s poetry. Traditional Chinese landscape painting and Kantian aesthetics 
were parallel in modern China. Whether in artistic practice of painting or in theory, the 
non-utilitarian aesthetic attitude were fated to be expelled from hegemonic discourse 
on aesthetics and hence politics as power and interest. 
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It is necessary to satisfy (to a certain level if not completely) at least two types 

of needs if man is to exists – these are physical-biological needs and the so-called 
‘spiritual’ needs among which the world outlook needs (interests) are of primary 
importance. In particular, it means insurmountable desire to understand what the world 
in its wholeness is and what role and destination man has in it, what the aim of man’s 
mundane existence is, what the meaning of his life is; whether it is possible for man to 
have non-mundane existence (heavenly life) and what its meaning is. 

Man clearly ‘sees’ at least two facts: the world surrounding him (with the 
exception of cultural events) is not made by him; and the second, his physical and 
spiritual individuality as the mundane existence is limited, final, ‘closed’ in time and 
space. By means of self-consciousness and self-reflection the world outlook questions 
naturally arise before him. He constantly needs to look for certain answers to these 
questions and to justify them. 

The world outlook in its ‘pure form’, in its basis as an as criptive feature, ability 
and demand of human consciousness in its normal state (1) means to look at the world 
from ‘the outside’, to ‘unite’ it by means of the power of imagination and fantasy and to 
find a place for himself – sometimes a very modest one (as it happens in myths and 
religion), sometimes a comparatively elevated and high place (as is the case in certain 
works of art and some philosophical conceptions) (2). Man always lives according to 
one or another world outlook. To have a world outlook is so inherent, specific and 
necessary for man that, in general, he can be defined as “an animal with a world 
outlook”. 

World outlook implies freedom as its basis and condition. The fact that man as 
a conscious being is free is first of all evident in that he keeps by necessity to one or 
another world outlook. In this case it does not matter what kind of outlook it is. The 
main point is that man always wants (if he is in a normal state) and can imagine the 
world as whole and determine his place in it. Even more, he can both believe and doubt 
as well as reject the world outlook picture which he himself construed or chose. It is 
just where man’s true and complete freedom inherent for our consciousness is seen 
best of all. Any attempt to escape it once more points to man’s freedom and proves it. 
Jean-Paul Sartre’s famous phrase “man is damned with freedom” (he is ‘sentenced’ to 
freedom) should be understood in this way. Since man is not able to avoid being free, 
he cannot escape responsibility either (3). And first of all it is the responsibility of the 
world outlook which man chooses, keeps to internally and follows in his private life. 
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To satisfy his first order requirements man uses science and technology, but in 

order to answer the world outlook questions he resorts (alongside with particular 
scientific knowledge) to such spheres of the activity of consciousness as art, myth, 
religion and philosophy. Each of them is a specific channel of expressing, rendering, 
explaining or ‘proving’ these or other world outlook views and ideas. Man’s world 
outlook is not reduced to any of the above mentioned spheres of the activity of 
consciousness. Our consciousness has different abilities – logical reasoning, 
imagination (fantasy), will, faith, which determine the character of constituting a world 
outlook according to the ability dominant at the moment of forming or choosing the 
world outlook. 

The specific feature of philosophy understood as ‘realization’ of the world 
outlook demands is the following: the world outlook means confidence (assurance) in 
certain ideas and views about the world and man’s place in it. And scientific knowledge 
has great power of convincing and assuring man (4). It seems to be more evident and 
clear for our consciousness. Therefore as soon as scientific knowledge emerged, man 
intended to give scientific resolution (argumentation) to his world outlook views and 
ideas, to become confident and certain in them by means of logical thinking. Such 
strivings formed the basis on which philosophy (as a specific form of consciousness) 
with all its various directions, movements and different branches arose. Philosophy is 
an attempt to constitute and formulate an evident and clear world outlook which is 
comprehensible and acceptable for man’s reason. It seems to be meant by the recently 
formulated definition (which is acceptable for us) of philosophy – “philosophy is an 
attempt of proving the world outlook” (5) (or a claim to be a logically substantiated world 
outlook). 

But it is not an easy task to substantiate a world outlook, to attach certain 
convincingness to it through logical thinking. Very often it was the reason for rejecting 
and criticizing (classical) philosophy. Bertrand Russell even declared traditional 
philosophy a “no man’s land” which is situated side by side with theology and science. 
According to Russell, philosophy keeps to “no man’s land” which theology and science 
fail to divide (6). He thinks that philosophy (Aristotle’s “first philosophy” and 
metaphysics in general) is an attempt to solve religious issues by means of scientific 
methods and means, which usually fails. In spite of such severe assessment, 
philosophy as metaphysics even at present preserves its right of existence and plays 
a certain role in grading the world outlook problems of human existence. It will suffice 
to name Albert Camus’s views on the role and necessity of philosophy in pursuit of the 
ways to overcome the absurd existence of the present day man and the pessimistic 
world outlook (7). 

According to Camus, the first and foremost world outlook issue facing man 
implies understanding whether the present day man’s life is valuable enough for him 
to continue his tiring and troubling everyday existence and not to reject life altogether. 
“Is life worth living?” – asks Camus and looks for acceptable and truthful answers to 
this world outlook question in philosophical thinking. In doing so, Camus gives a certain 
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answer to the extremely sensitive question of the second half of the 20th century – 
“Why philosophy?” 

A certain solution of the problem of being is the most necessary and decisive 
precondition of building any world outlook and its ‘justification’ as well as its application. 
Therefore, since the moment the human consciousness was formed the problem of 
being and search of its solution has always been the primary task of man’s world 
outlook thinking. Historians of religion and philosophy clearly prove it. The problem of 
being is acute for the present day man since it is one of the most urgent and at the 
same time ‘unsolvable’ questions from the metaphysical point of view. It can be said 
that it is much more urgent than in the previous centuries. This fact has its reasons: 
large-scale scientific-technical progress has not offered man spiritual salvation and 
relief. Just the opposite: it alienated man from culture created by man himself and 
turned him into a slave of satisfying his material needs. Man became a machine 
(almost proving Lametrie’s idea of man). Man’s hopes based on science (the power of 
knowledge) were not realized. Science failed to clarify the mystery of being and it 
became clear that it cannot do it in principle. At the same time man’s faith in the 
existence of God rather weakened and the necessity of rethinking the problem of being 
and non-being arose again with even more urgency. Nowadays it is necessary to once 
more build a new conception of being which can form the basis for such world outlook 
that will make man feel relief. Nowadays man is once more in search of such world 
outlook that will ‘save’ (liberate from metaphysical worries) him in this world and will 
make him believe in “existence of non-mundane existence” (metaphysical, 
transcendental). 

As a rule, men try to escape non-existence or non-being. It is only in special 
extreme cases that they, of their own free will, refuse to live. In general, striving to 
existence (being), efforts to preserve and ‘improve’ it are man’s natural demands. The 
choice between existence and non-existence (being and non-being) seems to be 
resolved from the very beginning. But such solving presupposes answers to such 
questions as: What do existence and being mean? What does existence of nature, its 
objects and the universe in general mean? What does existence of man himself (of a 
particular person), humanity as a whole and culture mean? These are the questions 
as to the meaning of man (of life in general), man’s place and role in this world and 
therefore these are the world outlook questions. Thus, any world outlook (philosophical 
as well) picture of the world is based on understanding the essence of being (of 
existence in general). It can be a specific study of the problem of being or its reception 
and recognition of its one or another already existing solution. Man as a world outlook 
being is being after understanding of being (Da-sein) (Heidegger) (9). 

Philosophical study and analysis of man first of all means clarification of his 
relation to existence, being. Nowadays such research is the realm of philosophical 
anthropology. It is one of the modern extensions of Aristotle’s “first philosophy” and 
traditional ontology and aims at overcoming their failures and replacing them by human 
anthropology. Existentialism perfectly shows and proves a close relation of ontology 
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and philosophical anthropology. Existential doctrine of man is “fundamental ontology” 
(Heidegger). 

Defining and understanding of the concepts of existence and being have turned 
out extremely difficult. The main sources of this difficulty are ambiguity and obscurity 
of the concepts of existence and being. In order to deal with this obscurity, these two 
concepts are sometimes identified (e.g. on the level of substance (10). The existing as 
existing, being as such and not as a separate being. Sometimes they are differentiated 
and existence is considered as a predicate, while being is defined as a subject. Such 
differentiation, in particular in the existential philosophy, is mainly conditioned by the 
desire to clearly differentiate man as a particular individual being and other things and 
phenomena of the world as separate existings (in contrast to them, according to 
Heidegger, man has ontic-ontological privilege, that is why man is “being” and not 
simply “existing”). Sometimes the reasons of this difficulty are sought in the 
imperfection of language, in the objective reality itself or in the inter-incompatibility of 
the world and consciousness. For example, Blaise Pascal thought that the difficulty 
consisting in the fact that “any definition (understanding) of the concept of existence 
by necessity employs and relies upon the concept of existence itself”. Our thinking 
(language) is unable to do otherwise (11). 

Everything that man sees in the world including his own self or, more precisely, 
everything that he can comprehend sensually, rationally or irrationally can be related 
to things, qualities or relations. 

Where can existence as such be placed? In the multitude of things, range of 
qualities or relations? Or to which of these will it be closer if there is no place for it in 
the above mentioned sets? 

If we survey the history of development of philosophical thought from the aspect 
of the problem of existence, it will not be difficult to find well-founded attempts of 
proving each of these three opinions. They are summed up in the classical formulations 
which are well-known in philosophical literature: 1). “Essence is, non-essence is not”; 
“Essence is the idea on essence” i.e. “True essence means thinking about essence” 
(Parmenides); 2). “Cogito ergo sum” (Descartes); 3). “Substance is that the essence 
and existence of which coincide or the Supreme Being is called existence (Spinoza); 
4). “Existence is perception” (Berkley); 5). “Existence is not given in the concept”; 
“Existence is the position of the knowing subject, his relation to the object of cognition” 
(Kant); 6). “Thing and its concept are one and the same” (Fichte). Much more examples 
could be added to the list. 

Every philosophical concept (category) has its own history and adventure. Each 
has its own fate. In this respect the concept of existence turned out to be the luckiest 
and the most unlucky one. 

It is lucky because it turned out to be the most universal and also ‘desirable’ 
predicate (in any act of consciousness – we mean the simplest sentence, even a one 
word sentence – existence is either declared immediately or thought of by necessity). 
At the same time it is the only universal linguistic means of predication. No other 
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philosophical category can compete with the concept of existence from the aspect of 
such wide application. 

It is unlucky since, up to now, it is the only category among philosophical 
categories which claims to be both the universal predicate and the universal subject – 
to turn into the Absolute, to occupy God’s place though finally it was refused the place 
(“I am he who is”, “I am existing”, “I am God existing who is”. According to the Bible 
God refers to himself as being, existence, He calls Himself existence (Genesis 3, 14) 
(12). 

Philosophical category of existence is not reducible without ‘residue’ either to 
the objective reality or the subjective reality or their interrelation (and, even more, it is 
not inferred from any of them). It is impossible to reduce it without residue to things, 
qualities or relations, to á priori or posteriori, to rational or irrational, or to values as 
such. 

This difficulty can be formulated in the following way: Is existence predicable or 
not? (13) Or should the question as to the existence of existence be valid? In other 
words: Is existence such a universal predicate which can be attributed to everything 
other and to its own self? Or is existence such a universal subject (Absolute) which as 
a predicate has its own self? 

This problem has not been solved by philosophy up to the present day though 
it is old and many attempts were made to solve it. This question demands further study 
even at present. The more argued the solution of the problem of being seems to be, 
the more acceptable and convincing will be any world outlook ‘built’ on its basis. 

In general, any world outlook is always based upon certain values and 
expresses a hierarchy of values. And existence, being was from the beginning 
considered a positive predicate. It was placed at the basis of values as the principle 
attribute of any value (14). The point consisted in the ‘kind’ of existence (being). 

Our consciousness cannot in principle transcend the limits of existence. Non-
existence (Parmenides’s “non-essence”, “super essence” in Neo-Platonism, Laski’s 
sphere of “logical” which is beyond existence-non-existence, Heidegger’s “nothing”, 
Nutsubidze’s “more than nothing”, or the so-called “the ought” as a unity of certain 
values, etc.) in the form of existing in our consciousness somehow acquires the status 
of the existence in some way , i.e. it already implies existence in some form. Nothing 
that is completely ‘emptied’ of existence can enter the field of our consciousness since 
entering the field of consciousness is already being, even if it were only conceived of, 
imagined in this or other form (material, non-material, real, irreal, psychic, logical, ideal, 
supernatural, transcendental, immanent, “the ought”, etc.) by my consciousness. We 
can say that it is confirmed by Husserl’s “pure I” as the intentionality (direction on 
anything including its own self) which, in spite of Husserl’s tenacious efforts to ‘catch it 
free’ of existence, turned out to be one of the existings (though specific, special 
existing) as seeing its own self by “pure consciousness” in the form of “pure existence” 
(this means remaining within the limits of Descartes’ “cogito”). It means that we have 
received one more decision of the problem of existence. 
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If our consciousness has anything innate, internal and the most principle (a 

priori as Kant would say) it must be “looking through the glasses” of existence; seeing 
everything (including its own self) as somehow existing. “Looking through the glasses” 
of existence is the most general a priori form of ‘contemplation’ for our consciousness. 
We mean sensual contemplation as well as rational and irrational. 

In general, value is measured according to the kind of existence which is 
attached to one or another thing or phenomenon from the position of our 
consciousness: irreal or real, temporal or eternal, true or false, sensual or rational, etc. 
(15). 

First of all what is creating the world by God if not “creating” existence? God 
created man as an image and likeness of His own self or vise versa (such opinion is 
also given). In both instances the issue of existence is of the first rate importance. The 
principal attribute of “being God” is its existence (16) (God’s ‘Christian’ name is 
existence – “I am who is”). The so-called ontological argument of existence of God was 
based on it – ensuing God’s existence from the concept of God. According to Kant it 
was the main task of philosophy presiding him. 

Thus, in a certain sense the development of philosophical consciousness can 
be analyzed as a history of changing specific discourse on being. The emergence of 
different philosophical disciplines can be considered as discovering different aspects 
of being and forming different philosophical directions, movements or schools as 
different interpretations of these aspects. 

LITERATURE AND NOTES 
 

(1) Consciousness is a free creator which has abilities of trust and distrust (methodological 
suspicion); it is an activity which has a will – a subject who is impelled by the necessity to 
satisfy interests and needs (material or spiritual) of certain type. According to Freud, the 
“repressed” strifes and desires are given in the foundation of activities of consciousness. We 
can suppose that no less important are the ‘allowed’ strifes and desires, especially those 
directed at satisfying the world outlook “metaphysical” worries”. 

(2) The existence of mythology and religion proves the ability and desire of our consciousness to 
comply with the order of the universe, adapt to it according to certain rules and conditions. The 
existence of art proves the ability and desire of our consciousness not to comply with the 
order of the universe, to attempt to change and transform it. The existence of philosophy 
proves the ability and desire of our consciousness to critically interpret everything that is and 
try to logically prove what is to be. In each of them man seeks for help and salvation in the 
boundless and enigmatic world. That is why their role will always be important for existence of 
humanity. 

(3) Man first of all imposes responsibility for his deeds upon his own self; his own second “I” as 
an internal ‘supervisor’ since any consequence of his behaviour more or less ‘hits’ him as well. 
Besides, when man chooses something, he chooses not only for himself but for others as well. 
Of course, first of all it means choosing a world outlook. Man thinks that his choice is the best 
and means that it can be an example for others. Thus, he feels responsibility for his deeds not 
only to his own self but to a certain degree to others as well. 
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(4) The power of convincingness of scientific knowledge is based upon particular facts. It seems 

that the more we move away from the facts (rationally or irrationally), the less strong becomes 
the power of our consciousness to believe and make others believe its ideas and opinions. As 
Kant declared, any convincingness if it does not want to be completely unfounded must be 
based first of all on facts. «Всякая убеждённость, если она не хочет быть совершенно 
необоснованной, должна основываться прежде всего на факте». Иммануиль Кант, Соч. 
в 6-ти т-ах, т. 5. М., Мысль. 1966 г., стр. 564. 

(5) More on such definition of philosophy, see TevzaZe guram, XX saukunis filosofiis istoria. Tsu 
gamomc.,, Tb., 2002 w., gv. 567-576; misive, Sua saukuneebis filosofiis istoria. Tsu gamomc., 
1966 w., gv. 3. (Tevzadze Guram, A History of XX Century Philosophy. TSU, Tb., 2002, p. 
567-576; A History of the Medieval Philosophy, TSU, Tb., 1966, p. 3). 

(6) “… between theology and science there is a No Man’s land, exposed to attacks from both 
sides; this No Man’s Land is philosophy”. Bertrand Russell, A History of Western Philosophy, 
Great Britain, GEORGE ALLEN AND UNWIN LTD, 1947, p. 10. 

(7) In detail see niblaZe vaJa, alber kamiu filosofiis rolis Sesaxeb absurdis adamianis cxovrebaSi. 
macne, filosofiis seria, 1998w., 2. (Nibladze Vazha, Albert Camus on the role of philosophy in 
life of man of absurd. Matsne, Series in philosophy, 1998, 2.). 

(8) Albert Camus, Le mythe de Sysiphe. Éditins Gallimard, Paris, 1942, p. 15 (Камю Альбер 
Бунтующий человек М., Изд. полит. лит., 1990 г., стр. 24). 

(9)  “SeiZleba iTqvas, rom adamianis yofiereba, yofierebis gagebis mixedviT yofnaa. am mxriv 
marTalia martin haidegeri, roca yofierebis gagebas adamianis fundamentur daxasiaTebad 
miiCnevs” kakabaZe zurab, filosofiuri saubrebi, Tb., 1988, gv. 15. “It can be said that man’s 
being is being according to unterstanding of being. In this respect Martin Heidegger is right 
when he considers understanding of being as man’s fundamental characteristic”. Zurab 
Kakabadze, Philosophical Talks, Tb. 1988, p. 15. (Heidegger Martin, Sein und Zeit, Tubingen, 
1963, s.12). 

(10) avaliani sergi, yofiereba, dro da sivrce, Tsu, 1991, gv.3. (Avaliani Sergi, Being, Time and 
Space, TSU, 1991, p.3). 

(11)  Blaise Pascal, Pansées etopuscule (éd.Brunschvicg), 6-me éd; Paris, 1912, p.169. 
(12)  wignni Zueli aRTqumisani, nakveTi I, Sesaqmisai, gamosvlaTai, Tb. mecniereba, 1988, 

gv.312-313. 
(13)  It is known that Russell’s so-called “theory of types” does not allow to apply any principle 

(quality) to itself, to extend it to itself, or the demand of predictability and its justification; though 
this principle itself turned out to be predictable and thus containing internal logical contradiction 
(“…raselis “tipebis Teoria” … krZalavs raime principis Tavis Tavze miyenebas. rogorc 
aRmoCnda, Tavad es principi ver asrulebs sakuTar moTxovnas”. TevzaZe guram, XX 
saukunis filosofiis istoria. Tsu gamomc., Tb., 2002, gv. 99. “…Russell’s “theory of types” … 
does not allow to apply any principle to this principle. As it turned out, this principle itself does 
not fulfill its own demand”. Tevzadze Guram, History of XX Century Philosophy, TSU, 2002, 
p. 99.). 

(14)  The so-called “ought” as a unity of certain values is an existing as a datum in the 
consciousness mediating on it. In this sense it is impossible for our consciousness to “see” 
anything as completely deprived of any existence. “Pure non-existence” cannot be thought of 
since including in into the sphere of consciousness already implies some kind of existence. 

(15)  It is evident that man in general strives to exist, he puts up with numerous problems of 
existence and its absurdity just in order to escape non-existence for as long as possible. Man’s 
dread and anguish are caused by inevitability of “meeting” with non-existence. It dos not matter 
how successful we are from economical or political (or any other) aspects, we are unable to 
deal with “ontological dread” of non-existence but for the hope of passing into some “other 
kind” of existence. We do not want non-existence. We prefer existence even if it were not very 
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satisfying. Man makes his choice naturally from the very beginning – existence, being are 
good, non-existence, non-being – bad. 

(16)  The essence and existence of substance coincide with each other as Spinoza showed.  

SUMMARY IN GEORGIAN 

 

vaJa niblaZe  
ioane petriwis saxelobis qristianuli kvlevis centri 

 

yofierebis gageba, rogorc msoflmxedvelobis 
ganmsazRvreli 

 

gafarToebuli  reziume 

 

adamianis arsebobisaTvis aucilebelia sul mcire ori rigis 

moTxovnilebaTa dakmayofileba (raRac donemde mainc, Tu srulyo-

filad ara) _ fizikur-biologiuri moTxovnilebebis da e. w. “sulieri” 

moTxovnilebebis, romelTagan umTavresia msoflmxedvelobrivi mo-

Txovnilebebi (interesebi). kerZod, es aris dauokebeli miswrafeba 

garkveul iqnas, Tu ra aris samyaro mTlianobaSi da rogoria adamianis 

adgili, roli da daniSnuleba am samyaroSi; ra aris adamianis 

amqveyniuri arsebobis mizani, misi cxovrebis sazrisi; ramdenad aris 

SesaZlebeli da ras niSnavs adamianis ara-amqveyniuri saxiT arseboba 

(saiqio cxovreba).  

msoflmxedveloba “wminda saxiT”, Tavis saZirkvelSi, aris 

normalur mdgomareobaSi myofi adamianuri cnobierebis Tandayolili 

Tviseba, unari da moTxovnileba, samyaros “Sexedos garedan”, 

warmosaxvis Zalisa da fantaziis meSveobiT “gaamTlianos” igi da masSi 

sakuTar Tavs miuCinos garkveuli adgili _ xan Zalzed mokrZalebuli 

(rogorc es gvaqvs miTebsa da religiebSi), xanac SedarebiT amaRlebuli 

da aRzevebulic ki (rogorc es xdeba xelovnebis zogierT nawarmoebSi 

da zogierT filosofiur koncefciaSi). adamiani mudam cxovrobs ama 

Tu im msoflmxedvelobiT. msoflmxedvelobis qona misTvis imdenad 

Sinagani, specifikuri da aucilebelia, rom zogadad, is SeiZleba 

ganisazRvros, rogorc “msoflmxedvelobis mqone cxoveli”. 

msoflmxedveloba Tavis safuZvlad da pirobad gulisxmobs 

Tavisuflebas. adamiani rom Tavisufalia rogorc cnobierebis mqone 

arseba, pirvel rigSi Cans swored imaSi, rom igi aucileblad icavs ama 

Tu im msoflmxedvelobas. am SemTxvevaSi sulerTia rogori iqneba es 
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msoflmxedveloba. aq mTavari is aris, rom adamians yovelTvis surs 

(Tuki is normalur mdgomareobaSi myofi pirovnebaa) da SeuZlia kidec 

warmoidginos samyaro mTlianad da gansazRvros masSi sakuTari adgili. 

ufro metic, mas SeuZlia rogorc dajereba, ise eWvis Setana da 

uaryofa mis mierve agebuli Tu arCeuli msoflmxedvelobrivi su-

raTisa. yvelaze metad aq Cans adamianis namdvili da sruli 

Tavisufleba, romelic Tandayolilia Cveni cnobierebisaTvis.  

nebismieri msoflmxedvelobis agebis da “gamarTlebis”, aseve misi 

gamoyenebis erT-erT yvelaze aucilebel da gadamwyvet winapirobas ki 

warmoadgens yofierebis sakiTxis garkveuli gadawyveta. amitom, 

adamianuri cnobierebis Camoyalibebis dRidan, yofierebis problema da 

masze garkveuli pasuxis gacema, mudam iyo adamianis msoflmxed-

velobrivi azrovnebis upirvelesi amocana. amas naTlad adasturebs 

religiis da filosofiis istoria. yofierebis problema dResac 

mwvaved dgas Tanamedrove adamianis winaSe, rogorc erT-erTi yvelaze 

saWirboroto da amave dros “gadauWreli” SekiTxva metafizikuri 

aspeqtiT. SeiZleba iTqvas, rom ufro mwvaved, vidre es iyo gasul 

saukuneebSi. 

adamianebi gaurbian ar-arsebobas (ar-yofnas). mxolod gansa-

kuTrebul (ukidures) SemTxvevaSi amboben isini sakuTari nebiT uars 

sicocxleze. zogadad, arsebobisaken (yofnisaken) swrafva, zrunva mis 

SenarCunebasa da “gaumjobesebaze”, adamianTa bunebrivi moTxovnilebaa. 

arCevani arsebobas da ar-arsebobas (yofnasa da aryofnas) Soris, 

TiTqos imTaviTve gadawyvetilia. magram, aseTi gadawyvetileba 

winaswar gulisxmobs iseT kiTxvebze pasuxebis gacemas, rogoricaa _ ra 

aris (ras niSnavs) arseboba, yofna, yofiereba? ras niSnavs bunebis, misi 

sagnebis da saerTod samyaros arseboba? ras niSnavs TviTon adamianis 

(konkretuli pirovnebis), mTlianad kacobriobis da kulturis 

arseboba? es aris kiTxvebi adamianis cxovrebis (saerTod sicocxlis) 

sazrisze, mis adgilsa da rolze am samyaroSi da amdenad, cxadia aris 

msoflmxedvelobrivi kiTxvebi. amitomac, samyaros nebismieri 

msoflmxedvelobrivi (maT Soris filosofiuri) suraTi dafuZnebulia 

yofierebis (saerTod arsebobis) raobis garkvevaze. SesaZloa es iyos 

yofierebis problemis specialuri kvleva, anda misi “miReba”, aRiareba 

misi ama Tu im ukve arsebuli gadawyvetisa. adamiani, rogorc 

msoflmxedvelobrivi arseba, warmoadgens “yofierebis gagebis mixedviT 

yofnas” (haidegeri).   

yvela filosofiur cnebas (kategorias) Tavisi istoria da 

“Tavgadasavali” aqvs. TiToeuls sakuTari bedi ergo wilad. am mxriv 

yvelaze ufro iRblianic da uiRbloc arsebobis cneba gamodga. 
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iRbliani imitom, rom is aRmoCnda yvelaze ufro universaluri 

da Tanac “sasurveli” predikati (cnobierebis nebismier aqtSi _ 

igulisxmeba yvelaze umartivesi winadadeba, Tundac erTsityviani _ 

arseboba an pirdapir iTqmis, anda aucileblobiT moiazreba). amasTan is 

warmoadgens predicirebis erTaderT universalur enobriv saSualebas. 

azrovnebis mier aseTi farTo gamoyenebis mxriv, arsebobis cnebas verc 

erTi sxva filosofiuri kategoria ver Seedreba. 

uiRblo imitom, rom is erTaderTi aRmoCnda dRemde arsebul 

filosofiur kategoriaTa Soris, romelic universalur predika-

tobazec acxadebs pretenzias da universalur subieqtad yofnazec _ 

absolutad gadaqcevaze, RmerTis “adgilis” dakavebaze, razedac, 

saboloo jamSi mas uari eTqva.  

arsebobis, rogorc aseTis, farglebs “gareT” Cveni cnobiereba 

principulad ver gadis. ar-arsebuli (parmenides “ararsi”, neopla-

tonizmis “zearsi”, arseboba-ararsebobis gareT mdgomi “logikuris” 

sfero laskTan, haidegeris “arara”, nucubiZis “arsebulze meti”, anda 

egreT wodebuli  “jerarsi”, rogorc garkveul RirebulebaTa 

erToblioba  da a.S.) Cvens warmodgenaSi arsebulis saxiT mainc, ukve 

iZens raRacdagvari arsebulis statuss, anu garkveuli saxiT arsebobas 

ukve gulisxmobs. arsebobisagan mTlianad “daclili” Sinaarsi, Cveni 

cnobierebis velSi ver Semova, radganac cnobierebis velSi Semosvla 

ukve yofnaa, Tundac mxolod, rogorc Cemi cnobierebis mier 

warmodgenili, warmosaxuli, ama Tu im saxiT moazrebuli viTareba 

(materialuri, aramaterialuri, realuri, irealuri, fsiqikuri, 

logikuri, idealuri, zebunebrivi, transcendenturi, imanenturi, 

“jerarsuli” da ase Semdeg. rac gnebavT is daarqviT). amis 

dadasturebad SeiZleba CaiTvalos huserlis “wminda me”, rogorc 

intencionaloba (mimarTuloba raimeze, sakuTari Tavis CaTvliT), 

romelic huserlis gulmodgine mcdelobis miuxedavad _ arsebobisagan 

“ganTavisuflebuli” saxiT yofiliyo “daWerili”, isev da isev, erT-erT 

arsebulad (marTalia specifikur, gansakuTrebul arsebulad) iqca, 

rogorc “wminda cnobierebis” mier sakuTari Tavis “wminda arsebobis” 

rangSi danaxva (rac dekartis “Cogito”-s sazRvrebSi darCenas niSnavs). 

anu arsebobis sakiTxis morigi gadawyveta gamovida. 

Cvens cnobierebas Tu raime aqvs Tandayolili, Sinagani da 

umTavresi (aprioruli, rogorc kanti ityoda), es aris arsebobis 

“saTvaliT cqera”. yvelafris (maT Soris skuTari Tavis) “danaxva” 

raRacdagvar arsebulad. arsebobis “saTvaliT yureba”, Cveni 

cnobierebisaTvis “Wvretis” uzogadesi aprioruli formaa. igulisxmeba 
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rogorc grZnobadi Wvreta, aseve racionaluri da iracionaluri 

intuicia.  

ras niSnavs, pirvel rigSi, RmerTis mier samyaros “Seqmna”, Tu ara 

arsebobis “gaCenas”. RmerTma Seqmna adamiani Tavis xatad da msgavsad Tu 

piriqiT (aseTi Tvalsazrisic arsebobs), orive SemTxvevvaSi sakiTxi 

dgas, pirvel rigSi, arsebobis Sesaxeb. “RmerTobis” upirvelesi 

atributi misi ueWveli arsebobaa (RmerTis “naTlobis” saxelia 

arseboba _ “me var, romeli var”; “me var myofi”; “me var RmerTi myofi, 

romeli var”. bibliis mixedviT RmerTi Tavis Tavs yofnad, arsebobad 

moixseniebs; sakuTar Tavs arsebobas eZaxis saxelad). amas efuZneba 

RmerTis arsebobis dasabuTebis e.w. ontologiuri argumentic – 

RmerTis cnebidan misi arsebobis gamoyvana, rac kantis azriT, mTeli 

filosofiis ZiriTad saqmed iTvleboda. 

saerTod, nebismieri msoflmxedveloba yovelTvis garkveul 

Rirebulebebs eyrdnoba da ama Tu im RirebulebaTa ierarqiis 

gamoxatulebas warmoadgens. xolo arseboba, yofna, imTaviTve dadebiT 

predikatad iqna miCneuli. RirebulebaTa safuZvelSi iqna Cadebuli, 

rogorc nebismieri Rirebulebis umTavresi atributi. saqme arsebobis 

(yofnis)  raobas exeboda.  

zogadad, Rirebuleba izomeba imisda mixedviT, Tu ra saxis 

arseboba “mieniWa” (an hqonda) Cveni cnobierebis “TvalSi” ama Tu im 

calkeul sagans Tu movlenas. moCvenebiTi Tu namdvili, droebiTi Tu 

maradiuli, WeSmariti Tu mcdari, grZnobadi Tu racionaluri da sxva. 
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At the end of the 20th and the beginning of the 21st centuries globalization is 
considered as one of the fashionable notions. Everyone beginning with social science 
representatives to politicians speaks about globalization. 

There is a large amount of varied literature showing positive as well as negative 
attitudes towards globalization. 

In this work we do not try to analyze the forms of globalization showing its 
advantages in various spheres. We will only restrict ourselves to generalized principles 
of globalization which will give us the possibility of putting forward the question of a 
man’s responsibility. 

Viewing responsibility philosophically, we see that it is a central structural 
element of Weltanschauung (ideology; world outlook). At the same time with the 
intrinsic necessity it is also responsible for ‘the whole universe’, the existence. Exactly 
having this in mind Heidegger used the thesis: “Man is a Shepherd of Existence”, 
meaning that he is responsible for it and to it. 

Responsibility was understood as a social phenomenon which always needed 
a “second one”, a real “another one” for its realization. But the comprehended 
responsibility is nothing more than a self-responsibility, i.e. responsibility to one’s own 
transcendental self (essence) at the same time it is the responsibility to God. 

Globalization theory asserts that we live at the time when most parts of our 
social life are determined by global processes, when borders between national 
cultures, national economic systems and countries vanish.1 

The main theme of globalization, or a tendency if you like, according to Kenichi 
Omes (1989) is “a creation of a boundless world”. This tendency implies that traditional 
political frontiers, which coincide with the national and state boundaries, have become 
easy to penetrate into today. Thus globalization changes the social space. This is 
clearly seen from the new transnational models and information development and new 
forms of technology. 

As Andrew Heywood notes there are two versions of globalization. The first is 
the Neo-liberal globalization and interlinks with the development of economic 
structures and values established in markets. According to this judgment the notion of 
globalization is a global capitalistic economy construction that is connected with the 
interests of transnational corporations and which considerably limits the power of 
government.2 

The second version of globalization is connected with the state security. It is 
mainly a product of global development of terrorism and the western countries, mainly 
the United States’ reaction on masses. Globalization backed up the religious 
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fundamentalism strengthening in the developing or emerging world, and anti-
globalization, the source of which in various ways is the social, feminist and ecological 
ideas. 

The modern globalization process forwarded national, religious, cultural, 
professional and corporate traditions and interests of maintaining identification, 
responsibilities and motivation of activities of an individual. 

As Gelner points out, forwarding this problem does not mean its preservation 
as in the industrial age only advanced cultures will be saved. Folk cultures and small 
traditions will only be saved artificially by the society retaining the language and folk 
culture.3 

The industrial civilization reached a very high level in our time. Mankind went 
very far in this way. Comfort, as it has already been introduced on the ‘list’ of values, 
has today become one of the highest assets, obscuring all other traditional values. In 
our times it is also assumed as the basis of human honor. 

A man exists in the universe which is the scene’ of his activity. The universe has 
its own requirements and lays claims to them. On his part the man also has his 
attitudes. These attitudes have already reached the critical point today. New projects 
and global measures are created to save mankind. 

Hans Ionas in his book Responsibility Principles, a Technological Civilization 
Morality Outline (Frankfurt, 1984) surveyed in detail the emerging dangers against the 
existence of mankind, where the global responsibility for the whole biosphere and 
atmosphere lays upon a man, an individual who will save himself, the surrounding 
world and his future as well.  

A physicist and philosopher Karlk Fridrich von Vaitszeker created a provoking 
notion “The Internal Policy” for solving human problems. 

Besides that there is Ernest Edrich von Vaitszeker’s “The Earth Policy”, a true 
ecological policy for the twenty-first century. 

For today there exists Hans Kung’s much discussed project, known as the 
morality of the world. According to him the world policy and economy will sink into deep 
crisis in the 21st century. The evidence signs of evil from social, political and economic 
spheres will increase. He assures that the world policy and economy by all means 
need common morality based on consensus, obligatory for all, that will make the world 
more peaceful, fairer and more human. Kung’s project can be named as the global 
morality project. 

Much is written, many disputes are held about the project known as the “World 
Order”. 

What does such order imply? The order means arranging various things in such 
a way where each part is put in its proper place, the best one for it.  

The “world order” conception implies schemes and arrangements of a man’s 
activity which in mankind, as in one whole, serve to achieve elementary and initial 
purposes of social life.4 
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Our contemporary American politician Richard Falkim (Pinckenton) presented 

in 1988-1993 an “exemplary project of the world order” to introduce global values and 
norms and in 1995 offered ten concrete global dimensions in his “Fundamental 
Prediction” for human managing: war prevention, war revocation, placement of 
responsibility on a person, collective safety, morality of the Law, revolutionary and non-
forced policy, human rights, nature care, citizenship, positive cosmopolite democracy.5 

Hans Kung writes that if one acquaints oneself with John S. Carnet’s (a 
politician, Wales University) report Over-checked State Politics read at a dispute, one 
will be stunned. He writes that the main imperfection of the foreign policy oriented onto 
the interests of the state is that it cares more for taking rather than giving away and 
because of that it disregards the fact that countries have not only interests but also 
responsibilities and duties.6 

If we take a glance at the international policy, at a large number of series of 
conferences of the United Nations dedicated to upbringing, environment and children 
protection, protection from catastrophes, population growth, as well as the questions 
of social reforms and the problems of food supply, we can clearly see how hard it is for 
governments to lay aside the clear short-term interests in favor of the vague long-term 
global interests. 

Such fundamental documents of the modern world as the Bill of Human Rights 
of America and Common Declaration of a Frenchman and Citizen Rights, and the 
Charter of the United Nations, all accentuating the principles of a man’s honor and 
rights, made it necessary to put forward the problem of responsibility. There exists a 
project to form a coalition for the responsible, diverse and united world where much 
attention is paid to responsibility since a man does not have only the rights but 
responsibilities as well towards himself and the environment.  

The category of responsibility becomes a subject of various interests in the inner 
dilemma context characteristic for the process of democratization. 

The philosophical reflection on responsibility has a long history. Modern 
conceptions about moral responsibility mainly come from the morality theories by 
Aristotle and Kant, where the principle importance is attached to the acceptance of 
decisions and to the responsibility for it. The responsibility ethics studies subjects such 
as moral responsibility, activity spheres and paradigms, and their criteria. 

Max Weber formed his concept about responsibility in the middle of the epochal 
turning point of the WWI, which Hans Kung denotes as the end of Eurocentric modern 
belief in the crucial moment, wisdom and progress. Weber draws it into a narrow 
national frame.7 

The pro-Eurocentric post-modern having presence of critical mind should be 
interpreted in the global aspect. Infinitely increased scientific-technological might of a 
man also gave rise to the infinitely increased responsibility. 

Nowadays they frequently say that when, in order to justify their policy, the 
western countries present themselves as the party interested in order, the emerging 
countries of the third world are interested in achieving justice in the world community.   
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Thus, although there are opposed opinions about every ‘project’, there still are 

responsibility research centers in many countries where concrete approach to the 
problem will be worked out, which means that the subject of a man’s responsibility will 
be included in the main Law of the country and the responsibility phenomenon will be 
established at the state system level. It will originate new approaches from citizens and 
rulers, and eventually all this will contribute to the comprehension of the global 
problem. After that any idea or project will seem positive. 

In his well-known book An Individual, a State and a War Kent N. Walts writes: 
“To ask who is the winner in this or that war means to ask who the winner is in the San 
Francisco earthquake.”8 

Social sciences which comprehend how narrowly the present and past are tied 
to each other and how strongly interdependent the system markers are, are doubtful 
for the possibility of creating a better universe. However, this does not stop 
intellectuals. They try to find ways out, i.e. they design the projects which make men 
throw away the saw not to cut the branch they are sitting on. 

We lack the vision of the realistic future against the background of approaching 
ecological, economic and social cataclysms. 

In the meanwhile, the politicians and rulers of economic finances can carry on 
with their current work and uninterruptedly postpone the solution of critical global 
problems. 

Many authors point out the subjects called life-saving being on the agenda of 
the Europeans and the Americans as if it is the matter of only these countries and do 
not concern the Eastern countries. This is the point of view of the Western countries. 
When we speak about the global problem decisions, we must imagine the universe as 
a big house where this problem hangs over any man, any country or ethnos like 
Damocles’ sword. 

There are a lot of new problems but we must not consider them difficult to solve. 
There are many problems demanding to be answered. 

One may not agree with globalists but at the same time may not be an anti-
globalist. The purpose of philosophy is to ‘sound the alarm’. The alarm means to warm 
of the approach of disaster and bring out the problem to survey. Rustaveli said: “We 
are given the country and it is variegated.” We, people, are greatly responsible for 
taking care of it. 
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SUMMARY IN GEORGIAN 

 

demur jalaRonia  
Tbilisis javaxiSvilis saxelmwifo universiteti  

 

globalizacia da pasuxismgeblobis gamovlenis 
Taviseburebani 
 

reziume 

 

saukuneebis ganmavlobaSi didi moazrovne adamianebi xmamaRla 

acxadebdnen, rom mxolod samyaros interpretaciiT ar unda davkma-

yofildeT, aramed xeli unda SevuwyoT mis Secvlas. TiTqosda es xma 

sivrceSi ikargeboda, magram axal-axalma aRmoCenebma, kosmiuri sivrcis 

aTvisebam, kompiuteruli teqnikiT msoflios erT sivrced qcevam... 

kacobrioba daayena globaluri procesebis da problemebis winaSe. 

gansakuTrebiT XX saukunis bolos Cven mniSvnelovani samecniero-

teqnikuri gadatrialebis mowmeni gavxdiT, romelmac Zireulad 

Secvala adamianis yofa. dedamiwis nebismieri wertili adamianis mier 

aTvisebadi gaxda. msoflio procesebSi adamiani ise CarTulad grZnobs 

Tavs, rogorc  msoflios moqalaqe. adamiani iRebs cxovrebis erTian 

standarts. nel-nela iSleba calkeuli adamianebis da mTeli xalxe-

bisTvis damaxasiTebeli, ganumeorebeli xasiaTi, kultura. xdeba sxva-

dasxva qveynebis socialur realobaze saerTaSoriso mniSvnelobis 

sxvadasxva faqtis mzardi zemoqmedeba. 

Tu pasuxismgeblobas filosofiuri TvalsazrisiT gaviazrebT, is 

msoflmxedvelobis centraluri struqturuli elementia. amave dros 

Sinagani aucileblobiT is aris `mTels samyaroze~ universumze, 

yofierebaze pasuxismgeblobac. swored am azriT ixmara haidegerma 

Tezisi, rom `adamiani aris yofierebis mwyemsi~, anu masze da mis winaSe 

pasuxismgebeli. 

pasuxismgebloba yovelTvis gaigeboda, rogorc socialuri 

fenomeni, romelic Tavisi realizaciisaTvis mudmivad `meores, realur 

`sxvas~ saWiroebs. magram amgvarad gagebuli pasuxismgebloba esaa 

TviTpasuxismgebloba, e.i. pasuxismgebloba sakuTari transcendenturi 
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arsebis winaSe, romelic aris amave dros pasuxismgebloba RmerTis 

winaSe. 

SeiZleba adamiani ar eTanxmebodes globalistebs, magram arc 

antiglobalisti iyos. filosofiis daniSnulebaa `gangaSis atexva~, 

gangaSi es aris gacnobiereba katastrofis moaxloebisa, problemis 

samzeoze gamotana. rusTaveli ambobda: `Cven kacTa mogvca qveyana, 

gvaqvs uTvalavi feriTa~ _ gavufrTxildeT mas. Cven _ adamianebs 

gvakisria udidesi pasuxismgebloba.  
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The question of future of religion has always been topical in sociology of religion 

since its founders (Durkheim and Weber). A number of current global processes taking 
place in modern society have added sharpness and relevance to the question of future 
of religion and it became one the most debatable issues. 

The purpose of sociology of religion, as the scientific discipline studying religion, 
is seeing its subject in its perspective and prognostication of future, especially when 
the situation concerning religion today is rather alarming.  

It is a generally approved fact and there is no novelty that mankind is in 
postclassical epoch and that means devaluation of classical values. Precursor of the 
beginning of this process was Friedrich Nietzsche. He was one of the first who 
proclaimed “Death of God” to mankind. The “Death of God” also meant the “Death of 
Man”, but mankind obsessed by luxury, comfort and everyday trivia of life did not pay 
proper attention to it. But at the end, everything finished with “God murdered” mankind 
“killing the Man”. If the 20th century is stigmatized by the “Death of God”, for the 21st 
century such a stigma will be the “Death of Man” (existing reality is so pessimistic and 
terrible that even the greatest pessimist Schopenhauer would be envious of living is 
such an epoch). Without dramatizing the given reality, it can be said that all this is very 
painfully reflected on the future of religion. 

Nowadays nobody argues that a new type of society, the transforming society, 
is being developed simultaneously with the globalization process, where every social 
institute is under alteration. For example, during the last century culture, economics, 
politics, system of values changed and religious life of society is also likely to change. 
In modern society, which is based upon high technologies and scientific approach to 
the universe, the role of religion has been shifted into the background which made 
modern sociology of religion (like classic sociology of religion) speak about its 
annihilation. In Robert Bell’s words, globalization caused the origin of “civil religion”, 
which is a quasi-religious loyalty, where citizenship acquires religious colouring. All this 
assists developing of post-confessional society. According to sociologists, the concept 
of electronic, so-called cyber-church is rising to the foreground in this type of society, 
which in the end is considered as the origin of “virtual religion” (1. p. 641-642). In this 
case, the main line of development of society is the way from “sacral to secular”, from 
“divine to worldly”, during which the sacral society becomes weaker and weaker and 
finally we get a desacralized society. The process of secularization is the basis of all 
this, which in modern sociology of religion is not so groundlessly connected with the 
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modernization process. Side by side with the concept of “virtual religion”, one more 
new term “religious innovations” has come into sociology of religion (2. p. 545).  

The concept of “virtual religion” is in connection with the notions of “virtual 
society” and “virtual man”. New technologies are one of the most vital questions, which 
are connected with the future of religion; in their turn they are essential characteristic 
for the postmodern reality because there is a talk of the importance of replacement of 
industrial technologies by information communication technologies, which, in itself, 
means disappearance of the existing reality. A new reality takes its place, which is 
delivered to man by means of new technologies – television (already outdated), social 
nets and enormously enlarged modern media. In order to feel its own existence, the 
man must be in this virtual space – on the communication screen, Facebook, MySpace 
and so on. According to postmodernist Bodrillard, the media, industries of learning and 
entertainment are the masters of modern society, which have shifted the industrial 
society and the world of its values. The net society manipulates with the sign-producing 
systems, but they do not signify anything but themselves. Such a total virtual reality is 
being formed based upon simulation, hypocrisy and imitation. This is a new reality, the 
so-called virtual reality – an artificial copy of the existing reality, which is already so 
important that the true reality has lost its meaning. It is called the death of social in 
sociology (Bodrillard). Since that moment, the man is simulated – instead of a real man 
there is his simulation (See: 3). Man exists in the virtual reality in his digital form, as 
the only reality is a super-real, virtual space, which excludes the reality of other kind. 
Actually, it is what we call the “Death of a Man”. 

Naturally, virtualization of a man and society has likewise concerned religion, 
which disturbed sociologists who began to talk about the future of religion. Discussion 
and debates started about the fate of religion in postclassical virtual society.  

The central questions are: Has the role of religion become weaker in modern 
society? If so, and religion really loses its importance and influence upon society, what 
will be the end of this process? Aren’t we turning into a non-religious society? Should 
all this finish in the emergence of the so-called new religions? Or the contrary – the 
above mentioned will cause the opposite reaction and traditional religions will be filled 
with new energies in new conditions and begin full-blooded life. These questions are 
real, as the accelerating rate of transformation of society is real. The main question is: 
If culture has become mass culture, does not the same threaten religion? Especially – 
when, if we use Bodrillard’s words, modern culture has become the producer of 
garbage and the man has nearly become garbage himself.  

The answer to this question is demanded by the time. This is the challenge 
which sociology of religion faces today. These questions, which in the view of religion 
are blasphemy, require answers. Traditional religions have their own answers. Another 
matter is what the representatives of scientific disciplines, whose professional business 
is studying of religion, say about it. In this case, the fact that the question of theoretical 
analysis in sociology is based on the empiric material and facts must be taken into 
account. 
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The number of factors affects religion directly or indirectly. These are: culture, 

education, science, technology, moral-ethical norms, political life and economics; the 
processes taking place in these spheres complicate the question of the future of 
religion more, that is why this issue in the end is one of the fundamental segments of 
the question concerning the future of religion. If religion does not have future, neither 
has society, and vice versa.  

Historically, the first prognosis on the future of religion belongs to the father of 
sociology Comte. In his prognosis, religion has to be replaced by science in the future 
society. Such an idea existed in the history of thought for a long time since the end of 
19th century to the middle of the 20th century. Ernst Mach and Bertrand Russell with 
other representatives of positivism were its well-known followers in sociology. In their 
opinion, science would bring happiness to mankind. But it was the time when even 
Comte had doubts in the correctness of this statement. In spite of this, he as a 
sociologist knew that society always needs some ideal, which generates altruism and 
generosity in his members. His positive religion was motivated by similar noble 
enthusiasm. Comte’s prediction did not materialize. Similar to some of his other ideas, 
it was doomed from the very beginning because religion cannot be artificially formed. 
It seems to be beyond the strength of an ordinary mortal. Moreover, life has proved 
that science did not even make the man happy, but on the contrary, it brought him a 
lot of misfortunes and tragedies. And now, the desirable for everybody science has 
become a puzzle. Comte’s idea appeared to be successful only in one point; namely, 
he showed to the society the necessity of religion. A greater representative of sociology 
of religion, Durkheim, pointed out his mistake. He underlined what Comte had failed to 
take into consideration – that religion never represents the result of a man’s realized, 
intellectual activity, that its creative powers are unknown to man. It appears by itself, 
as the beginning and guarantor of man’s social life. An attempt of rational projection of 
religion was always unsuccessful in history, as the irrational always exceeds the 
rational in it.  

Marxist social theory also spoke about vanishing of religion. Marx considered 
religion as a result of estrangement and form of “false consciousness”. But his 
sociological analysis of religion was one-sided. He did not appreciate properly the role 
of religion in society. Marxist sociology of religion was a utopian theory, the falseness 
and unfeasibility of which was well demonstrated in the period of the downfall of Marxist 
ideology in our society, when not religion, but Marxist theory and Marxism itself 
vanished. 

After Marx Weber offered us to think about the question if there is such a social 
function in which religion is irreplaceable. Due to sociological analysis of this question, 
he concluded that without religion it will be difficult for man to consider his own life 
critically; religion always delivers new ideas for him; according to Weber, religion 
possesses potential of radical social alterations (Protestantism is meant). Weber is 
also the author of theory of loss of sacral. He thought that domination of technology 
and bureaucracy in modern society determines man’s consciousness and aspirations 
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by pragmatic interests, and, by caring about comfort, forms the type of society where 
everything is determined and defined beforehand. In this case, aspiration for high 
ideals, love of beauty and heroic inspiration are lost together with religion.  He 
introduced the notion of “disenchantment” to denote this process. He proceeded from 
the concept of conflict between religion and modern consciousness and, like Comte, 
predicted the victory of latter upon religion. In modern society, Weber sees lessening 
of the role of religion in establishing banal utilitarianism by rational sight of the universe, 
which, from the part of religion, is perceived as a syndrome of insanity caused by 
hypertrophy of rationality. 

In spite of such unpleasant predictions on the future of religion from the classical 
sociological theories, religion continues its existence as usual. Moreover, in many 
countries in the 20th century (for example, Georgia) religious renaissance takes place, 
which points to the fact that the sacral continues to exist. This gives sociologists the 
possibility of saying that religion is a specific phenomenon and it always takes part in 
man’s life in this or that form. Durkheim meant exactly that when he said that the eternal 
dwells in religion; that religion is not an illusion and a false vision of the universe, but 
the most living reality compared to other social institutes, equalizing of which with 
science or ideology is impossible, though religion somehow contains some ideological 
moments. A religious man will not like Durkheim’s attitude towards religion despite its 
positive contents, as it gives sociological conception of religion, and it means that 
religion is interesting for Durkheim as much as it provokes social energy in humans. 
Along with sociologists, Durkheim is interested in religion because he sees in it a strong 
factor developing a man into a member of society (generally, it must be said, that the 
opposition between science and religion negatively affected the possibilities of 
sociology of religion, but since this opposition was neutralized and equal primacy of 
knowledge and faith was recognized, it became possible to speak about sociology of 
religion more freely. Today it is most interesting and distinguished among the 
sociological disciplines not only by its subject, but because the values of secular, civil 
and super-secular, super-civil meet in it, and it is the place of meeting of the earthly 
and heavenly).  

Like Weber, Durkheim noticed the direction of society and that is why he thought 
that traditional religions cannot answer or do not correspond to social experience of 
modern human and society. And that is why he supposed that their transformation in 
future was irreversible. In his opinion, a new type of society will need a new religion. If 
so, the question of the future of religion must be put in another foreshortening. Namely, 
is it possible for society to be without religion? If we understand religion as Durkheim 
does, then the answer to this question will be negative. But the existence of sacral will 
be in force, as society cannot exist without holy, sacral objects. There will always be a 
need in the sacral. But the God offered by the traditional religion will be overcome 
(Bohnhoeffer). In the process of seeking for the key of mysteries of society, the great 
representative of sociological religion did not take into account the most important thing 
– that true religion and religious faith are always new and modern. We see that the 
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existence of traditional religions is a fact. Hence, it is not difficult to say that in a certain 
sense the classical theories of Comte, Durkheim, Marx and Weber on religion were 
wrong and that religion is eternal. 

However, a number of problems still remain, presenting the question of the 
future of religion negatively. Such is Tillich’s idea of the crisis of theism. What Tillich 
calls crisis of theism is the result of rationalization of spiritual and social life, pointed by 
Weber. In spite of this, these processes do not create a real danger for the existence 
of religion. P. Berger (an American sociologist, representative of social-constructivist 
direction in modern sociology, the Head of Institute of Research of Culture, Religion 
and World Problems of Boston University) also focuses his attention on the question. 
In his opinion, religion understood the progress of modern society well. The instinct of 
self-preservation grew stronger and it adjusted to the modern society (P. Berger means 
Catholicism and Protestantism in this case). In his words, religion is in good relations 
with the modern society. It means that it is limited only by private lives of the members 
of this society and has lost the former function of the central, ‘universe-constructing’ 
institute. As for the pressure from the state, it happens when the state uses religion as 
a guarantor of its own legitimacy, i.e. religion exists in modern society nominally, as a 
museum exhibit, because following the development of society, ethnos, culture and 
state lose religious meaning step by step. But it does not mean the end of religion. In 
modern sociologists’ opinion, it means only the end of the traditional forms of religion. 

When sociologists speak of the future of religion, they interpret the concept of 
religion in different ways. The representatives of classical sociology of religion mean 
traditional concept of religion; but the concept of modern researchers of sociology of 
religion is somehow different from the traditional because, as much as it would not be 
disputable, they think that in the conditions of domination of democracy, pluralism, 
freedom and other similar basic values in modern secularized society, God is 
represented as a tyrant and religion is monopolized (e.g., G. Zimmel). According to G. 
Zimmel, the question is in the following: traditional religions will not be able to conserve 
their values in time, which does not forebode desacralization of society, but crisis of 
theism. In this case his ideas correspond to Tillich’s ideas, who sees future of religion 
“beyond theism”, but that means the transformation of traditional religion into the so-
called civil religion. Religiousness in modern society becomes part of mass culture, but 
such theism could be worse than atheism. According to Tillich’s prognosis, finally, 
religious faith will lose religious garment and will remain only faith, which does not have 
its own body – church, cult, theology. Such is non-standard, modern concept of religion 
that is probably difficult to imagine. 

R. Bell gave us a sociological portrait of religious faith by means of nontraditional 
religions as it had been presented by Tillich in the middle of the 20th century. In his 
books Habit of Heart. Individuality and Commitment in American Life, religion is 
presented as one of the common structural elements of public life of the USA, by 
means of which the Americans are included in the life of their own parish. The 
conclusion of this modern investigator of religion is as follows: the role of religion in 
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American society, like other institutes has essentially changed. It does not only deal 
with the lessening of the role of religion; loss of importance of religious doctrines is 
equal to the end of religion. Side by side with transformation of American society, 
religion undergoes transformation too, which was followed by the limitation of religious 
social space. In the opinion of an American believer, his relationship with God 
oversteps the limits of religious identity. For that, he doesn’t consider it necessary to 
be a follower of any religion. In the opinion of American sociologists, it is the 
ultramodern stage of religion and religiousness, which they call postmodern stage. 
Before that, the American society passed ‘early modern’ stage of religious progress. 
That is why the religions of highly developed and developing countries differ from each 
other. In the American sociologists’ opinion, what form of religion will get at the ‘early 
modern’ stage is much dependent on the socio-cultural transformation, which modern 
society experiences. In such case, traditional religions will face great difficulties. In the 
opinion of A. Schuetz, an American sociologist and founder of phenomenological 
sociology, religion will have only personal character in such type of society, and nothing 
more. Quite different situation is in developed countries. Here traditional religions, 
sensing the forthcoming danger, fight for keeping their identity as far as possible, but 
the processes of motion from historical to ‘early modern’ religion have already started, 
though the level of inclusion of modern newest technologies in public life in these 
countries is very low. Here we deal only with similar tendencies or blind, thoughtless 
export of similar technologies, which do not correspond to the level of development of 
society. In spite of this, religion does not concede its positions and tries to save itself 
by working out the skill of adaptation to the needs of modern societies. In this case, 
the task of first degree is overcoming of process of secularization and modernization 
or coping with it, finding proper alternatives for it and so on. 

The prognosis of E. Toffler, a famous social futurologist and author of 
scandalous book Future Shock on the future of religion is also of great interest, and 
unlike such types of prognosis of other researchers, is optimistic and hopeful. In 
Toffler’s opinion, the speed of current processes in modern society and high degree of 
freedom will be a great shock for humans. He calls it the “shock of future”. In his book 
he analysis in detail an unimaginable scale of transformation, which does not leave 
anything unaffected in human and in society. Religion is the only exception in this total 
and comprehensive process, and it still retains its being and, correspondingly, its future 
is full of light (4. p. 146-147). 

The mounting influence of modern newest informational technologies is the 
basis of pessimistic and nihilistic ideas on the future of religion. Many new terms 
appeared in religion of sociology to nominate processes taking place in sphere of 
religion. Among them one, comparatively outdated, term is TV-evangelism, which 
means using TV and media-technologies for preaching testament topics. In fact, it is 
American-Protestant version of evangelistic practice (2. p. 563). The Internet-practice 
is ultramodern version of TV-evangelism in this respect, presenting the most painful 
and debatable issues nowadays. There is no finally established, principal position 
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about it not only among sociologists, but also among the representatives of traditional 
religions. Two main positions are marked out in different opinions: some see 
unprecedented transformation, the finale of traditional religions and the beginning of “a 
new religion”, the so-called virtual religion, in it; others do not notice any transformation 
of religion and consider current processes only as effective usage of modern means 
of communications, passing of information in religious practice.  

According to this opinion, the nihilistic sociological theories about the future of 
religion purposefully complicate the situation or, otherwise, it is the result of their 
religious ignorance. But today virtualization of religious life is a real fact, which, from 
its side, makes its future rather pessimistic. Seemingly, it should not be anything 
alarming if computer technologies were used only for preaching, but attempts of using 
it for performing divine mysteries complicates everything. We mean the mystery of 
confession. Its virtualization, which happens today, is quite a new and unknown 
phenomenon. The problem of finality of religion originates just right from here. But 
today this technology has already got its customers, as much as it would not seem 
unacceptable from the point of religious view (the facts confirming this an interested 
reader will find in any sociological textbook). There are various programs by means of 
which a virtual excursion is possible for visiting any temple in the world even without 
going out from your own apartment. Only visiting would not mean so much, but 
something like lighting of a virtual candle is unprecedented. In religious conception, it 
is the heaviest sin, as in this case we deal with profanation of religious act of bloodless 
sacrifice. But in a desacralised society, where “religion has become special effect”, it 
is quite real (5. p. 36). 

The informational space is only superficial membrane of spiritual life of humans, 
that is why virtual and cyber church will never replace the real temple. It is only a parody 
and simulation of the real one. At some point in the future a human will reach out of 
prison of this simulation and virtual reality and will return to the eternal truth and real 
religious faith. Weary by the illusion of pseudo religion and pseudo truth, he will 
probably face a great trial. It is not difficult to understand that artificially created, 
constructed in virtual space, the pseudo religion does not have any future and all the 
experiments in this sphere are doomed. Religious life is about live relations with the 
transcendental, which in the case of virtualization is lost. A virtual church will never be 
able to help a man who because of his health condition cannot attend church services. 
It will not satisfy this person’s great desire for praying. As regards innovation of getting 
confession by means of the internet, perhaps it is permissible, but, in this case, the 
question of anonymity of confession should be taken into account. Moreover, it can be 
dangerous, especially when it concerns spiritual life of a person, because all this 
resembles a situation with a physician who never saw his patient and prescribes him 
this or that treatment. The function of confession is not only absolving of sins, its aim 
is to make man the member of church again, and it is natural not to desire to enter the 
church where it does not exist. A virtual church, on the contrary, suppresses desire of 
visiting temple. It misdirects true religious feelings. Church is Christ’s body. In order to 
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become part of this body, a live contact with it is necessary. But the internet confession 
hinders this process. As for preaching and spreading the divine word, the internet can 
be a good means for it. But preaching is not only audio and video recordings; it is God’s 
living word, which should be spread from the pulit. Moreover, the internet has got its 
own rule of speech, which does not correspond to the language of the divine service 
(See: 6). And digital expression of religion is absurd and nothing more, is not it? 

While analyzing these questions, the reproach, voiced by the modern authors 
towards the supporters of classical theories, must be taken into consideration. Namely, 
it is groundless to speak in the language of secular society in the post-secular epoch 
(See: 7). Such a reproach really requires consideration, but not with respect to religion, 
as religion is an eternally new and living phenomenon. By the conclusions of the same 
sociologists, nothing can change personal attitude of a man to God, which is observed 
best of all in traditional religious life. That is why in such situation general conclusion 
in connection with the question under discussion can be: transformation of society is 
fact, but from the religious point of view, it is not what would put the existence of world 
religions under the interrogation. 

Rationalization, virtualization of modern society and need based on intellect 
managing (net economics) will probably arouse natural inverse reaction in traditional 
religions, and society will again face the need in irrationalism and mystics. This process 
will return desacralized society to eternal values, assist the discredit of mass 
consciousness and bring to the light moral helplessness of omnipotent reason to even 
greater degree.   

Religion has got much more possibility of dialogue with society in the result of 
modern globalization processes. In spite of many pessimistic predictions of classical 
or non-classical sociological theories, its fate is much dependent on the moral state of 
the man, who faces global problems and challenges. Besides, it is also worth noting 
that the values on guard of which traditional religion stands – love, peace, tolerance 
and hope – are those common to all mankind, in case of negation of which the future 
of mankind itself will be doubtful. In this context, the future of religion is more optimistic 
then modern sociologists predict. Openness of modern religious thought regarding 
society and diverse cultures also gives ground for optimism. The dialogue between 
secular and religious responds well to ethics of “planetary consciousness” and 
common to all mankind idea of solidarity. Isolated various religious reactions existing 
in modern society indicate to opposition, which follow leveling globalization processes. 
If a more or less important factor, on which modern society depends, is the dignity of 
a man – the man living on Earth today – then the future of religion will depend on what 
kind of socially important share man will put into the world where he lives. In short, it 
will depend on how a man retains his humanity. 
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SUMMARY IN GEORGIAN 

 
kaxa qecbaia  
Tbilisis javaxiSvilis saxelmwifo universiteti 

 

religia transformirebadi sazogadoebis konteqstSi 
(sociologiuri analizi) 

 
reziume 

 

amJamad aravin ar kamaTobs imis Sesaxeb, rom globalizaciis pro-

cesis paralelurad xdeba sazogadoebis axali tipis _ transformi-

rebadi sazogadoebis Camoyalibeba, sadac yvela socialuri instituti 

cvlilebas ganicdis. magaliTad, bolo aswleulSi Seicvala ekonomika, 

politika, RirebulebaTa sistema  da savaraudoa, rom yovelive amis 

msgavsad Seicvleba sazogadoebis religiuri cxovreba. Tanamedrove 

sazogadoebaSi, romelic maRal teqnologiebsa da samyaros mecnierul 

midgomas eyrdnoba, religiis rolis ukana planze gadaweva moxda, ramac 

Tanamedrove religiis sociologia religiis gaqrobaze aalaparaka. 

sociologebis TqmiT, globalizaciam gamoiwvia `samoqalaqo religiis~ 

gaCena. yovelive es postkonfesiuri sazogadoebis  warmoSobas uwyobs 

xels. sociologebis mixedviT, am tipis sazogadoebaSi wina planze 

gamodis eleqtronuli, e. w. kibereklesiis cneba, romelic saboloo 

jamSi e. w. `virtualuri religiurobis~ sawyisad moiazreba. am SemTxve-

vaSi sazogadoebis ganviTarebis magistralur xazs `sakraluridan 

saerosaken,~ `zesTasofluridan amqveyniurisken~ svla warmoadgens, 

romlis drosac sakraluri sul ufro metad knindeba da saboloo 
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jamSi desakralizebul sazogadoebas viRebT. yovelive amas seku-

larizaciis procesi udevs safuZvlad, romelsac Tanamedrove 

religiis sociologiaSi, arc Tu usafuZvlod, modernizaciis process 

ukavSireben. `virtualuri religiiis~ cnebasTan erTad religiis 

sociologiaSi swored ase Semovida kidev erTi axali termini _ 

`religiuri inovaciebi.~ 

mTavari, centraluri kiTxvebia: marTla aqvs Tu ara adgili 

religiis rolis dakninebas Tanamedrove sazogadoebaSi? Tuki kultura 

iqca maskulturad, igive xom ar emuqreba religiasac?  Tuki es asea da 

religia marTlac dakargavs Tavis mniSvnelobas da gavlenas sazo-

gadoebaze, maSin rogori iqneba am procesis saboloo Sedegi? xom ar 

mivdivarT ureligo sazogadoebisaken? Tu piriqiT moxdeba _ yovelive 

es sapirispiro reaqcias gamoiwvevs da tradiciuli religiebi axal 

garemoSi axali energiiT Seivsebian da sisxlsavse cxovrebas daiwyeben.     

informaciuli sivrce adamianis sulieri cxovrebis mxolod da 

mxolod zedapiruli garsia. amitom virtaluri da kibereklesia 

versaodes ver Secvlis namdvil taZars. is realuri taZris parodia da 

simulaciaa mxolod. erTxelac iqneba adamiani gamoaRwevs am  simula-

ciisa da virtualuri realobis tyveobidan da isev miubrundeba ma-

radiul WeSmaritebas da namdvil religiur rwmenas. fsevdoreligiis 

da fsevdorwmenis iluziiT gaTanguls etyoba jer kidev didi gamocda 

elis win. didi mixvedra ar sWireba imas, rom xelovnurad Seqmnil, 

virtualur sivrceSi konstruirebul fsevdoreligias ara aqvs mo-

mavali da, rom yovelgvari eqperimentebi am sferoSi imTaviTve dasaRu-

pavad ganwirulia. religiuri cxovreba transcendentTan cocxali 

urTierTobaa, romelic virtualizaciis SemTxvevaSi ikargeba. 

rac Seexeba qadagebas da RvTis sityvis gavrcelebas, amisaTvis 

interneti kargi saSualeba SeiZleba iyos, magram qadageba xom mxolod 

mp3 formatis audio an video Canaweri ar aris, is RvTis cocxali 

sityvaa, romelic ambionidan unda warmoiTvas. garda amisa internets 

sakuTari metyvelebis wesi aqvs, romelic RvTismsaxurebis enas ar 

Seesabameba. religiis cifruli gamosaxuleba absurdia da meti 

araferi.   
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HOW TO VIEW  

COSMOPOLITISM AND PATRIOTISM 
 

Some regard that cosmopolitism is opposite to patriotism but they are greatly 
mistaken. A true patriot is a cosmopolitan too, likewise every mindful cosmopolitan (not 
like ours) is an efficient patriot as well. How? - You may ask. Every citizen who serves 
his nation favorably and tries to raise up his motherland mentally, materially and 
morally in the end, he is supporting all mankind with the best members, best friends 
and hence he is sure to enhance the development and wellbeing of mankind as well. 
If it is necessary to bring up every individual for the benefit of a certain nation so it is 
definitely essential to educate every separate nation so that whole mankind should 
present developed and progressive groups. If every individual needs a useful national 
education likewise every nation is fain to be educated. Hence every nation should be 
mighty enough to display its indigenous peculiarities, energy so that it should endorse 
its due portion into the treasury of all mankind.  

Every man should serve his motherland with all his might and he should care 
and think about the benefit of his fellow countrymen. The more efficiently he labors, 
the more profitable is his endeavor for mankind. e.g. Edison is American and lives and 
works there but all mankind rejoices in the benefits of his labor. Likewise Shakespeare 
is English and he lived and worked in England. Nevertheless all mankind enjoys his 
masterpieces even today. So are Cervantes, Goethe and many other genii. They all 
worked in their motherlands and labored for their fellow countrymen, nevertheless all 
mankind regards them as its own possession.  

Every genius is brought up on his national ground. They all have been raised 
and glorified there but other nations regard them as their own kinship.  

Thus all genii may find their motherland beyond borders of their countries – it is 
all mankind. Yet their works are more fruitful and appreciable on their national roots. 
“Hamlet”, “King Lear” are better enjoyed by Englishmen than they are enjoyed by any 
other representatives from different countries (be it good translation or not, may they 
know English to the utmost). Why talk further, could any representative from other 
countries enjoy Rustaveli’s “The Man in the Panther’s Skin” in translation even if he 
knows Georgian as his native tongue? Never, because a genius is an individual and 
he has his own motherland that he worships and loves so much. However his works 
have no borders because they are the possession of all mankind like science.  

So scientists and genii open the road to cosmopolitism but through patriotism 
and nationalism. Every nation should be developed to such standards to comprehend 
their own economic and political situation, their own social wellbeing. If you remove 
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today’s crooked and wicked economic ills you may hew down the oppression of one 
nation by another. Moreover there won’t be any devastating wars that are being waged 
on the earth today.  

Patriotism, like life is man’s lifelong feeling which is inborn and born with the 
birth of man. It consists of such constituents that cannot be rejected by any mindful 
man such as mother-tongue, historical past, outstanding people, national territory, 
literature etc. From the moment when a baby comes out of its mother’s womb it needs 
milk for nourishment besides air and a dwelling place, and a nanny to be taken care 
of, lullaby for a peaceful rest.  

The baby is in close contact and in touch with those who are surrounding it: 
those it talks to and from who it takes first impressions. Therefore it loves the language 
that it hears in its babyhood and the baby regards those people its close kindred who 
talk and sing that language. The countryman be it of no great account even with a 
queer accent, seems to the child as comforting as ever. His countryman be it the last 
and least important is sure to expose a pleasant feeling when met in an alien place. 
Before the baby’s outlook is widened and its patriotism is grown accordingly, he loves 
specially that village and that region where he is born and his childhood is spent. I can’t 
imagine anybody sane and sober enough who doesn’t love a certain nation or a certain 
neighborhood more than others. Why? – You may ask, because one and the same 
man can’t be born in different places. He is born in one place, to one family, with one 
mother! If anybody says that he loves all the nations equally he is a liar or mindless, or 
he cleaves to some party program. When brought up in a charity house where a 
motherless baby can have many nannies around and hear many different languages 
still he is sure to trust in one language and one motherland. 

Patriotism is a matter of emotion and not of a mind. Although sanity and 
common sense have always been the matter of one’s worship and respect.  

Cosmopolitism is the product of mind, of reasoning. It has nothing to do with 
man’s heart. Additionally through cosmopolitism we can avoid any calamity that whirls 
all over mankind today. 

Finally, we have to view and understand cosmopolitism this way: love your nation, 
your country; labor for its welfare. Do not hate other nations, do not covet their 
happiness, or impede their striving for success. Try not to let your country be oppressed. 
Always launch a challenge against progressive nations. Those who reject their 
nationality, their country in order to say that they are cosmopolitans they definitely bear 
distorted emotions. They are unawarely enemies of mankind to whom they try to declare 
their devotion. God save us from such cosmopolitism at never forces us to reject our 
nationality or otherwise mankind should reject itself. Every nation should seek freedom 
in order to be the master of its own development and advancement to the full.  

The immediate premise for mankind development is to let every nation develop 
on its own, reverent and independent.  

[1905]  
Translated by Laly Jokhadze 

Tbilisi Ilia State University
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VAZHA-PSHAVELA 

 
THE SONGSTERS OF NATURE 

 
Now the throstle regarded itself the winner. It was so excited and cheerful that 

it gave thanks unto God, welcoming the forest, the mountains, the sky, the earth and 
all. It never hated anybody even the jay, which was a bloodthirsty enemy of thrush but 
it now seemed its own kindred. How many times the confounded bird had eaten the 
thrush’s eggs in the nest that were about to be hatched?!  How many times it devoured 
all completely its fledglings.  How many times the poor mother shed bitter tears; how 
many times it was in deep grief, so that even the forest trembled at the misery of the 
poor thrush. The aspen tree with its rustling, leaping leaves cried out their eyes over 
this anguish; the oak tree, as adamant as rock, was moved to tears uttermost, making 
faces ready to cry… But the throstle now felt like singing.  

The drizzling rain has just stopped and fresh green grass looked like silver all 
alive, scattered with raindrops like pearls that were held on the fresh leaves, ready to 
be dropped one by one on dry leaves, making the forest still more alive and agile. 

The throstle was thirsting to sing. The throstle had just saved all its family- its 
nest, wherein its half-fluffy fledged younglings were placed. The little ones are too 
innocent and trustful; whoever they seemed ready to open their mouths - asking for 
food.  

The mother thrush loved warbling of its younglings uttermost. It rejoiced in 
seeing their yellow colored bills open, moving restlessly their tiny wings.  

Then the throstle would caress them to say: “My dearie little loves; I have just 
saved you from a sheer danger.”- I have outwitted the young game hunter who thinks 
that the thrush, your mother, has no wits.  

The thrush was showing vanity, bragging about its skills and cleverness. You 
may ask how it showed its mindfulness – This happened accidentally when it spotted 
mischievous Vaso who was a great enemy of small fledglings; he had a houseful of 
fledges, of various birds, all of them captured by him. Now he was walking, all eyes 
and ears creeping in the shrubs. He was almost about to spot the thrush’s family but 
the latter was quicker, it was so snappy to manage to drop down its wing to imitate as 
if it was wounded and flew in front of Vaso skillfully. The hunter was glad to see this 
and ran after the mother thrush to catch it, never remembering about its nest and 
younglings… Hardly fluttering, the thrush was pursued by Vaso who hoped to catch it 
alive. When hoping against hopes to catch, he began throwing some stones and sticks 
at it but in vain. When the thrush saw the enemy was far away from its nest and not 
threatening its young ones it hovered in the air at once and then hid itself in the forest. 
Presently the mother thrush came back to its beloved younglings: “I have just made a 
good riddance of our enemy, I got it! Don’t ever be scared, my dearest, my sweet 
pearls! How I fooled this mindless child; he thought I had really broken my wing, hoping 
to catch me for sure. All my nest and family would have been ruined and you, my 
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dearest too, you would have been now in Vaso’s cages crying for help… Now don’t 
ever think about it, God is with us.”  

That’s the very reason the throstle a game little bird was so glad, therefore it 
welcomed and saluted nature in the light and it was so excited that did not feel any 
enmity against its real foes.  

The grieving mother clad always in sacks flew over the top of the checker 
blooming tree and dashed down near its younglings, and started singing.  It was a 
beautiful song; its whistling was perfectly matching the rays of the setting sun beyond 
the firm footing of the mountain which forced the sun its rays, all dispersed through the 
forest, the depth and gorges.   

The throstle was rejoicing a lot in singing. Chanting so whole-heartedly can do 
only those who have never thought about death. Who have never thought that once 
they should also die and turn into dust?! What was the throstle singing about? I wonder 
if there are any words in its singing. Do we know and understand that rhyme the throstle 
is chanting? Alas, we never understand it but we have to guess because the throstle 
does not always sing; for example in winter. At this time the throstle looks sad. It wastes 
time in seeking food to nurture itself.  

Yes, we have to guess and figure out all this; 
Could there be no request in such a steadfast and heart-of-heart supplication? 

Lord! Have mercy and let my children live and grow up. –God, remove all tribulations 
from them, save them from every affliction, likewise you saved us today.  Oh how 
grateful we are to you that you did not make us the prey of our enemy! 

How can I believe that the throstle is not giving thanks to God who has created 
so majestic and lovely nature, who has given life to the throstle – the treasury of sweet 
and precious beings? Who knows, what else the throstle was singing about. You have 
to guess and figure out it.  

The throstle was chanting and it was almost melting in this self-oblivion chant, 
the sun has gathered all its rays, placed them in its bosom, folding them up in its lap, 
then just hid itself behind the mountain and soon it took a pause.  Darkness fell down. 
The throstle, having fulfilled its duty, calmed down, flew up to its nest squatted over its 
fledglings. When the throstle ceased singing, the forest and the green pasture adorned 
with flowers down below; small hills and the divine spirit mingled with the air, all were 
giving thanks to the throstle: “Thank you, thank you, rejoice and live forever; May the 
Lord never put an end to your singing while your listener- the grateful nature should 
ask for your grace to appreciate thy labor aright and remember you always with 
compassion and kindness.” Meanwhile twilight set in. All the nature was getting ready 
to slumber. The throstle was silent but some other songsters appeared there, more 
majestic and sweeter warblers of nature than the throstle – the nightingale started 
chanting. If we, men, speaking part of the nature have our own Rustavelis , 
Shakespeares and Homeroses, then the wordless nature – forest, birds, beasts have 
their own Shakespeare and Rustaveli; This is nightingale with its’ beautiful sweet 
chanting, which turns the whole nature into the divine spirit with its heaven and earth. 
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Anyway the nightingale itself all melted up in this holiness and bliss, placing all the 
listeners’ hearts on its tiny wings to join them all with this divine spirit, rocking  to and 
forth with such aspiration and grace that anyone, listening to its whistling felt like the 
mother, acquainted with grief at the resurrection of her only deceased son...  

 
Chapter 2  

While the nightingale was singing, close-by in the valley, on the balcony an old 
priest, Irodion, by name and his only son, seminarian Vano were having tea. The only 
comfort and hope for the old man was rejoicing in nightingale’s chanting. Only there 
was a kind of sorrow on the face of Father Irodion, his eyes full of tears, seemed to 
have recollected some painful event.  

‐ How beautifully the nightingale is singing! Your deceased mother used to love 
the nightingale’s singing: she even forgot her food and drink until the songster kept 
chanting.  

Poor mother, she was all ears and would not stir on the balcony. She would 
groan and moan as if she understood every detail of the song. Oh, Lord, blessed be 
thy judgment, how could you grant such grace to the tiny little bird to make man’s soul 
and heart feel such a heavenly bliss and pleasure?  

It is praying, man, it is praying! -  Your mother would say. I hear every single 
tone modulation of its prayer. You know what else it is asking God for? – Lord, may all 
the nature be in blossom and green evermore! Lord, listen to the supplication of the 
feeble and the orphans! Lord, kindly remember all the souls in thy heaven who have 
passed the road of life in chastity and purity! Lord, remove death from us. Lord, let my 
kindred and my people live forevermore… 

In summer, she would not even let her cat stay in the house. She would make 
her hand maid take it far away and, of course, would not let anybody’s cat come inside 
her courtyard. These confounded animals eat nightingales! Indeed, we found some 
feathers several times at the roots of our roses, where nightingales used to stay for 
singing at night. Then they were easy to be captured by men, not to say anything about 
cats… because they always sing with closed eyes… Truly, nightingales were a great 
pleasure to us, they were like good heralds. They would fly to us to bring comfort and 
pleasure. When your mother passed away nightingales gave up coming to our garden. 
Now they greet us from far away. A nightingale is definitely a majestic phenomenon… 
nightingale in nature; and all the songbirds in general. Nature presents performances 
where actors sing. Plants, animals, birds and all the nature in general rejoice in 
chanting of these actors.  Did you hear a throstle sing in the evening? But when the 
darkness sets in, the nightingale takes its place… Not to say anything about other 
songsters of lower rank… 

Leading actors are jays. Nature is fond of arts like us. How can we love art as 
much as nature does?! And you know what I like about these actors? Yes, my dear, 
how they are modulating those voices, never asking for any money, nor feasts 
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arranged exclusively for them; gifts are never sent either. It’s the most majestic 
scene!... – says Vano in delight.   

What may they use or need those gifts for? – Declared Father Irodion. –What 
for do they need gold or silver presents?! But who knows, in their ways they are given 
some feasts; we never watch the behavior of the birds, never. 

Indeed, what a magnificent sight it might be, - went on Vano in delight- If I could 
see with my own eyes the nightingale’s anniversary when all the trees of the city are 
in full bloom and the air is mingled with flowery scent so that it makes men faint and 
dozy. I wish to see the nightingale circled with a deputation of birds. Could there be 
any breed of birds not sending their envoys to congratulate it? ...  How incredible it 
could be! You say that! Could there be found any bird that had not listened to the 
nightingale’s chanting not to rejoice in this euphony? I don’t think so.  So we might 
imagine what a lot of various birds of heaven might get together and what they would 
say to the nightingale or what kind of speech the nightingale itself would make, 
thanking or apologizing. Oh, Father what a magnificent scene it might be! I wish I could 
stay somewhere in the bushes, not to be seen and watch these birds, listening to their 
speeches to put down everything in my pad, then publish to be circulated among 
people. I doubt if anyone could run into a more amusing reading book than this one.  

Now we must only reverberate and imagine what different envoys of various 
breeds of birds could congratulate the nightingale! I imagine, for example, what the 
eagle would say as he should be the first. He is the king of birds: “Hey, you, birdie, I, 
the eagle, your king, have come to congratulate you with this feast; but you’d better 
not think much about yourself and not put on airs. But rather give even more pleasure 
to birds with your singing. I have also heard your singing but I have to mention, I don’t 
very much like it contrary to the majority, since your singing is too soft and sounds 
cowardly. I don’t hear in it vigorous and manly power. You are too feeble in stature and 
weak a real white feather, I don’t like it. Virility or courage is number one priority; this 
is the virtue for everybody. You cannot fight even against the wren, this is not manly. 
Long live and may the Lord grant you with those virtues marked above by me. 

There was a loud clapping. The nightingale gives its timid response: “Your 
Majesty King! I am not a warrior, neither a blood-thirsty soul. What for shall I need 
those virtues? In that case I shall lose all my virtues that I am acclaimed now and I 
shall never be again a nightingale. A blood-thirsty soul and heart never has such voices 
that I am appreciated by all of you. Besides, who shall I threaten with my courage and 
why?  When eating a grain of grass I have to be careful not to break my beak and if I 
do not cling unto a branch with my claws, they are so weak that I might at once break 
them off! Nature granted me only with my voice and a skill of singing; I won’t aspire for 
anything else, it’s all in vain, it wouldn’t work.  Your majesty’s mind is sure to 
understand it all. Whatever you wished me is definitely good, but…” 

The nightingale was silent and hung its head down. All the birds loudly 
applauded verifying the nightingale’s speech, but the eagle glared wrathfully its eyes 
through at that time, the same eyes showed accord and respect with the nightingale. 
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Nevertheless showing pity and fellow-feelings it strutted aside to give other birds some 
room to congratulate the nightingale turn by turn, to express their feelings and 
excitement. 

After the eagle the vulture shuffles forth and was impatient not to let others 
before itself, trying to say something good, booming in its throaty voice. Finally it found 
some words: It was trying to say something to please the king of all birds, because 
many a time it used to be feed on the king’s leftover food and hopes in future not to 
miss the king’s mercy evermore. The vulture did not seem to like the nightingale as it 
was thinking too high about itself, it shows off its mighty stature and regards itself 
almost equal to the eagle. Besides it thinks that birds in their ignorance do not duly 
value its worth; so it is glaring its eyes with pride, swelling its throat.  All the birds burst 
into laughter. Some birds were trying to shout at the vulture: Get lost, out of here! But 
others were trying to calm them down, waiting for the vulture to end its speech.  

The vulture is all out to imitate the eagle’s speech; trying even to catch the 
accent: You little birdie, congratulations! Only it never knew what it was congratulating. 
It might have forgotten it); so tiny you are but your name is so great!  I don’t know why 
it often happens so? I have heard your singing many times and I feel rather satisfied. 
Only there is something I don’t like about it: your singing makes me lose my appetite 
for carrion; of course, I don’t like it. (There is laughter among the birds). If one listens 
to your singing whole-heartedly, some bitter drops shall melt down into one’s heart. 
These are so heavy and embittered drops, basically, what drops they are I don’t know 
but I feel for sure that they print the following words on the heart: “Do not kill, do not 
shed blood! What else can I do then? Shall I graze grass? These silly birds (pointing 
to the birds), of course, I apologize, your majesty, my king they think that I am out of 
wits and I don’t understand this short life! Oh! They, silly birds never know, except you, 
Your Majesty, that brains I have in my head, you can’t find even half of it in all their 
heads. “A good speaker needs a good listener” – goes the old saying, but nothing 
doing…  Alas, my little, tiny bird you say this because, on the one hand, you remind us 
not to kill anybody because of your weakness, you cannot beat anybody to kill, on the 
other hand, as it was already said by our majesty, the king, you cannot eat any meat. 
So, therefore I say, if the aforesaid words are taken into account them, you may be a 
better songster. “ 

Thus when the vulture finished its speech it caused a loud laughter. There was 
a jay among songbirds that was cursing the vulture secretly, from above: “Woe is you”.  

The nightingale fell silent but was frustrated so that could not utter any sound. 
‐ This way, this way! – The falcon shouted with a roaring voice.   Get out you, 

voracious creature that always feeds on the leftover food of others! You, slothful, 
ungrateful and lazy, birds earning your bread without sweating. How dare you show 
your face outside, bragging about your brains, giving counsel to others! God hasn’t 
given you any guts for hunting. You only wait for our leftover. Then you dash down 
shamelessly and devour all crumbs and leftover. Look at it how proudly it is bragging, 
giving advice to the nightingale, as if able to appreciate any worthy singing.  
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Excellent songster, I cannot claim to understand your worth thoroughly either, 

but being a flesh-eating and bloodthirsty bird, I have quite different attitude toward good 
and evil things.  I am brought up on such traditions and skills that your singing and your 
personality would not greatly impress me. But it is not really so, I do understand rather 
well the significance of your singing. Without you, we birds, would smite each other 
ruthlessly, a falcon would beat another falcon. But your beautiful voice calms down our 
lusts and bloodthirsty appetite. I have experienced it myself, how can I lie? This is the 
very reason why I ordered strictly that no hawk, nor wild hawk, should ever touch you 
or hurt you.  I wish you be successful, victorious and may you live a long life for 
evermore! 

The falcon was speaking with great fascination, especially when it used its pretty 
eyes to pop around in a smarty way… 

Father Irodion was listening to his son with all ears, rather fascinated. Who is 
next to congratulate the nightingale? – asked the Father Confessor his son - Vano. 
Predatory birds are never trusted by peaceful birds: some of them are scattered and 
nestled, some are hidden in shrubs and some in the trees. They are perching in leafy 
trees. They are looking forward to their turns to congratulate the nightingale. They are 
followings: the turtle dove, the wren, the fazan, all so frightened, not able even to touch 
each other, waiting impatiently when all the powerful birds take leave and peaceful 
birds will have free way; among them most bold and daring was the jay, it was copying 
and mocking different birds; making others burst with laughter. The jay was so restless, 
hopping from one place to another, never wishing to calm down. 

In the team of flesh-eating birds the raven was most conspicuous. It seemed to be 
longing for the congratulation. Once it even started giving such obnoxious sounds that 
everybody had creeps. Anyway, the raven, as well as other birds, was strictly reproached 
by the fretting eagle to step aside and make the way. 

‐ Birds of feather, you, manly males! Step back! Stay a little far away, so that 
feeble and weak birds should have a chance to congratulate their fellow songster.  

His order was promptly obeyed, who ever could oppose him? 
The wren flew over nearer to the nightingale, cooing, hugging, with its bill. At 

the same time it was shedding tears that streamed all down. – May you live Long, my 
dearest, you are my life and hope our charm and our glory. Could we also be called 
song birds? As if we are real songbirds too. Are we worth living? All my life I could only 
learn one song and even that song was through your advice. When I feel like singing, 
I start to voice cooing and chirruping: “White Theodore! Give me red and yellow tails 
for the wedding!1 Boundless thanks to you, dear songster, for your magnificent sounds 
and sweet voice made me so calm and harmless. – Everybody blesses me; everybody 
loves me and thinks of me with prayers and blessings. 

The wren could not be torn away from the nightingale. It was doting on the 
nightingale with such great fervor that all other birds lost their patience and thousands 
of various birds of air burst into great clamor swarming all over the nightingale.   
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They all cooed so hard and so eagerly that the poor nightingale was greatly 

disturbed.  In this hub-bubs, they almost plucked all the feathers off the nightingale; 
they all spoke together, praising it to the uttermost. Some were apologizing, some were 
thanking it. For example, the fazan called it the Mother of songsters:  

‐ You are my mother, even more than my mother. Because my mother 
slumbers and falls asleep but you lull me to sleep all the night when I am still strutting 
in the bushes or fall faint after running and walking all weary. When I hear your chanting 
I seem to be in paradise. 

The swallow started apologizing, saying that it seemed a miserable bird 
compared with the nightingale, as if I could also sing! How can I be compared to you, 
our excellent songster?! You are always praying and no reproach comes out of your 
mouth not to say anything about cursing. But as for me, I can’t help it when I am 
annoyed, I have no patience and I start cursing: 

May the old be quickened, the old be quickened. The young be smitten! 
Partridges and wild finches asked the nightingale to visit them in the mountains 

in summer. We shall take you with us because it’s rather hot here and much cooler 
with us there. With splendid fresh air; you should stay with us a little longer instead of 
showing yourself for a short time and leaving us immediately... Many a night and night 
after night we are looking forward to catch a glimpse of you, either in the hill or on a 
rock, we are cleaving against a boulder expecting to hear your beautiful voice but in 
vain. You are exciting us, miserable creatures.  

The jay was trying hard and it was shrieking a lot but nobody paid any heed to it! It 
talked not about the nightingale but more about the raven and the lite. 

The raven took leave from the eagle’s team and the lite followed its example, 
joining the harmless and peaceful group of birds.  

‐ Ladies and gentlemen – cried the Jay – Hear, hear! We are all truly praising the 
nightingale but there are many other songbirds here; Open your eyes and watch closely, 
do you see? The magnificent raven and outstanding lite whose chanting is rather pleasing, 
which I should say, is not yet duly appreciated. There might be some time when all of you 
shall talk about the raven and the lite. For example: are you kidding how they are hovering 
and wavering high in the sky, shrieking - with leader’s voice. It now sits and shrieks, and 
then it flutters again shrieking high. We have to arrange a special anniversary in their honor 
too.   

‐ We, who are gathered here are able to sing somehow this way or that way, 
yes, we can all sing well. Only the raven and the lite will sing in the high voice, me and 
the woodpecker would sing in adequately, the others would join us and we shall see 
how it works up.  

All the birds burst into laughter; they all got together and boomed loudly an 
excellent song. There was such a hub-bub that all the forest was shaking. The eagle 
and its’ team were singing pretty well. A get-together of all birds. What a sight they are, 
Dear me! 

‐ Is there anything else? Is that all? - Asked the old man his son Vano. 
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‐ That’s the end. What else is missing? I don’t know- replied Vano. 
‐ Many things, buddy, many things. By the way, if at that time one puckish 

jackal tries to shriek, what will happen?  
‐ One puckish jackal can flunk all the pleasure of the birds, dispersing all of 

them in different directions – said Father Irodion smiling.  
‐ There might also happen, many other things too but how can I say 

everything? How can I think of everything? Let others add more to my tale. 
While the father and his son were talking about the anniversary of the 

nightingale, the latter was spreading euphonic sounds all over the location, joining 
heaven and earth, mingling in harmony one with the other. Anyone could think that 
hence forward heaven would never dare to harm even an ant on the earth not to say 
anything about hurting a man.  

(1913) 
 

Translated by Lali Jokhadze 
Tbilisi Ilia State University 
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Tbilisi history as the capital of Georgia started from the times when the son of 

Vakhtang Gorgasali, Dachi Ujarmeli completed the cause started by his father and 
transferred the royal residence from Mtskheta to Tbilisi. “And this King started building 
the constructions in Kartli owing to the destructed area in valleys of Kartli, Klarjeti, 
Egrisi and had built fortresses of Tbilisi and as ordered by Vakhtang to create the Royal 
palace” – Juansheri, “Kartlis Tskhovreba” (Life of Kartli). 

Even in earlier times, the attention of Kartli kings was drawn to the settlement 
point in the Mtkvari River valley, crowned by the mountains, excellent for the protection 
of the road that passed through the area. As a result, a fortress to lock this road from 
the east to south was erected. The fortress was very important to strengthen the capital 
of Georgia Mtskheta. According to the historian Leonti Mroveli, Tbilisi was built “as a 
fortress for Mtskheta”. He says that on the territory of Tbilisi there was built a citadel in 
the second half of the 4th century, during the reign of Kartli King Varaz Bakuri. At the 
end of the 4th century Persia conquered the whole Kartli and a vassal of Shah was sent 
to Kartli to control the King of Kartli. For his own residence, the Pitiakhsh (the head of 
the state in Persian) chose the city-citadel of Tbilisi. It was written in a story from the 
first Georgian historical manuscript (“Moktsevai Kartlisai”). At the time Tbilisi was 
strengthened more as an administrative center rather than a trading or craft center, 
which indicates that it was a real city. 

The first and the oldest foreign historic information about Tbilisi is in a story of 
the 6th century Byzantine historian Theophane. In his description of a war between 
Byzantine and Iran of 571 A.D. he writes: “The Georgians/Iberians ran over from the 
Persians immediately and supported the Romans. The Georgians was headed by 
Gurgen and the capital of Iberia was Tbilisi”. 

Vakhtang Gorgasali built one of the first churches “Gethsemane” in the name of 
Metekhi Virgin in Tbilisi (now Metekhi, first referred to in the 12th century in “Matiane”). 
Slightly lower on the slope there is Martyr St. Abo’s niche, and St. Shushanik is buried 
in Metekhi Church. Both saints together with David Garejeli are considered as the 
protectors or guardians of the city of Tbilisi. 

The transformation of Tbilisi into the city and then the capital is of great 
importance for the cultural life of the city. Gradually it became the center of the 
Christian culture. Certainly the residence of the Kartli Catholicos remained in Mtskheta 
but bishops’ center was founded in Tbilisi and an intensive construction of churches 
began. In 506 A.D. Tbilisi Bishop is referred as a participant of Dvini Church Meeting. 
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In the development of earlier feudal Georgian culture the most important role 

was played by churches and monasteries, which were education and cultural centers 
where great attention was paid to production of book. It was here that church priests, 
book scribe monks and nuns were trained, those who were responsible for book 
production and then their dissemination in Tbilisi (the royal residence), bishops’ center 
and then the Catholicos’ City, which was formed as a stronghold of culture, where 
scientists, translators, writers, inscription-masters, copyists and other related 
professionals dwelt. It is assumed that in Tbilisi, as in other cities of early Christianity, 
the monastery and church schools probably were of similar type. The Bishops and 
Church schools were spread throughout the city in big cathedrals and churches. 

In 599-614 the outstanding leader of the Tbilisi education, scientific and cultural 
life was Catholicos of Kartli, Kirion I, who had chosen Sioni Cathedral as the center for 
the head of the Georgian Church. He was profoundly educated, an erudite and a writer, 
his epistles (in Georgian, Greek and Armenian languages) are the monuments bearing 
high political and literary significance. The Armenian translations of epistles are 
included in the famous collection “Epistles Book” and are quoted in “History” of the 10th 
century Armenian historian Justinian. The well-known political figure and writer Kirion 
corresponded with the Pope, with the patriarchs of Armenia and Jerusalem and with 
the Persian top officials. Some of these epistles have reached our days. Kirion, 
educated in Greece, strongly influenced the Kartli theological and secular life. As a 
result of his efficient activities, dyophysitism finally won over monophysitism and 
political and cultural orientation course was directed towards Byzantine. 

According to the information provided by the old Georgian annals “Moktsevai 
Kartlisai”, in the 5-6th centuries, during the reign of Dachi Ujarmeli, St. Maria Church 
was built in Tbilisi. In Giorgi Chubinashvili’s opinion, it was Anchiskhati Monastery, 
which remains to our days. To the south was the Royal Palace. The king’s family here 
listened to service prayers, with the priests frequenting the place. It served as a training 
centre on the state matters. Until the 17th century the church was called Bell Church, 
since in the Arabic epoch Georgians had the right to sound bells only in this particular 
church. In the 17th century Catholicos Patriarch Domenti laid here the Savior’s 
miraculous icon brought from the Anchi province and the church was renamed into 
Anchiskhati. In the second quarter of the 6th century on the present location of Kashveti 
Church, another one was erected which is connected with the activities of one of 
thirteen Assyrian Priests St. David Garejeli and his pupil Lukiane Missionary. In the 
eastern part of Trialeti range (at present St. David Church)a cave was carved in the 
rock by St. David Garejeli. According to the tradition, in the 7th century St. John’s 
Monastery was built on the place of the present-day Blue Monastery. 

Despite the fact that after abolishing of the Kartli Kingdom, the country was ruled 
by a Persian representative, Kartli Supreme Potentate–Marzpan (in Persian language 
“District Ruler”), but the city still remained to be quite important. 

A new feudal class, the nobility after centuries of fighting at the beginning of the 
6th c. acquired a certain political domination in Kartli. The King’s power founded on 
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slavery was abolished and the whole power was transferred to the nobility. The noble 
men had acquired their own central power – leader of the nation with the residence in 
Tbilisi. The head of nations minted its own coins with Georgian inscription. The feudal 
Tbilisi could not compete with slave holding Mtskheta which still held the economic 
levers together with its priorities. The ancient historic sources write that in 523 A.D. the 
Mtskheta population was reducing, while the numbers in Tbilisi were increasing. Since 
the end of the 6th c. together with transformation to Kartli political Center, the political 
and cultural influence of Tbilisi was growing. At that time it became the top focus of 
Kartli cultural-public movements. 

In the 5-10th centuries the greater part of Tbilisi population consisted of 
craftsmen and traders. They made and sold products from clay, glass, bone and metal. 
The urban customers were from the upper class society, feudal aristocracy, King’s 
servicemen, employees of state entities with their families. The existence of cathedrals 
and other churches indicates that Tbilisi was populated by the prominent theological 
aristocracy, the Church servicemen. During the architectural excavations of 1956 – 
1957 in the Erekle II Square, along with the discoveries of the feudal times, an agate 
seal representing a nobleman and leaves (4-5th cc.) were found between Anchiskhati 
and Sioni on the terrace in front of Rostomi old house. According to some researcher 
King Vakhtang Gorgasali is depicted on them. Evidently, at the time foreigners lived in 
Tbilisi as well: Persians, servicemen of Marzpan, aristocracy representatives, secular, 
military and cult servicemen. The fact that they had their own praying places is 
evidenced by the existence of the cult structures of fire-worship (Zoroaster) cult 
structure “Ateshgah” remains (#3 Gomi Str, at present Kldisubani). Such unique 
monument is an outstandingly rare thing. In Georgia only Ateshgah remained, and the 
fighting between fire-worshipers and Christians is depicted in “Shushanik Torture” and 
in “Seclusion of Evstati Mtskheteli”.. From historic sources we get to know that 
Vakhtang Gorgasali had to take into account rather popular worship. Along with a 
Christian bishop at Royal house was a head of Persian noblemen. According to historic 
sources he was referred as a “Persian Bishop”. Persian noblemen had their own official 
right to preach. Taking into account various pieces of information, “Ateshgah” may 
have been built during the reign of King Vakhtang Gorgasali. 

The common population of the city belonging to various social levels – feudal 
aristocracy, free level, trade-craftsmen, etc. took part in construction of Sioni Cathedral 
that had started during the reign of Kartli King Guaram as “Motsevai Kartlisai” says: 
“Tbilisi population started building churches, the whole nation took part and half of work 
was done by noblemen”. Building was completed at times of Alexander Ardanase. 
Sioni construction was completed after the invasion of Tbilisi by the Byzantine Caesar 
Heracles and Khazar-Turkish raids of Tbilisi. 

In 627 A.D. Tbilisi citizens and Persians were defeated as a result of fighting 
with the Byzantine Caesar Heracles and his allies Khazars. Kartli was occupied by 
Byzantine and the Byzantine influence was firmly established. According to Georgian 
historians, Caesar transferred Tbilisi to Kartli Knight and established peaceful 
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relationships with him in exchange of a loyal military service. At the same time he did 
not interfere with Tbilisi affairs and those of the whole population of Georgia. 

At the end of the 8th c. Arabs spread their influence in Georgia. At first they 
started minting coins (the first Arabian money was minted in 705 AD.). At the end of 
the 9th c. Tbilisi was governed by the Kartli Knight – then the Kartli Governor Arab – 
Amira (Head of Conquered Provinces). In the 8th century Tbilisi was invaded by 
Khazars who robbed the city, taking cultural treasuries in enormous quantities. 

After the introduction of Christianity, theological music was intensively 
developed. At the end of the 6th c. almost all services and prayers were conducted in 
the Georgian language. In the 9-12th c.c. cathedrals and monasteries, especially in 
Tbilisi, was effectively developing Georgian hymnographic creative arts. It is thought 
that the emergence of choirs should have coincided with those times. 

It is scientifically proved that at the request of Samuel Catholicos (780-790 A.D.) 
Joan Sabanisdze of Tbilisi wrote a remarkable hagiographic story “Torture of Abo 
Tbileli”. This fact indicates the existence of literary traditions in Tbilisi. 

The Georgian architecture and painting at that period achieved a great success. 
Until the 10th century, during the period when Georgian arts flourished, architecture had 
already passed significant stages of stylistic development. Only a small portion of the 
construction evidence of those times has reached us. Consideration over Tbilisi hierarchy 
of those times is possible through scarce information dispersed in the written monuments 
according to several structures and analogues – the internal fortress placed on the 
mountain top (Kala) is transformed into the city architectural dominants. Sioni has been 
changed several times and it is difficult to reconstruct its initial appearance. A lot of 
churches and monasteries have been destroyed, while new monuments were erected on 
the same sites. Numerous changes have been introduced, in particular on Anchiskhati, 
though its initial face is vividly seen, which is a three-nave basilica. 

Despite many calamities owing to foreign or inner foes, Tbilisi lived due to its 
cultural life which has never died. It retained the role of a cultural center of Kartli. It had 
close cultural relationships with Georgian and foreign cities. 

Tbilisi as the cultural center of Georgia after the Arab invasion and domination 
had risen and shone in its full glory through the epochs of David IV Builder, Demetre I 
and Queen Tamar in the 12-13th centuries.  
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SoTa maRlakeliZe 
Tbilisis meriis ganaTlebisa da kulturis ganyofilebis gamge 

 

V-X saukuneebis Tbilisis kulturuli cxovrebis zogierTi 
aspeqti 

 

Tbilisis, rogorc dedaqalaqis istoria iwyeba im droidan, roca 

vaxtang gorgaslis vaJma, daCi ujarmelma, mamis dawyebuli saqme 

daasrula da samefo rezidencia mcxeTidan TbilisSi gadmoitana.~xolo 

aman daCi mefeman iwyo Senebad qarTlisa, rameTu mooxrebul iyvnes 

yovelni xevni qarTlisani, Tvinier kaxeTisa da klarjeTisa da egrisisa. 

da ganasrulna zRudeni tfilisisani, da, viTa ebrZana vaxtangs, igi 

Seqmna saxlad  sameufod.~ /juanSeri, ~qarTlis cxovreba~/. 

mTebiT garSemortymuli mtkvris xeobaSi warmoqmnili dasaxlebuli 

punqtisTvis adreve miupyriaT yuradReba qarTlis mefeebs da masze 

gamavali gzis dasacavad, aRmosavleTidan da samxreTidan mis Casaketad, 

cixe augiaT. es cixe mniSvnelovani iyo  dedaqalaq mcxeTis gasamagreb-

ladac. rogorc istorikosi leonti mroveli wers, Tbilisi aaSenes `ci-

xed mcxeTisa~. misive TqmiT, Tbilisis teritoriaze cixis ageba momxdara 

axali welTaRricxvis IV saukunis meore naxevarSi, qarTlis mefe varaz-

bakuris dros. IV saukunis bolos, sparseTma mTeli qarTli daipyro da 

Sahis mier Tavisi vasalis, mcxeTaSi mjdomi qarTlis mefisaTvis, Tval-

yuris sadevnelad gamogzavnilma pitiaxSma (sparsulad ~qveynis ufross~ 

niSnavs) sarezidenciod cixe-qalaqi Tbilisi airCia. amas gvauwyebs 

Cvenamde moRweuli pirveli qarTuli saistorio Txzuleba ~moqcevai 

qarTlisai~. im dros Tbilisi ufro gamagrebuli da administraciuli 

adgili iyo, vidre vaWroba-xelosnobis centri, anu namdvili qalaqi.  

pirvel da uZveles ucxour istoriul cnobas dedaqalaq 

Tbilisis Sesaxeb vecnobiT VI saukunis meore naxevris bizantieli 

istorikosis, Teofanes, monaTxrobSi, 571 wlis bizantia-iranis omis 

aRwerisas: ~sparselebs maSinve ganudgnen iberebic (qarTvelebic) da 

miemxrnen romaelebs; maT (qarTvelebs) mTavrobda gorgeni (gurgeni), 

xolo iberTa dedaqalaqi maSin tfilisi iyo.~ 

vaxtang gorgasalma TbilisSi, erT-erTi pirveli metexis 

RvTismSoblis saxelobis eklesia ~geTsimania~ aago (saxelwodeba 

~metexi~ pirvelad XII saukunis matianeSi moixsenieba). mis qvemoT, 

kldeSi, wmida mowame abos niSia. metexSi ki wmida SuSanikis neStia 

dasvenebuli. orive wmindani, wmida daviT garejelTan erTad, Tbilisis 

mfarvelebad miiCnevian.  
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Tbilisis qalaqad gadaqcevas, gansakuTrebiT ki _ dedaqalaqad 

gaxdomas, didi mniSvneloba hqonda qalaqis kulturuli cxovrebisTvis. 

Tbilisi TandaTan iqca qarTuli qristianuli kulturis centrad. 

marTalia, qarTlis kaTalikosis rezidencia mcxeTaSi darCa, magram 

TbilisSi daarsda saepiskoposo da daiwyo eklesiaTa intensiuri 

mSenebloba. 506 wels dvinis saeklesio krebis monawiled ukve 

moixsenieba Tbilisis episkoposi.   

adrefeodaluri xanis qarTuli kulturis ganviTarebaSi 

umniSvnelovanesi roli Seasrules eklesia-monastrebma, rogorc 

saganmanaTleblo da kulturis centrebma, sadac  didi yuradReba 

eqceoda samwignobro saqmis ganviTarebas. aq amzadebdnen eklesiis 

msaxurebs, mwignobar ber-monazvnebs, zrunavdnen wignebis Seqmnasa da 

gavrcelebaze. Tbilisi, rogorc samefo rezidencia, saepiskoposo da, 

Semdeg _ sakaTalikoso qalaqi, yalibdeba kulturis mZlavr kerad, 

sadac Tavs iyrian mwignobar-mecnierebi, mTargmnelebi, mwerlebi, 

xelnawerTa ostat-gadamwerni. savaraudoa, rom TbilisSi, iseve 

rogorc adreqristianuli periodis sxva qalaqebSi, saeklesio da 

samonastro skolebi erTnairi tipis iqmneboda. Yyvelaze garcelebuli 

iyo saepiskoposo da saeklesio skolebi, romlebic arsebobdnen qalaqis 

msxvil saepiskoposo kaTedrebsa da eklesiebTan.  

VII saukunis dasawyisis Tbilisis saganmanaTleblo, samecniero da 

kulturuli cxovrebis gamokveTili meTauria 599-614 wlebSi qarTlis 

kaTalikosi kirion I, romelmac sakaTalikosod sioni airCia. igi iyo 

Rrmad ganaTlebuli, farTod erudirebuli da masStaburad moazrovne 

moRvawe, mwerali. misi epistoleebi (qarTulad, berZnulad, somxurad) 

uaRresad mniSvnelovani politikuri da literaturuli Zeglia. 

epistoleTa somxuri Targmanebi Setanilia cnobil krebulSi ~episto-

leTa wigni~. misi citatebi moyvanilia X saukunis somexi istorikosis, 

uxTanesis ~istoriaSi~. kirions, rogorc cnobil politikur moRvawesa 

da mwerals eklesiis sakiTxebze mimowera hqonda romis papTan, ieru-

salimisa da somxeTis patriarqebTan, sparseTis umaRles moxeleebTan. 

zogierTi werilTagani da maTi pasuxebi Cvenamdec moRweulia. saberZ-

neTSi ganaTlebulma kirionma didi gavlena iqonia qarTlis sasuliero 

da saero cxovrebaze. misi energiuli moRvaweobis Sedegad, qveyanaSi 

diofizitobam sabolood sZlia monofizitobas, xolo qveynis po-

litikuri da kulturuli orientaciis kursi warimarTa bizantiisken. 

Zveli qarTuli matianis, ~moqcevai qarTlisai~-s cnobiT, V-VI 

saukuneTa mijnaze, daCi ujarmelis mefobis dros, TbilisSi ~mariam 

wmidisa eklesia aRaSenes~. giorgi CubinaSvilis varaudiT, es unda iyos 

igive anCisxatis taZari. mis samxreTiT imyofeboda mefeTa sasaxle. 
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mefis ojaxi aq ismenda wirva-locvas, aq iyvnen maTi moZRvrebi, aq 

emzadebodnen samefos movla-patronobisTvis. XVII saukunemde am taZars 

eZaxdnen ~zaris saydars~, vinaidan arabebis epoqaSi qarTvelebs mxolod 

am taZarSi hqondaT zaris rekvis ufleba. XVII saukuneSi kaTolikos-

patriarqma domentim aq daasvena anCidan CamobrZanebuli macxovris 

xelTuqmneli xati da eklesias ewoda ~anCisxati~. VI saukunis meore 

meoTxedSi dRevandeli qaSueTis taZris adgilas augiaT eklesia, 

romlis aSenebac, gadmocemis Tanaxmad, ukavSirdeba camet asurel 

mamaTagan erT-erTis, wmida daviT garejelisa da misi mowafis, lukianes 

TbilisSi samisionero da saganmanaTleblo moRvaweobas. TrialeTis 

qedis aRmosavleT nawilSi (amJamad _ mamadaviTis mTa), kldeSi senaki 

gamouqvabavs daviT garejels da qristianuli samlocvelo dauarsebia. 

gadmocemis Tanaxmad, VII saukuneSi amJamindeli ~lurji monastris~ 

adgilas wmida ioane RmrTismetyvelis saxelobis monasteri augiaT.  

miuxedavad imisa, rom mefobis gauqmebis Semdeg, qarTlSi 

sparseTis warmomadgeneli, qarTlis uzenaesi xelisufali _ marzpani 

(sparsulad ~olqis mmarTvels~ niSnavs) _ ijda, qalaqi mainc qarTuli 

kulturis mniSvnelovani centri iyo.  

 axalma feodalurma klasma, aznaurobam, saukunovani brZolis 

Semdeg, VI saukunis dasawyisSi, qarTlSi politikuri batonobac 

moipova. gauqmda monaTmflobelobaze dafuZnebuli mefis xelisufleba 

da mTeli Zalaufleba aznaurebis xelSi gadavida. aznaurebs gauCndaT 

TavianTi centraluri xelisufleba _ erismTavari, romlis rezidencia 

Tbilisi gaxda. erismTavari aq Wrida sakuTar fuls qarTuli warweriT. 

feodalur Tbiliss konkurencias veRar uwevda monaTmflobeluri 

mcxeTa da man, politikur upiratesobasTan erTad, ekonomikuri  

berketebic daTmo. uZvelesi istoriuli wyaroebi gviambobs, rom 523 

wels mcxeTaSi mosaxleoba mcirdeboda (~Txeldeboda~), xolo TbilisSi 

_ mravldeboda (~eSeneboda~). VI saukunis damdegidan, qarTlis poli-

tikur centrad gadaqcevasTan erTad, izrdeba Tbilisis ekonomikuri 

da kulturuli gavlena. am droidan, igi xdeba qarTlis kulturul-

sazogadoebrivi moZraobis erT-erTi umTavresi keraTagani. 

V-X saukuneebis Tbilisis mosaxleobis mniSvnelovan nawils 

Seadgendnen xelosnebi da vaWrebi. isini amzadebdnen da hyiddnen Tixis, 

minis, Zvlis  da liTonis nawarms. qalaqSi cxovrobda am saqonlis momxma-

rebeli maRali sazogadoeba, umaRlesi feodaluri aristokratia, mefis 

moxeleebi, saxelmwifo dawesebulebebSi momuSaveni, ojaxebiT. sakaTedro 

taZrisa da sxva eklesiaTa arseboba miuTiTebs, rom TbilisSi saxlobdnen 

umaRlesi sasuliero aristokratiis warmomadgenlebi, eklesiis 

msaxurebi. 1956-1957 wlebSi erekle meoris moedanze mdebare baRSi, 
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terasaze anCisxatsa da sions Soris, rostomis nasaxlaris pirdapir 

warmoebuli gaTxrebis dros, feodaluri xanis mravali mniSvnelovani 

aRmoCenis gverdiT napovnia aqatis qvis gema (sabeWdavi) didgvarovnis 

saxiT da rto-foTlebiT (aTariReben IV-V saukuneebiT). zogierTi 

mkvlevris azriT, masze gamosaxulia vaxtang gorgasali. savaraudoa, rom 

TbilisSi imTaviTve cxovrobdnen ucxoelebic: sparselebi, marzpanis 

karis msaxurebi, aristokratebi, saero, samxedro da sakulto msaxurebi. 

maT xom TavianTi samlocveloebic eqnebodaT, amas migvaniSnebs 

cecxlTayvanismcemelTa (zoroastrTa) sakulto nageboba ~aTeSgis~ 

naSTic (amJamindel kldisubanSi, gomis q. 3). aseTi unikaluri Zegli didi 

iSviaTobaa. saqarTveloSi mxolod erTi aTeSgaa SemorCenili. 

qristianobis brZola cecxlTayvanismcemlobis gavrcelebasTan asaxulia 

~SuSanikis wamebaSi~ da ~evstaTi mcxeTelis martvilobaSi~. saistorio 

wyaroebiT vigebT, rom vaxtang gorgasali iZulebuli iyo, angariSi gaewia 

qveyanaSi sakmaod fexmokidebuli cecxlTayvanismcemlobisTvis. qristian 

episkoposTan erTad, mefis karze sparsel mogvTa meTauric imyofeboda. 

igi, istoriul wyaroebSi, ~sparsTa episkoposad~ moixsenieba. sparsel 

mogvebs oficialurad hqondaT TavianTi sarwmunoebis qadagebis ufleba. 

sxvadasxva informaciis gaTvaliswinebiT, SesaZloa, aTeSga aSenebuliyo 

vaxtang gorgaslis epoqaSi. 

qalaqis mosaxleobis sxvadasxva socialuri fenis warmomadgen-

lebi: feodaluri aristokratia, Tavisufali fena, vaWar-xelosnebi da 

a.S. monawileobdnen sionis kaTedralis SenebaSi, rac qarTlis pirveli 

erismTavris, guaramis, dros daiwyo. rogorc ~moqcevai qarTlisai~ 

gvauwyebs: ~tfilisisa mkvidrTa didsa eklesiasa gebad daiwyes: 

naxevarsa iqmoda yoveli eri da naxevarsa erisTavni~. ageba dasrulda 

adarnase erismTavris dros. sionis mSenebloba mTavrdeba bizantiis 

keisar heraklesa da xazar-TurqTa mier Tbilisis darbevis Semdeg. 

627 wels Tbilisis moqalaqeebi da sparselebi damarcxdnen bizan-

tiis keisar heraklesTan da mis mokavSire xazarTa xakanTan (wina-

mZRolTan) brZolaSi, qarTli bizantiis xelSi gadavida da aq bizantiuri 

gavlena damyarda. rogorc qarTveli istorikosi mogviTxrobs, keisarma 

Tbilisi qarTlis erismTavars gadasca, masTan mSvidobiani urTierToba 

daamyara samxedro samsaxurisa da erTgulebis sanacvlod. amasTanave, igi 

ar ereoda Tbilisisa da saerTod, qarTvelebis saqmeebSi. 

 VIII saukunis damdegisTvis Tbilisze gavlenas avrceleben arabebi. 

maT jer fulis moWra daiwyes (pirveli arabuli fuli TbilisSi 705 

wels moiWra). IX saukunis damdegamde TbilisSi qarTlis erismTavari 

ijda, Semdeg ki _ qarTlis mmarTveli arabi moxele _ amira (dapyrobil 

provinciaTa gamgebeli). Tbiliss xazarebi kvlav Seesien VIII saukunis 
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meore naxevarSi da gaZarcves igi, auracxeli ganZi, maT Soris, 

kulturis saganZuri, Tan waiRes. 

qristianobis damkvidrebis Semdeg intensiurad ganviTarda sasu-

liero musika. VI saukunis bolosTvis wirva-locva TiTqmis mTlianad 

qarTulad mimdinareobda. IX-XII saukuneebSi taZrebsa da monastrebSi, 

gansakuTrebiT TbilisSi, intensiurad viTardeboda qarTuli himnogra-

fiuli Semoqmedeba. manamde ki, unda Camoyalibebuliyo sagundo kapelebi.  

mecnierulad dasabuTebulia, rom samoel kaTalikosis (780-790 

w.w.) TxovniT, ioane sabanisZem TbilisSi dawera SesaniSnavi agiogra-

fiuli Txzuleba ~abo tfilelis wameba~. es faqti ukve mianiSnebs 

TbilisSi literaturuli tradiciebis arsebobaze. 

qarTulma xuroTmoZRvrebam da saxviTma xelovnebam am periodSi 

did warmatebas miaRwia: X saukunisTvis, qarTuli xelovnebis axali 

ayvavebis xanisTvis, mas ukve aqvs gavlili stilistikuri ganviTarebis 

mniSvnelovani etapebi. arsebulis Zalian mcire nawili gadarCa. 

Tbilisis imdroindeli iersaxis Sesaxeb msjeloba SesaZlebelia 

werilobiT ZeglebSi gafantuli mwiri informaciis, ramdenime 

SemorCenili istoriuli nagebobis da analogiebis mixedviT. mTis 

koncxze ganTavsebuli Sidacixe (kala) qalaqis xuroTmoZRvrul 

dominantad iqca. sionma ramdenjerme icvala saxe da Zalian Znelia misi 

Tavdapirveli formis warmodgena. bevri eklesia-monasteri daingra da 

maT adgilas axali taZrebi igeboda. gadakeTebulia anCisxati, Tumca, 

misi Tavdapirveli saxe mainc naTlad Cans _ samnaviani bazilika.  

miuxedavad uamravi Wir-varamisa, gareSe Tu Sinaur mterTa mier 

iavarqmnisa, TbilisSi kulturuli cxovreba ar Camkvdara, igi 

inarCunebda qarTlis kulturuli centris rols. mas mWidro kul-

turuli urTierTobebi hqonda sxva qarTul da ucxour qalaqebTanac.  

Tbilisi, rogorc qarTuli kulturis kera, arabTa xangrZlivi 

batonobis Semdeg aRdga da mTeli sidiadiT gabrwyinda daviT IV 

aRmaSeneblis, demetre I-sa da Tamar mefis epoqaSi, XII-XIII saukuneebSi. 
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PEARL-FACE SYMBOL FOR COMPREHENSION IN 
POEM “KNIGHT IN THE TIGER’S SKIN” BY SHOTA RUSTAVELI 

 
The symbolic feature of precious stones from ancient times was charged with 

special significance since it was observed in the apocriph literature that upon his 
expulsion from Paradise Adam brought with him precious things, in particular gold and 
frankincense. Therefore jewelry implies celestial, inaccessible sacral items.  

The existence of a stone, says Goethe, is a mercy of light. The relationship 
between eye and light cannot be negated. Light is accommodated in an eye. It interacts 
with internal and external factors. It is worth noting that the Georgian word eye is 
frequently shifted to various phenomenon, e.g.:  the source eye, Lord’ eye, the ring’s 
eye, etc. In the Georgian language and in a poem The Knight in the Tiger’s Skin, the 
word eye has various meanings but for now we will dwell on its meaning of the precious 
stone. 

Acquisition of precious stones and their purchase was the destiny of only mighty 
and rich people. Their dedication as a gift was an expression of high respect and 
generosity. From the ancient times we have got numerous descriptions: it is sufficient 
for example to mention the title of the Bible Book Song of Songs in which the beauty 
of the beloved is transferred with the symbols of “honest eyes” (precious stones): 

 
“His head is the finest gold; 
his locks are wavy, 

black as a raven.  
His arms are rounded gold,    
set with jewels. 
His body is ivory work,  
encrusted with sapphires.” 1 

           

The Church leaders, the kings’ garments, scepters  and crowns were decorated 
with valuable stones (eyes). Icons are decorated with precious stones. In this way 
Georgian people expressed worship towards the people sacristies.  (It is sufficient to 
mention the Khakhuli Icon.) 

The first sources concerning precious stones are found in Ancient Greece and 
the East. In ancient Greece and in the East we come across the information provided 
by European alchemists, masters of Renaissance arts, which deserve special 
attention. In the tenth century Epiphanes Cypriot translated the treatise “aTormeTta 

maT TualTaTvis (literally, for twelve eyes or precious stones), involving 

comprehension of precious stones by expression of a face that means comprehension 
of eyes expression through precious stones. 
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In Georgian academic literature there were expressed interesting opinions 

about the symbolism of precious stones. First of all we should mention Giorgi 
Nadiradze who in his book Rustaveli’s Esthetics focuses separately on the mosaic 
painting in which the researcher contemplates on the symbolism of precious stones. 
G. Nadiradze focuses on the artistic function of “honest eyes” and negates their 
different assignment.2 

Victor Nozadze in his Speech of Colors in The Knight in the Tiger’s Skin dwells 
on the symbolism of stones. The explorer related them with colors and supported his 
research by the factual material on religious imagination in connection with precious 
stones. V. Nozadze presents rich historical and ethnographic material, though he puts 
forward the richest historical and ethnographic material, however he also presents the 
artistic function  of precious stones.3 

To this issue was dedicated the extraordinary thesis by N. Koiava, who 
presented a review on the economic importance of precious stones described in the 
poem.4 Vasil Chantladze in his comprehensive thesis Economic Opinions of Shota 
Rustaveli deliberates over the epoch in which Shota Rustaveli lived and wrote, the 
economic environment of The Knight in the Tiger’s Skin and emphasizes the economic 
functions which competed with gold and precious stones.5 

The works of K. Elashvili and G. Alibegashvili were dedicated to the precious 
stones symbolics as well. They emphasize their attention on the aspects of the 
expression of a face. In Shota Rustaveli’s poem there cannot be anything casual and 
even the presentation of precious stones has undergone a deep charge since the 
Middle Ages when everything was accepted in a symbolic way. “There was nothing in 
the world having only one meaning for a man”6, even the simple spring which quench 
thirst indicates the life source. Each subject had its assignment but it was necessary 
to guess its second meaning in order to reveal the concealed one. 

At present moment we do not intend to overview the functions of all precious 
stones mentioned in The Knight in the Tiger’s Skin; we will only limit the study of pearl, 
since we think that it has significant charge in the poem. 

From the ancient times the pearl was considered as a precious stone standing 
on a higher position than others. People took a pearl as a mythical image. According 
to Indian beliefs, a pearl was a drop of moisture. The moisture would drop into the sea, 
be swallowed by an oyster and then transformed into the pearl. This information is 
presented by Arabic writers. Even in the interpretation of Sulkhan Saba Orbeliani, 
pearls will adopt the soot and will become pure pearl.7 

The beauty and value of a pearl depends upon its size, outline, countability. It 
may be of various colors: white, red, violet, cherry, green. According to historic sources 
in the 12th century Georgia pearls were imported in enormous quantities. 

As it is known from the oriental literature, a perfect, fine word, poem or story 
was often called or referred to as a pearl. Firdous (Shah-Name), Nizami (Leila and 
Mejnun), Hafez and Rustaveli frequently mentioned the word in this particular meaning. 
In Rustaveli’s Prologue to his poem we find: 
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“COME, let us sit and shed a never-drying tear for Tariel’s sake. 
In truth none like him has ever been. I sat me down, 
I, Rust'hveli, indited a poem, my heart pierced with a lance. 
Hitherto the tale has been told as a tale; now is it a 
pearl of measured poesy.” 

And, 
“THIS Persian tale, now done into Georgian, has hitherto  
been like a pearl of great price cast in play from hand to  
hand; now I have found it and mounted it in a setting of  
verse; I have done a praiseworthy deed. The ravisher of my  
reason, proud and beautiful, willed me to do it.” 

 
It is interesting how Rustaveli bring into the poem one of the leading characters 

– Tariel. Rostevan and those accompanying him saw the lad in a tiger’s skin sitting and 
tearing near the spring. Tariel’s not lowly origin and aristocracy together with his 
attractiveness is evidenced by the horse saddle decorated by pearls:   

“THEY saw a certain stranger knight; he sat weeping on  
the bank of the stream, he held his black horse by the rein,  
he looked like a lion and a hero; his bridle, armour and  
saddle were thickly bedight with pearls; the rose of his  
cheek was frozen in tears that welled up from his  
woe-stricken heart.” 
 

Dedication of a pearl as present is an expression of extraordinary generosity 
and highest respect. After finding Tariel, Rostevan had a delight to meet Avtandil and 
delivered “pearls abundantly”. Avtandil rescued a merchants’ caravan from pirates. 
The grateful merchants did not know how to pay the brave knight and they presented 
them pearls. The merchants’ leader Ussein dedicated some rare pearls to the King. 
Rostevan “gave nine trays full to the brim with pearls” to Nuradin-Pridon, while Patman 
dedicated to Nestn the most precious pearl rarely found. Patman is depicted as a 
“Gulanshar” woman of simple beauty and at first sight it is surprising that the pearls 
would be dedicated to Nestan but maybe the poet wished to indicate that Nestan’s 
beauty was so impressive that even Patman could not resist it, thus the present of 
precious pearls.  

It is interesting  that at the beginning of The Knight in the Tiger’s Skin when the 
festive moods are spread in connection with the coronation of Tinatin, gifts are 
delivered abundantly. At the end of the poem when the circle is locked and all 
hardships are left behind, the numerous pearls are disseminated during the wedding 
feasts of the two couples – Tinatin and Avtandil, Tariel and Nestan. 

In the poem  pearls are used to depict external beauty of heroes. Patman went 
to cheer the saddened Nestan saying: “from the inky lakes into the bowls full of jet 
there was a stream, and between the coral and cornelian glittered the twin pearls of 
teeth.” Here Nestan’s teeth are compared with pearls. This is the only case when in 
order to transfer a spiritual state of a non-ideal character, Rustaveli uses comparison 
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with pearls. As Avtandil went to search for Tarieli, he transfered his duties to 
Shermadin. Shermadin does not wish to be parted with the landlord: “drops of hot tears 
were falling like pearls, and he said “how could I rejoice without you”.  

The use of the artistic feature of a pearl in The Knight in the Tiger’s Skin is based 
on the traditions of ancient Georgian and oriental writers. However, Rustaveli is rather 
moderate in this way. Reference to precious stones is conditioned by necessities. 
Rustaveli reverts to the oriental traditions that are so familiar to him. It may be said that 
he occupies a transitional stage between oriental and Western writers. Tinatin’s face 
is an embodiment of a pearl: “THE crystal pearl-shells guard the ruby-hued pearl and 
apparel it”, said Avtandil about Tinatin and we approached rather interesting 
significance of pearl face-symbol.  

The ethical content of symbolism is indivisible from the epoch’s aesthetics. One 
of the city fortresses had 12 foundations and there were 12 inscriptiones of 12 apostles 
on them – the fortress foundation was decorated by precious stones, 12 columns were 
decoreated by big pearls. 9 Andria Ceaser describes this place in the following way: “ 
Christ’s Apostles are pearls, one pearl – decorated from Christ”10 So the pearl is an 
eye \stone\ that was mentioned by Savior for decoration of heavenly angels, the pearl 
is an eye decoration of the heavenly town. The pearl symbol is a contradiction to the 
cave. It is a treasure kept in the area of a cave. The treasure for what one must concede 
everything. 

In the Middle Ages there were spread various stories about precious stones 
which were hidden, illuminating dark caves or other places where the treasure was. 
This leads us to the initial meaning of: “this is materialization of intangible light which 
is gleaming in the depth of a cave.”11 The light in it is immaterial tasking properties of 
a stone. Furthermore, it is the light-bearer. This initial property of a pearl seems to be 
strengthened by the second one – as if it is created in a shell as a result of being hit by 
the lightening. 

Efrem Asuri says that such was the miraculous genesis of Savior in the womb 
of the Virgin.  

The third meaning of a pearl as a symbol is connected with Gospels in which 
the pearl is an absolute value:  “the kingdom of heaven is like a merchant in search of 
fine pearls; on finding one pearl of great value, he went and sold all that he had and 
bought it.” This meaning is referred to by Joann Sabanisdze’s Martyrdom of Abo Tbileli 
. The explanation of a pearlis akin to the one said about the Savior. (Savior was also 
referred to as a pearl since he is standing between flesh and spirits and is seen like a 
pearl, the pearl which was approached by common people.13 A line from The Knight in 
the Tiger’s Skin has yet another comparison – a pearl has Gospel’s charge of 
appearance. Tinatin asked Avtandil to find the stranger. Avtandil is preparing to go and 
transfers to Shermadin the authority to rule the kingdom in his absence.  Shermadini 
is pleading with Avtandil to take him in his trip but Avtandili refused: “Hearken unto me, 
I tell thee truth without beating about the bush: when a lover would roam the fields, 
alone he must wander; a pearl falls to the lot of none without buying and bargaining. 
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An evil and treacherous man should be pierced with a lance”. The pearl is the absolute 
value and for its sake one must make concessions for anything and disseminate 
everything. The ideal beloved still does not make concessions even one’s own “I”. 
She/he will never acquire the most desirable love, to find real happiness going through 
much suffering, he/she will never find out the real pearl, since the pure love means to 
be free from one’s own “I”, which is the heavenly love. For Avtandil the image and 
notion of a pearl is connected with Tinatin. To achieve this love means overcoming 
many impediments. To fulfill Tinatin’s instructions, to go in search of the stranger is the 
road abounding in dangerous difficulties and perils. The Knight will achieve his dream 
when he manages to get to the end of this road. 

Such is the image of a pearl – the symbol of the epic poem The Knight in the 
Tiger’s Skin. 

SUMMARY IN GEORGIAN 

 

qeTevan trapaiZe 
Tbilisis meriis ganaTlebisa da kulturis ganyofilebis mTavari specialisti 

 

margalitis saxe-simbolos gaazrebisaTvis 
„vefxistyaosanSi“   
 

reziume 

 

Zvirfas qvaTa simbolikas odiTganve gansakuTrebuli mniSvneloba da 

datvirTva hqonda, radgan apokriful mwerlobaSi daculi iyo gadmocema imis 

Sesaxeb, rom samoTxidan gamodevnilma adamma Tan wamoiRo Zvirfaseuloba, 

kerZod oqro, muri da gundruki. amitom, Zvirfaseuloba Tavis TavSi  Seicavs 

zeciurs, miuwvdomels, sakralurs. statiaSi warmodgenilia  mosazrebebi, Tu 

ra datvirTviT gamoiyeneba Zvirfasi qvebi da patiosani Tvlebi „vefxis-

tyaosanSi“, kerZod, yuradReba gamaxvilebulia margalitis saxe-simboloze, 

mis mxatvrul funqciaze  da mimarTebaze saxarebasTan. 
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THE PHILOSOPHIC VIEWS IN CONTEMPORARY THEATRES 

 
The great forum of the theatrical art was held in Tbilisi in the early autumn of 

2013. Indeed! We were under the spell of this marvelous event of our theatrical life in 
the sphere of international cultural relations.  

In the last 5 years Tbilisi International Festival of Theatre has offered the best 
players from all over the world, showing new trends in theatrical art. Also, the Tbilisi 
International Festival of Theatre offers the best productions from Tbilisi as well as from 
other regions of the country within the program Georgian Showcase. Numerous plays 
are interesting from both, the foreign and the Georgian programs. In our article we 
would like to focus on the plays which, as we think, mostly reflected philosophic views 
of modern theatrical artists.   

The festival started with the play The Far Side of the Moon, directed by the 
famous artist Robert Lepage, presented by the company Ex Machina, Canada. As the 
festival catalogue informs, “Ex Machina is thus a multidisciplinary company bringing 
together actors, writers, set designers, puppeteers, computer graphic designers, video 
artists, contortionists and musicians. “  Really, in this play, everything is synthesized in 
one performance, in which detail is picturesque itself, but every visual effect is directed 
to open the deepness of a person’s spiritual life.    

The play enchanted the audience with involving performance of the actor. 
However, first of all we would like to emphasize the general idea of play, that the far 
side of the moon is the place of our sacral feelings, emotions, ideas, memories, which 
were hidden from our mind yet play a significant role in our inner life. This is one actor’s 
play, but indeed there are various persons performed by one. Robert Lepage played 
this role himself from 2000 till 2007 when he asked Yves Jacques to perform him. 
Philippe’s life by Yves Jacques is the adventure of a lonely person for whom the moon 
is the place where he wants to find his soulmates. Here, in the real world he loses his 
mother and his younger brother Andre. The episodes with Phillips’s mother, performed 
by the actor and a puppet-astronaut present a conversation in a dream. Supposedly, 
this dream is most precious for Philippe and the philosophical view makes the audience 
visionary.   

A true discovery for Georgian public was the National Theatre from Romania 
“Radu Stanca”. Sibiu, a little town of Romania, has a really great theatre. The director 
Silviu Purcarete, presented two plays at the festival – Waiting for Godot by Samuel 
Beckett and Gulliver’s Travels by Jonathan Swift. Over the long history of the Theatre 
of Absurd, various performances were shown by the world theatres of different 
playwrights. But still, Samuel Beckett’s Waiting for Godot remains the classic of the 
Theatre of Absurd and philosophy of Absurd. Moreover, any national theater and any 
director producing Waiting for Godot strives to find his own dependence on expecting 
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Godot. Only occasionally the experiments with the absurd finding is successful, as it 
was in Silviu Purcarete’s performance. Gogo and Didi, as well as Potso and Lacky 
remind us of the characters from Emir Kusturica’s films. Despite certain comical 
elements, on the whole all actors perform a hopeless expectation of a hope, which 
never comes true.         

The Silviu Purcarete’s second play which attracted our increasing interest is the 
performance of the well-known novel by Jonathan Swift. We were not expecting a 
direct theatrical realization of the classical story and waited for a modern interpretation, 
but the story which was developed for the stage certainly exceeds our expectation. We 
encountered an entirely new version of the classical novel, which goes so far from any 
kind of interpretation that one dare say that one witnessed something new arising from 
the colorful tree rooted in the great achievements of classical novel. 

Gulliver’s trip to the horse country dawns upon us as an idea of spiritual 
transformation connected with shifting of human values. At the same time the director 
offers us the problem of theatrical metamorphosis which goes beyond stage in the 
sphere of our everyday life. That was the reason that the ideas coming from the stage 
resounded with the voice of our hearts and encompassed our modern existence. The 
performance was deep and philosophic – our childhood reading of the fairy-tale-like 
characters was transformed into somewhat strangely deformed creatures, into the 
realm where existence is really frightful. The episode of killing babies is the picture of 
Apocalypses. At the same time some scenes are constructed as beautiful paintings, 
especially the episodes with horses. The only feeling after watching the play is a 
cultural shock and a discovery of a great theatre, which is mixed with rediscovering our 
childhood emotions. As for me, I read Gulliver’s Travels once more…  

The theatre company Gecko is a physical dance theatre, and the way of 
performing by dance and by action is understandable for any foreign audience. In 
Missing Amit Lahav creates the performance where the main character Lily’s memories 
determine her future. The way of narration is action and dance, performed with visual 
effects. The production amazes audience by the manner of expression:  the main 
character’s biography is viewed through the actors’ plasticity. This performance 
assures that various ways give the possibility of revealing the psychology of a 
character, and the way of the company Geko is truly   stunning. 

Mike Maran Productions and Marjanishvili Theatre, Tbilisi, in association with 
the Norwich Puppet Theatre, Mercury Theatre Colchester and NFA International Arts 
& Culture presented at the festival Platero: Travels with a Donkey, based on Platero y 
Yo by Juan Ramon Jimenez. The Nobel Prize winning writer tells a story of a ride on a 
mercurial donkey Platero in a small town of Southern Spain. The philosophic story is a 
piece of lyrical prose.  However, the author of the poetical genre preferred to call it an 
Andalusia elegy. Platero y Yo is the most popular prose is Spain after Don Quixote by 
Miguel de Cervantes. In Spanish schools and universities Platero y Yo is part of the 
curriculum. The lyrical prose, or elegy, as the author called it, was written in the period 
of the WWI and has been popular for about a hundred years. The reason is the deep 
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philosophic thought of the writer and attitude towards the world. The stage version we 
saw within the festival program is adapted and told by Mike Maran. 

The mentioned production was directed by Levan Tsuladze and called a musical 
ride (music by Mario Castelnuovo Tedesco). But the ride is metaphoric because 
Platero is a puppet. There are various puppets in the play created by Nino 
Namicheishvili. Greg Ogden performed the dialogs with puppets and the addressed 
the audience, which really fell in love with the little silver donkey, as the protagonist of 
the play did. The stage design reminds a small model of the southern Spanish 
province. Indeed, everything was very beautiful. As the world press rated, “Stunning… 
incredible attention on detail.”/Fringe Guru/. The play was performed at New Stage of 
Marjanishvili Theatre, a little basement hall, full of nostalgia of Levan Tsuladze’s young 
theatre days.  

Within the festival program Independent Project from Israel, called NEW, 
presented a mono play How Infinite, Endless is This Cold. The author and director was 
Nana Beradze. The play was based on poems by Nana Shabatashvili. Nana Beradze 
was an actress of the Georgian Children Theatre at the end of the 20th century, when 
it was quite famous. She left Georgia for Israel and now is appearing in various 
performances in Jerusalem. Nana Shabatashvili left Georgia in the same period. She 
writes her poems in Georgian and her creativity is a real example of friendship of the 
Georgian and Israeli people. As Nana Shabatashvili said, she has two native countries 
and loves both equally. Her poetry, which is in Georgian, indeed is sensitive, a little 
sad because of nostalgias for Georgia, her second homeland. As for Nana Beradze, 
her play was testifies to her being a sensitive and talented performer. The main theme 
of Nana Shabatashvili’s poems is love. The festival catalogue says about the 
performance: “Love deceitfully attracts the woman, with simple melodies, songs. All 
around is smiles… and love seems to be infinite. The stronger your feelings are, the 
harder it hurts in separation. It is difficult to win over it. The earth seems so small for 
two souls…” I think that these words express the feelings of the author very well and 
the manner of the actress’ performance was excellent, so close to the hearts of the 
audience.  

In the festival catalogue Pippo Delbono, director of the production After the 
Battle, presented by Emilia Romagna Teatro – Compania Delbono, Italy, announced 
his considerations in an extract from his poetical and political writings: “In this gray 
space where I see a place of physical detention, prison, isolation, and at the same time 
a mental space, a shutting of the mind, the inability to find freedom or clarity. Evermore 
imprisoned in the schizophrenia of body and soul; torn between an idea of the rules, 
of kings, of a God imposing his presence, and an idea of a man condemned to submit 
and lower himself everyday a little more.” ERT was presented as an extraordinary 
theatrical company. As the audience was informed, ERT works in two basic directions: 
collaboration with directors, and search for shows and spaces that might be alternative 
to the traditional Italian theatre halls, meeting a new, complex and varied public. ERT 
and Pippo Delbono are revolutionary-minded from the beginning. The performance 
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was extraordinary due to the devising, including the texts by Pippo Delbono translated 
and elaborated from Dante Alighieri, Antonin  Artaud, Franz Kafka, Alejandra Pizamik, 
Reiner Maria Rilke, Walt Whitman. As we see, various epochs and styles were mixed 
in the play. Also, the mix was in performance.  Pippo Delbono announced during the 
performance that some of the actors are not professionals and with some deviations. I 
believe that most interesting in the performance was the stage design by Claude 
Santerre and the costumes by Antonela Cannarozzi. The visual part of the play was 
really unforgettable.   

The last performance of the festival that attracted our interest was the 
production by Company 1927, UK, The Animals and Children Took to the Streets. The 
theatre company is highly original, combining performance and live music with 
animation and film. Such a combination results in a magic filmic theatre. The main 
focus of the company is the relationship between live actor and animation. The 
performance we saw proved to be an extremely dynamic and highly artistic show. 
Everything was synthesized in it, which amazed not only with the visual effects, but 
also with its deep insight into the problem. In fact, what is the way to maintain peace, 
turning children into zombies? The performance was full of philosophical questions, 
and at the same time was presented as a real magic show. Sometimes the stage 
design reminded the paintings of Expressionists. Only three actresses, Suzanne 
Andrade, Esme Appleton and Lillian Henley created numerous characters – of different 
ages and sex. And all characters were impressive. All actresses have outstanding 
vocal talents and the music by Lillian Henley is impressive.   

The Tbilisi International Festival of Theater presented numerous plays, 
demonstrating various directions, theatrical trends and different ways of performing. In 
our article we analyzed only few productions, those which we believed were the 
deepest and most spectacular. We think it is valid to say that Tbilisi International 
Festival of Theater has already shaped into as high class festival and has rightfully 
become one of the most important cultural events in Georgia as well as in the 
contemporary world theatre life. 
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SUMMARY IN GEORGIAN 

 

lela  wifuria 
Tbilisis javaxiSvilis saxelmwifo universiteti 

 

filosofiuri Sexedulebebi Tanamedrove TeatrebSi 
 

reziume 

 

Tbilisis saerTaSoriso Teatraluri festivali saqarTvelos kultu-

ruli cxovrebis gamorCeuli movlenaa. wels festivali mexuTed gaimarTa. 

Teatraluri festivalis programa sami nawilisgan Sedgeboda: saerTaSoriso 

speqtaklebi, progama niu, romelic aerTianebda rogorc ucxour warmod-

genebs, aseve qarTul-ucxour erTobliv dadgmebs da qarTuli Sou-qeisi, 

romel programaSic iyo rogorc Tbilisis, aseve regionaluri Teatrebis 

warmodgenebi. 

statiaSi gaanalizebulia festivalis mravalricxovani warmodgenebis  

nawili, saerTaSoriso speqtaklebisa da programidan niu. speqtaklebi 

SerCeulia ara mxolod mxatvruli xarisxis, agreTve msoflmxedvelobis da 

filosofiuri xedvis mniSvnelovnebis Sesabamisad. 

msoflioSi aRiarebuli reJisoris robert lepaJis „mTvaris Sori 

mxare“ festivalis pirveli warmodgena iyo. speqtaklma, reJisoris Canafiqris 

Sesabamisad qarTveli mayurebelic daafiqra adamianis sakraluri ocnebebis 

da realobis urTierTmimarTebaze. robert lepaJis speqtakli festivalis 

warmatebuli dasawyisi iyo. 

qarTveli mayureblisTvis aRmoCena iyo rumineTis patara qalaqis, 

sibius Teatri „radu stansa“. reJisor silviu purkaretes dadgmuli „godos 

molodini“ absurdis Teatris saprogramo nawarmoebis uaRresad saiteresod 

ganxorcielebuli dadgma aRmoCnda. rac Seexeba amave reJisoris meore 

warmodgenas _ „guliveris mogzauroba“, vfiqrob am warmodgenas uyoymanod 

SeiZleba ewodos Tanamedrove Teatris Sedevri. proza, romelic yvela 

bavSvisTvis erT-erTi pirveli sakiTxavia, silviu purkaretes mier warmo-

saxuli iyo rogorc samyaros filosofiuri xedva, romelic ulamazes 

sanaxaobad  iyo dadgmuli. 

kompania Gecko fizikuri cekvis Teatraluri dasia. speqtaklSi „dakar-

guli“ msaxiobebis araCveulebrivi plastikiT da cekviT iyo warmosaxuli 

mTavari gmiris, lilis rTuli fsiqologiuri wiaRsvlebi, romlebic mis 

awmyos da momavals gansazRvravda. 

nobelis premiis laureati mwerlis xuan ramon ximenesis prozis, 

„platero da me“-s saTeatro interptetacia warmogvidgina reJisorma levan 

wulaZem, maik maranis, marjaniSvilis Teatris, norviCis Tojinebis Teatris, 

merkuris Teatr qolCesteris da NFA saerTaSoriso xelovneba da kulturis 
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erToblivi proeqtis farglebSi ganxorcielebul speqtaklSi „platero, 

mogzauroba viriT“. es iyo sinTezuri warmodgena, sadac msaxiob kreig ogde-

nis da marionetebis meSveobiT xuan ramon ximenesis filosofiuri Txzuleba 

saintereso saxilvelad iqca. 

saerTaSoriso programaSi NEW, israelis damoukidebeli proeqtis 

farglebSi ori qarTveli xelovanis Semoqmedeba iyo warmodgenili. „ra 

usasrulod, usazRvrod civa“ _ ase erqva warmodgenas, romelic  nana beraZem 

poet nana SabaTaSvilis leqsebis mixedviT Seqmna. nana beraZe, romelic 

Tbiliseli mayureblisTvis kargad aris cnobili, rogorc mozard 

mayurebelTa Teatris saukeTeso SemoqmedebiTi periodis wamyvani msaxiobi, 

am speqtaklis avtori, reJisori, scenografi da Semsrulebelic  iyo. rac 

Seexeba nana SabaTaSvilis poezias, is namdvili aRmoCena gaxda qarTveli 

mayureblisTvis. uaRresad natifi, Rrma da filosofiuri poezia msaxiobma  

faqizad da  emociurad warmogvidgina. 

emilia romanas Teatri italiidan, pipo delbonos dasis speqtakli 

„brZolis Semdeg“ mxatvrulad warmosaxul revoluciur deklaracias mogva-

gonebs.  

didi britaneTis kompania 1927-is „bavSvebi da ZaRlebi moednen quCas“ 

aerTianebda Teatralur warmodgenas, cocxal musikas, animacias. mas marTe-

bulad ewoda „jadosnuri kinematografiuli Teatri“. speqtakli damafiqre-

bel da saWirboroto problemis Tematikaze Seqmnili gamomsaxvelobiTi sa-

Sualebebis srul feierverki  gaxldaT. 

gadauWarbeblad SeiZleba iTqvas, rom Tbilisis saerTaSoriso Teatra-

luri   festivali maRali rangis xelovnebis sanaxaobad Camoyalibda. 

 



MAMUKA DOLIDZE 

 

THE  LODGERS 

 
The  story Translated from Georgian by Maya Kiasashvili, The ILC Director 
 
The sound of footsteps behind the door died away and silence fell. As if 

someone crouched eavesdropping, listening to the pounding of my heart. I could feel 
his heavy breathing full of anxious expectation. I got to my feet, closed the book and 
unhooked the door-chain. 

A fragile old man stood on the landing, lit by the grey dim light. A woman with a 
ribbon in her hair was smiling shyly from behind his back. 

“Do you let rooms?” the man asked in a tremulous voice and stuck his nose in 
the gap. 

I shook my head, but the woman gave me no time to answer. 
“Your family has gone on a holiday trip to the seaside and you’re alone till 

autumn.” 
“How do you know?” I was surprised. 
“Sheer intuition,” she smiled at me. 
“I’m afraid, I can’t help you,” I said. “No room”. 
“That’s all right, this corner will do fine,” the old man interrupted and put his 

suitcase in the corner. 
“Why don’t you go to a hotel?” I suggested. 
“We prefer it here,” the woman said and gave me a wink. 
I grabbed the suitcase and put it outside on the landing, but suddenly the old 

man staggered and collapsed, falling face down. The woman began to scream. The 
unpredictability of life! A minute ago I was engrossed in reading the pages of the 
remote magnificent past and now I had to look for some pills for the failing heart of a 
complete alien: 

“Did you find it?” she asked crying. “Oh, what shall I do? Could you run to the 
nearest drug-store, Papa is dying!” 

I couldn’t possibly refuse, so I picked up my wallet and rushed to the drug-store. 
On my way back I bought some meat at the supermarket. 

As I returned I had to ring the doorbell for a long time. At last the door was 
opened. Judging from her face, the woman had definitely been sleeping. 

“I didn’t hear the bell,” she said yawning. 
The old man was sleeping soundly in my bed. He was snoring thunderously, 

wrapped in a blanket and clutching a pillow. 
“After an attack like that he is half-dead,” she wiped away a single teardrop. “He 

closes his eyes so tightly and is so motionless, I always fear he’ll die in his sleep one 
day.” 

“What’s your name?” I asked her. 
“Khatuna,” she smiled. 
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“You must be hungry,” I handed her the grocery bag hinting that the guest would 

do well by working a little bit on her own. 
 Khatuna turned her back to me and picked up the telephone. She began 

shouting as soon as she dialed the number. 
“37 Marabda Street.  As you pass the market, head for the drug-store, then turn 

to the right at the broker’s office. The second entrance, the fourth floor, flat number 24. 
Come up the open gallery and you’ll see the door, orange-red, I’ve marked it with a 
chalk cross.” 

I went into my study and dropped on the sofa without taking the clothes off. I 
didn’t know what to make of my uninvited visitors and finally decided to take as little 
notice of them as possible. I sank into a dream, or rather into what seemed a murky 
bottomless abyss of unconsciousness. It was well over midnight when I was awoken 
by loud banging. I couldn’t make up my mind whether it was the sound of my heartbeat 
or the earthquake that rumbled down below shuttering the whole house. It was too 
much. I sprang to my feet and went into the room. 

“Papa feels bad,” Khatuna whispered. 
The old man in his underwear was sitting up in the bed and banging his head 

on the wall. 
“Don’t touch me!” he yelled and flung a cushion at me. “You have no right to 

kick me out!” 
“Is he crazy or what?” I was really angry. 
 “Sunstroke,” nodded the woman. 
I rushed to the telephone and dialed the ambulance number. The old man 

calmed down suddenly and lay back again. 
“Don’t phone.” he begged. “I feel better.” 
I was roused at the dawn again. The door squeaked and a woman sneaked in. 

Her hair cascaded down on her shoulders, her face and her body seemed to be ablaze. 
She tiptoed to the bed, got in beside me and nearly melted into me with her fairy lips. 
I was dizzy with the exotic perfume, then I sprang up and soared into the air together 
with the woman. Everything was hazy around. I crashed down and the pallid, 
gossamery woman enwrapped me in her slimy embrace. The silence fell. Not the 
silence, but an absolute stillness that was hard to grasp, as if I was lying at the bottom 
of a grave. The witch had already straddled my chest and was unbuttoning my shirt. 
Then she moaned lecherously, showed her fangs and gripped me by the throat, but at 
that moment the sun rose and the first rays hit the window. I felt her talons go limp and 
she let me go. The woman trembled with rage, then drew back and the apparition 
blended into the darkness. 

Murman appeared in the morning. This young man with the shaved head turned 
out to be Khatuna’s brother. As soon as he was let in, he hauled a huge sack from his 
shoulders and rolled it into the room. How on earth had he found me? Was it possible 
that the lodgers had conspired beforehand to settle down in my flat? Murman untied 
the sack. First chickens fluttered out, then a stack of greens piled on the floor. 
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“Wash them quickly!” he shouted to his sister. “The market is already open. 

They can be sold at a good price at this early hour.”  Khatuna filled the bath with water 
and soaked the greens in it. She tied the chickens to the wash-stand. As she saw me 
watching, she bent her head meekly. Murman opened the fridge, took out a bottle of 
mineral water, opened it with his teeth and drank in gulps. Then he took my razor and 
brush and lathered his cheeks. Meanwhile the figure in the bed came to life. Turning 
back, I caught sight of the old man sitting on the pillow. He was whispering incessantly, 
shaking his head like a camel. His hair, tied with a ribbon, stood upright. When he 
finished his prayer he lit a candle, then set fire to the logs in the fireplace, took out a 
chicken leg from his pocket and threw it into the fire. I was giddy with the smell of 
burning and had spots before my eyes, the room toppled and the walls wavered. The 
praying man moved the candle and I was engulfed by the smoke dragon. The dragon 
opened its mouth, stuck out its forked tongue and said to me: “Don’t forget, you too are 
only a visitor in this world.” 

The smoke screen cleared with these words and the flames returned to the 
fireplace. The old man started his chant again, but it was surpassed by a rooster. The 
crowing died away and the headless carcass hopped past me. The old man’s hand 
covered with blood was drawing a tailed star on the wall. 

I tried to flee, but my body went stiff. I forced my way through the turbid air and 
went out. 

“You look so pale, are you okay?” my neighbour stopped me. 
“I’ve lost peace of mind,” I replied. “I was deprived of it.” 
“It’s all because of a virus,” he tried to be sympathetic “It broke out at the market 

and now is spread all over the city. You ought to eat as much garlic as you can.” 
I went to the market and bought some garlic. I put it in my pocket and returned 

home. 
Still I didn’t have the courage to enter alone. 
“George!” I called the neighbour.  “Can you drop in for a minute?” 
I turned the key and let the neighbour first. There was nobody in the hall. There 

was no trace of the lodgers. I checked all the rooms and confirmed that the flat was 
empty. 

“What’s up?” George asked with his arms akimbo. 
“Look up, I think the ceiling leaks.” 
George put his glasses on, examined the ceiling with no water marks on it and 

said: 
“Nothing like that,” then turned to me and added: “Air the rooms and forget about 

your foolish doubts.” 
I opened the window and sprawled on the sofa. Is it really utter foolishness? I 

had definitely overworked recently. I had arranged a holiday trip for my family and seen 
them off. On top of it, my office staff had all gone on holiday and I had been working 
tenfold. In short, I badly needed a rest. And what’s more, I mustn’t think about my 
intruding lodgers, I’ll have to push them out of my mind. But the harder you try to evade 
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an idee fixe, the more you concentrate on it. Suspicions crept back. I had the feeling I 
wasn’t alone. “They are somewhere here – hiding”, I thought and heard some noise. I 
leaned over and groped under the sofa, but only fished out a shoe. Then I took an 
umbrella and poked deep with it. At last I hooked something with the handle: it resisted 
at first and then I dragged it out into the light. 

“Very smart of you!” Khatuna, all covered in cobweb, shook her finger at me 
coquettishly. “How did you find me?” 

The flat came to life once more. The sound of snoring came from the hall. The 
murals were ablaze with the woman’s scream. A cloud screened the ceiling, a thunder 
split the dome, the walls cracked and were instantly covered with moss. Murman 
appeared among the ruins, observed the blistering sky and said: 

“Too hot to stand selling the greens. Would you go to the market instead of me? 
I’d give you your share.” 

“How dare you!” I shouted. 
Murman took a whip from his high boot and lashed me across the back. 
“Don’t shout, I’m not deaf!” 
The pain shot through me, my knees bent from weakness and I collapsed. The 

whip hit me again. 
“Stand up when I’m talking to you!” 
“Hush, you fool!” Khatuna stopped his hand. “Have you forgotten that we’re only 

lodgers? Forgive him, sir.”  She turned to me: “He’s a rough man, hardly civilized at all, 
but has a kind heart and won’t hurt even a fly.” 

The battle cries reached me from the outside Then several shots. The smoke 
was rising. A little boy galloped astride a stick along the balcony. 

“That’s Temur’s son, my cousin,” Khatuna explained. “His mother attends 
sewing-classes and there’s nobody at home to look after him.” 

A grenade exploded. The door crushed from its hinges and the room slanted. 
Temur’s son was fighting the cupboard, crashing the enemy mercilessly. 

“You naughty little beast!”  Khatuna cried at him. 
I didn’t recognize my room any more. The pictures were whitened with chalk, 

the ceiling blackened from smoke. A gaudy tapestry hung on the wall, chickens roamed 
the floor. Linen was hung out to dry on the longitudes and latitudes of the clotheslines. 
There was soil in the corner and they had planted herbs in it. The room vegetable patch 
had a fence around it. Once the cosy room furnished to my liking looked completely 
changed. 

“Don’t you like it?” Murman smiled at me. “We’re trying for your sake. Do you 
think we haven’t got enough land out of the city? The vegetable patch will bring you a 
steady income and having some money will help you feel a real man...” 

“Get out of here!” I shouted. 
“Here he goes again,” Khatuna sighed. 
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“It’s difficult to tame a man,” Murman took up his whip. “Why the hell would we 

want the flat if the host doesn’t become friendlier? We wouldn’t want a constant sore 
in our flat.” 

“Your methods are all wrong, Murman,” someone said, opened the door and 
rode in on horseback. 

“Nice to meet you, my name is Temur,” he jumped down and limped towards 
me. 

I neither nodded nor shook his hand. 
“Don’t be angry at us,” he smiled. “You live alone in this marvelous three-room 

apartment, while we have no roof at all.” 
“Go stay in a hotel,” I suggested. 
“We’re not moving anywhere. We’ll stay here, well-rooted, and see who leaves 

the battlefield first!” 
I choked with rage. I couldn’t restrain myself anymore and banged my clenched 

fist on the table. 
“You aren’t going to kick us out, are you?” Temur smiled again. “How can you 

throw out the dying man, or my son with sore tonsils, or me for that matter, the war 
veteran who has come to town to tend to his old wounds? We’d better sign a peace 
treaty. There’s enough room for all of us. We’ll be a little crowded at first, then befriend 
each other, intermarry and as we increase in number, we’ll occupy the neighbours’ 
flats.” 

Temur took his helmet off and looked around. 
“I’ve been travelling all over the world,” he continued. “I’ve been to India where 

the population density is abominably high. A place like this would house nine people, 
not less.” 

“Which means we need three more,” Murman concluded. 
“I’ll see to it immediately.” Khatuna made for the telephone. 
I took a knife and cut the line. 
“How dare you!” Murman shook his fist at me. 
“Beating is out of question. Are we savages or what?” Temur shook his head 

disapprovingly. “The open use of force is quite out of date, as well as beheading, 
burning down the houses and similar ancient rites. Economics! Money! These are the 
means to conquer the human race! Once we have turned his flat into a cornucopia, 
he’ll have faith in us, in our power and virtue.” 

“I don’t need your virtue!” I cried. “Get out, leave me alone!” 
“You aren’t frank,” Temur smiled. “You like being with us, but are afraid to admit 

the fact to yourself.” 
 “Why would you look for us had it been differently? Who forced you to poke 

under the sofa and drag me out?” Khatuna asked. 
“Probably he likes you,” Temur continued. “Love is a great driving force. But a 

woman like you is hard to find. Those, who think it’s easy to pick you, are gravely 
mistaken. Your future husband will have to prove he deserves the honour.” 
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“I fell in love with him the minute I set my eyes on him. I feel he isn’t altogether 

indifferent either,” Khatuna muttered. 
“I’ve still got enough of sanity left to control my feelings,” I answered. “So the 

sooner we split, the better.” 
I was startled by a shriek. They jumped on my back from the chandelier, put a 

bit in my mouth and pressed the stirrups to my sides. Before I had any time to think, I 
was galloping at a lightening speed. The invisible rider screamed in my ear, pulling 
hard at my hair. 

“Go, go!”  Khatuna was clapping with excitement. I struggled to free, but in vain, 
my feet seemed to have the mind of their own. Temur also mounted his horse and rode 
alongside. I turned to look and gaped: between Temur’s thighs my neighbour George 
was staring at me with his new equine countenance. He was shaking his head 
restlessly in his run, showing all his teeth. Soon the room opened up and we were 
whizzing in a dusky desert. It was neither the day, nor the night. The sun, the moon 
and the stars illuminated the dark maroon sky. Yellow smoke was rising from the 
scorching ground. 

“Go, go!,” Temur was yelling and the furrows of the printed lines led me to the 
world’s edge where a ship full of slaves stood waiting. I was drawn to the ship by an 
unpleasant, oppressive and, at the same time, sickeningly sweet feeling. I don’t 
remember how I turned back, how I managed to break the spell of this intoxicating 
allurement, how I disengaged from the blazing book lines and sprawled on the sofa 
completely exhausted. 

“That’s enough, you’ve nearly killed him,” Khatuna said to the little boy who was 
getting down from my back. 

The bedcovers stirred again. Once more the old man lifted his head and began 
to pray. Then he lit a candle, took a dagger and commanded, “Bring the chicken!” 

Khatuna chased the chickens, but couldn’t catch any and gave up. 
“Here’s a chicken!”  Murman shouted. 
Before I could react, he grabbed me and forced my head to the table. 
“You ought to consider yourself honoured, as you are about to be sacrificed to 

our deity,” the old man told me. “Coriander and parsley will grow on your last resting 
place. From Marabda Street you’ll get straight into the heaven.” 

“Do not fear,” Temur smiled. “It’s only a ritual. They’re merely testing you for 
your courage. Once they are reassured, you’ll become one of the family.” 

The old man raised his dagger. My shriek was lost in the tinkling of the doorbell. 
The hand with the dagger froze midair. 

“Who the hell is that?” Murman asked. 
“Have no idea,” Temur shrugged his shoulders and pushed me to the door. “Go, 

open it!” 
I unlatched the door with a trembling hand. 
“You haven’t paid your gas bill.” A little boy handed me the bill and had hardly 

finished his words, when I was already running down the stairs… 
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*  *  * 

I drew a formal complaint on the same day and went to the court-house. The 
huge building was all blotchy with the interplay of the sunshine and the shade. There 
were statues between the columns and a flying banner on its tin roof. 

The court-house façade turned out to be cardboard scenery. The side and the 
back walls were shaky and cracked. So was the ceiling and the dust from the roof 
covered the fake marble like snow. The draught shuttered the door. Inside, the clerks 
were drinking tea. A ball-like creature in a traditional costume was sitting at an 
enormous table typing with a breathtaking speed. 

“Come in, please, take a seat,” the creature jumped from behind the table and 
approached me with the agile steps ill-matched to his obesity. 

“I wish to make a formal complaint,” I began. 
“It’s too late,” he shook his head. “We’ve already completed the investigation 

into your case.” 
“Will I win?” I asked in a tremulous voice. 
“We’ll have to fight for it!” he answered and added, “Did you happen to suffer 

from belly-aches and dizziness in your childhood?” 
“Do you want me to back before a bunch of greengrocers and leave my house 

to them?” I cried. 
 “Why the greens only?” the detective was obviously surprised. “Some of them 

are doing useful work. Have you ever tasted candyfloss?” 
“I beg your pardon?” 
“It’s a very complicated case, to put it mildly. The law states that a homeless 

person having spent a night under the shelter is in an advantageous position to claim 
its ownership. Your case is even more controversial because your lodgers supply the 
market with herbs.” 

“What shall I do now?” 
“You have to reconcile with your fate. There’s only a handful of our nation and 

we mustn’t quarrel. Try not to take heed of them and pretend they’re not there.” 
“Deceiving myself?” 
“Do you want your family dirty linen out then?” 
“We hide the wounds from one another and notice nothing that explains why 

we’re bleeding to death.” 
“Exemplary words. You’re a true patriot, a real hero! Forget about my advice. I 

was trying you for your courage. We have to fight! We’ll perish, but defeat the enemy! 
I’ll set up a special commission tomorrow and look through some law books meanwhile. 
As for you, come and see me at my place the day after tomorrow.” 

As the clerk applauded in the background, the detective handed me his card. 
Two days is a long wait! These bullies multiply so fast that tomorrow I may not 

have an inch to stand on. I have to brace myself for a serious struggle immediately in 
order to sue them tomorrow and reclaim my lost flat. The decision made me turn half-
way as I was walking home and brought me to the street where the detective lived. 
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Soon I caught sight of a familiar ball-like figure bouncing out of the car and dashing 
into the house. 

“He’s not in,” my ringing was answered by a woman’s husky voice.  
“I’ll wait,” I persisted. 
The door opened and a face appeared. She had obviously been crying. 
“It’s not his reception day, come back tomorrow.” 
“It’s vital, there isn’t a minute to be lost,” I pushed the door open and found 

myself in a dark hall. 
The woman wiped away a tear, bent her head and entering one of the rooms, 

closed the door behind her. 
I sat there for a long time in a deathlike stillness. It resembled the silence at the 

theatre, when the performance is about to begin, just before the curtain goes up, 
masterminded by a hidden will-power which always remains beyond the grasp of 
human reason. Could this unusual day be the result of my fearful imagination? I 
couldn’t draw a line between them, couldn’t sense the boundaries between my dread 
and the world created by it. I experienced everything as integrity, as my fate, as the 
power that manipulated the characters of my imagination. No sounds penetrated 
through the doors, but as I got accustomed to the silence, the sound balance was 
broken by a remote din. I could not make out whether it was the blood throbbing in my 
veins or the breathing of a monster behind the wall. I strained to hear. This time the din 
yielded the clear sounds of a woman sobbing, of lashing and a male’s deep groan. 
Unable to stand it anymore, I sprang to my feet and threw the door open. 

“Don’t enter, he’ll come out himself!” the woman said weeping and hugged me 
tearfully. 

The room was misty. I couldn’t see clearly because of the smoke screen. When 
it dispersed, I saw the fire in the middle of the room and a huge pot over it. There were 
Temur and Murman standing on both sides of a half-naked creature, taking turns in 
whipping it mercilessly. The poor creature’s body was in bad bruises from the lashing. 
His face was distorted from pain. God Almighty! I recognized my detective in the 
miserable creature. Sweating and wringing at each hissing lash, he was stirring the pot 
with a gigantic ladle. 

“Meet my friends, Jemal and Omar,” the detective smiled at me, wiping the 
sweat from his brow. “They came on a sightseeing tour to the city and are staying with 
me. In the evening we usually make candyfloss, not for sale though, but because we 
enjoy it. It’s very sweet, you know. You can try for yourself and take some for your 
kids.” 

“We’re losing time!” Murman shouted at him. “We’ll sell it tomorrow at the 
market. Excuse me, sir,” he told me and banged the door in my face. 

By the time I came fully to my senses, I was in the street. The sun had covered 
the city in the cobweb of its rays. The castle, the towers, the temples were glowing like 
embers in the sunshine. The enemy hoards were crushing against the city gates like 
unbridled lava. 
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I spent the night in the street. I was so irate, I couldn’t sleep. The setting sun 

and the early moon illuminated the sky in gold and silver. The stars were scattered like 
the glittering beads let loose. The wonder of it! In the delicate sky the mysterious moon 
was throbbing with fury, accumulating the strength to withstand the flooding enemy 
armies. 

 At the sunrise I was in front of the court-house. The judge, Mr. Amilakhvari, was 
dozing at the Scales of Justice. I deliberately squeaked the door and coughed. 
Amilakhvari lifted his head and stared at me with his hang-over eyes. 

“They have occupied my flat,” I began. 
“You don’t say so!” the judge interrupted me and banged his fist furiously on the 

table. “The beggars have gone beyond all limits!” 
“They have also got the detective,” I sighed. 
“I know,” the judge said. “His courage is all fake, he just puts it on, walking 

around in traditional clothes in this heat and all, but the whip marks show clearly on his 
neck. I bet they have no guts to challenge me. Where are you, you bastards…” 

“Here, your honour,” the curtain parted and Temur’s smiling face appeared in 
the gap. “You told us to come today, right?” 

Thousands of eyes gleamed in the dark corridor, behind the curtain. Chagrin 
and hatred reflected in their predatory look. I turned back at what seemed like the 
sound of the frothy sea pushing sand to the shore. In a moment the hall was full of 
people. The black congealed shadows looked like neat book-lines. Temur’s relatives 
marched through the hall, crossed the frontier and occupied the gallery. The audience 
froze in anticipation of a battle.  

“Ladies and gentlemen,” Judge Amilakhvari took the floor. “Today we are to give 
the hearing to an extremely disputable case of, so to say, the family’s inner struggle. 
The case seems paradoxical and comic at the same time, but in its essence is 
remarkably complicated and important!” 

The hall applauded so frantically as if the impatient audience, hungry for the 
show to begin, was expressing its gratitude in advance. 

“It’s true,” the judge continued, “it really is a rather delicate case obliging us to 
rummage about in the human soul, exposing the deeply hidden things that any man is 
unwilling to admit even to himself. But please don’t forget that the sick human soul 
gives birth to the invisible thread which entraps our honour and conscience in its 
cobweb!” 

More clapping came from the hall. 
“You are facing the victim of violence,” Amilakhvari patted me tenderly. “Due to 

his gentle, considerate, tolerant and generous character he became a homeless 
wanderer. His character is the key that opened the door to enemy!” 

“Occupants, go home!” the hall exploded. A pistol was fired and a red-green 
rocket hit the ceiling. 
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“But the same character,” the detective sprang up,” is our hereditary treasure 

descending from our forefathers. That’s why it is better to waive, give up the flat, than 
to match the intruder’s rudeness with your own and forget hospitality.” 

“Long live the guest!” the hall rose up. The orchestra plunged into a flourish. 
“That’s exactly what our claim is all about,” Temur gained his footing. “It is the 

guest who is really important and not the host. Be magnanimous and hand your flat 
over as a gift!” 

“You’ve got plenty of flats out of the city,” the judge reminded him. 
“The climate is too harsh,” Temur answered. “Our people cannot bear the 

sudden changes of temperature.” 
“Can you produce any official proof?” the judge persisted. 
“Get up, boy,” Temur punched his son’s head. 
“Look at his sore glands.” The father rubbed the boy’s neck. “How can he lead 

a nomadic life?” 
“It’s so moving!” the detective wiped the tears away. “They deserve to be treated 

like humans.” 
“I’ll show you more,” Temur clapped and the curtain went up. My bed was 

dragged onto the stage. The stinking old man lay sleeping in it. Temur fired his pistol 
and the man woke up. 

“Thanks to the achievements in science and technology,” the old man roared, 
“the world can be conquered in a flash!” He tossed his hair, stuck out his tongue and 
fell back in convulsions. 

“Don’t torture him!” the detective cried. “Can’t you see he’s dying!” 
“Do you have the heart to throw out a dying man?” I was attacked from the 

audience. 
“Don’t trust a single word they say, brothers!” I jumped up. “I took pity of them, 

let them in and they occupied my flat. Tomorrow you will become their target. Forget 
magnanimity, unite and stand up to the predators!” 

The hall exploded in applause. 
“How ungrateful,” Temur said tearfully. “Do I look like a predator? I strive for 

your well-being day and night.” 
“Sheer ingratitude,” Murman shrugged regretfully. 
The scales of the fight fluctuated. The lodgers and I were winning alternately. 

The hall was saturated with the smell of sweat. The air thickened like melted glass, 
congealed and distorted faces refracted in two. The jurors’ hair spread like seaweeds 
along the walls. I could make out stony, frozen faces quit clearly in front of me and a 
bright human wave in the rare was painful to stare at. There was no hope of help from 
anywhere. Those who sympathized with me were clapping their hands and enjoying 
the show. The opponents were accumulating strength. Finding it overcrowded on the 
gallery, they slid down on ropes into the wings and fired spiteful and menacing words 
at me. 
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Still they could not crush me. The more the enemy raged, the more I forgot 

about my fear. In a battle like this it is vital to overcome oneself and drive away the 
sense of fear. The moment I got over this invisible barrier, the voice of my remote 
ancestor came to life in me. Instead of staying on the defensive, I assaulted the 
lodgers. I reminded them of their past, charging them with greed and other vices. 
Finally I succeeded in animating the audience. They started to appreciate me now. The 
heads hanging from the gallery stared at me with the hatred of insects deprived of their 
sting. Temur panicked and was on the verge of scampering, when the judge clanged 
the gong and immediate silence fell on the battlefield. 

“It’s an open and shut case,” he muttered and glanced at the detective. “The 
jury has considered the case and has come to the following decision: the three quarters 
of the disputed flat, i.e. three rooms, are to be passed to the homeless lodgers, while 
the balcony and the left side of the hall will remain in the possession of the former 
owner.” 

“The judge was bribed,” I was told from the orchestra pit.  
I swooped at the judge, but they wrung my arms and encircled me. The roaring 

human tide rose, flowed over the dam and flooded me. Half-conscious from the pain, I 
could not understand what they were shouting or why they were kissing me. Gradually 
the centipetal creature acquired a voice. First, separate sounds popped out from the 
dull. Hoarse din, then the atmosphere of the hall was ripped by a meteor cry: 

“Congratulations, a brilliant performance! It takes some man to retain the 
balcony after a struggle like this!” 

Once more the human wave spun me, tossed up like a ball and pressed against 
the table where Temur sat feasting with the jurors. 

“Long live the newcomer!” the judge cried, “Let’s drink to his generosity and his 
magnanimous soul!” 

I grappled with the judge and pushed him down the stairs. Then I seized the 
detective’s sword and fled. “Be reasonable! You can’t fight them by force!” they 
screamed after me. The street was folding step-by-step and speeding towards me… 
The dusky sky had a greenish hue – the colour of the landsliding rage. Blood surged 
to the sun’s face, the evening shattered into tiny black pieces and a pale crescent led 
the oppressive murk from the east. 

I ran home. The moonlight was softly moulding the unruffled river, the church 
sunk into the waves and the castle had straddled the dark night. There was no fear or 
regret, only detached cold fury and a clearly defined objective. I had to free myself from 
the clutches of the forcefully imposed plot, change the wording and find the only way 
of salvation, the way discovered by the ancestors and reliably paved. 

I ran up the steps in one breath. As if a spring came loose in me and the released 
energy tossed me to my door where Murman stood scratching my name off with a 
dagger. I cut his head off with a single blow and dashed into the occupied rooms. I 
crashed the lodgers’ shrine, cleaved the vegetable patch, smashed the radio, threw 
their clothes out of the window. Murman deflated with a hissing sound, just like a 
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pierced balloon and the smoke cloud rose from the headless body. The black smoke 
twisted like a dragon and attacked me before I could hit it with my sword and nearly 
choked me. Still I succeeded in opening the window and let the poisonous smoke out. 
The dragon’s tail remained and thrashing about, it slipped from my grip and slid into 
the open mouth of the sleeping old man. The man swelled and towered over me 
prepared for the struggle. 

“You can’t uproot me!” he roared and seized me with his talons. He was 
unexpectedly strong. He had taken roots in my “habitation” so deeply, that I could not 
move him an inch. I fetched an axe, chopped the wooden flooring around the lodger 
and threw him out of the window. Meanwhile Temur had returned. He rushed into the 
hall riding a black charger. The horse reared with the rider brandishing his sword. I 
gashed the horse in the side. It crushed down on the carpet and armoured warriors 
jumped out from its abdomen that lay split like a ripe pomegranate. Unbelievable! As 
soon as I stabbed one, another appeared from him. Three heads grew in the place of 
Temur’s cut head, a hundred arms grew in the place of his two. My foe seemed to be 
drawing his strength from the remains of my weakness. My retreat generated the hoard 
of armoured warriors. Instantly I realized that I had to overcome the sense of pity 
together with my fear, that I could not defeat the dragon without my faith. I grew aware 
that I was mightier than the fury that brewed in me, because I was defending my own 
flat, my hearth. The awareness supplied me with additional strength, I braced myself 
with all my courage and attacked the lodgers. Their ranks thinned. Gradually, they 
scattered like smoke, dispersed and disintegrated into separate letters, then wormed 
into the cracks. Fleeing, Temur shrank, squeezed through the doorway, rolled down 
the stairs, popped out into the street and spinning violently, blended into the darkness. 

When the sun rose, there was nobody in the flat. The shadows were leaving the 
walls, the candle was burning down. The stealing rays were embroidering the pages 
of Kartlis Tskhovreba* in ethereal ornaments. I swept the ripped shirts and the crashed 
helmet into the corner and covered the shreds of the abominable memories with the 
curtain of oblivion. Then I returned to my desk, opened the book and sank into the 
words brightened by the ecstasy of hope. 

 
 

NOTES 
 
*Kartlis Tskhovreba – the medieval annals of Georgia. 
(All the names of the short story are suggestive to the Georgian readers, e.g., 

Temur – Tamerlane, etc.) 
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